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FOREWORD

The name of Harold Ingrams is already so well known to all who are

interested in Arabia and the Arabs that it is superfluous to introduce him to

those to whom primarily this book will appeal. Its attraction will not,

however, be limited to Arabian experts and enthusiasts : it is a book that

wiU interest and entertain a far wider public, and for this reason and also

because for several years I watched at close quarters the author’s work in

the Aden Proteaorate I venture on some introductory remarks on his

achievements in that country.

Mr. Ingrams is an officer of the Colonial Administrative Service who
has had a varied career. In the war of 1914-18 he served for five years

with the King’s Shropshire Light Infantry and was woimded in Belgium
in 1916. He entered the Colonial Service in 1919 and held appointments

in Mauritius and Zanzibar, descriptions of which appear in this book.

With a great capacity for work, he combines a wide vision and a power
of planmng for the future with a capacity for assiduous application to the

details of everyday administration. It is in his nature to be an enthusiast,

and it was not long before his gaze fell upon Arabia, and he felt the attraction

of its ancient culture, of its tecinating history, and of the possibilities of

a revival of Arab fortunes in the modern world.

In Zanzibar Ingrams came into contact with Arabs from southern Arabia,

and he learnt from Hadhrami visitors of their strange native land, so close to

the activities ofthe outer world, and yet so remote &oni them, so prosperous

and so poor, so civilized and so savage. The Hadhramaut is indeed a

country ofcontrasts, with its wealthy Seyyids and its impoverished peasants,

its handsome towns, country houses and estates, and its turbulent tribes,

banditry and blood feuds. Although part of the British Protectorate of
Aden, the wide valley of the Had&amaut had remained isolated by its

natural barriers of mountains on the soudi and desert on the north. Its

seclusion^ remained undisturbed by Europeans, except for the visits of a

few adventurous travellers, xmtil exploratory airmen of the Royal Air

Force at Aden, taking swift bird’s-eye views of obstacles that had proved
so formidable to those on the ground, flew over this little known country,

and were s^rised both by its unique aspect and by the warmth of the

welcome with which their appearance was received.

Many of the Arabs of the Hadhramaut had for some time emigrated in

large numbers to Malaya and Java, and there they had seen the results of
internal security and settled government. Never losing their love for

their home in Arabia, diey came to realize how much better and happier a

place it might be if the curse of tribal and private warfare could be lifted

IX



FOREWORD

from it. At the same time it became all too apparent to them that there

was in thek country no local force or institution strong enough to deal

with the mischief, and their eyes turned hopefully to tne envoys of the

Power which had brought peace and prospenty to India, to Malaya and—
near at hand—to Aden.

This was the picture that was portrayed in tempting outline to a man
who was already deeply stirred by the pioneering spirit from which the

British Empire has grown, and by a belief in the capacity of its representa-

tives to ameliorate the lot of their Eastern fellow subjeas. A country

calling for help, and above all one that was peopled by Arabs, who, as a
race, appealed vividly to his sympathies and his imagination. Here indeed

was a task to fire me enthusiasm and determination of a character like

Ingrams. It became his ambition to serve in the Hadhramaut and to try

his hand at solving its problems.

It was not lone before the way was opened. The Colonial OflSce

wishing to estabHsh closer contact with this oudyiM part of the Aden
Protectorate, found in Ingrams an eager explorer of the country, of its

needs and of its possibilities. Ajourney through the length of the Hadhra-
maut valley, in which Mrs. Ingrams shared with her husband the discomforts

and local dangers, resulted in an invaluable report which provided a foun-
dation for the evolution of British policy in the Eastern Aden Protectorate.

In due course Ingrams was entrusted with the work of implementing the

schemes of pacification and development for which the country called.

In this land of turbulence and blood feuds there were but puny forces

to support any form of law and order. Stronger means of Keeping the

peace had still to be organized. In the meantime there was the power of
the Royal Air Force, but this weapon could be used only sparingly and
with the greatest restraint in a country where we ^hed to penetrate as

friends, not as enemies. The work or pacification had thus to depend to

a supreme degree on persuasion and personal influence, on a judicious

blending of firmness and conciUation and above all on sincerity of purpose
and a capacity to gain the confidence of a people easily roused to suspicion

and hostility.

Ingrams seized on the very real desire for peace, and under his guidance
internal warfare was suspended, and a netwoi of inter-tribal truces spread

over the land. As Resident Adviser to the Sultans of Mukalla and Seiyun
he was able to inaugurate a series of reforms, which, in spite of difficulties

and inevitable delays, have set a country long distraught by anarchy on
the path of order and progress.

In all his work Ingrams has been encouraged and supported by the

indefatigable collaboration and help of his wife. The name of Doreen

vivid description of efforts in which they have shared in the toil and in

the success.

January, 1942- Bernard Rboly.
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AUTHOR'S FOREWORD

A DOCTOS once told me that almost every one of his women patients

who had a baby said “Never again." “But later," he added, "they

come along and ask me to see them through with the next." That is

the stand I take, never again, but I hope that I shall be sufBciendy £rm
to stick to this resolve.

The period of gestation of this book has been so abnormally long,

and the travail so acute and so prolonged that I do not feel I could face

the ordeal again. By the nature of thirds a Civil Servant is probably

more handicapped as a writer than most others. Apart from the fact that

he has to spend so much time writing anyway thereby acquiring a

distaste for holding a pen more than about ten hours a day, he has little

time for it. Most of this book has been written in ships. Part 1 was

written in the Orion in 1936, some of it in Union Castle, British India,

French and Dutch ships, and some in the islands of Pemba, Zanzibar and

Mauritius. Part II was also partly written in the Orion and ended in Aden

before we left for Mukalla in October 1936. Part III was started in the

Narkunda and Canton, continued in Aden and Mukalla and in the Chitral,

ploughing its way through the Gulf of Bengal to Penang and Singapore

on a grey monsoon day. With the speed of present events it has been

difBcult to bring the story up to date. In Adra this was scarcely possible,

but here in brief and comparative leisure and in the cool mountain air

of a Sana sprii^ before a window which looks on a garden of English

flowers and shady apricot trees with a load of yellow firuits one is diverted

only by the desire to take out a deck-chair and read someone dse’s book.

That this book should have been written mostly in ships is therefore

understandable as I have had little time for writing it elsewhere, and it has

had the added advantage of enabling me to look at the subjea firom a

distance. ' Hie periods at which the book has been written will account for

the changing atmosphere from the Aden chapten to the end of the book.

This is the result of wridng at intervals, of a country in which I am still

hvii^ but of winch my knowledge naturally increases with the passage

tune and which is itself undergoing rapid clnuiges. Had I written
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Part II now and not referred to all the voluminous notes and reports wc

made on our first journey through the Hadhramaut, it would certainly

have been dificrent—whether for the better or the worse I cannot say.

But now that the country has become so familiar it would not be possible

to describe it with the detail I used before.* Perhaps this would have

made it less tedious to some readers, but I feel that much of the value that

is obtained from first impressions would be lost, for much of it describes

country up to that time unseen by European eyes and which in fact still

remains unseen by others.

I have had another compelling motive in writing this book. Since

the earhest days ofmy Colonial Service, and before, amongst my favourite

reading has been the works ofthe pioneers and explorers ofthe last century,

in these days some of those who live in the colonies may lay more emphasis

on the amenities and comforts of daily life than they do on its adventures.

But there are adventurous spirits in the service and there will con-

tinue to be : and so in the first place I have written my book for them

that they may know that even in these days when many of the difficulties

and disappointments our pioneering predecessors had to face have gone,

there still are adventures and hardships to be found.

It is not for me to write about Colonial policy and I do not propose to

attempt to do so. But at the same time I have an idea that at a moment

when our enemies blackguard us daily about the raceswho **writhe under our

yoke** it is not a bad thing to tell the story of an attempt to carry out the

policy of trusteeship and of teaching people to govern themselves in a

comer of the world which is mostly desert and in which wc can have no

material ends to serve. A lot of nonsense has been talked about

^^Imperialism’* and the word has been given a meaning of exploitation of

backward races. I do not think anyone will be able to find much about

exploitation in the story of the Hadhramaut and I have not found it any-

where else in the Empire. I should not be in the Colonial Service if I had.

But I am quite certain I am an Imperialist and equally certain that the vast

majority of the Arabs in the Aden Proteaorate are too, because we all

believe in belonging to an Empire which runs itselfon a basis of the mutual

interests of all who belong to it. As it has turned out we have gainbd a

great thing out of doing our best for the Arabs in the Hadhramaut and

that is their fiiendship and their firm confidence in and desire for our

ultimate victory. No one can doubt that if the Italians or Germans had

been in our place in Aden they would have had endless anxiety and trouble
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firom the tribes» whereas we have only had a handful of political officers

trying to pursue amid the difficulties ofwar the peaceful policy of progress

in the Protectorate. And in that lies perhaps one of the most important

aspects of their work. There are 100,000 Hadhrami in the Far East, in

East Africa and in the centres of Islam. There has been plenty of evidence

that our care for their homeland has done much to make them ally

themselves with our cause.

I have dedicated this book to my wife, not because (though it is quite

true) without her help it would never have been written,” but because

without that help there would have been little to write about. I hope I may

be forgiven for saying that she, like many others, is an exception to Freya

Stark’s dictum that “The British appear to be popular wherever they go

imtil they come to settle with their wives.” Nevertheless, as we all know,

there is a lot in that statement and if I may add one word more to those

contemplating a Colonial service career, it is, choose a wife who will not

only share your life but that of the people amongst whom she and you

will live.

I started by saying (and I hope the pubUc repetition shows I am in

earnest) that I am never going to write another book, but if I were I would

dedicate it to those who have made possible the progress of the Aden

Protectorate during the last few yean. Findy to our predecesson firom

Captain Haines onward to Colonel Lake who made and kept the fiiendship

of the Arabs through a hundred difficult yean of htde encouragement

and litde money, and secondly to Sir Bernard Reilly, the Colonial Office

and the Royal Air Force who have encouraged and made possible every

forward move.

My next book I think would be dedicated to the Royal Geographical

Society and the Royal Central Asian Society, not because they have so

generously given medals to my wife and myself but because they have

done so much to encoturage interest in these lands and thereby stimulated

much of the progress made.

Thirdly, I would dedicate one to all the unofficial travellen and particu-

larly to Freya Stark, not because she paid us the charming compliment of

dedicating her last book to us, certainly not because, like many another

traveller, she has caused officials many an anxious moment, not alone

because of precious fiiendship, but because her sympathy with and under-

standing ofthese people exproMed with her eloquent pen has also contributed

gready to widen interest in them.

xiii
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Last, but' by no means least, I would very much like to dedicate a

book to John Murray. Not because he has bravely ventured to publish

this book, not only because publishen are too often forgotten (how many

people remembering a book and an author also remember who the

publisher was?), but because he has for a hundred years published almost

every English book about the Hadhramaut—those of Welsted, Theodore

Bent and his Mabel Anna Virginia (why, oh why, did she not describe or

depia her costume in the Hadhramaut) and Freya Stark. Mr. Murray

is therefore also to be numbered amongst the benefactors ofthe Hadhramaut.

And here I wish to record my un&iling gratitude to Mr. John G. Murray

for endless help, advice and patience. Indeed if the book is at all readable

it is due to him and Mr. Alan Watts, to whom also I acknowledge my
indebtedness for his skilful help in revision.

Bir al Azah, Sana,

June 1941.
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PRELUDE

Naught Ufalkth us save that which God hath decreedfor us. QxntAN.

I USBD to think it was pure chance that sent me into the Colonial Service^

but Chance, we are told, is a nickname of Providence and looking back

on events it seems to me that I followed unquestioningly the beckoning of

the Moving Finger. There was nothing inmy ancestry (unless a grandfather

who wandered and died in Africa years before I was bom), in my
education or in my environment to encourage me to travel; rather the

reverse. Yet despite every discouragement and without any realization

that it was leading anywhere, my interest lay m books of discovery and

exploration and the nearer East made most appeal. I owe to my father

a fondness for natural history, for his hobby was British butterflies and

moths, and this interest hand in hand with the other absorbed my attention

to the detriment of a classical education and the cult of games.

My first interest in Arabs was aroused by an old missionary book called

Far Off, and this led me, at eleven, to learn to read and write the Hebrew

alphabet out of the 119th Psalm and a number ofHebrew and Arabic words

firom the glossary of a book on the Holy Land. Three exploits of which

the records survive gave the same thrill as exploration on a larger scale.

They were the crossing of a large and uncrossed bog to find what plants

and animals were there, the finding of a rare fish in an unrecorded locality

and during the war the discovery on a night pattol of an unmapped ditch

in No Man’s Land.

After I had been wounded and was a temporary home Civil Servant, I

took an interest in Reconstruction and the Empire. One day early in

1919 I went into the smoking-room ofmy dub after lunch and looked on

the table to find something to read before going back to work. I picked

up a discarded pamphlet called Colonial Appointments.” The title

caught my eye because the problem of my future was interesting me.

I read it through and this passage particularly stuck in my mind:

The dudes ofan Administradve officer are ofa very varied character.

In his distria he is the immediate agent of the Government, and his

XV
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mponsibility extends to all departments of the Administration which
have not a special representative of their own at his station. Thus,

in addition to liis primary functions of magistrate and of political

officer (i.c. the officer responsible for the maintenance of satisfaaory

relations between the natives and the Central Administration), he
may be called upon to take charge ofa detachment ofpolice, to pertomi
the duties of accountant for his district, to superintend the district

prisons, or to supervise road construction, the clearing of waterways,

or other public works. . . . Every officer is expected to do a certain

amount of travelling, in the course of which he inspects the outlying

portions of his district, transacts any necessary business with native

chiefs, settles disputes between individuals or communities, and
generally deals with all matters requiring the personal attention of a

Government representative on the spot.

As things have turned out, I don’t think it was chance that made me
pick up that pamphlet, or strange that that passage made its appeal. I

applied for appointment and it came about in due course that Lord Milner

approved my selection as an Assistant District Comxnissioner in Zanzibar.

On July 4th, 1919,

1

embarked at Tilbury in the Durham Castle bound for

Zanzibar via the Cape.

XVI



PART ONE

Leave your home behind you.

Yourfriends byfield and town

Oh, town andfield will mind you

Till Ludlow tower is down.

Housman.
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chapter I

THE ERYTHRAEAN SEA

On this sea extending from China along India, Paris, Oman, At Basra, Al

Bahrein, Yemen, Abyssinia, At Hejaz, Al Kulzum, Az Zanj, As Sind and

the islands which it surrounds, are so many and various nations that their description

and number is known only to the Almighty. . . • From the countries whichform

the coast ofthis sea, come different sorts ofperfumes, scents, ambergris, various drugs

used in medicine, plantains, cinnamon, cinnabar and incense. Masudl

India mittit ehur, molles sua tura Sabaei Virgil.

Twbnty-two years of the Indian Ocean have made it seem like home to me.

For this reason I may be prejudiced against other oceans, but when I consider

their histories I feel that ofall the waters ofthe world there is none to compare

for romance and glamour with thfe one by whose shores I have worked.

For one thing no other.has been so long known to mankind. The first

ships that sailed the seas came out of the Persian Gulfon to its broad waters.

The Sumerians and their successors spread their culture far and wide in the

lands surrounding it, and, in the sb^ century b.c., the Phoenicians under the

auspices of Pharaoh Neco made the first great voyage of which we know
by sailing down the east coast of Ajfiica and circumnavigating the whole

continent. The earUest known civilizations are still being uncovered m
the lands between the Euphrates 'and the Nile, and somewhere in this area

lay the traditional cradle of our race. It caimot be doubted then, that of

all mankind, those who five in these regions have the deepest interest for

us, and not even yet have we learnt all we should like to know about them.

Ihave cryoyed nodiing more than the many hours I have spent digging

into books which might help me to picture the early history of these parts,

and particularly that of the cast coast of Afiica. Of course this history is

exttandfy shadowy, for East Afiica boasts no early written records, and

to gain some idea ofwhat may have happened one can only point to analo-

gies in the speech, manners and customs of its people with those of the

people (3£ the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea.

Zanrifaars story was largely written by the winds, for the regularity

3



THE BEYTHRAEAN SEA

of the monsoons made it possible for sailors from many lands to visit it.

No more vivid book on the Indian Ocean has been written in the last

nineteen centuries than the Periplus of the Erythraean -the first Sailing

Directions to the Indian Ocean—^and yet we do not know who the author

was, beyond the fact that he was a Greek of Alexandria. It is clear from his

book that he was no stay-at-home compiler of facts, like Pliny, for he gives

his infomution as one who has seen the things he describes. His sentences

are short, but each calls up a picture, not only of places as he saw them, but

of their distant history. He was, perhaps, a merchant or a trading sea

captain, for he gives much information on the trade ofeach port he visited.

He shows himself so familiar with the scenes he describes that it is clear that

he made many voyages, down the Red Sea, about as far as Dar cs Salaam

on the East Afncan coast, and eastwards along the Arabian and Indian coasts

to Malacca. I have this at least in common with him, that we both saw

East Africa before Arabia.

He tells of a trade in East Afiica which had already grown old and of a

Zanzibar which had for long been a possession of '"the state that is become

first in Arabia.’* The Zanzibar coast was called the Ausanitic coast, and

though, seven centuries before he wrote, the state of Ausan had been first

in Arabia, its power had long passed away : that the name had endured so

long shows how strong it once had been. Ausan had been swallowed up

by Qataban, Qataban by Saba, or Sheba, and Himyar had succeeded to

the glories of Saba before our author wrote. These four South Arabian

kingdoms grew up in the Yemen, the south-west corner of Arabia, the

Arabia Felix of the classical geographen.

At the time he wrote the Ausanitic or Zanzibar coast was governed

by the Mapharitic chief, the Sheikh of the Ma’afir, a tribe which still exists

in the Yemen lowlands. He had farmed it to the people ofMocha (which

has given its name to the best Arabian coffee), “who send thither many

large ships using Arab captains and agents who are familiar with the natives

and intermarry with them, and who know the whole coast and understand

the language.”

Menuthias ivas the name by which the writer of the Periplus knew

Zanzibar, though it was probably Zanzibar’s sister and northern island

of Pemba, called by the Arabs the “Grcm Island,” to which he referred

in particular. It was, he says, “low and wooded.” There were “sewed

boats, and canoes hollowed from single logs.” The people also caught

fish “ina peculiar way in wicker baskets.” All this is true ofPemba to-day.

4



PBRIPLUS OF THB BBYTHRABAN SBA

Two days’ sail beyond Menuthias was the town called Rhapta, *’tHe

very last market town of the continent of Azania”: it owed its name to

the sewed boats that were made there* for the Arabic rabta means ”he

bound or tied.” Azania is, no doubt, a form of Zanzibar, which means

”the Land of the Blacks.” Rhapta was the last place on the coast our

author visited; beyond he believed the unexplored ocean to curve round

to the west. When he has described Rhapta he goes back and describes

the South Arabian ports east of Aden, ”£udaemon Arabia” (Araby the

Blest), “a village by the shore, also ofthe Kingdom of Charibael.” Kariba-Il

Watar Yuhannim was his name in Arabic. He was the King of Himyar

and the title Kariba-Il means ”God blessed him.” Aden had “convenient

anchorages and watering-places, sweeter and better than those at Ocelis,

opposite Perim.”

This sounds as if the Aden of those days had something better than

the famous tanks visited by almost every passing traveller, for if the water

had come from rain-water tanks he would probably have said so.

Beyond Aden along the coast were “Nomads and Fish-Eaters living in

villages,” just as they do now. Then came “Cana, of the Kingdom of

Eleazus, the Frankincense country,” near the modem Balhaf and Bir ’Ali,

trading with East Afiica, as the men of Shiht, a near-by port, do to-day.

After Cana were two islands, “one called Island of Birds, the other Dome
Island,” tiny islets to-day called Sikkah and Jezirat Borraka which I have

seen from the air white with guano, much sought after in Mukalla, and with

the surf breaking over them. Beyond comes the frankincense country and

when 1 saw it from above his words came back to me— “mountainous and

forbidding, wrapped in thick clouds and fog.” What a tale is here in this

book now nineteen hundred years old ! I can testify to its accuracy for I

havejourneyed not once but often in his wake through Azanian and Arabian

waters.

It is a tale of a most romantic trade, the trade of East and West, of the

men who sought the “ivory, apes and peacocks,” gold and silver, frankin-

cense and myrrh, the spices of the East and the black human cargo for the

service of the rich. Fearing no hardships they journeyed £u:, by sea and

land, bringing luxuries to deck the temples and adorn the women of dbe

West. The tale of this trade has ctmdnued throi^h the ages and London

shared in it at an early date: old John Stow quotes Fitzstephen’s twelfth

century boastful plagiarism of Virgil

:
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Aurum mittit Arabs: species et thura Sabaeus:

Arma Scythes: oleum palmarum divite sylva

Pingtie solum Babylon : Nilus lapides predosos
Seres purpureas vestes

:

After the Periplus we do not for long centuries get such a dear light on

the life and history of these countries, nor ofArab dealings with East Africa,

but we hear enough to know that through all that time the intercourse has

continued. We Iread of men from the Yemen dying ftom religious

persecution to the East Aftican coast, probably in the eighth century, and

they would not have gone there had it not been for their traditional connec-

tion widi it. But by this time Yemeni influence in East Africa was declining.

A century earlier Suleiman and Sa’id, sons of ’Abbad, chieftains of Oman
in the opposite comer of Arabia, the south-eastern, had sought refuge in die

‘'land of Zinj” ftom Muja’ah, general of the Caliph 'Abdul Malik’s tyrant

governor Al Hajjaj. De Barros, the Portuguese historian, tells us of

immigrants ftom Al Hasa in South-East Arabia, and in 924 came the Al

Harth Arabs ftom Oman. So the Yemen fugidves disappeared, and driven

inland by the men ofAl Hasa, their religious opponents, became wandering

traders and were absorbed by intermarriage with the negroes.

Islam is divided into two great camps, Sunni and Shia. The men of

Yemen who fled to East Aftica were, and the rulers of the country sdll

are, Shias of the 2^di sect. The men of Hasa were orthodox Sunnis and

belonged to the school of Shaft, one of their four great Imams or teachers.

As in Christianity, so in Islam there are many sects; many more than the

two and seventy ofwhich Omar Khayyam speaks, but in the main a Muslim

can be classed as either a Sunni, a Shia, or a Kharyi, a seceder. The split

belongs to the very early days. ’Ali, son-in-law ofthe prophet Muhammad,

was a modest self-eflEunng man and when there was a dispute as to whether

he or Muawiya should succeed to the CaUphate, he wished to submit thdr

respective claims to arbitration, although he himselfhad been elected. This

was the rock on which Islam spUt, for many of 'All’s foUowets broke

away ftom him because he did not insist on his bang the prophet's heir,

which they thought gave him the divine right to succeed: these were the

Shias. A smaller number broke away because he did not insist on his right

as elected Cahph: these were the Khsuijis.

The inhaUtants of East Aftica and South Arabia ate mosdy ftfllowets

of the Sunni Imam ash Shaft, hinied in Cairo, who stated hit mictinn Ja

A.D. 813. b must have bear after this date and beft>re A.D. 975 that Ean
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BASLY BXBBDITIONS OB DISCOVBBY

Afiica adopted the &iih ofIslam, fi>r in diat year came a Shia invasion &om
Posia when Hassan bin 'Ali of Shiiaa founded the Zenj or Zinj Empire.

Hassan wa< Sultan of Shiraz and had six sons. One day he had a dream

of a rat with an iron snout gnawing at die walls of.his dty and foreboded

the ruin of the country. His first thought being naturally of his own
safety, he determined to escape while the going was good and he and lEs six

sons sailed in seven ships. Hie fourth stopped at Mombasa, the fifth at

Pemba, the sixth at Kilwa on the East Afncan coast, and the seventh at

Henzuan in the Ckimorro Islands. Thus was founded, so legend says, the

TiCnj Empire. Lacking cohesion, and, with die usual dissensions of oriental

states, it soon split up into a loose federadon, and later into quite independent

dty states which warred against each other. Thdr coins are still found at

Kilwa and on Chole, the third island of the Zanzibar Archipelago, better

known by its Portuguese name of Mafia or Monfiyeh in which they

perpetuated the andent Menudiias.

The rulers ofthde petty states were

:

“... the less maritime kii^,
Mombasa, and Quiloa, and Melind,

And Sofela (thought C^hir) . .

ofwhom Milton speaks.

In 1498 the great Portuguese navigator Vasco da Gama discovered the

Zanzibar coast. By rounding the Gipe ofGood Hope and finding the sea

road to India, he had sounded tlm death4cnell of Venice which had for

centuries controlled the trade fi»m the east. In 1503 the Portuguese dis-

covered the Grand Comorto, and 1506, Madagascar, and at about the same

time die islands now called Rdunion, Mauridus and Rodrigues, one of

which had been long known to the Arabs as “Margabin”—^Maghrabin

the Western.

The Portuguese took litde interest in Madgascar and Mauritius, but

used the East Afeican route to India, ha 1591 Sir James Lancaster sailed in

the Eduford Bonava^ire to “the hdes of Comoro and Zanzibar, on the

backeside of Afiica.“ On Us rqpott the merchants and adventurers of

London fisunded the East Udia Company in I5S19> >nd in 1600 their first

expedidcm smted out. The competitive trade widi India had begim.

The Ecench were next on die scene and in 1616 de Nets and Beaulieu

readied Udia by sea. Unlike the Potti^uese, die Bcendi and the Dutch

never made any attempt to establUi dieir pmts o£ refixshmem on the
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east coast of Africa, and although the first voyages of the English were up

the coast they, too, soon abandoned that route. The probability is that

as the Portuguese were firmly established on the coast by that time, other

nations felt that they would be more secure if they sought other routes,

for, apart from the Portuguese themselves, there were hostile Arabs and tribes

to be taken into consideration. The people of the East Coast had learnt

from the Portuguese what nught be expected of Europeans, and Sir James

Lancaster heard at Zanzibar the tales that had been spread ofhis countrymen.

The other nations were wise in avoiding the East African coast, for it was

pestilential enough in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and there is

evidence it was bad in the sixteenth and seventeenth. Certainly its fevers

made serious inroads in the strength of the Portuguese who lost many men
and much money there.

The Dutch took quiet possession of Mauritius in 1598, and after two

hundred years of exploiting its ebony they left it, defeated by the rats

imported by the Portuguese, and by wild bands of maroon or runaway

slaves, mainly of Afiican extraction and uncontrolled by any tribal or

political system, whom they had imported themselves. When the Dutch

had left the island the French annexed and developed it, chiefly under the

great colonist Mah^ de La Bourdonnais, who was Governor from 1735 to

1747. Faced with the need of a labour supply. La Bourdonnais established

a flourishing slave trade with Madi^ascar and the coast ofAfiica. Mauritius

now became, and continued until the eighteen forties, the principal centre

of European influence in the South Indian ocean and earned its motto of

“The Star and Key of the Indian Ocean.'* In 1767 the celebrated agricul-

turist and botanist, Pierre Poivre, was appointed Intendant of Mauritius,

and, wanting to develop its resources, sent a secret mission to the Moluccas

to steal clove seed, which wasjealously guarded by the Dutch.

Mauritius did not long stick to her cloves and early abandoned them

for si^ar, but ifa chance made her Zanzibar’s debtor over the slaves she had

taken, another allowed her to repay by passing the cloves to 2^anzibar—but

this is anticipating.

The Portuguese were never popular in 2^anzibar and at other east coast

towns, owing to their misrule. In 1652 they were attacked in 2^anzibar by

an Omani eqwdition, and in idpS the Imam of Oman, Seif bin Sultan,

brdte their power in East Afiica for evo: by driving tbam fimn Kilwa,

Mombasa and Pemba. The mien ofOman were followeta of ’Abdulla bih

Ibadh, founder ofone t^tiiepiinc^ Khaiiji sects, and so, by SeifsconqtteR,
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the Ibadhis established themselves in Zanzibar where they have flourished.

Their founder lived in the days of the Caliph Merwan who reigned from

744 to 749, and the root of his teaching was that the leader of the Muslims

must be above reproach, pious and just; he was to be eleaed for those

qualities, but it was not the election alone that placed him above his feUows,

as in the case ofthe Pope, for ifhe proved unworthy he was to be removed.

Nor did divine right have any part in his election, nor a hereditary principle,

as the Shias vainly say. These principles of the importance of piety and

justice and the unimportance ofform And their expression in all that distin-

guishes Ibadhi from Stuini. In 1741 Ahmed bin Sa’id was elected Imam and

became the founder of the Albusaid dynasty which to-day rules in Zanzibar

and Oman.

Relations between the French in Mauritius and the Arabs in Oman and

Zanzibar were very fliendly until a French privateer seized an Omani
frigate in 1781. Negotiations resulted in a climb down by the French who
presented another ship in exchange for the one seized. The Imam Ahmed’s

letter acknowledging the restitution is amusing

:

“Your words have had their eflect
;
your generous gift has reached

us ; and although the sh^ which has been sent to us is very small and
is not worth a quarter ofthe one we lost, it is to our eyes much larger,

it is infinitely more pleasant; and our possession of it gives us greater

pleasure ; for evcrythipg is common between us, and woifld have

been no less even ifwe md not recdved this present.’’

In 1832 Ahmed’s grandson, Seiyid Sa’id, greatest of Zanzibar Sultans

and founder of its fortunes, transferred his capital from Muscat to Zanzibar.

By diis time Mauritius had become British, for it was captured in 1810.

British relations with Oman were conducted then, as the French had been,

through the Governor of Mauritius. Sa’id’s name was well known in

Europe, and Oman had become the first state in Arabia.

With the transfer Zanzibar became the capital of a short-lived empire

which included the whole ofOman with certain islands in the Persian Gulf,

and the coast of Afiica for 960 miles firom Guardafui to Cape Delgado. In

addition Seiyid Sa’id’s sway was acknowledged in the interior from the

coa$t to beyond the great hdtes. He had set his eyes even further for he

had stilt Arabs to settle in Nossi B6 in Madagascar, and had even sought the

hand Ranavolana Maiyaka, its queen, *in marriage. A rejdy came in

&om the lady and a rejection of the proposid firom hear ministers;

dwy ofieced a pnaoess Instead. No one could tead English at the Zanzibar
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court, SO the Master ofa brig in harbour was called in to read it to the inters

preter who translated it into Arabic. Captain Hart, ofthe Imogetu, mentions

this afi^ in his report on Zanzibar and says that the solemnity observed

upon the occasion can better be imagined than described. The queen,

after various good wishes, said she would be very mucLobliged ifhe would

have the kindness to send her a coral necklace of a diousand dollars; she

hoped their friendship would increase and that they would be^rome better

acquainted. “His Iftghness,” says Captain Hart, “was disappointed that

there was not more said about love in the queen’s letter ; but the Master

of the brig consoled him by saying she had said as much as she could say

in a first letter.”

All that we know of Seiyid Sa’id show him to have been a man of

imagination, a smdent of history. Soldier, sailor, diplomat, and fint

merchant of his realm, he made Zanzibar more than a trading centre: he

saw the possibility of clove cultivation. Probably he knew of the eternal

quest of Europe for the spices, as well as for the ivory and precious stones,

of Asia and Aftica. Poivre in Mauritius had distributed the contents of

his stolen chest ofcloves to the West Indies as well as to Mauritius, Bourbon

and Madagascar. Poivre had ftiiled to create an industry capable ofrivalling

the Dutch—but he, Sa’id, might succeed. Even the Dutch had succeeded

for a time in establishing the clove in alien soil m Amboyna and lutd ordered

the destruction of the trees in their native isles ofTemate and Tidore. An
Arab brought the cloves from Bourbon; Sa’id issued an edia that every

plantation owner should plant three cloves for one coconut. It was a

wise move for the Arabs were not keen to plant cloves. Their uses were

unknown to them and they must wait long before the problematic crop

flourished. Sa’id succeeded, and it is principally as a landowner and dove

grower that one sees the Omanisetder to>day, for in course oftime Zanzibar,

with Pemba, produced 97 per cent of the world’s dove supply. Thot^h

the prosperity of the Arabs declined after the abolition of slave labour, the

industry continued to flourish until the depression of the last few yean and

the competition of Madagascar and synthetic vanillin.

Under Sa’id’s direcdos^Zanzibar soon became both politically and

commercially the prindpal dry in East Aftica. To him and to his son

Barg^iash, who reig^ied ftom 1870 to 1888, is largdy due the pre«ige of

Zanzibar to-day. “Ifyou play the flute at Zanzibar,” said the v^-known
Arab proverb ofthe time, “afl Aftica as ftr as die Lakes dances.”

Sa’id died at sea in 1856 and was broug^ bade to be buried in hft
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2^anzibar. His contemponiies recognized fais greatness and desired to

erea a domed tomb oyer his remains. But the tomb rests roofless to-day;

before the walls were finished the ’Ulema, the bench of jurists, ruled the

project impious : the tomb best loved and known ofGod is the one unlmown

to man. Perhaps they ruled wisely. As Csesar says of Pompey in The

False One:

Nothing can cover his high fiime but Heaven
No pyramid set oflfhis memories
But tne eternal substance of his greatness

To which I leave him.

XI



Chapter II

A POOH BAH IN’ PEMBA

the Isles

of Temate and Tidore, whence merchants bring

Their spicy drugs. Milton.

There are places where one instinctively feels at home. I did in Zanzibar

and in the Hadhramaut, and I am sure I would in Oman. On the other

hand I have not the same feeling for the Yemen. Before 1 went to

2in2ibar there was talk of my going to Nigeria, but I knew that it was

Zanzibar I wanted and I had even bought an Arabic grammar in anticipation.

As I go to each new place I make a habit of watching it draw nearer, and I

always hope it will be the dawn that gives me the first glimpse of a new

home. So far I have been lucky and the impression left on me with the

sun rising on the shores of Zanzibar on the morning of August 25, 1919,

is ine&ceable.

I came up from the rat-infested hold of the ship in which I had made

an unpleasant week's voyage from Durban (it was in the days of a shortage

ofshipping), and saw first a'low, purple streak on the horizon. As we drew

near, and as the sun rose, feathery palms appeared standing amid a vivid

green of grass and undergrowth. A coral shore of dazzUng whiteness

and a sea shaded fi:om pale green to dark blue made an unforgettable fore-

ground. The tall white houses of Zanzibar town, standing high and

square, reached almost to the water front, dominated by the verandaed

palace with high clock tower called the Beit al Ajaib—^the House ofWonders.

Its dock seems always six hours wrong to the newcomer, for it keeps—^and

may it always keep—Arab or Biblical time and is set at sunset each day.

There is but one minaret on Zanzibar's water front, at its northern end,

Malindi, where the dhows congregate. It is a minaret of Hadhramaut

pattern and was buUt by a man firom Shihr. The Ibadhis think that decora-

tion ofmosques is wrong and their architecture is therefore plain and severe.

1 sa»w litde of Zsumbar on that first arrival, for in a week 1 was sent

to Pemba and travdled there in His Highness' ship Cupid, one of the two
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little steamers that formed Zanzibaris fleet. Though in the war they were

armed, their calling is a peaceful one, for they maintain a weekly service

with the sister isle and bring its cloves to Zanzibar. On state occasions

they carry their royal master, His Highness the Sultan, on his visits to Pemba.

I arrived at Weti in Pemba in the last day or so of Ramadhan, and was

faced with the necessity of making a speech to the notables of the little

township, when they paid a state call on Td al Ktr, the day of fast breaking.

I could make it, I was told, in English which would be interpreted, or in

Swahili which I did not know. As my visitors were to be Arabs, I asked

if I could not make my speech in Arabic, of which my knowledge was

no less than Swahili. This idea went down well and the office set to to

translate my modest oration. I made it short for I meant to learn it by

heart. It was written in Arabic and transliterated, but I asked for it jto be

written as it should be pronounced, and then I learned it off.

The great day came. The Liwali, the Arab Governor, Sa*id bin *Isa al

Isma’ili, leader of the Isma’ili clan which was the principal family of Weti

distria, arrived with the Qadhi, the Arab Judge, Sheikh Muhammad of the

Albusaidi tribe from which come the Aulad al Imam, the royal family

of Zanzibar, and several other notables. The interpreter, ’Abdulla ’Ali,

brought up the rear. Up the 'steps they came dad in full dress—a joho,

a long dark blue overcoat with corded seams and braided facings of gold,

over their white kanzus. At their waists the silver heads of their jambiyas

—curved daggers—^peeped out from gay sashes of silk. Their little white

everyday skull caps were practically concealed by their imposing turbans

of blue, gold and red. I found afterwards that these turbans when unfolded

are large enough to serve as bedspreads. Their sandals they had left at the

foot of die stairs, but their gold- and ivory-hilted swords clattered on the

steps. I awaited them at the top and led the way into the sitting-room

where coffee was served. At last the frtal moment arrived. I got up,

cleared my throat, and began.

**Ya ayuha al Izzer,” started my pholStdcally written speech. It was
- received in solemn silence—^not a smile on any of those grave, bearded

faces. At the end they all said Amin” which made me fed all the more

that we were taking part in a solemn ceremony. They got up—they made
their good-byes. Next morning I asked ’Abdulla ’Ali how he thought

the speech had gone off.

“Very well, Bwana,” he said. “They asked me what it was about when
we left and I read it to them from my copy. They liked it very mudi.”
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In the months that followed ’Abdulla ’All taught me to write Arabic.

I learned the letters firom him and never forgot them, but the Arabic did

not progress. However, the letters came in useful for writing Swahili

which I had to learn. Indeed my days were pretty full with picking up

information ofall kinds, and I soon found that that Colonial Office pamphlet

had described the duties ofDistrict Officen withextreme economy ofwords.'

Some say that the best way of teaching a child to swim is to throw

it into deep water. How efikcdve the method is with swimmic^ I do not

know, but I know that it did me a world of good to be left mtirely alone

to worry out the problems of a distria for myself. Perhaps is was not

always so good for those on whom I e3q>erimented, but in the only two

cases I remember where this happened the sufferers became thereafter my
firm friends. The cases were court cases, for I was vested with the powers

of a third-<lass magistrate and could give up to six months’ imprisonment.

The very first case I tried was one of criminal trespass and assault. I was

not entirely dear as to what this meant, but the meaning grew on me as

the case proceeded.

The first wimess told the story of how the accused claimed that his

next door neighbour’s shamba or plantation was his. This did not sound

very serious but then it transpired that when the neighbour declined to

admit the claim, the accused went into his plantation and tore up three

young coco-nut plants. By this time I was beginning to wonder what

sort of sentence I ought to pass. Perhaps a fine of ten rupees or a week or

so. It seemed that the owner of the shamba had been very forbearing

about this, and other wimesses said riie accused had, afier an interval, tom

up a lot more coconuts. The option dropped out of my calculations;

it must be at least a month, I thought. That I heard that the owner had lain

in wait for our trespassa and got really angry with him when he came

to pull up more coco-nuts. The accused had knocked him down. The

penalty now rose in a steep curve, as the mathematicians say. I thought

of three months and waited to hear what die accused had to say in his

d^ence. He said nothing in his defence; in my mind he was mating-

things mudi worse by glorying in his pullii^ up of promising coco<«uts.

“It is my shamba,” he said. “Why shouldn’t I puU diem up t”

When the case was over I quickly wrote my juc^ement. I did not

want to show hesitancy as I had an idea that I had to show unfidtering

dedsicHi. I gave him six mtmdis. I diought die court lodted.iadbor

taken t^adc at diis, but die police, diough suiprised, were cdiviously pkued.
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The prisoner just smiled. I was also Deputy Governor of the local prison

(the Governor ofPrisons lived in Zanzibar), so I saw a good deal ofthe man

in the next six months, and in fact took rather an interest in him as he

belonged entirely to me, so to speak. He always smiled and greeted

me cheerfully when I inspected the prison and no prisoner was ever more

assiduous in collecting firewood for me. I began to think I had conferred

a boon on him and when he left the jail he brought me a present of eggs.

A year later, when I was in Zanzibar district, I found him living there and

he did his best to supply me with milk free of charge. I am not sure what

broke our friendship, but one day I insisted on paying him, and I never

saw him again.

The other case was of an Arab fresh from Arabia, who, in a brawl

with a friaid, knifed him on the main road. He got six weeks, but it

seemed that it was not usually done to give an Arab imprisonment in the

local jail with the natives, so he appealed. The appeal was dismissed on

technical grounds. In Zanzibar there are two sets of courts. His Britannic

Majesty’s and his Highness the Sultan’s. Distria Officers were magistrates

in both. As the man was a native of Oman he was a subject of the Sultan,

but I, inadvertently, had charged him on a charge sheet printed “In His

Britannic Majesty’s court for Zanzibar.” The man’s pleader took the

case to the Sultan’s court, where it was dismissed as the court had no juris-

diction. This man, too, became a bosom friend and was always coming to

call on me. All this court work made it very easy to learn Swahili, and I

soon discovered 1knew what a witness said before the interpreter translated it.

Apart from court work and the jail, I was also in charge of the local

detachment of police and used to drill them every Saturday morning* It

shocked my then fairly recent sense of military propriety when the Jemadar

—the sergeant-major—came on parade not only with a sword but also with

an umbrella. He was quite hurt when 1 made him give it up.

But 1 had many otherjobs : I was the local Pooh Bah. I was Port Officer,

Collector ofCustoms, Postmaster, Registrar ofBirths, Deaths and Marriages,

Probate Agent, Registrar ofDocuments, Sub-Treasurer and I dare say other

things as well. At my office, in my main capacity of Assistant District

Commissioner, I foimd myself giving advice to husbands whose wives

no longor loved them, settling disputes between ne^boun over each

other’s fowls, and many other things., hi the intervals oflearning my ivork

I made friends among the Arabs, for society in Weti was principally Arab.

Arabs in Zanzibar and Pemba were of three kinds and the Swahili in his
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l^guage is extremely apt and particular with his distinctions. Before

Mr. Ford produced a vehicle that looked like a motor-car, there was a

marked difference between fodi and motokari. Then a bus or a lorry is

plainly neither a motor-car nor a Ford car. The Swahili called it mtwana

(the slave), because the lorry carried loads and the bus was at anyone’s

beck and call. He made no distinction because in Zanzibar both carried

freight and passengers in happy and almost complete indiscrimination.

So with Arabs. There are Wa Arahu, Wa Manga and Wa Shihiri. The

Wa Arabu, the Arabs, are the settlers—creoles—ofZanzibar. The Wa Manga

are immigrant Arabs from Oman and even the crews of dhows from other

parts. The Wa Shihiri are immigrant men of Shihr, and, by extension, of

anywhere in the Hadhramaut. Even the newcomer soon learnt to distin-

guish the Arab and the Manga. The Shihiri, almost of another race,

was even more obvious. Though the Arab and the Manga come from

the same tribes, and some may even be closely related, there is no confusing

them. The Zanzibar Arab is a slow and stately mover, and the older

generation is somewhat apt to run to flesh. His cousin, fresh from Oman,

is quicker and wirier. The beard of the Zanzibari seems bushier and more

cultivated than the long but often thin and straggly one of the Manga,

whose eye, too, deep set under shaggy brows peers wild and penetrating,

and has not the gentle glance of one who for two or three generations

has lived a peaceful, protected life in town or clove plantation. The Arabic

of Zanzibar, influenced by the soft Swahili, has grown less guttural than

that of the tribesman newly come, and even when the latter has learnt

Swahili “his speech betrayeth him.”

All the Arabs of Zanzibar speak Swahili as their lingua franca, though

they write in Arabic, so that once I had mastered the former language

conversation never flagged, and it became more of an effort to learn the

latter. Most of the Arabs were well-to-do landlords who spent their

time in pleasant ease on their plantations in the district. Many lived a few

miles out of Weti and used to come in to market or to transact offidal

business. On these occasions some of them made a habit of visiting my
office to pass the tune of day.

One of the more frequent—and the more impressive—of these visitors

was an old Sheikh of the Filahi tribe. He was fat and jovial, but always

dignified; a humorous smile forever lurked on his free and he had one

of the finest, bushiest, iron-grey beards I have ever seen. He also had a

splendidly hooked nose oftrue Semitic type. He belonged to the minority
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who wore a bushti and not ajoho. The bushti is a brown or cream cloak

—

my old fiiend favoured the brown—^heavily embroidered with doth of

gold over the yoke, it is made of camefs hair and, cooler than the joho,

it is a much fuller garment. The Sheikh used to come in and apologize for

not taking off his sandals, and he was quite right for the office floor was

generally filthy. There was a little quiet conversation, crop prospects,

the laziness of his hands, politics, the weather, and then he left, and I

watched him through the office window walking majestically, for all liis

moderate height, down the centre of the road, his sandal^apping and his

left hand behind his back under his ample bushti A corner of his turban

hung saucily from the crown of his head like the feather in a Tyrolean hat.

In his right hand he carried a stick with which, and a slight bow, he acknow-

ledged the salutations of the passers-by. He was almost aldermanic in his

style and had an alderman’s bow window. Sometimes he asked me out

to lunch on Sundays on his plantation, ftve or six miles away, and I have

the pleasantest recollections of lazy days spent there on the veranda of an

inner courtyard; of afternoon walks, slow and stately, through his clove

plantation; of the afternoon sun shining through the mangrove trees and

the warm yellow light on the mud-brick walls ofhis house.

These Sunday lunches in the country were a pleasant feature of life.

Other Arabs who invited me to spend the day with them were three yoimg

brothers of the Riami family, living at Selem. Starting at about eleven

I rode on my donkey through six miles of shady avenues of cloves to their

large, rambling, mud-built brick house with untidy courtyard like a French

frrm. There were always excellent fried and spiced eggs for lunch as well

as stuffi:d chicken. In the evening, before I rode home, we sat in the shade

of the trees amid the smell of frangipani and ylang ylang. They always

gave me a few red roses to take home ; familiar flowers seem more pleasant

in a foreign land. I became fast fnends with the frunily, and when his

father-in-law died Ahmed bin Sultan, the eldest, broke the sad news to me
in the following note

:

“We are very glad to notify you that the father of my wife is

dead, on date a6/a/20 thusday last.'^

Most of the rich landowners of Zanzibar and Pemba were Arabs, though

they are a small minority of the population. In 1924, for instance, when
the total population of the Sultanate was about 202,000 only 16,000 were

Arabs. There wrere the same numba: of Indians and other foreigners and
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the test were African natives of the country. THe Arabs did not give a

District Officer much trouble or work, ami contact with them was, for die

most part, a pleasant way of filling leisure houn. But their indebtedness

was a constant source of worry; for their plantations were in many cases

heavily mortgaged to moneylenders.

I had only been in Weti nine months when I was transferred to Mkoko-

toni in Zanzibar, and there I was soon involved in the annual business of

obtaining pickers for doves. Ifdove trees arc to bear fircdy the plantations

have to be kept regularly weeded. In old days this was done by slave

labour, but after the fireedom of the slaves the labour deteriorated and

plantations became less productive. Many of the &eed slaves remained

on their former owners’ plantations, referred to themselves as slaves and

were often proud of their title. Their" masters, too, liked to have them

there. They regarded them as their children and it added to their prestige.

The slaves also hdped with the picking, but as a general rule most of it,

both in Zanzibar and Pemba, was done by the Wahadimu, one of the

aboriginal tribes who lived mostly in the south and east ofZanzibar, growii^

coco-nuts and native crops rather than cloves. The search for labour

involved much travelling and I had soon covered the whole ofmy district

on donkey or by boat, visiting the Wahadimu villages and arranging with

the Shehas, the native headmen, to persuade the young men to go picking.

I had, too, to visit the plantations seeing whether the owners had enough

labour and whether the pickers had any complaints.

It was clove picking time that I first met Sheikh Sa’id bin ’Abdulla al

Kharusi, who for long has called me his “ brother.” He came into my ofiSce

at Mkokotoni to makemy acquaintance and I liked him at first sig^t. Short

and stocky, he had then only a few grey hain in his black beard. I think

he has as honest eyes as any man I know, eyes dm never waver as he looks

you in the £icc. He asked me to spend the following week-md with

him at his planudon at Kinyasini, some seven or e^ht miles south-east of

Mkokotoni. Thus began a fiiendship which has lasted throi^h twenty-one

years.

The week-ends I spent widi Sa’id were among the happiest I remember.

During the rest ofmy time at Mkokotoni they were firequent, and not the

least enjoyable part was the donkey tide there, for my way lay through

shady dove plantations, groves of coco-nuts, open country and hii«h

There was a difficuh river to ford bm above its banb beautiful gloriosa .

supetha hHes grew in profusion. At the village of rhaani, if«ith its huts
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built of red earth, I used to stop and drink with the Sheha a fresh-cut, cool

madafii, the milk ofthe unripe coco-nut. The last mile or two lay between

shady avenues of cloves till I came to the well-kept ride that led to Sa'id’s

pleasant bungalow. The clatter ofmy donkey’s hoofi on the sikafii broi^ht

him from the shade of the veranda. . On this first visit in clove harvest

time he was in working garb, a kanzu made of Muscat homespun

unbleached doth called khudhunmgi.

“Karibu—you’re welcome,” as I dismounted firom my donkey which

was at once led away to the stable. I took Sa’id’s outstretched hand and

answered and countered all the enquiries as to health, and my ride. I was

taken to die cool veranda and put in a deck-drair. Sa’id took another.

“Bring a madafii,” and again the wdcome cooling drink appeared.

Members of the &mily who were there came up to be introduced, for

Sa’id sent his sons to the Government school and some were in town.

’Abdulla and Muhammad, the two ddest at the awkward ages of seventeen

and eighteen, came and talked in schoolboy English. Their education was

over. Hamud, sick, but not sick enough to be miserable, was, like any

schoolboy, glad of the excuse to be free. His favourite weapon at the time

was a catapult. Here in the shambas he would use it as he liked and was

good at knocking crows o£f the coco-nut trees. ,In town it was not so

popular and his father had administered, as he told me at our introduction,

a bearing when he broke a neighbour’s window. Hamud hung his head,

but next morning he was showing me what he could do. Suleiman, the

youngest, a baby offive or six, was too young to be at sdiool. “ Suleiman

has just been circumcised,” said his father. “Show the Bwana your cut,

Suleiman.”

Suleiman and I were equally embarrassed, but he was caught by his

fiuher and the ngariba’s handiwork displayed. When he had recovered

his dignity he sat on my knee and therea&er spent much of his time with

me, telling me all about the events ofthe day. How a picker had Men off

a tree. How Hamud had killed a wood pigeon with his caupult. Of a

snake in the rice field below the garden.

At lunch-time the &mily were banished to the back of the house where

Mn. Sa’id reigned supreme. Sa’id and his one wife were a devoted couple

;

she liadi)0me him tea children of vdiom nine were living, eight boys and

one gitl, Assta, dien about fourteen. Assia was always her fitter’s ficvourite,

but on this first visit I did not meet Mn. Sa’id or Assia.

Sa’id led rite way into fhe dining-room. It astonished me, for 1
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expected the usual bare room and the usual tray of rice and curry. But

it was for more homelike and inviting than my own sparsely furnished

bungalow. The walls were painted white with a dado of green. The

ceiling was supported by brown beams and from the centre hung suspended

a punkah pulled by a servant outside. Though door and all four windows

stood open, the punkah tempered agreeably the hot February weather.

Polished silver shone invitingly on a snowy white tablecloth, and the

floor was deep in Shirazi rugs into which my feet sank. What a contrast

it was to the usual shamba house of bare, white-washed mud walls and

mat-strewn floor

!

“Tafadhl—Draw up and make yourself at home.*'

I sat at one end and Sa’id at the other.

“Leti chakula—bring the food. You must excuse this poor shamba

food. Chakula cha kiarabu—^Arab food, you know.'*

But I was already loud in my admiration of everything.

“Ah, it’s nothing; all very rough. Our people don’t know how to

cook food properly. Not a proper feast, you know, just ordinary.”

The soup came. The boys were not skilful waiters but they did their

best.

Soup was disposed of. Sa’id knew that Europeans drink soup, but

Arabs do not usually have it, and though it was somewhat watery it was

most hospitable to produce it at all.

Fish followed—^fried and hot with spices and onions but served cold.

It was good. There was a wait. Sa’id kept shouting all the time

:

“Ya nini hii—^why all this delay?”

Plates were changed; along came a kabab of chicken, and though he

served me liberally (we used our own knives and forks for there were no
servers), it was so excellent that I cleaned my plate. More wait. Another

change ofplates. Kuku wa kukaanga—^braised chicken. I opened my eyes

~what a lunch ! It was hard work to dispose of a moderate helping.

“Have some more. You’re eating very little.”

“I couldn’t really. I’ve had an awful lot.”

“It’s poor food, I know. You ought to have brought your cook”
So I had to have another go. We shall be about finished now, I

thought
;
perhaps a sweet.

Kababs of meat. Help!

“This is good,” said Sa’id, “a little.”

I was nearly exhausted, but he was a marvellous trencherman.
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Sambtisa---small meat pasties. Each time the plate was changed. I

had ceased to wonder when it would end.

Braised meat.

Skewers with pieces of roasted meat on them.

“Ah, you must have more of this. We always have this,“ said Sa^id,

pulling off half a dozen pieces and putting them on my plate. Even the

boys were laughing at me. I manfully kept up.

Mkati wa kusukuma. Thank heaven ! The meat courses were finished.

“This is very light. Nyepcsi sana. This doesn't make any difference

at all."

Mkad wa khokho. Another kind of pastry.

Al kemati. “Something sweet," said Sa'id. “You must have some-

thing sweet."

Villosa. Another sweet. I had just one. Then I gave out. I was

more than full, I could hardly sit upright. I wanted air.

“Very hot," said Sa'id. “Boy, pull the punkah harder. Have some

sherbet?" A pale purple concoction was poured into my glass. Thank

heaven it must be over. Soon I could rest. I was already beyond speech.

The plates were taken away. Others appeared. What could it be ?

A mountain of curry and rice made its appearance. I just gasped.

“A meal isn't a meal without some rice," said Sa'id cheerfully, piling

my plate with the well-cooked white grains and picking out a few wings

of chicken to put on top.

He was soon busy at a similar helping. I could do no more than toy

and sdr it up. It was taken away.

“We'd have done better with our fingers," sighed Sa'id.

Cooked fruit.

" “Pudin." A caramel pudding, another concession to Western tastes.

I poured down a spoonful or two, for it would have been dreadful to

pass this compliment by.

A plate of fame, a dish I always liked—a kind of ground rice with

special flavouring and sweet—appeared. A teaspoonful was all I could

do.

Then came bananas, pineapples, and oranges, fresh from the shamba.

But I Was beyond all help. No drunken man was ever more incapable

of speedh and modon.

I stretched mysdfwith difficulty on the floor and slept ... and slept.

# a *
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“Tea,” said the voice of Sa’id. It seemed distant, but he was thete,

calling me up. I had slept for three hours or so and rose firom the floor

where I had lain. Tea was on the table. There was a Chinese tea service

with red dragons crawling over it. Arabs are so wholesale in their kindness

that they caimot really imderstand making a pot of tea with two spoonfuls

of leaves. It was black, but sugar and plentiful milk helped and I think

I felt better after it. I could do no more than sample the delicious sponge

cakes which Assia makes and which I now met for the first time.

Sa’id suggested a walk, which I thought a good idea. He showed me
the fruit trees near the house, coloured crotons and cannas. The ylang

ylang, with its curious, sweetly scented but otherwise uninteresting flowers

hidden at the joints of the twigs. We wandered among the dove trees.

Work was ending now and men and boys were making their way back

to the sikafu.

We returned at sunset. Fires were alight and meals cooking. A
chattering crowd ofwomen stemmed and the men carried the baskets along

to be measured. A grave young Arab, the overseer, pouted in the doves

and heaped up a pishi (about six poimds) in the wooden measure, wratched

anxiously by the picker. The copper pice were paid over. The wage was

then about six pice a pishi, though it varied from shamba to shamba and

year to year. It might be as little as four or as much as sixteen, equal to

four annas, the quarter of a rupee.

Sa’id had disappeared into the house. He came out with a kettle and

made for the wash house across the sikafu. He was dad now only in vest

and kikoi—^the futa of Arabia. It was of Muscat pattern, white with

coloured borden. He had woodm sandals on his feethdd by a stud between

the first two toes.

His feet, arms, and beard were wet, and spreadii^ a little coloured

mat made in Mafia he proceeded to say his sunset prayen. Sa’id is an

example to all men in the matter of religion. He lives his religion but he

never parades it, and I have never known him miss his prayers whetever

he may be. He may disagree but it is impossible to provoke him to a

religious debate. Of all men 1 know the Ibadhi is least bigt^ed in rdigion,

and this is especially tnw of Sa’id. When I suyed with him there were

often other guests, not only Arabs, but Parsees and hidians. If Sa’id found

them tired and needing a rest, they would be brought out for a few days

in the country. He would remind his Muslim guests offlbe hours ofprayer,

and ifdiey prayed, fetch fhem water and their mats. The Ibadhi does not
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bcHeve in too much formality about the observances ofhis faith: thus while

at prayer he does not adhere to the attitudes laid down for the Sunnis» and

moves his head and arms as he pleases. It is a nonconformist type of faith

and insists on its elected leader being a good man.

Night had fallen now for in these latitudes there is little twilight. Fires

twinkled and lanterns passed through the darkened groves.

I will draw a veil over diimcr : there were twenty-six courses.

When the ordeal was over our deck-chairs were put out on the sikafu.

Boys brought the little handlcless cofiec-cups, pouring halfcups of bitter-

coflfee from a graceful, slender-waisted, long-spouted pot. The Arab of

Zanzibar hates to miss this black coffee after a meal, and it certainly does help

to settle things. Amongst Omanis it is not good manners to pour more than

half a cup at a time, and up to three might be taken. I had learnt by now
to give the little shake to the cup when handing it back to the server, which

means that one has had enough. As we sat there in the soft night air

heavily laden withjasmine and ylang ylang, white figures approached.
** Salaam aleikum.’*

*‘Wa Aleikum as salaam,” replied Sa’id as we hoisted ourselves with

difficulty from the low chairs..

“Qarib, qarib. Boy, led vid—^brii^ some more chain.”

These were neighbours. Mangas who had rented near-by shambas for

the harvest. Few of them could talk Swahili or at any rate not more than

the few words necessary to sununon servants or give orders to their labourers.

When they were settled and the coffee circulated again there was the usual

discussion on the progress of the pick and the state of the crop, which often

varied on different shambas. Sa^id explained to me where they came from

and who they were, and gradually the conversadon turned to Oman and

to the contrasts of its moimtains and barren lands with the low-lying fertile

green island in which we lived. One thing they found missing in Zanzibar

and that was their beloved dates. Sooner or later conversadons such as

these were sure to turn to the joys of the season of fresh dates.

CoiSee continued to circulate and we sipped it noisily, listening the

while and talking of men and events. Tales of raids and tales of the sea.

Tales even of witchcraft, for there were powerful wizards among the

Wahadimu ncar4>y. Gradually distant fires died down and the talking of

the labourers lying round them ceased: just one or two voices continued

and an occadonal chuckle came from the distance. The guests got up and

went. I was led sleepily to a comfortable bed and was soon between the
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cool scented sheets. The night was given up now to the song ofthe crickets

—^best of lullabies. All night they chirp in varyii^ keys. Some arc harsh,

but there is one that has a note for all the world like that of a tiny silver

bell. There was no otlier sound now but this chorus and the occasional

bark ofa lemur about its nightly promenade among the tops ofthe coco-nuts.

I stirred at the clatter of clogs when Sa*id was saying his dawn prayers,

but the world was light when I woke to a cup of the strong black tea. A
servant told me my bath was ready, and I made my way across the sikafu

in my dressing-gown to the wash house. There was not only the usual

tub of cold water, but a cauldron of boiling water as well, Pears’ soap and an

ample soft Turkey towel. Soaped from head to foot I ladled hot water,

over me and finished with a cold shower.

The fresh early mornings were the best part of the day. When I was

dressed I went out on to the sikafu. Like most boys, Sa’id’s sons were usually

late up. As each appeared they went to their father and took and kissed

his hand.

“Sabalkhcri, Bwana.”

“Sabalkheri, Hamud,” or whoever it might be. The boys always

called their father “sir” and did his bidding at once. He knew how to keep

them in order and there were few fathers like him. Many of the older

Arabs complained of the lack of discipline in the younger generation and

that they had no respect for their elders. But Sa’id’s family life was of the

patriarchal kind.

I was asked how I had slept. We all commented on the paucity of

mosquitoes. It was always a point of honour in these places to say how
free they were of these pests and how many there were on our neighbours’

places.

Sa’id called for breakfast.

Europeans could not do without porridge, he had thought, so it had

been specially fetched from Zanribar.

Four boiled eggs.

Two chickens. ^

Meat patties.

Afterwards I walked round with the family. They told me stories

against each other, trying to make me laugh. Hamud picked up stones

and catapulted at birds and coco-nuts with chectful indifierrace. Sa*id

called us. The deck-chairs had been placed under ashady avenue ofmangoes.



BND Oil A VISIT

Ukc a park drive, below the house, but planted as a fire break. A pleasant

breeze was blowing and we sat looking over the waving rice fields where

small boys sat on platforms slinging dods ofearth to frighten away the birds.

As the dods fell, flocks of red-breasted bishop birds and yellow canary-like

weavers started up and made for another place.

-Yoi—yoi.’^
A companion fifty yards away took up the cry and again a sling twanged.

The birds got little rest but they were persistent,

Sa’id talked ofthe iniquities ofa 25 per cent dove tax, the cost oflabour,

the cost of living, the little profit.

So the day passed, pleasantly enough except for the business of doing

justice to those enormous meals ofexcellent food. On Monday my donkey

was brought round after breakfast. I mounted it with difliculty. I asked

the donkey boy why he was carrying our bag of grain, expecting it to have

been finished.

‘^Bwana Sa'id gave the donkey food, and Zip.’^ (Zip was my pariah

dog, found as a puppy in the mangrove swamps ofWeti. Finding her there

reminded me ofMoses but as she was a lady she was called Zipporah, which

I believe was the name of Moses* sister. All Pemba and Zanzibar grew

to know her as Zip and she followed me everywhere on myjourneys.)

I learned that the donkey boy and the other retainers had also been fed.

They were all loaded with the remains of the food to carry home. Indeed

neither the donkey boy, the donkey, nor I could proceed at more than a

very stately and careful walk.

A few days later I met Sa’id again.

*‘Bibi (his wife) was sorry the food was so bad; you ate nothing.**

When I was better known at Kinyasini she would shout out from the

back regions: "^What*s the matter with my food, do you never eat

anything!**



chapter III

THE GREEN ISLAND: MEN OF OMAN

Sweet is the musk ofArabia

In my heart, when out ofdreams

I still in the thin clear mirk ofdaum

Descry hergliding streams. De la Mare,

That Prophet ill sustains his holy call,

Who finds not heavns to suit the taste of all. Moose.

Sa’id bin ’Abdulla is not the only firiend ofMkokotoni days whose fiiend-

ship has continued. There is also Zaidi, who has been not only a &iead,

but a ^ithfiil retainer during all my subsequent wanderings. Although I

had known him for several months before he came into my service, he was

introduced to me as a possible servant in the guise of a perfect stranger.

It was Cokkai who brought him to me. Cokkai’s real name was ’Isa

and he was Shdia (£ the village of Potoa, a mile or two nordr-west of

Mkokotoni. He was a little man, round but not gross, with a stupid £ux

pitted deeply with smallpox. He was quiet and unassertive and spoke in

rather a husky way, but he was not really stupid at all. In &ct he had more

influence than most of the Shehas in the district. He was always good at

finding dove pickers, and helped me much, not only in getting me animals

and birds for the Zoo I kept in my yard, but also in collecting me examples

of native handiwork. He had even taken me on nocturnal excursions to

watch the activities ofthe local wizards. ’Isa himselfattributed his influence

to a wall-eye which looked to me like an advanced cataract. A pre-

decessor ofmine had named him “ Cock-eye,” and he himself, not knowing

the meaning, had adopted the word as a cognomen ofhonorific significjiitnv*

He was known as Cokkai throughout the district. I once suggested diat an

operation might restore die sight to his eye, but he dedded against it because,

as he said, ifhe gained the eye he would lose his influence and he preferred

things as they were.

j^owing I wanted a servant he appeared one morning, gliding in his

usual almost imperceptible way into my oflSce. ”Bwaiu, you umit a
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boi f” (Boi plural maboi, English “boy.”) “There’s a chap here wants to

do kazi ya uboi,” (boy work).

I did not expect to be able to obtain a servant in Mkokotoni where mine

was the only European household, however I said “Bring him in, Cokkai.”

One of the boys who maimed the station rowing-boat appeared. Now
he might very well have come on his own, but in the East it is almost

impossible for anyone to make a personal request personally. Cokkai too

would use an intermediary if he vranted somediii^ for himself. As I

found that the boat boy in question had had previous houseboy experience

in Zanzibar, in Pemba and in Dar es Salaam, I took him on, and thus it

was that Zaidi came into my service. He was native of Mkokotoni, and,

I suppose, a year or two older dian myself. Like most Afiicans he did

not know his birthday but he told me that he was small enough to be put

in a soap-box and hidden by his mother under a bed when, in 1896, Seiyid

Khalid, a son ofthe £unous Sultan Barghash, in an effort to usurp the throne

had barricaded himself in the palace and been bombarded by the guns of

the British fleet.

The event has never been forgotten. The palace square at Zanzibar

biisded with the old Arab muzzle4oading cannon manned by slaves, while

Arabs thronged the palace. They had no fears as to what would happen,

for the soothsayers had told them that die British guns would only discharge

water. The palace dock struck the hour of nine. The Thrush, Racoon

and Sparrow discharged their batteries. The Sultan’s ship Glasgow was sunk

immediatdy by a six-indi feom the St. George. In half an hour the palace

and its surroundii^ were a shambles. All was flames and ruins. Five

hundred dead and wounded lay in the square. There must have been

many modiers as terrified as Zaidi’s that day.

Thereafter he had had a varied career. Like most children he had been

salt to the little village Quran school, but he had no liking other for theology

or {01 the often-applied stick ofthe mualim (teacher), so he had left before

he had even learnt his alphabet, let alone completed the learning ofthe entire

.

Quran, which forms the only education many Muslims have. He was

caugjht returned, but ran away agun, and dioi his unde in whose

guaidianship he had bem placed gave it up and apprenticed him to a tailor.

Thete he learned embrmdery, and he can still embroider a kanzu feont

widi neatness; but he wanted money so he became the driver of a donkey

cait mi an agreement which gave a third of the takings to his master, a

diitd to die (kmkey and die cart, and a third m Zaidi. Most ni^ts, he has
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told me, he used to spend on the twenty-three mile journey from Mkoko-
toni to Zanzibar, arriving in the morning with coco-nuts and other produce

for sale in the market. When he was dred of that he became a sailor,

working on a dhow between Pemba and Zanzibar. About twenty years

ago he first entered domestic service, and he told me that he had parted

firom his previous master in Dar es Salaam on account of the way that the

master had treated his cook. Then he returned to his native Mkokotoni

as a boat boy.

He is a Mtumbatu (plural form is Watumbatu) by tribe, and his home
is the little island of Tumbatu, lying about a mile across the harbour from

Mkokotoni. The people are exclusive and will not tolerate strangers living

in their midst, though many of them live around Mkokotoni and go far

afield to seek a livelihood. They are of those who go down to the sea

in ships for their living, and the ^Jirican Pilot speaks of them as the best

pilots in Zanzibar waters.

One day, when office work was over, I embarked in the station whaler

at the little jetty below my house to make the first of many visits to the

island. It was a popular expedition for all the crew were of Zaidi’s tribe,

dressed like sailors in blue shorts and blouses with white pipings on the

collar, but they wore red tarbushes. As the evening breeze had not yet

risen the boys took out their oars and rowed, their songs echoing across

the harbour:

Mwana Juma twende zetu,

Daughter ofJuma let’s be off

sang bow, and the crew took up the refrain as their oars plunged in unison

into the water:

Nangojea kitambaa changu kwanza
I’m waiting for my clothes first.

Across the bay there is a delightful approach up the narrow channel to

Kichangani village, and as the boat passed close under the rocks I saw
coneys playing on the coral ledges. They are pleasant little beasts, not
much bigger than rabbits, but their nearest zoological relation is the

hippopotamus. As wc came into view of the beach I could see the natives

at work mending their fish traps or otherwise occupied. But as soon as

they saw the boat the shore was deserted and I landed, as it were, at a village

of the dead, for the doon were inhospitably closed. Walking through
Ae maze of huts and stooping to avoid Ac projecting poles of Ae caves,

I saw Ae end ofa coloured kanga disappear round Ac comer as a frightened
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woman rushed to seek safety from the invader. Once or twice I came

unawares upon a child playing in front of a hut. No sooner was I seen

than there was a^errified shriek and the child bolted as though for its life.

At the Sheha’s house, before which flies the red flag of the Sultan, I was more

hospitably received, and sat gratefully drinking the madafu he brought,

while the male clement of the population, gradually picking up its courage,

collected in a crowd behind, in doubt, and wondering what had brought

me there.

I asked the Sheha why his people were so shy, for in the villages of the

Wahadimu and Wapemba, the aboriginal tribe of Zanzibar and Pemba

respectively, there was never this fleeing away as though from danger.

He told me that in the old days slave raiders used suddenly to descend on

the island and kidnap any women and children they found. It must have

been twenty or thirty years that had elapsed since this could have happened,

but the people had not lost their instinctive fear of strangers. The Sheha

said that the Arabs would entice the children with sweetmeats, capture

them and carry them off. This was an ancient method, for Chau Ju Kua,

an inspector of customs at the Imperial Court of China in the thirteenth

century, speaks of the Arabs doing this in Madagascar, and the historian

Idrisi says that the Arabs of Oman kidnapped children on the Zanzibar

coast in the same way in the twelfth century. The reason was that the

slave traders were endeavouring to turn an extra dishonest penny. In

Zanzibar they had to pay for their cargo, but if they succeeded in capturing

a child or two on their own, it was all clear profit.

TheWatumbatu claim that as a race they were never enslaved and boast

that their ruling dynasty was descended firom the Shirazis who came with

Hassan bin ’Ali. Hie geographer Yakut tells us that in the thirteenth

century Timbat was a town to which the inhabitants of Zanzibar fled when

they were in danger, but two hundred years later it had fiided into insignifi-

cance. Once it counted queens amongst its rulers, and Mwana wa Mwana,

after whom a little island with a lighthouse to the north of Tumbatu is

named, married into the royal house of the Hadimu dynasty of Zanzibar.

* * it

From Mkokotoni I went, after a leave, to Chake Chake (**£ach for

Himself”) in Pemba where I spent nearly two years. The town, the biggest

in Pemba, was stretched out on the edge of a ridge looking down a long

aeek. In the distance was a small island^ Mesale, associated with stories

of buried treasure and apocryphally with the name of Captain Kidd.
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Behind Mesale lay the Pemba channel with the A&ican mainland beyond.

I grew very fond of my little Arab town with its one main stteet. Its

houses were really Arab homes built of coral and lime-washed, and not the

usual mud huts, though to be sure there was the large Swahili quarter of

Kichangani which was A£ican enough. Hie town had also a mosque

and with it even a modest minaret. It had been built by Bedwi, the grand-

father of the Liwali Suleiman bin Mbarek al Mauli, and was called after

him. The Arabs ofWed used to say that Wed was derived from “Waiti,”

“call them all,” because they were so open-handed and generous. They

said that the Arabs of Chake Chake were mean, hence the name “Bach for

himself.” This was a libel for I found as much hospitality in Chake Chake

as anywhere else, and nowhere more than among the Maulis.

I have said that the Isma’ili were the principal fiunily in the north of the

island in Wed district, but here in Chake Chake and down into Mkoani

district the Maulis held almost undisputed sway, and, I think, had done

since Seiyid Sa’id defeated the Mazruis. Before that happened, in 1822,

Pemba—Jezirat al Khudhra as the Arabs called it—the Green Island, had

been more connected with Mombasa which was the chiefMazrui stronghold.

There were a few Mazruis left in Pemba, but they were imimportant and

the great names were those I read on tombstones or heard in the history I

took down ftom Arab ftiends. Of old, Pemba had been ruled by a Persian

dynasty, which lasted throughout the Portuguese period, getting more mixed

wi^ the native element and becoming feebler as the yean went by. When
the Imam, Seif bin Sultan, expelled the Portuguese he settled Mazruis as

rulen on his behalf at Mombasa and the Green Island. In time, as often

happens in Arabia, they made themselves practically independent and

Seiyid Sa’id had difficulty in reducing them to his audiority. Scenes of

the battles were often pointed out to me in the district. At Chwaka,

near the ruined town buried in the bush where once the Persians had ruled,

was the tomb of the greatest of their sheikhs, Mbaruk bin Rashid who died

“on the night of a Monday” in 1806. Then at Birikau, on the northern

side of the Mkumbuu Poiinsula, where lie the ruins of the famous town
Kambalu, spoken ofby Chau Ju Kua, the historian Masudi who visited it,

and others, a great battle was fought when the Mazrui broi^ht warlike

Wanyika tribesmen from Mombasa as mercenaries. They were beaten,

but came i^;ain the following year and encamping at Wesha, on the northern

bank of the Chake Chake creek, made a final stand. Various are

told of who shot Rizike son of Shdkh Mbaruk and die credit has been
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claimed by several families, but his death broke the power of the Maztuis

in Pemba for ever.

Af^ their defeat Seiyid Sa’id appointed liwalis, Governors, to represent

him, and in due course my old friend Suleiman was appointed. He
served long and loyally and had had a difBcult time at the abolition of

slavery. His name had even been mentioned in debates in the House of

Commons, and I remember his kissing a newspaper picture ofLord Curzon

who had defended his actions, because, Suleiman said, he had been as an

advocate for him and pleaded his case.

Although Suleiman was so much the lord of C^hake Chake he was not

the funily sheikh. This dear old man—Shdkh Salim bin Khalif—Uved

at Kaole, half-way down the creek. In England we often look to a particu-

lar house with afiecdon as the place of oiu: birth or the scene of oiu: child-

hood. In Afica and Arabia this a&cdon is more often turned to a locality,

for houses rarely outlive their owners and indeed there is often a curious

reluctance to dwell in a house after the owner is dead. Hence you find in

Zanzibar scattered ruins of the p^ces of bygone sultans. The Maulis

regarded Kaole as a sacred shrine, a place of pilgrimage, and paid regular

visits to their sheikh.

In Zanzibar and Pemba the only duties left to the.sheikh of the clan

concerned matten afiecdng its social life and standing, and the settling of

disputes between members of the family. The Sheikh al Mauli can have

had litde to do in this way, for the Maulis were the most united family I

ever knew. Though it must have been years since any ofthem had visited

Muscat—^whence the family had migrated about a hundred years before

—

they corresponded regularly with their relations there and any wandering

Manga Mauli who came to Pemba were sure ofa warm welcome.

When the Maulis em^rated firom Muscat they started by growing

sugar, but under Seiyid Sa’id they had taken to cloves and most of them

stayed in Pemba year in year out, though Suleiman had a litde shamba a

short way out of Zanzibar town which he visited fix>m time to time.

Hie test ofdie fiunily always rather apologized for his departure to the sister

island and I diink die Arabs of Zandbar were inclined to look down on

them as country cousins, almost men of the backwoods. They were a

cntioialy psychic £unily and had a banshee who announced the death of a

moubet of die fiunily in Muscat to those in Pemba and vice versa. They

said it never went wror^ and diat a confirmatory letter always followed.

AH of dunn were good Muslims and toudied no alcohol, and yet they told
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me of many ghosts and devils they had seen. Indeed, it was in Mauh

company that I saw the only “ghost” I have ever seen.

It happened at Pujini, on the east coast of the island, where there arc

the ruins of a walled Persian town. Pemba legend associates the place with

a chieftain called Muhammad bin ’Abdul Rahman, nicknamed Mkame

Mdume—the Milker of Males—on account of the impossible tasks he set

the unfortimate people of Pemba. He is chiefly famous for his inhuman

cruelties, and for his powers over devils and familiar spirits. A manuscript

book of his sermons is still preserved at Pujini and 1 found in it a magical

formula for summoning up E&eets

:

If there be one who wishes to summon up and have at his bidding an

Efreet of the Efreets of Solomon, the son of David, on whom be peace, let

him dwell apart in a clean place, clad in clean apparel and his person clean.

Let him fastfor seven days, and let him read every dayforty-one times the

Chapter ofthe Quran beginning" Say He is one God." There will come to

him that night, the third, the Mth, and the sixth, the Efreet he has summoned,

he and his people. He will your bidding, he and his people.

To-day Pujini is still a place of mystery. Though its extensive ruins

have now been explored, they have not been thoroughly excavated, and

nothing is known beyond legend of the history of the place, or, for that

matter, of most of the substantial ruins scattered in Zanzibar and Pemba

and up and down the East Afiican coast. Apart from the more material

aspect of its history, the ruined town is a place of terror by night to the

superstitious natives. They will not vnllingly be there after the sun has

set, for, they say, manifestations still linger there of the devils that obeyed

Mkame Mdume’s bidding. Even by day things are said to happen. A
poheeman, among others, told me that when walking along the path,

between die high grass and the bush behind the southern rampart, he had

heard the shrieks of a woman, though there was nothing to be seen.

A mile or so north of Chake Chake, on a Htde plateau overlooking

the Mkumbu Peninsula, lay the ftmily seat of Bwana Liwali (“Mr.

Governor”) as we all called Suleiman. Here at Mkanjuni the old man

held his court, for he loved to play die part ofa country squire.

“He thinks he’s like Harun al Rashid,” whispered his brother to me with

a smile one day. We all played up to his litde weaknesses for they were

amiable and there was not a kinder soul in the district. He had built

himself a two-storieed house—rare in Pemba—^which towered above die

mote modest dwellings of his reladons living near. He always had ftnur'
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wives on the establishment and several concubines. Hiough, of course^

they were harem ladies, I was admitted to the £unily in the same way as I

had been with a few Zanzibar friends. The two I knew were the eldest

and the youngest. Bibi Mkubwa—^the great lady—^had been his first

wife and I was told they had never quarrelled. She was a remarkable

old lady and lived a few miles away, managing her plantation in a way

that would have shamed many men. There were no frills on her except for

the marinda, the high-necked old-fashioned shirt she always wore. She

had a real sense of humour and was full of anecdotes when I dropped in

for tea. On my first visit I went with the Liwali. I think she was the only

person who treated him as ajoke to his face.

“Well, Suleiman, how are the young women was her greeting, and

she said to me that there was no fool like an old fool. Suleiman sat sipping

his tea noisily and listening to her sallies the while. He loved the treatment

and she, I know, had a deep affection for him.

The Liwali had had a goodly number of wives, but the only other one

I met who was on the roster in my day was Panya who was young and

fnvolous. Like many Arab girls she had a Swahili name and hers meant

‘‘mouse.” “Puss” would have been more appropriate. Her sister was

married to Habib, the Liwali's brother, Mudir of Kisiwani. Panya was

usually referred to as Bind Juma ya Bwana Liwali and her sister as Bind

Juma ya Bwana Habib. The sisters often stayed together in a small house

belonging to the Liwali, not far from my bungalow in Chake, and they

often came over to have tea. They were always well dressed and I rarely

saw them wearing the same clothes twice. Their marindas were cut from

the very newest pattern in kangas. Kangas were originally so-called because

they were grey and spotted white like a guinea-fowl, for kanga also means

guinea-fowl. But days when they were as plain as that had long since

passed, and among the Swahilis all sorts of extraordinary patterns had

their brief mode. You would sec a lady with a flat-iron or a standard arc

lamp pictured across her shoulders. You might even see a wondrous

muldrayed sun rising on her back : but Arab ladies of high degree did not

go in for devices such as these. Their kangas were more expensive and

of flowered cloths that did not come amiss as curtains. Kangas for the

most part used to be made in Manchester but I believe there has been

considmble Japanese competition in late yean. There is quite an element

of gambling about their rnanufiumire, for patterns may M absolutdy

flat. As a general rule dhte commercial travcUeis would cmisult the big
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>^olesale Indian merchants in Zanabar. If they were lucky in their

choice of design the kangas would sell well. But where one succeeded

ten would^ to tickle woman’s £uicy.

What a rustling of stiff silk there was as the Bind Jumas climbed the

steps into the bungalow ! They were enveloped from head to foot in bladt

cloaks with thin silk veils over their faces. Beneath the cloaks peeped

out coyly white trouser legs with saucy frills above the ankle. With a

datter of bangles and necklaces they threw their cloaks aside as they setded

themselves on the sofa in the safety of the drawing»-room, displayit^ rows

of dosely-braided plaits from brow to lupe of neck, and half a dozen

dghdy twisted pigtails beneath. They had copied from the Swahili the

ugly fashion of piercing their ears and enlarging them with dose-wound

rolls of coloured paper gUttering with gold and silver dnsd. Their noses

were adorned with small gold studs. They crumbled their cake and sipped

their tea, chatting and laughing for an hour or so like inconsequent painted

sparrows. Panya had a way of giving invitadons to “come up and see

me some dme” in Mae West style, but the return pardes were rather prim.

Sometimes I was asked to spend the week-end at Mkanjuni where I was

given the best bedroom which occupied the Liwah’s top storey. The

veranda in front was an excellent vantage point for watching the aedvides

of the htde community. The children of the family and those of the

“slaves’* played happily together on the open wanja, as the bare space in front

of the house was called. Biubwa and Zamzam were quite without shyness

and climbed up to talk to me, to bring me jasmine flowers, or look for a

sweet. Sometimes at night there were wonderful ngomas (dances). The

liwali was a great believer in massage and once or twice he made me sufl^

the ministradons of one of his female slaves, a skilled masseuse. While

I lay on the bed havii^ my joints kneaded, he and Bwana ’Abdulla would

sit on chairs and tdl the masseuse where to pummd next. The three of

us had lunch together on the back veranda with a view over the tops ofthe

clove trees falling away to the valleys beneath. Hie speciality of die

house was saflron pilau, and the great mountain of yellow-dyed rice con-

cealed plentiful pieces of chicken, raisins, onions and other gamkhings -

I ate better pilaus at Mkaiyuni dian anywhere. .

On Sunday afronoons we went for walks and once Bwana 'Abdulla

took me to the top of Pagale hill, just a short distance from Mkanjuri fr

is only 281 feet high, but that is a Ittf for Pemba, and afrer Zanzibar, Pemba
gxvrihe impression of being a hilly country, fr>r 2^anzibar is as flat as dw
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proverbial pancake. Hiis was ’Abdulla’s fiivourite view for below he

could see die country round Kaole wh«e he had lived as a boy. The crest

of the hill &11 almost sheer avnty at our feet, and we looked immediately

on to the top of high coco-nut trees growing in the valley below, while

the Mkumbuu Peninsula stretdied away before us like a peninsula on a

reliefmap. On die left was ChakeChake pier, dnyin die distance, and right

down the creek the Cupid lay at anchor looking like a toy steamer. To
the right the view was still more varied with the Bay of Birikau and the

much indented coast. The peninsula itselfwas green with cloves, coco-nuts,

mangoes and other trees, a pleasant medley of varying shapes and colours.

Here and there were huts and blue smoke rising &om some dny homestead.

Though I knew all the Maulis well, my closest fnoid and associate was

Bwana ’Abdulla. Like everybody over fifty he deplored the decadence

of the modem generadon, but he was wise about it and did not try to

suppress the young. One day, to show me how times had dianged he told

me of the way his fiither used to spend his day and compared it with the

day of the modem generation. Here is the day ofbygone times

:

3.30-4.00 a.m.

4.00-4.30 a.m.

5.30 a.m.

7.00 a.m.

11.00 a.m.

lanocm
1.00 p.m.

1.30 p.m.

2.00 pan.

3.30 p.in.

4-00 p.m.

4.30 p.m.

5.00 p4n.

Wake up, brush teeth, bathe and put on clean clothes.

Wake up any of the boys over ten and make them
wash. Stem parents even woke those younger and
made them bathe and dress.

Then read the Quran and at dawn pray the Al Fajr.

The men of those days prayed not only the compul-
sory prayers, but regarded it as compulsory to pray

the recommended ones as well.

Read the Quran.
Breakfittt: bread, bokoboko curry and milk. Then
the day’s work started. The plantation overseers

came for dieir orders and the slaves were sent to

their work. The sons ofthe house were sent out to

supervise and then the master would go too.

Lunch : cooked rice, meat and curry. After it work
again for a short while.

Siesta indoon. t

Get up and prepare for prayen.

Brayen, but die Sunnis prayed earlier at one o’clock.

Work again.

Prepare for {oayers.

Prayers.

See the horses and donkeys and then reoeation

—

backgammon or talk, coffee and halwa.

'Bveimig meal: dry Inead, meat, milk and dates.
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Sunset Prayers.

6.30-7.30 p.m. Read Quran.

7.30 p.m. Prayers.

8.00 p.m. Retire to harem and talk to the ladies and the

children. Eat a little.

10.00

p.m. Go to bed. At bed-time they wore a kikoi and

covered themselves with a sheet under a mosquito

net of silk. Double beds were not known.

It seemed a pretty full day to me, but even the modem day, whidi

'Abdulla deplored, would not suit many of us

:

5.00 a.m. Wake up, brush teeth, dress and pray. No one
bothers about the children.

5.30 a.m. Go to bed again.

7.00 a.m. Get up and do any of your toilet you did not do at

five oVlock.

7.30 a.m. Breakfast: tea, bread and eggs.

8.30 a.m. Work.
12 noon A light lunch.

1.30 p.m. Prayers.

2.00 p.m. Work.
4.00 p.m. Prayers in a hurry. Tea.

4.30 p.m. Go out for a wait.

Sunset Prayers and possibly some reading.

7.30 p.m. Prayers,

8.00p.m. Dinner: rice, meat and bread. Go out and see

friends or walk about.

ii.oo p.m. Bed.

Bwana 'Abdulla used to accompany me on my journeys round the

distria, and became very interested in my researches into the customs of

the people and the history of Pemba. We even went off together to

nocturnal meetings of a guild of witch-doctors. I do not think he realty

approved of these undertakings, for, of course, the Arabs stroi^ly dis-

approved of black magic, but he recognized that it was all done in a

scientific spirit, and I believe he hoped with me that ifwe found out some-

thing about it, it might some day come to an end.^ This is not to say,

however, that he did not believe in it, for like most other Arabs, he was

convinced that wizards had supernatural powen.

One visitor whom 'Abdulla brought to see me was Hamed, a Manga
member of the Mauli clan, down on a visit firom Muscat. Hamed lik^

Pemba but he loved his native mountains more, and whenever we said

something good about Pemba he would say **Yei, but in Omm • ^
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You pictured Oman as having far more than the flowing millc and

honey of Canaan. Nowhere were there such fine grapes, such large

walnuts. Nothing could touch the camel's milk, and die karamas (feasts)

of Pemba were nothing to those of Muscat. If a man offered his

guest a goat in Pemba, in Oman it would be a couple of camels at least.

We suggested lack of water and green grass. He countered with

mountain torrents and made us laugh at a description of a piece of

green grass a short way behind Muscat, where, he said, all the people

went of an evening. To me it sounded like Hampstead Heath on a

Bank Holiday. Hamed used to come and see me often, firing my imagma^-

don and making me long to visit his country to which he gave me frequent

.tnvitadons. He taught me all the routes he knew. From Muscat to

Barbeg is eight hours in an easterly direction, then you go north by Taramid

and Hobra to Muslimat of the Maulis, where Hamed lived, in eight or

nine houn. Soon 1 knew this and other routes by heart and often carried

my knowledge to other Arabs, who flattered me and said I must have been

there. Hamed bought a penny note-book and wrote down the routes

and other information for me.

When you leave At Taramid you come in three hours' march to the

Wadi al Ma'awil (the Valley of the Maulis) along which lies first the

town ofAl Wasit. Then, an hour's march on is Hobra and after another

hour is the headquarters of the Sheikhs. Every dwelling place has

its name, such as Hujrat ash Sheikh, Hujrat al Kharij and Hujrat as

Sufida in which there is a mosque, Hujrat al Mulalla, Mahillat al Qala's

and Mahillat Antala where Sheikh Nasir bin Muhammad and his sons

live. They are like lions and are generous and hospitable to all fnends

and relentless to foes. There are deep rivers in this town.

When you leave this town you come to Muslimat, where the people

arc known for control, authority and bravery. In this town there

live some of the Al Ma'awil, suem as the sons of Bin 2^amil, the sons

of Muhallal and others. Every section of them has its own head and
ail are rich and famous people.

1 still have Hamed's book. Perhaps some day I may use it.

One day 'Abdulla announced dutt a dhow had come from Oman.

Such an event is rare in modem times as all foreign trade is dealt with as

as possible at Zanzibar. Of course in the old days this had not been

dbe case* and Chake andJambangome owed the fact that they are the only

two stxmshbiiilt towns ofPemba to dieir position at the head oflong, shallow

i^idng aedES» the wont ol*harboun for modem shipping but ideal shelter
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for die old craft and good hiding-places for skve-ninners. Bad weatha

with consequoit damage to the dhow and lade of water had forced die

crew to seek shelter at Chake. I asked them all to tea. They were SSris

and it was my first contact with them. What struck me most was the fitet

that diey were all blade. They had, however, finer features dian our ii^;roid

Bantus and were bearded. They wore kanzus which looked—and smdt

—

as if they had been dipped in cow dung. They rather alarmed me by

coming to tea armed to the teeth with sacks, swords and round shields of

rhinoceros hide, as well as the usualjmihiya round their waists. Some also

carried small war drums. After the gende manners of my Zanzibar and

Pemba fiiends the uncouth habits of the seafiuers at first surprised me,

but they were fiiendly and appreciated the party even if they were not

endrdy at home with cups and saucers and cakes. However they were

quite happy with the sherbet and black co£^ in Arab cups, and afterwards

proposed to dance a Razha for me.

The reason of the armament now became clear. Their intentions were

peaceful but the display they gave was extremely wadike. The orchestra

of drums struck up and the rest, pairing themselves off, indulged in mimic

contests on the lawn, which I thought might end ktally at any moment,

for they made great sweeping lashes at each other with their swords, which

were apparendy only avoided by dexterous countering with shields or by

leaps in the air over the passii^ sword which would have made any skipping

enthusiast envious. Some performed widijmbiyas, making circular down-

ward strokes parried by shield. When one overcame his opponent he

would sit astride him and make as though to gouge out his eyes with

horrifying realism.

These seasonal visiton did no more than give a savour ofwhat Zanzibar

and Pemba must have been like in die middle of last century. Lawless

and untamed, diey were quite foreign to die peaceful ordered odstence of

two sleepy idyllic coral islands in the twentiedi. They came on the wings

of the one monsoon, like blustering ^osts of a violent past and were

exorcized on the (Nher, spreading their great lateen sails and fiittii^ silendy

away, and the place pursued its even way, knowing them no mote dll die

foilowing year.

It was odierwise with the Mangas, like Hamed, who came to stay widh

their tdadons. They were like Australian coudns oomtDg bade to die

old country, only in this instance of cootie it was the odmr way tomd,
Ibr we were die cokmials, only it was dm heme land odudt seemed to
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me more like the new country ofwide-open spaces. They took an interest

in local affidrs and society, were accepted accordingly, and the place was

home to them.

Although the other Arabs, the Shihiris, were always with us, they never

seemed anything but strangen in a strange land. I made fiiaids, however,

with the local butcher, who was one of them, and, through him, made

connections which drew me finally to the Hadhramaut, as 1 shall relate.
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chapter IV

MEN OF SHIHR

He is calling people to say their prayers; he calb so loud that all the people below

can hear and the sounds he utters are like sweet music. OFF.

Till a voice, as bad as conscience, rang interminable changes

On one everlasting whisper day and night repeated^so

:

* Something hidden, go andfirtd it. Go and look behind the Ranges

Something lost behind the Ranges. Lost and waitingfor you. Go I*

Kipung.

*‘Foq al mcz—juu ya meza. Taht al mcz—chini ya meza—on the table,

under the table/*

“Hunna—^mwanamke/* as a woman passed below us. She was covered

in the allonveloping black cloak called—descriptively—buibui or spider,

which tradition says Zanzibar borrowed from the Hadhramaut.

Karama was instilling a little Arabic into me, mostly in a kind ofBerlitz-

Montessori technique which he had developed. But there was not

much vim about the lesson: Karama was.twelve and the instruction was

rather spasmodic. I did not keep him at it for I wanted to know about the

home which he had left a few short months before. Besides it was hot,

and, still more tiresome, it was Ramadhan. So there was more conversa-

tion than Arabic. In the short time he had been in Pemba, Karama had

acquired an astonishing amount of Swahili: I hoped that Arabic would

come as easily to me, but alas ! So we talked mostly in Swahili. He had

only been with me a couple of days, but there was something about a

small boy who had travelled firom the interior of Arabia and sailed on a

dhow with the north-east monsoon aU the way to Zanzibar which com-

manded interest. A compatriot of his, Ahmed Sa*id Baziad, the butcher,

had brought him to me in the office.

**Bwana, there s a small boy here—just a mtoto—if you took him on

Zaidi could teach him to be a house boy and you would learn Arabic from

hmL*
In came Karama. He was dad simply in his native fiita. He can have
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had no {otther wardrobe to his name, for its condition was almost indescrib-

able. He did not look too dean and his straight hair vm too long. My
immediate reaction was that this was something that could not be taken

into a house, but there was something about the bright, fearless eyes that

looked me over so frankly which made me dedde to try.

Kve rupees did the trick. A small kanzu, a new white kikoi, an

embroidered cap, a wash and a hair-cut, and here sat Karama on the grass

beside me all in white with his knees drawn up to his chin, contemplating

the long stretch of creek bdow us. He was telling me of his frmily. Of
his father dead in a raid, of his mother whom he had lefr behind in order

to join his unde who ran a coB^ shop in the bazaar behind us. He came

from Tarim.

“Where is Tarim?”

“Inside, behind Shihr.”

I had ofcourse heard of Shihr but Tarim was new to me.

“Wait, Karama, I want to fetch a map.”

I went into the bungalow. There were books on Zanzibar and one

or two that dealt with Oman. Only one seemed possible. The Penetration

of Arabia. I took it out on to the lawn and unfolded the map. Karama

looked dubious. I found “Sheher” and nearly an inch above it Tarim.

Triumph. I told Karama. He plainly did not think much ofthe discovery

for he himself had told me. I read “Shibam, Saiyun.” That woke him

up.

“What, are they written there? But how did the Wazungu—the

Europeans—^know that?”

I told him they must have bem there, but his tongue was unloosened.

Three days from Tarim, through Seiyun, to Shibam, he told me, and six

from Shibam to Mukalla. Nine days journey into the interior. At once

it seemed a possible projea for a leave. We talked of camels and caravans

as the son sank lower to the horizon.

Chake Ch^ town, just behind me, was siloit. All day long it had

lain sweltering under a broiling sun, and man had gone about his various

occasimis with a lassitude bom of the stifling heat and aggravated by an

empty smmadi. Karama spoke of the heat and the rocks and I wondered

if it was like this. But the day was neatly over. Down the long creek

mi the frr horizon the sun suik lower to the sea in a blaze of gold, while

fittttastic cloudbanks, heavily fringed widh dull ted, hung suspended dxive

frt In diem I saw tall houset—ceaselessly ploddmg camd caravam. AH
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the scene was dnged with glory : mud and mangroves became like &iry

gardens filled with trees ofgold andjewels. The sea beyond seemed turned

to blood. The nearer sand formed to ripples by the falling tide, gleamed

opalescent. Lower and lower sank the sun beneath the sea. Duller and

duller became the tints. Just one last gleam and it had gone. I looked

back at the town where the minaret of the Bedwi mosque was silhouetted

against the darkening sky. At the top a white-robed figure stood, his

hands cupped to his mouth

:

“A ^ilahu Akbar, A ^Uahu Akbar.”

His voice proclaimed to a weary world the eternal truth : "There is no

God but God. Come to prayers—come to salvation." The appeal

sounded irresistible as it came over the hot, quiveru^ air. It was over.

The Muadhin turned and slowly descended, pausing at each step like a

priest returning from a solemn rite at the altar.

“Time to break fiut,” said Karama. He flitted away in the dusk, his

new kanzu firou-firouing like a debutante’s party dress.

I sat dbiere, thinking. . .

.

In the western sky the young Ramadhan moon sent a path of silver

over the waters of the bay, its surface just broken by a breath of wind.

Now the night awoke. Crickets shrilled, a chorus of fix>gs struck up.

In the bazaar the musical dink of cups proclaimed the progress of ^e
itinerant co£^ vendor, while the persistent, strident and still remembered

tones of hare-lipped Laddad bin Sheddad, die Baluchi date seller, exhorted

passers-by to "eat dates and grow fat."

* *

That was in 1923. I read what Hogarth had to say in die Penetrotion

of Arabia about the Hadhramaut, and in particulat diis passage became

fixed in my memory

:

Interest in Hadhramaut should not be suffered to decline yet.

About half the trunk still remains unexplored and the least-

known part is dut upcm which border the ancient Mahra tribes.

Then I read Bent. But 1 learned a lot mote about the Hadhramaut

and the life of its people &om Karama and Ahmed Sa’i^ than from boob.

There vns a small osmmunity ofpeo^ firom the country in Chake Chakf»

mo^y coffee seOets, but it was not until I was ttansfezed to Zanzibar,

diat I met diem in large numbers.

As a general rule natives of any part of the Hadhramaut were called
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Shiliiris in 2^anzibar and the word Hadhrami was not often heard, but

when it was used it meant a man from the interior. Shihiris did not

belong to society in Zanzibar. More even than the Indians they seemed

men apart. It appears, in the East, that when you do not have Jews you

have Hadhramis or Chinese and all are alike in their exclusiveness. In

Zanzibar the Hadhramis traded and made their money hrom the rest of us,

but they did not look on Zanzibar as their home and kept themselves largely

to themselves. None the less they claimed that their ancestors were the

pioneers of colonization in East Afnca and certainly their connection was

an ancient one, for they are among the descendants of Saba and Himyar.

They also claim to have spread the Sunni tenets. Trade is their principal

strong point and they took a large share in the slave trade : in 1876 they were

described as the largest slave holden in Zanzibar. But it was not only with

trading that they occupied themselves, for certainly since the early part of

the nineteenth century many have entered the service of the Sultan as

soldiers and also as Liwalis, Qadhis, treasurers and clerks. In modem
times they have maintained a reputation as soldiers, for many firom Zanzibar

^ught and died in Wavcll’s Arab Rides.

Best of all the Hadhramis in my time was one of the older generation,

the chiefofthe Sunni Qadhis in Zamibar town. Seiyid Ahmed bin Abibekr

bin Sumeit al ’AJawi was a jurist ofrenown. His legal opinion was soi^ht

£:om a^ and he had been decorated by the Sultan of Turkey and by the

Khedive. More than that, he was a broad-minded kindly detic, with a

ready humour and racy perception of a characteristic kind. There was a

good-natured twinkle in his eyes when he spok‘9 and a kindly smile was

rarely absent firom his fine ascetic features as he stroked his lo^ white

beard. I do not suppose he ever had an unkind thought or did an unkind

deed. I think his funeral was the most moving I ever attended. I was

private secretary to His Highness the Sultan at^ time and as his repre-

sentative followed dose behind the bier. The crowds were estimated at

some twouy thousand, firom all classes of the population, thot^h most

were poor. Many, rich and poor, were in genuine tears. I think that many

ofus were feeling the gap diere would be, that we should not see again that

familiar %ate in pale blue robe and Hadhrami Seiyid’s embroidered cap

and dote4)ound turban of white passing cm his dailyjpumey to and fix>m

the law courts. I had met Seiyid Ahmed fiDequoidy fin we served on a

commisskm tt^jcdier. The Ht^ Swahili children learned thor Quran in

Aiabkaa^iindettcoodnotawocdof&. Ourtadcwastomaketecommen*
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dadoQs for its better teadiing. It was a matter in which the old man took a

great, interest. “Parrot talk, parrot talk,” he used to say to me, “they

can’t understand it, it does them no good.”

I confided in him my hopes of travel in his country, for he was a native

of Shibam. He gave me letters of introduction and I stored them up dll

such a day as I might be able to use them. Nevertheless, though everyone

revered him and held him in a&cdon he did not seem to be of Zanzibar.

Perhaps his dress and his religion, both difierent firom those of the other

Arabs, had something to do with it, for all his tradidon was difierent.

Seiyid Ahmed, though, was not typical of the Hadhramaut Arabs. Even

in his own country he would have stood apart by virtue of his ancestry—

a

son of Ishmael and descendant of the Prophet himself. The great bulk

ofhis compatriots were men in lowly callings, hewers ofwood and drawers

ofwater. Fair ofskin they stood out sharply firom the Afiicans widiwhom
they competed. You picked them out at once, with their short but spare

figures, as their guttural speech mingled with the soft Italian vowels of

shouting Swahili men and women who gathered round the town fountains.

Many of them were bow-legged : indeed it seemed that they must become

so, for they spent their lives carrying two four-gallon petrol dm full of

water suspended from a pole about their shoulders. Never had they time >

to walk; they moved eternally in a curiously uneven nm, litdng thdr

feet “like cats on hot bricks” and splashing water as they went.

But Seiyid Ahmed and' the water-carrien represent only the top and

bottom of the scale. The 1931 cmsus gives the number of Hadhramis in

Zanzibar and Pemba as a,8oo. As their women rarely emigrate, the

Hadhramis who setde in the islands mosdy marry local women with or

without Hadhrami blood. So that many of those included were by no

means of pure stock. This number includes, of course, many vistt(»s

&om dhows, who bring with them clothes, loin cloths, honey, henna,

dried fish, salt, ghee, livestock, dates and shark oil (sifa), some of whtdi

are obtained at route on the Somaliland coast. Most of the visitors sail

back to the Hadhramaut a few months later with the south-west narmsoon,

taking with diem locally grown millet. Othen, finding employment,

suy on fi>r several yean until they have gained enot^h money, two or

three hundred rupees or so, to return to their homes.

Ihe occupaticms of diose who remain in Zanzibar are varied. The

commonest ate diose of general traden, labourdcs, water catrien, privwe

servants, Government employees, fishermen, tailmis, and gdd and sfiveo>
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irnidis. There are also coolies, stevedores, co&e shop and small store

keepers.

There is no more pleasant sound in the bazaars of Zanzibar and Pemba

than the dink of the coIIm cups. The coSee vendor needs neither cry not

bdl to tell his passing. Far down the street you hear him coming. In one

hand he carries his big brass pot with charcoal brazier fixed beneath, and

in the other two or three dny handleless cups which he clinks together

between his palm and forefinger as he goes. This is a trade particularly

Hadhrami and though in the Hadhramaut he fills his cup fuU, he knows

in Zanzibar, as he skilfully splashes a thimblefull into a cup, that it must not

be filled. There is a story in Zanzibar of an Omani who took it as the

deepest insidt when he was o&red a full cup and upped and stabbed the

server right away.

Other Hadhramis deal in the shark and dried fish products of their native

Shihr, and the meat trade between 2^anzibar and the East Afncan coast

has been in their hands for the last sixty years or more. In Pemba this was

the work of Ahmed who had brought Karama to me and he employed

other Shihiris to slaughter and cut up his meat. Some trades were practised

by men of the coast and of the interior indifierendy, but a few were special

preserves. Fishing and hawking were the occupadons of coast men alone,

while none but those of the interior made the baskets and mats used for

packing Zanzibar’s cloves for export. At one rime Hadhramis owned

shambas of cloves and coco-nuts and much house property in Zanzibar

town ; but all that is changed and now they own litde of either kind, for

much of it has passed to the Indians.

Absorbed in trade and the accumulation of money, the Hadhramis in

2^anzibar are comparatively indifferent to politics. Although hot-

tempered by nature they are as a rule law-abiding and loyal, but from

1923 to 1928 a series of affeays took place in most of which they

were the aggresson. The victims of their attacks were the Baluchis,

Khojas and**Hindu Indians, and the Muscat and SSri Arabs. The most

serious disturbance was in 1928 when fighting between Hadhramis and

Omani Arabs continued intermittently for four days and four persons were

killed and some thirty wounded. Nasir bin ’Abdulla al Kathui, the chief

ruigleader, and others were deported. Nasir went to Java and in 1934

returned to his tribe in the Hadhramaut. The up-country and coast

Hadhramis ate now organized into two associations which endeavour

(0 ootnpoae disputes between individuak.
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Hard-working and thrifty, absorbed in their own work, the Ha<&ratais

have few forms of entertainment even amongst themsdves ; dandng and

sitting in cofiw shops are the only ways in which they relax. They do not

easily .adopt the manners and ways of those around them, and though

European dress is becoming popular among die younger Arabs and Afiicans,

the Hadhramis are litde affected by the change in fashion. They also, as

far as possible, continue widi the diet, to which they are accustomed, of

fresh and salted £sh, shark, wheat porridge, millet, rice, meat, dates, bread,

milk, coffee and tea.

Both up-country and coast Hadhramis normally share places of worship,

but in practice those from up-country congregate and largely control the

Juma’ and Mzaham mosques and those ffom the coast the Malindi Mnara

mosque. Here in their worship they may fed at home, for the Hadhrami

minarets tell of their love for the things of their country. If you asked

them what was the best country in the world they would tell you the

Hadhramaut, and you would find that their one hope in life was to return

to end their days on its shores or in their beloved valleys. The exiles who
die in Zanzibar are in death not divided for they share one burial ground.

After all it matters no looker whether the white houses of Shihr and

Mukalla or the mud-built dars of the wadi called them home. They are

in the eternal gardens, which are the bourn of all true Muslims.
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chapter V

ANTRES VAST—IN ZANZIBAR TOWN—A DHOW FROM
KUWEIT—LATHAM ISLAND

The monsoon brings the white-^winged dhows

That come to Zlanzibar

Laden with shimmering Eastern goods

From India, and afar. EixioxT-LtNN.

Once there was a sailor man singingjust this way—
{Too much yawUo, sickum bestfiend!

Singee alUsame puUee lope—haul and belay.

Hully up and coilum down an—bite offend!)

But before, and before, and ever so long before

Any sort ofchanty crossed our lips,

TheJunk and the Dhow, though they looked like anyhow,

Were the Mother and the Father of all Ships ahoy!—aships!

And ofhalfthe new inventions in our Ships!

From Tarfa to Formosa ofour Ships!

From Socotra to Selankhor ofthe windlass and the anchor.

And the Navigators' Compass on our Ships—ahoy! our Ships!

{O, hully up and coilum down and bite offend!) Kipling.

Whbn I left Chake Chake on transfer to Zanzibar, though I did not know
it, I had said good-bye to Pemba for good. I was glad of the move for I

had not seen the southern part of Zanzibar island where the customs of the

people, the Wahadimu, are different firom those of the north and ofPemba.

Cloves did not grow there, and though* there was a £ur amount of copra,

for the most part the Wahadimu lived on thdr own crops planted on the

rough coral outcrops of the Wanda land. As I was doubling with my
district work the appointment of Registrar to the High Court, I did not

at fint have much chance of travelling by land through die district. On
Tuesdays I used to motor across the island to the Distria Headquarters at

Chwaka with a great fiiend. Sheikh Tahir bin Abubekr al Amawy, the

Qadfai, who claims Moorish descent. He has the merriest twinkle in his

eye, never looks grave and his gold teeth flash continually. He and I

used to hear our cases, I did my o&cc work and we returned in d^ evening.

On Friday afternoon I again left Zanzibar town and drove to CSiwaka
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on district work where I met Sheikh Muhammad bin Hashil, die Arab

District Officer. He was one of the tallest Arabs I have ever seen. He

must have been at least six-foot-three or four, and he wore a tarbush that

added several more inches and crowned a large black bushy beard. He was

a stepson of the famous Tippoo Tib, a slave trader and a merchant, as well

as a great explorer and traveller, who had many associations with men such

as Livingstone, Stanley and Cameron. He was known far into the interior

and had even been made Sultan of Utetera. In the late ^eighties King

Leopold made him Governor of Stanley Falls. He died in Zanzibar in

June, 1905.

Muhammad bin Hashil was not a well-read man and he was somewhat

of a free thinker in his religion, but he knew a lot about the Wahadimu

and had great influence with them. Most unusual in an Arab, sport was

the ruling passion of his life and he was keen on big-game shooting and

fishing. He had a motor-boat and we often went trailing offthe south of

the island. On one of our best days we caught seven twenty- to thirty-

pound fish in less than an hour, thot^h occasionally fifiy-pounders also

came our way.

Every Friday evening we embarked at Chwaka and chugged offsouth-

ward on district work, inside the reef which protects all the cast coast of

Zanzibar. One week-end was to Makunduchi, four hours distant. It

was a delightful village with a lovely rambling native-built Government

house with a thatched roof. One of the things I liked best about Makun-

duchi was the camel riding, for it was the only place in the Sultanate where

camels were still the mode of transpon. I had a string of them myself

at Chwaka and the one I rode was called Adolphus.

The people of Makunduchi had many unusual customs including a

peculiar dialect of their own. They had a dance in honour of a devil of

the sea—^an old man with a long beard carrying a trident in his hand who
had been seen approaching the place in a canoe. The dance was played

with tridents and model canoes, and I feel sure that it was a relic of the

worship of Poseidon which had survived from the days of the Periphss

and the old Greek traders. I had not the remotest idea that a dance like

this was played at Makunduchi when we arrived there. It just happened

to be on; but I had not watched it for five minutes before I fdt certain

that I was watching something the Greeks had left behind. When I asked

its origin and was told of the old man with the beard I felt more sure and

further investigations confirmed me.
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The people derived the name of their village firom Konduchi, a village

on the mainland a little north ofDar es Salaam, whence they told me they

came. Near Konduchi is another village called Msasani with a bay and

harbour of a kind most pleasing to the ancients. Here at Msasani was

found in 1907 a coin of Ptolemy X Sotcr. Piecing all the facts together

I had no reasonable doubt that this must have been the Rhapta of the

Periplus, the “very last market town of Aaania.** Here, no doubt, the

Greek sailors built a temple to the presiding god ofthe sea who had brought

them so far in safety and to whom they prayed for a safejourney home.

Next week-end we went to Jembiyani, a spacious village just north of

Makunduchi. It is built on sand and pleasantly shaded by coco-nut palms.

All round it was short close-cropped turf growing to the edge of the shore

of white coral sand. We arrived there by moonlight and when we were

about half a mile from the shore I shed all my clothes and dived into the

warm water, making a brilliant path ofphosphorescence. The great stretch

of white sand gleamed like snow in the moonlight and all the palm trees

•were turned to silver. The coco-nut is the most conversational of trees,

especially on a moonlight night with a slight breeze. Its fronds become

silver and darken again, bob up and down, and in their rustling seem to be

talking among themselves. We pitched our tents on the soft grass, leaving

them open to the pleasant warm wind which blew continually across the

Indian Ocean. We said, though I never verified it on an atlas, that we

had only sea between our tents and Java. At high tide the waves came

thundering up to the very threshold, and we bathed for houn at a time

in the warm water.

When we had dined oft curried chicken and rice made by Zaidi and

washed down with madafu, we went to watch a dance. Zaidi loved these

performances and presently came up to tell me of another show. He took

me to the veranda of a house curtained oftby mats, and there I first saw a

native Punch and Judy show. I have since seen Kargoss, as it is called, in

Zanzibar and Aden, and it has grown fiuniliar, but I do not think 1 have

ever seen it as well performed as at Jembiyani that night. The Wahadimu

.who played it had been taught by a Shihiri, and like true travelling showmen

they went ftom village to village by day and set up their show in the even*-

ing, charging a modest hal^enny for admission.

Muhammad Hashil and I spent much of our time exploring caves, for

die south ofdie idand was full ofthem.

On one occasion we both eiird:ed a leopard cave a smalS island called
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Vundwe in most picturesque surroundings. Our guide was die custodian,

for die Wahadimu have what they call a Mwana Vyale to look after the

places where the spirits dwell. Before he entered the grotto where the

cave was he called “Hodi, hodi,” just as one always docs when entering a

house in Zanzibar. I rather liked this poHteness to the spirit of the cave

and found out afterwards it was universal. On the spirit’s altar outside

was a queer collection of ofierings including ftagmoits of old Chinese

and Persian ware and the lock of an antique flint-lock gun almost lost in

rust. It must have been old, for there arc no people left who remember

anything more ancient than a matchlock.

* * *

Many days he wandered in the bazaars beholding and marvelling at

the people and the palaces. TrEasuRe of Mansur.

During this time I got to know Zanzibar town well. I hved in a house

in the main street with a veranda overhanging the road, a vantage point

ftom which to watch everybody’s coming and going. One regular

passer-by who became a ftiend was a cheerful Shihiri woman who sold cakes.

She would pass every day about half-past one with her basket on her head

and crying out:

’Ala babak, ya Karim—^mufa’a

At thy door. Oh generous one—cakes.

I loved my rambling house, though it collected a great deal of dust

It had thirteen rooms and none of the floors were level. There was a

modem sleeping-box built on the roof and various small alterations had

been made inside, but it was a real old Arab house with cool, thick walls

and pleasant Saracenic arches inside.

One Sunday when I was out at a lunch party I sat next to Dr. Spurrier,

who, after service as Medical Ofl&cer of Health, retired and settled down to

spend the rest ofhis long life in the Zanzibar he loved better than anywhere

else. The talk round the table was of gho^, and Spurrier had been nude
to tell the story of the ghost he had seen in the old palace of the Mwenyi
Mkuu, the King of the Wahadimu, at Dunga in the centre of the island.

Ihe rest of us contributed our quota and I said that I thought there was

somethii^ queer about my house.

Bvery day when I came back ftom the office at twelve I had my lunch

and at once went op to my sleeping-box to rest until two, when it was

time to go bade to worL After lunch the boys always deated offand did
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not come back dll tea-dme. So I was sure of being undistuibed unless

anything urgent happened. But almost every day I heard heavy footsteps

coming up the steep and creaky stairs. At fint thinking it was a boy I

used jp call “Zaidi, Zaidi.” But there was no answer and as I was sure

there had been someone there I ran out to see. Tliere was no one. So I

got used to it, and sometimes I heard from my bed a deep $i^ when the

footsteps had reached the top ofthe stairs.

I had no sooner told this than Spurrier said : “Why, that’s the old general.

He always used to sigh like that when he got to the top of those stairs.’’

My house had a certain historic interest for it had belonged to General Sir

Lloyd William Mathews, who lived for long, and died, in Zanzihar. He
was Prime Minister first of Seiyid Barghash and then ofsubsequent Sultans,

and no European has given more to the country or been more loved by its

peoples. His was a gentle ghost and never alarmed me.

It took me a long time to know my way thoroughly about the maze of

the old Arab town without getting lost. The city is divided into a number

of quarters. Shangani was that particularly favoured by Europeans,

while Malindi, the most tumbledown, was fiivoured by Shihiris and

Mangas. Most of the more important Arabs lived in Baghani and

Kajifichcni, and there were others where the Bohoras, Memons and Banians

congregated.

Most of the charm of Zanzibar was due to the haphazard way in which

it had grown up. Comparing Zanzibar and Dar es Salaam I used to think

at one time how much wiser the Arab town planners had been than the

Germans, for the shady narrow lanes between the high white-washed coral

houses, with their thick walls, meant that the inhabitants walked abroad

and lived in fiu: greater comfort than those who used the wide sunlit ^eets

and mosquito-wired thin-walled bungalows of one storey. But I realized

later that the town planner had had nothing to do with Zanzibar. Indeed,

if it had not been for an ancient htw which made every man set up his

scafiblding poles on his own land there would not have been any streets

ataH! Zanzibar was never planned: like Topsy, itjust “growed.’’

No people except And>s could ever have buOt it. It is equally true that*

only Loodonets could have built London. Towns reflect much of the

mentality of die people who build them. London, in its individuality and

its compromise, is rather hke an Arab town and diat petfasqis is why Ei^lish

and Arabs asually get on so well together. A town planner,had fiur better

kei^ his town j^bnning to his own country. He only makes a xam of
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things when he tries abroad, for I do not think any town planning expert has

yet absorbed enough of the mentality of foreign races to be let loose in

rearranging their towns. When European architects and town plannen

get together in “embellishing” purely Eastern towns the results are often

even more deplorable than when the Arab, thinking that everything

Western must be good, builds in European style. It is only on matters

of plumbing that West can speak to East with authority, but plumbing is,

or should be, decently concealed.

There was a great fascination about the bazaars of Zanzibar with their

varied life and colour, and die richly carved doors of Zanzibar were as

remarkable for their beauty as for their symbolism. By day or night the

town was interesting. When the litdc shops were open Indians sat cross-

legged on their thresholds, shouting at their neighbours and spitting the

red juice of betel on to the roadway. One shop was gaily decorated with

muld-coloured kangas, wliile next door was a Banian hammering away

at making brass pots and clad only in a white dhoti, the rolls into which

his paunch was creased telling of the fattening edect of a milk diet. The

top knot on his head by which he hopes to be lifted to heaven hung loose

round his neck. In the grain shop next door sat impassive a large Indian

woman in a loose gown, her untidy hair dyed red with henna, while ever

and anon she drove marauding chickens with a long wand from the miscel-

laneous baskets of rice, lentils and millet. Chickens were not the only

bazaar thieves. Tied up on barazas, or even loose in the streets, were goats

nibbling fi:om bundles df grass or stray waste-paper. As I passed by one

open door there came out a warm breath offedd air and I saw dimly in the

interior the uncoudi figures of gaunt camels ceaselessly turning the mills

diat grind sesame to oil. In the street of the money-changers Indians sat

on platforms in shop doorways in which were piled dollars and notes.

Amongst their coins I used to find not only Maria Theresa and the dollars

of Abyssinian Menelik, but the beautiful Madcmna dollars and Spanish

pillar pieces of eight known as Riale ya Mizinga or Cannon dollars.

Beside the creek runs the most fiishionable Arab afiemoon promenade.

Here the 61itc of the town walk after four in spotless white linen; their

turbans and johos are laid aside and over their kanzus they wear white

coats, and carry tamarind sdeks in their hands. Here I ofien met Sa"id bin

'Abdulla and other fiaends. 1 saw much of Sa^id in those days, and he used

to take me to caQ on a number of Arabs. With him 1 met the Na^
'Abdur Rab, the represemative of the exiled Kasadi fimoily once rulen of
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SHBIKH SULEIMAN BIN NASIB

the Hsulhramaut. The Naqib belonged to.a Yafa’i tribe and was a Sunni,

but he had adopted the dress and maimers ofthe Omanis and was a respected

member of the community. Another friend, Seiyid Qm bin Azzan, a

relative of the Sultan, came from Oman to spend his last days in Zanzibar.

There was no mistaking the ‘‘grand seigneur,” for he was of imposing sia;

and presence. There was Sa’id’s own brother Muhammad, and there were

many others. But perhaps one of the most striking personalities of them

all was Sheikh Suleiman bin Nasir al Lemki. He was a man for whose

sagacity I had always the greatest respect and whose friendship, which

lasted till his life’s end, I valued highly. He had already had a distii^tiished

career when I met him. When the Sultans of Zanzibar ruled supreme on

the African mainland he had been appointed Liwali of Bugamoyo and

later of Dar es Salaam. When the Sultan was made to sell his mainland

territory to the Germans, Sheikh Suleiman remained behind at his request

to lead the Arabs. He had travelled extensively, met the German Emperor,

by whom he had been decorated, the Tsar of Russia and many of the

pre-war personages of Europe. He had been to China and America and

conspicuous among his belongings in the little den to which I used to climb

to have tea was a much belabclled and much treasured top-hat box.

These were private apartments and there there might even be a “drop

of something” available. Sheikh Suleiman was a religious man in a real

sense, but he was no dry as dust formalist. He believed with St. Paul in

“a little wine for the stomach’s sake,” but it went no further than that.

At nights he was usually ‘‘at home” to Arab fiiends in his sebuleni, the

downstairs hail of all Zanzibar houses, which has a stone seat running all

round it. I used often to drop in here while the coffin drodated of an

evening, and most Zanzibar news came up for discussion. Indeed, apart

&om His Highness, Sheikh Suleiman was the best informed man in Zaimbar

of daily happenic^. Curiously enough he spoke no En^ish or other

European language, though he understood mote than most people believed.

He had a great liking for the society ofEuropeans and he was always popular

with them.

One of the best things in Zanzibar at this time vm the real friendliness

betwem all communities, and no two were more intimate than the

European and the Arab. Much of this was dtSs to Sieikh Suleiman, &r he

hequendy gave parries where they mixed freely. Whm the Navy came

he was amongst the fint to call and diey all l^ed him. hn 1924 RM.S.
Hood and Kepidse reached Zanzibar 00 didlt Empire etdb^ and Sheikh
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Suleiman gave a picnic to some fifty ofthe ofikers which he commissioned

me to organize.

It takes some organizing to cater for seventy guests in a place like

Zanzibar, especially when they and the entertainment have to be trans->

ported to the other side of the island, for the picnic was to be at Chwaka.

I sent hunten with 12-bore shotguns down to the south ofthe island and in

a few days they came back with about a dozen guinea-fowl which I put

in the local ice fiictory. I bought ducks and chickens, and on the previous

day all the birds were cooked. In the morning they were delivered at

my house packed in petrol boxes. There were salads : we had the famous

Zanzibar dish of kelele (the heart of a coco-nut tree). It costs a whole

tree to produce a salad, but there is no other like it. The kelele is the heart

of the head of the tree, the embryo fronds. It is solid and white like ivory

when ready for eating, about two feet long and about six inches in diameter.

Without being cooked it is cut transversely in slices and is crisp and nudike

and quite delicious. Another exotic salad was of avocado pears. You
can eat them with Worcester sauce or sherry, but they are equ^Uy good

as a salad and also made excellent sandwiches mixed with egg. There was

&uit both turned and fresh, including the great luscious pineapples for

which Zanzibar is famous. Andrade, an old Zanzibar District Com-
missioner, won the Order of Christ by sending pineapples weighing eleven

kilos eadi to the Queen of Portugal.

There was bread to be thought of and endless cakes for tea, not to

mention all the other obvious necessities. China and silver were quite a

problem. “And the beer,” said Sheikh Suleiman. “Don’t forget the

beer. Lots of it. And we want ice and whiskies and sodas and vermouth.

They must have whisky and soda after sundown.”

However it was all ready in time and we left for Chwaka in a long

procession of cats, and after a large lunch- the guests bathed, explored the

shambas on foot or by donkey as they Uked. But the best turn of all was

my camels. There were no saddles and many a rider took a toss firom the

unbroken barebacked beasts.

The old man went to all die parties in the Hood where he was sometimes

die only Arab, and yet he soon contrived to be the centre of aoracdon

and I was han^put to it with interpredi^ £cx he had a quick and ready

wit. One evening we woe drinking beer in.a circle of our hosts in die

immense wardroom of the Hood, '^di no disapproving Arab eye upon
him Sheikh Suleimanwas thoroughlyetyoyihghims^. Alcoholic beverage
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’ABDULLA THB PBKSIAN AND BA 'aMR

was forbidden to Muslims by local law as well as by die Sharia, and the

Attorney General, seeing Sheikh Suleiman with a large glass in his hand,

came up andjokingly said : "We shall have to see about this in the morning,

Shrikh Suleiman."

“You can’t catch me here,” replied the old man. "This is British territory.”

One hot January afternoon I got out of my rickshaw at that comer of

Malindi in Zanzibar town where ’Abdulla the Fenian sat in his shop

waiting for customen to buy the brass and copper pots, the trays and

chests, carpets and curios, for which he used to ask inordinate prices in a

charming manner. I used to spend many an hour in ’Abdulla’s shop

drinking co^ and bargaining with him, but this day I wanted to go on

one of the large dhows, which had come from the Persian Gulf, to buy

carpets.

I made my way among the crowds of fierce-eyed, black-bearded men,

wearing dirty drab green kanzus, and with pink and brown turbans loosely

twisted over their heads to the house of Ba ’Amr. It was one of a row,

old with, wooden stairs, somehow reminiscent of an English labourer’s

cott^e. It was spotlessly clean. I shouted "Hodi" up the stairs, and

Ba ’Amr’s fiuniliar “Karibu” answered me back, so I climbed the narrow

steps to his little bed-sitting-room. It was tidy and home-like. Ba ’Amr

was there in the doorway to receive me. Old and wizen-fiiced with a stubby

beard and but one eye, he was not an elegant sight, but he was well set up

and straight, and had a heart of gold. After mutual enquiries as to health

and business I suggested carpets. He looked thoughtful a minute and

then proposed that we should sally forth while he made enquiries.

BI ’Amr, though a regular resident of Zanzibar, was a native of Shihr,

and as we aossed the square we stopped time and i^ain while he exchanged

greetings with fiiends just arrived. It was only firom December to

February, while the north-east monsoon was blowing, that Malindi Square

riiowed such a scene of activity. At this time you mi^t meet in the streets

r^resentatives ofall those races who had hriped to rdake Zanzibar’s history,

and Malindi was transformed into an Arabian seaport. We made out way

ihroi^ the crowds to the shop of Muhammad, another tutive of the

Hadbraitiattf BS ’Amt and Muhammad comuhed mgether fist a few

minutes then Ba ’Amr went oC while I sat on Midiammad’s bataza and

discusaed, over the coflfee and halwa wludi he hospimbly produced, die

quahcy ofthe carpets that had come fiom Persia widi the moosotm.
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“Yes, they are better than the trash that came last year. Wallahi,

they are. I have bought two for seventy rupees that last year would have

been sixty each. And dates and figs,” he said, “arc plentiful, and it is said

that plenty ofghee is on its way down firom Barawa.”

Ba ’Amr returned bringing vuth him a young, tall and sharp-featured

Arab to whom I was introduced.

“Good luck,” said Ba 'Amr in an aside. “They have come to-day

and say they have carpets.”

We cut down an alley to the shore, and passing a group of peculiar

little men from India, with large gold rings in their cars, sitting gambling

in the sand, embarked in a boat. The boat was small, and there seemed to

be so many of us in it that the gunwale was perilously near the turbulent

water. I did not do this every day of my life and felt a little nervous a|

the lurches and at the quantity of water we shipped. The fleet of dhows

for which we were bound was a long way off. My ncw*fnends also were

evidently either not quite comfortable or not satisfied with our rate of

progress, for when we were some way from the shore one of them stood

up and shouted something in Arabic in a piercing yell. He repeated his

shouts and waved his hands and signalled, miraculously retaining his balance.

At last he was heard and four or five figures saambled over the side of a

large buggalow and entered a boat tied up to it. The boat pushed off and

was propelled towards us at some speed. We soon met it and transhipped,

not without further misgivings on my part as neither craft was very stable.

One foot in this boat, one foot in that

Both push offand you fall flat,

said the Chinaman, and that was what I expected would happen. How-
ever the transhipment was safely accomplished and I was introduced to the

captain, an old bearded man with a weather-beaten face.

We had inore room and some leisure to take in our surroundings.

There were forty or fifty dhows in the harbour ranging from the big

buggalows, bedeinis and badlis of the Persian Gulf to the small twenty-ton

jehazis of Indian origin, but built in 2^anzibar and on the coast. A dhow
always seems to me a vehicle ofhistory at its most romantic and picturesqi:^^

and of all dhows the buggalow calls up the clearest pictures oflong voyages

and strange ports, of Sindbad the Sailor, of piracy and the slaw trade.

There is a touch of the galleon about its high square stem with its carving

and the windows of its cabin«„ Its main and mizzen masts, raking weB

.

'
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IN SEARCH Of CARPETS

forward, carry huge lateen saik, the descendants of the square sails of the

Egyptians- With its taU poop and its long prow it is a graceful sight

when, with its white sails stretched, it pliui^es forward into the wiSives,

as a circular saw eats into a log, and now, as it lay at anchor with sails

furled. The crew pulled with great energy at their curious oars—long

poles with round boards nailed to their ends. As they pulled they chanted,

and we moved over the deep blue water with high speed and tremendous

splashings. Two of the oarsmen were but children, sharp, intelligent-

looking lads, who gave me the impression of having had a rough time and

hard life for all their tender years. One ofthem was minus an eye, and that

led to an exchange of jokes between him and Ba *Amr. But the little

boys pulled with as much vigour as their elders, even if more erratically,

and when one of them splashed us with water the incident was only an

occasion for humour.

We were soon alongside the dhow from the stem of which flew the

red flag of Arabia emblazoned with the word “Kuweit** in large white

Arabic letters. We had to ascend a rope-ladder hanging over the side

—

a difficult performance on the calmest sea. However we were soon at the

top where we were invited to sit on the folded carpets laid down for us

on the poop. The inevitable coflee made its appearance, and a large

wooden tray with a pile of dried flgs, and walnuts which one of the crew

cracked for us with a piece of iron. We had come for carpets but it would

never have done to broach the subject straight away, so we sat at ease

eating and talking on a variety of subjects. I asked what sort of voyage

they had had.

“It was rough at Soqotra and Ras Hafun.’*

“Have many dhows been wrecked this year 2**

“A few, but not so many as last when several were lost in tliat place

of storms.**

What is the news of Kuweit ? How was Sheikh Salim ? Is he on any

better terms with the ruler of Nejd? So we talked. Then we asked

aboist trade. What quality and quantity of commodities were being

brought down this year ? What is tl^ price of dates in Basra} Has these

been a good crop} Are carpets plentiful! And so gradually die subject

was reached.^ Then we asked a question about the carpets we wereidtdng

m and the captain offered to show us others.

We went down to the main dedt and while he and his tninkms delved

•osMiNdiecem the cabins under the poop 1 made a brief survey of the ship.
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It was lai^ and had a crew of thirty, carrying also a nomber ofpassengers.

I asked what the &re was from Zanzibar to Kuweit and was told : “Twelve

doh&rs without food.”

By our feet yawned a black hole down whidi I looked fully fourteen

feet to the bottom of the hold. After seeing it I understood better where

the camels, sheep and oxen which the dhows carry are stowed, and I

understood also how, in those unregenerate days, such large numbers of

black human cattle could be carried.

By now the deck was covered with a variety of brightly-coloured rugs.

Ba ’Amr looked at me and winked with his one good eye.

“They’re good,” he whispered to me, and then said aloud in a bored

way: “They’re an indifferent lot.”

“Have you none better than these t” he asked the captain.

No, the captain had no more and did not seem much disturbed by the

disparaging remarks ofmy friend.

“How much do you want for this pairt” said Ba ’Amr.
“ Say what you will give,” replied the captain.

“That is not the custom of commerce,” said Ba ’Amr. “Tell us your

lowest price.”

After some discussion as to who should name the price the captain

suggested one hundred and fifty rupees. Ba ’Amr laughed in a scornful way.

“Why, that’s more than the price I gave for four far finer ones from

Muscat but a day or two ago, and carpets are cheaper at Kuweit.” I sdfied

a laugh at his impudence for I knew well the old rascal had not bought

any carpets that year.

“1 will give you fifty for the two,” he said. “And that is mote than

they’re worth. Never did I see such poor carpets.”

Then it was the captain’s turn to laugh scornfully and he made as thouf^

to fold up his carpets and put them away. “I thought you had come to do

business, but apparendy you have only come tojoke.”

“Kfty-fivc I will give you and not a pice mote,” said B5 ’Amr.

“One hundred and twenty-five is my lowest figure,” said die captain.

“And that hardy leaves me a profit.”

“Well, sixty,” said B3 ’Amr. “And you will never get such a price

again.”

Ihe capeun burst into a voluble stream of language but B3 ‘’Amr

brushed it all aside.

“Khalas, it is finuhed,” he said, and despte the captain’s piolestSi;
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HARD BARGAINING

remforced by those of his crew, B3 Amr picked up the carpets, folded

diem neady, and put them aside on a spar.

“Now about these two,” and so the argument went on until he had

selected six for which he had named his own figures. We were beginning

to congratulate ourselves on the acquisition of six very respectable rugs

for one hundred and eighty rupees or thereabouts as Ba ’Amr made

calculations of the total sum.

“Sixty for the first pair,” he said.

“ Wallahi, I will never sell them for that,” broke in the captain. “I paid

sixty-five for them myself in Basra,” and so the argument began all over

again.

However, that pair were finally acquired for seventy rupees, and the

six for the sum of about two hundred and ten. The harsh words that had

been flung about, and the sour looks, were now forgotten and we sealed

the bargain over a further cup of coflee. When we got up to climb over

the side into the boat we were fast fnends and the captain gave us as we
left a large bag of dates, figs and walnuts. I was very grateful and thanked

him accordingly, but Ba ’Amr did not understand the precept ofnot looking

a gift horse in the mouth, for he opened the bag and critically examined

the contents.

“Can’t you give us any better dates than these?” he asked plaintively,

holding up a few squashed specimens. - The captain looked sheepish but

despatched one of the small boys down the hold, from the depths ofwhidh

he presently returned with a few pounds of mudi finer dates, and we set

ofiffor the shore.

As we rowed back I realized that in one afternoon I had wimessed

die tale of much of Zanzibar’s history. Since dim antiquity these great

dhows or their prototypes had come on their trading voyages southwards

firom the Red Sea, from the Hadhramaut, firom Muscat and the Persian

Gulf, and firom India, and the men who manned them were sons of those

old sea captains who knew the coast of whidb die Periphts speaks, men of

Ausan and the other states of ancient Araby. The East is indeed a living

museum, for what was, is now, and probably will be to the endofthe chapter.

* * *

What maOer in what wreck we reached the share

So we boA reached it? g. BtUNT.

In 1924, just befiire I went on leave. Sir Claad Hollis, thai Resident at
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Zanzibar, was kind enough to take me with him in the Cupid to visit

Zanzibar’s most distant possession. Miles away from land, low and flat

and sandy, surrounded by inhospitable rocks on which gigantic waves beat

tirelessly, Latham Island is an extraordinary contrast to the green fertility

of Zanzibar and Pemba. It Hes about thirty-five miles south of Zanzibar

and is only a thousand feet long by two hundred wide. As it is very low

it is a danger to shipping, and the main object of the journey was to plant

casuarina trees to make it more conspicuous.

We left Zanzibar at night and in the morning woke to find ourselves

tossing about some distance offthe island, which was barely visible, for there

is not a feature that stands out on it. We were anchored ; the Cupid, of

about three hundred tons, simply bobbed up and down, rolling and pitching

and tossing like a cork anchored by a string in a whirlpool, and for the first

and only time in my life 1 was seasick. But so was Charlewood, the

Port Officer.

Presently a lifeboat was launched: the casuarina seedlings were put

into it and the rest of us, including Frifz, the Resident’s dachsund, embarked

and made for the beach: This was a variable afl&ir; the African Pilot says

that it is to be found at one end or the other of the island according to the

monsoon. As the south-west monsoon was blowing it was due to be at

the nortli end, but as we approached I could see nothing but a bank ofsand,

perhaps a hundred feet high at an angle of about sixty degrees. Against

it mountainous seas were breaking, and at each wave the shore was com-

pletely submerged.

The manoeuvre at which we aimed was to be carried by a wave and

deposited on the top of the wall of sand. It will be appreciated that a

second on the wrong side might make all the diflerence. We were about

a second late. We just failed to readi the top of the bank and the next

thing I knew was that we were thrown on to jagged rocks at the bottom

and the boat came apart tmder us. We all seized something and my diare

was Fritz. Then the next wave was upon us and when I saw the sun again

we were struggling in a white foam of surf with buoyancy tanks, whidi

had broken loose firom the wreck of the lifeboat, bobbing up and down
round us. We and the bits were washed ashore, soaked but undamaged.

It did not take long to explore the island but what there was of it was

interesting. It was at least a couple of feet deep in guano, with a crisp

surfiice which shone like snow in the sun. My feet sank in through the

crust at every step and the stink is in my nostrils as I write.
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GANNETS AND CASUARINA TREES

The first halfof the island had been appropriated by great white gannets^

literally thomands of them. They sat on their eggs or with their chicks,

cheek by jowl. How they did not get their families mixed up I cannot

imagine, in &ct I expect they did. There was barely room to put a foot

down without stepping on them, and though they made no attempt to

move, the din was frightful. As I picked my way through them they

made ferocious jabs at my feet and sometimes really hurt even through

the leather ofmy boots.

Tlie southern part of the island was covered by a succulent creeping

plant, the only vegetation, on which gulls and terns had eggs and young.

As I walked across it the birds flew round me in hundreds and I had to beat

them off with my arms. They were like clouds of gigantic flies, so closely

and in such packed throngs did they surroimd me.

The captain of the Cupid, who had seen our ‘Tanding,*' sent a motor-

boat to rescue us. Charlewood signalled to it not to come too dose and

gallantly swam o£f to it. Getting the boat as near the rocks as he dared he

threw a line to us and with an endless cord and a lifebuoy we were all

rescued, being pulled one by one through the raging surf. I was the last

to leave, hugging Fritz to me.

As to the casuarina trees ; we had embarked them in the lifeboat (**hoid

them carefully, whatever you do don^t break them*') neatly planted in boxes

in a way which would have done any nurseryman credit. Alas ! Between

ourselves and Fritz the seedlings came off quite the worst and only a few

poor battered fragments were cast up afi:cr us by the sea. But these were

borne tenderly, almost reverently (it was aU rather like the burial of Sir

John Moore) by Charlewood and the crew to the one patch of soil that

seemed firee of birds and there planted—interred I feel would be the better

word. But there was no sure and certain hope about that ceremony and

I feel that marinen may sdll sweep the horizon in vain for a glimpse of

lofty trees to warn them of the perilous presence of Latham Island.

Soon after this visit I went on leave. It was the year of the Wembley

^xhibidon. Sheikh Suleiman came home to see it and I was to look

after him. He had a following of five, two sons, a secretary who in

Zanzibar was his chauffeur, a Swahili hpuseboy and an Indian fiiend of us

both. Wherever we went by train we aU travelh^ together, first class,

and whenever we went to the theatre, which was most nights, we had

the greater part ofa row in the stalk. The party was dressed in European
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clothes ; Sheikh Suleiman wore an astrakhan cap and a firock coat. He had

the most amazing collection of flowered silk waistcoats. As neither he

nor any of his party could understand English sufficiently, our plays were

never very serious, and musical comedies and revues were most appreciated.

If there was a laugh I had to interpret the joke. This I did in a whisper

to Sheikh Suleiman who would laugh uproariously and pass it on. So it

went down the line to the seventh man with a series of loud guflaws which

must have been disconcerting to players and audience alike. By die time

we had visited the Tower, the Zoo, and all the other sights of London, I

began to feel like a small circus proprietor, and was glad when we retired

awhile to the peace of Shrewsbury.

Back in Zanzibar I left the country districts for good and in 1925 held

several posts in addidon to my new work in the secretariat. Amongst

other jobs I was Private Secretary to the Sultan and to the Resident at the

same dme. But apan from occadonally writing letters for the Resident

to the Sultan and answering them for the Sultan to the Resident, the double

role did not worry me much except during the naval visit, when day after

day I would see the Admiral oflf&om a Residency party and, very often

with a hasty change of uniform, make my way as^ as possible to one of

the palaces to receive him on behalf of the Sultan. They were the most

considerate masters. I owe much to Sir Claud Hollis and so does 21anzibar.

For His Highness I developed the most sincere admiradon and aflecdon.

In dotnesdc aflairs it was very much the Sultanah who had the last word;

if any problem with a domesdc issue arose in the course of my work for

His Highness, he would always say: “I must consult Her Highness first.”

They were an aflecdonate couple and after the Sultan took to a motor-car

they were often to be seen driving out together. I never knew a man in a

posidon such as his with more natural dignity and charm. On State

occasions no country cotdd have had a fitter representadve, and in matten

of State concern he had a surer instinct for what was right rban many of

those who advised him.



Chapter VI

MAURITIAN INTERLUDE AND ORIENTAL ENCOUNTERS

**Ce sent de bons gens** Atnsi des viokttes, sous des buissons ip{i%eux, exhalent

au loin leurs doux patfitms, quoiqu*on ne les vote pas. Pierrb.

God sends meat, and the devil sends cooks.

Onb morning in May, 1927, as I was sitting at my work in the Beit al

Ajaib a decoded telegram was put before me. It began “Oficr Ingrams

appointment as Assistant Colonial Secretary, Mauritius . , It is strange

how in one moment the course of one's life can be altered in this way.

You may, so to speak, be flung half round the world, from Fiji to the

Falklands, or Jamaica to Jerusalem. More often than not the offer of

transfer will be one which you have barely contemplated as a possibility.

Although Mauritius was only about fifteen hundred miles in a direct line

from 2^anzibar I had scarcely heard more than a mention of the place,

and the manner of life was to be very different.

After a leave I came back through Zanzibar where I picked up Zaidi,

and if Mauritius was to be strange to me it was much stranger to him.

Previously, it is true, he had been to Dar es Salaam, to Mombasa, Nairobi

and Nakuru with me, but though they were diflS^rent it was still his own
language that was spoken.

In the few houn that we stopped in Zanzibar I had much to do and many
people to see. I was late for the ship and Zaidi was later, for I had to wait

for him on the shore while the siren of the French mail blew urgently.

A day or two later we arrived at one ofthe Comorro Islands where we were

to stay for twoxty-fbur hours. Our very delightful captain was standing

at the head of the gangway, watch in hand and twinkle in eye, as I was

leaving to go on shore.

Ingrams,'' he said, '*we leave to-morrow afternoon at five

o'clock."

1 was glad to see the Comorro Islands, fi>r they were extremdiy beautiful,

but quite diffioent from the coral isles of Zanzibar and Pemba; they are

not mily much amaBer but mountainous and vokank. These physical
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differences apart, however, their civilization is an extension of the Swahili

and Arab cultures. They owe their name, so it b said, to the Qamr or

Moon Mountains of the Mahra country, and were settled by Jews in the

time of Solomon, but later they were governed by the Persians who

founded the states of the Zenj Empire. Mayotte, one of the four islands

of the Archipelago, has also Malagasy connections. The Sultanates of the

Comorro lasted until the French occupation, and the archives of Zanabar,

Mauritius and Aden contain much about their affairs, for at one time

British influence was paramount.

On thb journey we called at Mayotte and anchored between it and

Dzaudzi, the ramshackle and unkempt headquarters of the Archipelago,

where I explored the Boulevard of Crabs, a causeway over a stretch of

shallow water which joins Dzaudzi to the Island of Pamanzi. It owes its

name to the familiar little blue and pink crabs of the Indian Ocean—^lop-

sided creatures with one tiny and one very large claw which they wave

threateningly at intruders as they retire into the water.

Over the Boulevard a long walk past villages and through a valley led

me to the extinct volcano ofDziani. From its summit 1 looked down on a

cup-like crater fringed with mangoes and coco-nuts, but there were no

inhabitants, for the place b believed to be haunted. The principal products

of Mayotte are vanilla, ylang ylang, lemon grass, balm mint and basalbk

and thinking that people who grow such pleasant things could not flul to

be pleasant themselves, I called in, on my way back, at the large village of

Pamanzi Keli and was at home as soon as the people knew that I spedee

Swahili. They have a langu^e of then own, allied to Swahili but owii^

abo a good deal to Malagasy, and they sat round me while I took down a

vocabulary. Like ail Swahih villages Pamanzi Keli was clean and charming

and it was in the women that I noticed marked differences with Zanzibar.

I con&ss that the Maore women looked superior, for they were tall and

graceful and had an air of arrogance lacking in the fnendly women of

Zanzibar and Pemba.

The port of Madagascar which interested me most was Nosn and

quite by accident I found there my Happy Village. The {dace was of

great interest to me, for early in the nineteendi century Sdyid Sa'id had

sent colonbts to Nossi B6 and protested without effect in 1841 against

French intrusion.

1 landed and walked up the street called Hdl, memorable for die uusoo*

gruous presence in it ofa church—incongruous unless (me has heard (^ th*
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Admiral Hell to whom the Sakalava surrendered the island. I came at

length to a large Sakalava village where a SakalaVa lady, speaking a little

Swahili, invited me into her small, cool and clean palm leaf home, floored

with boards lifted above the ground. She advised me to go to Maraduka,

a village on the shore, for she told me that all the people there spoke Swahili,

so after sharing a dish of bananas and fish, called katakata, with her I went

back to the beach and chartering a rowing-boat set out on a voyage of

discovery to find Maraduka:

It lies at the top of a wide creek whose high banks were covered with

leafy woods.
^
Outrigger canoes called laka, differing from those of

Zanzibar in that they had one outrigger instead of two, moved with their

little square sails up and down the creek. We came at last^^^to the tiny

jetty of Maraduka where several dhows and a number of canoes lay up on

the mud. The place reminded me of Chake Chake for the architecture

was much the same and there was just the one main street about half a

mile long. It consisted of the usual Indian dukas, and it is probably from

this word for “shop** that the village takes its name.

Zaidi and I soon had a crowd around us, for they told us that they

never met people who spoke Swahili. Indeed their emotion at hearing

about their old homeland was quite extraordinary, for these were the

descendants of Seiyid Sa’id*s colonists. Old men came up and beating

their chests said: “We are all subjects of the Sultan.**

There were, of course, some who had migrated to join their relations

since Seiyid Sa*id*s time. One of them had left in the 'eighties, when the

great Barghash sat on the throne of Zanzibar and sent Tippoo Tib on his

journeys. He came hobbling along when he heard ofmy presence, and re-

peating protestations ofloyalty to the Sultan,askedhow Seiyid Barghash was.

He was full ofgriefwhen I told him that he had died nearly forty years before.

As we were shown round the litde village of Swahili huts we came

to one solitary Sakalava hut over which a beautiful purple bougainvillea

trailed. There were ferns on the veranda and the house was gay with

green and red paint. It looked as much out of place here as an eskimo’s

igloo would look in an English village. I sat for an hour or so outside the

hut in a drde with my friends, while the fnendly owner brought out his

valiha, the typical Mah^asy instrunient, made out of a piece of giant

bamboo with threads of the fibre lifted out and tautoied by bridges. He
played soft tuneful music, and sang in a pleasant low voice love songs in the

Sakalava latigaage*
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And at last, after a voyage of forty-five days, I came to Mauritim.

Never had I been to a place that felt so much like the end of die world.

For in those days there was hardly a ship that came in sight; all turned

back home, and on this journey I was almost the only passenger left by the

time we arrived. It presents the most peculiar contrast to anyone who

approaches it by the east coast route. Port Sudan—-Jibuti—^Aden

—

Mombasa—^Zanzibar—the Comorros—even Madagascar—all seem to

have something in common. The policemen, for instance, are all much alike

with their khaki tunics, shorts and tarbushes. But when I stepped ashore

at Mauridus I saw blue-serge-clad policemen, with blue and white good

conduct badges and ftioidly black faces looking at me ftom under London

bobbies’ helmets ; and then a real white London bobby, who had not been

home for seventeen yean and longed to see the Vauxhall Bridge again.

But there or thereabouts my “home” feelings aided for a while, and

it was not long before I was wondering why everybody, including myself,

was not wearing knee breeches and flowered coats and ruffi and wigs and

things, for I discovered I was living in a firagment of eighteenth-century

France, cast in some strange way into the Indian Ocean four hundred miles

east of Madagascar. After the policeman the next man I saw was properly

dressed. He stood on a pedestal looking seawards and, I hoped, welcoming

the strangers. I confess now that, rather surreptitiously, I always used

to take my hat offto Mah^ de La Bourdonnais as I passed him, in token of

his great achievements. You have only to read Macaulay’s Essay on Clive

to learn what kind of a man he was, and, in time, when I had learnt more

about him I classed him with the greatest pf pioneers.

At first Zaidi and 1 were lost in Mauritius. For a start we went to

stay in Phoenix, where there was a good service of trains running over the

top of the island through Phoenix and Curepipe, i,8oo feet up, down to

Mah^bourg, m all a distance of thirty miles. A few days after we had

arrived Zaidi had to travel alone ftom Port Louis to Phoenix. He could

not read and could not speak Creole, so a Swahili-speaking fiiend bought

his ticket for him and put him on the train. In due course the train stopped

for good. A Idndty station-master fetched him out, took his ticket and,

helping himself to his cash, charged him the excess ftre firom Phoenix to

Mah^bourg, bought him a new ticket and put him on die train again. He
arrived safely at Port Louis and was again helped to pay his exom ftre.

Ihis time he got his ftimd to bring him home.

Altogether the trains were a source of mudi amuiemettt. At nigh*
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Port Louis was a city of the dead and few people of substance lived in it.

Until about lo a.m. trains from the highlands deposited people at the

capital, and from about 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. proceeded to move them back

again. It was a completely suburban life and people travelled in bowler

hats and black coats, just to make it more reahstic. To make it even more

homelike evening papers were produced in French, English, Hindi, and

Chinese. I never saw such a place for newspapers ; there must have been

more than a dozen periodicals of one kind and another.

The total population of the ‘‘cher petit pays*’ is about 400,000. Some

130.000 of these formed the “General” population—comprising about

7.000 of pure French descent, perhaps 250 to 300 English, some 40,000

Creoles of more or less pure African or Malagasy descent, and the rest a

mixture of French, English, African, Malagasy, Indian and Chinese blood.

Then there were about 245,000 Hindus, either Tamil, Telugu or Hindi

speaking, 8,000 Chinese and the rest “Arabes.” Why they were called

Arabs I never discovered; there was not a single Arab among them, for

they were all Muhammadan Indians, mainly Hanafis but a few Shafis.

Many of them are descendants of Indian settlers from French times. They

also included a number of Shias, principally Bohoras and Memons, and I

believe I had friends among all these communities.

I have said that I felt (in spite of the black coats and bowler hats) as

if I was living in eighteenth-century France and amongst the descendants

of the old French colonists the feeling was inescapable. I have met no

kinder, more hospitable community anywhere, and I was continually

attracted by the delightful oldworld courtesies that were current. No
conversation was more amusing or company mote “sympathique.” There

were relics of a past, bygone in other countries, which were startling. It

was not comme il faut for unmarried girls even if they had reached—shall

I whisper it i—a safe thirty to be seen about with men friends. They could

not even go to a dance or a picnic with a party unless properly chaperoned.

One of the most astonishing survivals—nearly extinct I confess—^was the

chaperones* pen at a dance. In this endosure sat the chaperones ; some of

them knitted, othen gossiped. When a dance was over a man. returned

his iait partner to her chaperone, or perhaps he might walk up and down
with her. But “pas de sitting-out.** Yet I should admit that I only saw

this happen once or twice.

Once I heard of a lady arrested because she kept company her husband

did IKK approve; I was told that the proeddure in such a case was for the
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husband to seek an order from a judge in chambers. If the lady did not

obey the order when the bailiff served it, the bailiff obtained the assistance

of the police and the lady was arrested and handed over to her husband*$

custody. He could keep her locked up until she came to a better frame

of mind. I remember, too, the case of a lady teacher with a wastrel of a

husband who did not work. The husband obtained an order for the

wife^s salary to be paid to him. I think this moved opinion so much that

ultimately an arrangement was made allowing the wife a proportion of her

own salary. Such cases as these were rare, but I mention them as interesting

survivals of darker ages ; on the whole I do not think that you could find

happiier or more devoted couples than in Mauritius.

But while the Mauritians retain much of the eighteenth century, there

is nothing behind the times about the way the ladies dress. At a race

meeting or a dance you will find the “dernier cri." Many have their own
dress agents, often compatriots in Paris, who forward to them the advance

“modes.” Mauritian functions arc truly brilliant affairs and if you ran-

sacked Europe you would not find a higher percentage of charming girls.

Government House balls and garden parties, race meetings, weddings,

dances, “chasses,” these are the occasions in which to see Mauritians at their

best. There is no more picturesque race-course in the world than the

Champ de Mars at Port Louis, even if there are rarely more than three

hones in a race. It is not in faa an occasion for racing ; it is par excellence

a social gathering. On the big days the vast field, and even the encircling

'amphitheatre of hills, thronged by the Indian women in all their coloured

silks, look like brilliant beds of exotic summer blooms swayed by the

winds. A brilliance only to be matched with the vivid pinks and yellows

of the cakes and sweets that are offered for sale.

I seem to have wandered far from Arabs, but there were many things

in the structure of Mauritian society that reminded me of Zanzibar. Since

leaving Mauritius I have found them again in Aden. The Mauritian

indeed seems to have absorbed something of the Orient in which he lives;

a liking for curry and rice, a lavish hospitaUty, even the almost harem-like

seclusion ofwomen.

Historically too Mauritius, as I have shown, is by no means out of the

Arabian picture, for in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries there

were constant relations with Muscat. The archives of Port Louis contain

a host of interesting documents including treaties with Oman. So too

at Caen among the papers of Genml Decaen, the last Freud} Governor,
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I found much corretpondence with Muscat and evoi the Yem^. The

period is perpetuated for ever in Mauritius where you find the names of

Moka, Mcdine, La Mecque, Yemen and other Arabian places. There was

a fiur trade, too, in donkeys, dates and dried fish. The creole word for

date, indeed, is Arabic and not French.

The first British treaty with Seiyid Sa’id was contracted on behalf of

Sir Robert Farquhar, the first English Governor, and the first British repre-

sentative at Zanzibar was an Arab on the Mauritius pay-roll. In old gazettes

you can find records of frequent arrivals of dhows firom Zanzibar: Seiyid

Sa’id’s famous ship the Shah Allum—^Lord ofthe World—came there. With

the Afiican side of Zanzibar the contact was, of course, more eztmsive.

Thousands of slaves came from the nurket in Zanzibar and the language

ofthe people in Mauritius is, as a consequence, Bantu Afiican in construction

though it is French in its vocabulary. (The language of society, ofcourse,

is purest French.) You may hear in the creole of Mauritius the same folk

tales you have heard in the Swahili of Zanzibar.

But all that has passed and to-day contacts are few. There is a small

Swahili-spealting community of Comorrian origin, but there is only one

true Arab in Mauritius, the Imam of the Juma’ mosque. He, poor man,

is really an exile, for he comes firom Medina, and as he cannot speak a word

of anything but Arabic, can only talk to the two or three Indians who
know it.

There is a MusUm festival which is one of the sights of the island. It

is dbe Shia commemoration ofthe great day ofmourning, the martyrdom of

Hussein on loth Muharram, and although in other countries the ceremonies

are so particularly Shia, here they have lost much of their original and their

Actional significance and men of all creeds join in. The processions in

Mauritius are known as yams^, and the tazias, the funeral can of the

Imams Hassan and Hussein, as ghocms. The field of Kerbela is transferred

to- the Rivi^e (ies Lataniers and there for the occasion those who venerate

Fhissein seek his dust in the river mud. Most imposii^ of the procesrions

is the Lev^ des Ghoons on the night of loth Muharram. For once I saw

Port Louis no longer at night a place ofthe dead. My fint impression on

leaving tlw car in the market place was of noise; firom every directum

crowds were coming towards this quarter of the town, and in the pub^
gardens they congregated round die sweet and cake sdlets, the merry-go-

round, and the groups men dancii^, playing, shying and chanting the

Qtuaa. The moon and die street lamps and^ lanterns dume t^on the
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gathered groups widi a soft and varied light. Soon I b^an to distinguish

sounds in die babel around me, cries of the street sellers of “Bananes,

bananes, gSteaux piments!” Creole was not the only language, some

of the better educated talked French, occasionally I heard English and

varied Indian dialects, while the chanting of the Quran gave a touch of

Arabic.

While there was an Eastern splendour in the vari-coloured saris of the

Indian women and the white silk coats and trousers, and the pigtails of die

Chinese girls, the men, unfortunately, preferred to ape the West, and the

result was distressing. Trouseis of dirty white, of khaki and of black

;

coats of the same but rarely agreeing with the trousers ; the awful slouch

hats fiom which the only relief was the smart tarbushes of the Muslims.

There was no age limit and babes in arms and old men and women were aU

there. It was an amazing display of races and of their intermingling .

In 1929 the time came for Zaidi and myself to go on leave. He had
taken imto himself a temporary wife as he had left his other two in

Zanzibar. She was Creole and I had some misgivings when he told me
that he proposed to bring her to live in the “dependance” at the back of
my house in Curepipe. I was a litde doubtful what the neighbours might

think, but as my friend, the Sub-Inspector of Police, was sure that I should

not be compromised, I consented. In due course Zaidi informed me,
with pride, one morning that he had become a father. I congratulated

him the more as hitherto his Zanzibar wives had not been able to produce

heirs for him. As the time drew near for our departure he told me rh?r

he intended to take the child back to Zanzibar with him, and that its mother
was quite prepared to part with it. She no doubt had enough
cares, for my police friend told me that she had already five children by
difinent fathers.

I asked Zaidi what his chief wife in Zanzibar would have to say about
this. He said he was goii^ to give the child to her as a present as she had
wme ofher own and that all would be well, and so, in due course, we left,

Zaidi via Madagascar for Zanzibar, and I via Ceylon for Pnglantl There,
shortly after, I met a doctor and his wife home on leave from Zanzibar,

bringing with thotn a Swahili ayah. I asked her about Zaidi and was
told that diou^ he had arrived sa^y with the baby, his principal wife had
refused to have anything to do with it, saying she did not mind how many
babies he had as long as she did not have to take cate ofriiotn. He matried
anodier wife to look afta it. Ihe boy had been rq^stered in Mauririm
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under die name of Kassim, but was henceforth known as Maurice—

a

delicate compliment to the island firom which he came.

A year later I returned to Mauritius with my wife, calling at Zanzibar

for Zaidi, and visiting once again the Comorros and Madagascar. This

time the ship called at Ngazija—^the Grand Comorro—^the home of the

Mkokotoni Qadhi and many Zanzibaris. Nothing much is known of its

ancient history for the nadves ded when the Portuguese came and setded

there at the beginning of the sixteenth century, but in the middle of the

nineteenth there were five Sultans ruling in difl&rent parts of the island.

Ofthese Seiyid Ahmed at Mroni, which is to-day the capital, was paramount

in name, though Musa Fumu, the Sultan ofItsandra and Bambao, was more

powerfiil, and one was a woman, Ayesha by name. By i88i Seiyid 'Ali,

grandson of Seiyid Ahmed, had become leader and five years later he per-

suaded the French to proclaim a Protectorate. He was exiled to K^union,

where now languishes the Riff chieftain ’Abdul Krim, but was restored in

1910 and died in 1916. Since then there has been no Sultan.

The day we came in sight of Mauridus I took D. on deck before dawn

to watch sunrise over the island. Mauridan sunrise has none of the loving

warm glow of the nearer tropics; it is an angry blaze, glowering from

behind the dark mass of the Mome, most glorious of all mountains of the

Isle de France. And against this background of fire are silhouetted the

island’s fmtasdc peaks, so strange in their resemblance to natural objects

that a quasi-serious study has been vraitten ofhow they were carved by a

bygone race of giants. The Mauritian landscape has changed litde since

Bemardin de St. Pierre, and the gende spirits ofPaul and Virginia sdU roam

in hidden comets; you sdll find names of the period, and not only on

tombstones, for there are many descendants ofthe old noblesse who emigrated

in the days of Louis XTV, XV and XVI. There are even those whose

ancestors escaped firom the very shadow of the guillotine, and there are

othets, descendants of those hardy Bretons, the corsairs.

I had a minor tragedy to £tcc on my return to Mauritius; the

'^nte ants had eaten much of my furniture, many of my books and

all my ^ctures. I was inclined to aedit them with a supernatural system

ofintdhgence, for while I was at home, working in die Odonial Office, I

had put forward a Auggesticm ffiat the possibility of invesdgatii^ the easy

attnihilation of die termite race should be considered. Something td* this

kindwas done, thoti^ I temembwaiffophedcnote beingput on thepapm

:
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**Vixere anti--termitites ante Ingrammnona—the white ant always wins.”

The wholesale holocaust ofmy property looked like vengeance and amongst

my papers destroyed were the carefully hoarded-up letters of introduction

which Seiyid Ahmed had written for me. The Hadhramaut, indeed, seemed

very distant in those days, though I got Van der Meulen’s book as soon as

it appeared and found that he had not visited the wadi which Hogarth had

catalogued as awaiting exploration. D., bitten with the Arabian idea,

obtained a teacher, a young Indian who knew oiJy a little Arabic. Through

the medium of French, for he spoke no English, he taught her the elements.

I took lessons twice a week in Hindustani and Persian from the Court

Interpreter whose name was almost unrecognizable in the queer translitera-

tion of Mauritius. “Arnode*’ seemed to be a poor attempt at “Ahmed.’’

Andrew Lang says in his book Magic and Religion that the Europeans

ofMauritius “take no interest in the doings ofthe heathen’’ and I determined

that this reproofshould not apply to me, so after enquiries for guides I made

visits among the Eastern communities.

The Chinese in Mauritius arc a self-contained and exclusive community

and have little to do with the rest ofthe population except by way ofmaking

a living out of them. They carry retail trading to cxtraordiiury lengths.

At their little “boutiques” you can buy one cent ofa rupee’s worth ofsugar,

salt, tea, cheese, dried fish or grain, a few matches, a single slice of bread or

a single sardine out ofa tin. In their own shops you find all sorts ofexciting

things, like eggs black with age, shark fins, dried beche de mer and other

queer fish. Grave, impassive, and usually immobile of countenance, a

Chinese shopkeeper has yet a dry sense of humour.

I was told the talc ofa yoimg black woman who went into a “boutique”

and asked for a “pair of flesh-coloured stockings.” John Chinaman

turned silently to his shelves (I suspea he disapproved of these fnppcrics),

brought down a pair of black stockings and without a word handed

them over the counter to her. The young lady of fiishion was furious.

“I asked for flesh-coloured stockings,” she said.

“Q«i to causd?** asked the old Chimiman in the Creole language,

napa coulhre to ctfeV^ (“What arc you talking about? That’s the colour

ofyour flesh isn’t it ? ”)

The men always wore European dress but the Chinese ladies wore
mostly black wide trousers and a black collarless tunic, doing up their hair

in a plain bun at the back of their heads and wearing no hats. Port Louis

has a Chinese quarter where there are gambling dens and a Oitnese theatre*
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Once I was taken by some bdends to a performance. We wore given

6:ont seats—deck-chairs—^in the orchestra stalls, but the theatre was not at

all crowded. I was not surprised when I heard the performance had already

lasted continuously for two days. Most ofthe audience were &st alseep and

every now and then a newcomer, doped with opium, was carried in by

the attendants and dumped in one of the deck-chairs. The play was acted

by a travelling company fi;om China. As I could not read the playbill

I had not the remotest idea what the play was about, but the players, who
were all men, were dressed in the beautiful costumes of old China and the

stage was brilliantly lit.

The orchestra was equipped with an exotic collection of instruments,

chiefly percussion. One old gentleman whose job it was to beat a number

of drums of diflerent sizes, including one of enormous proportions, as

well as a huge cymbal, must have been at it since the show started for he

was functioning in a state of coma. At intervals he suddenly galvanized

himself to life, beat everything within reach with extraordinary vigour,

and then relapsed into insensibility again: while in this state he occasionally

administered a mechanical tap to something close at hand. Now and then

a lady came to the edge ofthe platform behind him, and waking him up by

pulling his sleeve, handed hiip a small cup of tea which he drank and slept

again.

A delightfulChinese,thePresident oftheChinese Chamber ofCommerce,

took me to their principal temples. It is rightly laid down that a Chinese

temple shall have a pleasant aspect and be open to the most fortunate wind.

It must also have an enclosed courtyard open to the sky. How much

more comfortable and happy we should all be if we adopted a law like

this for our own homes. Bodi the Chinese temples in Port Louis fulfilled

these requirements: one looked over the lovely Champ de Mars and the

other across the harbour, whose waters lapped at its firont veranda. They

were pleasant places within with thdr blac^ wood carving and the peacefiil

fiues of the gilt figures. There is a figure ofBuddha in cme of the temples

only, for the Chinese ofMauridos pay most attention to the worship ofthdir

ancestors. In the Champ de Mars temple, called Namshun Foykoon,

dbote were wonderful carvings in relief illustrating the rewards and punish-

menti of die next world. Ihe principal posonage among the calm attisdc

figUKi in die temple was the general and sage Kwan Ti. On the altar in

fitmt of Inin stood a bronze Uon with the pleasant smoke o£ sandalwood

coiling fimm its mouth. There was also a lamp bttming and dicee caps
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of tea poured out for Kwan Ti. These are charged at a short ceremony

every morning when the temple gongs are beaten and firesh incense sticks

are lit.

D. went with me to the other temple. Here there was a funous brade,

Shin Kao, whom a queue of Chinese were consulting. D. wanted to

ask the oracle when we should move from Mauritius, so our fiiend pro-

duced a priest. He took two kidney-shaped pieces of wood from the

altar : one side of each was rounded and the other flat. He threw them on

the floor and one fell round side up and the other flat side up.

“You may ask Shin Kao your question,” he said. “If both are round

side up or both flat side up, questions may not be asked.”

Then he handed her a jar of divining rods—slips of bamboo about

eight inches long with Chinese numbers on them, and showed her how to

manipulate it. You shake the jar with an upwards and forwards move-

ment until one rod fills out. When this happened he picked up the rod,

looked at the number, and took her over to the wall where there was a

board on which were nailed bundles ofvari-coloured printed slips. He tore

ofl* a slip from the bundle bearing the same number as the rod. It read

“It is good to journey.” Not very helpful, I thought.

One specially useful thing in the temple was an automatic doctor.

It worked in the same way as the oracle. When you had shaken out a

rod you went to a board and got the prescription which the oracular doctor

prescribed for you. All you had to do then was to take it into a Chinese

pharmacy and get it made up. In this temple were many images inclnding

one of the Virgin Mary, whom the Chinese identify with Kwan Yin, the

virgin saint. They gave us a present of incense sticks when we lefr, and

sometimes webum one evennow in our Aden home.

There are two groups of Hindus in Mauritius, those of the north or.

Calcutta and those of the south or Tamil. They are together fur the

greatest section of the population and came to rakt» the place of the slaves

as workers on die land. I visited the principal temples of bodi groups,

but the one I liked best was that of the southern Hindus just outside Pott

Louis. The most spectacular ceremony of the southern I£ndus is fite-

walking, called Ti-mithi. The northern Ifindus have only oac frsdval

which provides a show. It is the Cavadee which takes phce on (keat

Siva’s night. For some days before the ceremony the devotees

thpr way from diflkent parts of die idaw/l to (iranA Rat«{«, a laige

and beaudfbl lake in wild country in a crater in the middle of the tslmd.
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Hk Hindus hold that it is connected by a snbmarine channd with Mother

Ganges. It is believed that if a man does the Cavadee pilgrimage to

Grand Bassin for five consecutive years he will go to Paradise without

any question when he dies.

It must not be thought that all my time was given up to enquiries of

this kind or to attending weddings and chasscs and the other pleasant

functions of Mauritian life. I had, in fact, heavier office work than I had

met before. During my last year or so I acted as Colonial Secretary, and

at one time, from January 1932 to about July of the same year, I generally

did about fourteen hours work a day. The financial depression had hit

Mauritius hard and a financial commission came out. The work ofreorgan-

ization consequent on its report, and the preparation of the budget, fell

mostly on me under the direction of die Governor, Sir Wilfiid Jackson.

He was a kind chiefand very considerate to me, or it would have been much

harder than it was. Actually I enjoyed it. I motored down to my office

firom Vacoas where we were living and was generally there before nine. I

stayed there till at least five, and often till eight in the evening, working

with candles round my desk, for there was no precedent for such times

and no electricity. I drove home and after dinner used to work till two,

three or four in the morning with D. heroically adding up figures, taking

down dictation or typewriting. At one o’clock mid-day I went up to a top

room of the pleasant old French Government House and had limch. The

room in which I had it had been La Boturdonnais’ bedroom and his great

four-poster was still there. Sometimes after lunch I would gaze for a few

minutes over the burnt grass slopes of the mountains which hemmed in

Port Louis, and wondered ifwe should ever see the brown sands of Arabia.

The trio of D., Zaidi and I was increased to a quartet on my second

tour in Maiuidus, for Ganess joined us. Since the death of ’Uthman, the

hero of dm omelette, I had not had a cook as fidthful as Zaidi had been

a servant until Ganess came. Cooks came and went in a mixed procession

of age, race, temperament and skill. Some stayed only a week or two,

odim even a year, but none had petsonalides that impressed themselves

mi my memory. To me a cook is not ordinarily such a reality as a personal

servant 1 gave up visaing my kitchen when I fijund the cook fiUedi^ a

fish on die floor. As the fbod always tasted petfeedy good I saw his

suooeiaoo only when diey wanted money for market and I chedKd up dieir

bodb, and at die end of the mmuh whm they wanted diek pay. Other*
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wise they were intangible presences in the background and when I tbinic

of my cooks it is chiefly by their stock dishes. There was the boned

chicken cook, the coco-nut soup and coco-nut curry cook, the dressed

crab cook and the ice and chocolate sauce cook. There was also the

“Bombay toast” (bread fried in butter) cook and there were several

banana flutter and caramel pudding cooks. These last were poor, and

their confections, together with the eternal kuku (chicken), were sent up
ad nauseam.

When I fitfst came to Mauritius there was a rascally cook called Joe with

an oily lock over his forehead. He was merely a rosbif cook for he had

had only English experience, but his bills were as big as any French chef's.

He was followed by two nondescripts, one ofwhom was a Muslim with a

tarbush and beard but otherwise unsadsi&ctory, and then came Gustave.

What a change it was. When I gave a party I would say: “Quest ce que

nous avons pour diner u soir Gustave?” I did not talk Creole to him for

I did not know it well enough at the time.

Gustave checked it off on his Angers: “Nous avons, Msii, premihrement

des cro&tes et secondement crime d'asperges. Puis il y a des jolis poissons frits

avec une sauce un peu spiciale. Alors nous avons un bon plat des petits pois,

un canardgarni avec des legumes et puis (omme disert, un souffii chocolat."

Gusuve had only been in French houses and I never knew how cheap

food was till he dealt with it. When I came back flrom leave he came to

see me. “I would like to come back, Msi6, but I am in another job, with
a priest. I can’t leave him yet, matsfat unjrire ”

And so Gancss came. He was not really a “flr^re” only a “cousin.”

I liked Gustave and was sorry he did not return, but we grew so fond of
Ganess that I was quite relieved when the memths went by and Gustave
did not reclaim thejob.

Ganess is still young, twenty-seven he says. He is Hindu by origin

and nebulously Roman Catholic by profession offaith, having been brought
up in an orphanage when his parents died in the 1918 epidemic of flu. He
had had bodi French and English experience, but the latter had not spoilt him,

because it was under the competent eye ofLady Read at Government Hotoe
where he was second cook. He had gone with the Governor on a local leave

to Bourbon, so he felt a very travelled man. ^

Quiet and unostentatious in his way, we very soon saw that he was
a personality. He was nMjust a pretence in the Idtchen. He was
And he had peculiarities.
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He had, too, a wide range of curries and he was fond of “conceits,”

the most artistic being a broody hen sitting on her eggs. The hen, made of

whipped cream looked so like a white leghorn sitting there with her currant

' eyes, her roseleaf comb and her almond beak, that I could scarcely bear to

carve a bit out ofher. Her eggs were made with infinite patience. Ganess

bored a hole in a real egg, abstracted the contents, and poured drop by drop

a mixture of cream, gelatine and some flavouring. He broke the shell

carefully when it was set and out came what looked like a hard-boiled egg.

Ganess and Zaidi are “buddies,” though there are curious contrasts

between them. Ganess smiles only occasionally, a gentle restrained son

of smile. Zaidi laughs all day long, except in his rare sulks, with a wide

display of shining teeth. Ganess spends his money carefully and wisely.

He buys something useful like a bicycle or a trunk. Zaidi bursts his pay

on endless new clothes. He is a man of fashion and always follows the

fashion of the country in which he lives. In Zanzibar he wore spodess

kanzus, carried a small cane and had a white coat like the better Arabs in

undress. In Mauritius he had pin-striped suits, a gay tie and co-respondent

shoes. In Aden he wore a silk shirt outside a brightly coloured futa,

like all the best people in the bazaar.

Wb left, on what was to be our last leave from Mauritius in a Dutch boat,

the Barentz, and spent six days in Bourbon, or Reunion, the “lie socur”

of Mauritius. It is a fascinating island in its natural aspects, but as far as I

could see many of the inliabitants had no other occupation than drinking,

for rum and red wine are cheap. But if Bourbon has been damned by

man, Nature has dowered it lavishly with variety of climate, luxuriance

of verdure and magnificent scenery. It rises to a height of over 10,000

feet and has not only snow-clad peaks, but a live volcano. A railway

runs round much of its coast and we followed this to St. Pierre in one

direction and to St. Denis, the capital, in the other. There was nothing

whatever to attract in Pointc dcs Galets, the port, which was drabber,

dirtier and more desolate than the blackest of the Black Country,

and was not even dignified by honest labour. The only thing of interest

I have ever seen there was Alain Gcrbault's boat, the Firecrest, which

was lying in the harbour when I passed through in 1927. It was

astonidiing to think of that dny vessel carrying him solo over all the

world's oceans.

The railway of Mauritius is like a real railway, but I have never sem
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anything in the world like that of Reunion. The rolling stodc was so

old that we wondered how it stood being pulled about. ' The “Hommes

40, Chevaux 8” wagons of die war seemed more luxurious than the fitst-

dass compartments, though it is true that the latter had seats. It was a

terrific business leaving Pointe des Galets. There was the usual French

performance of not being able to buy a ticket until a short time before

departure—^in fact all the paraphernalia of French railways, such as Salle

d’Attente, Hommes, Dames, Bagages, even the dock, were there to make

you remember the chire patrie. But there the resemblance ended, for

effidency was utterly lacking; not even the dock'worked.

When at last we were in the train there was a long wait. Then a bell

rang and later a whisde blew. In undue course we started unannounced.

The performance was repeated at every station : a bell rang and a whisde

blew. Sometimes the train started on the whistle, sometimes it did not.

It moved at a statdy crawl along the country-side until it reached a bridge

which it always took at a rush, fearful that unless it got over quickly the

bridge might collapse.

Our Dutch boat brought us on May 17th, 1933, to Zanzibar, where we
stayed for a wonderfial fortnight with Crofton, an old friend and then

Chief Secretary. There had been many changes since I had left it six

years before, and we visited by car many parts ofthe island which formerly

1 could only reach by donkey or boat. Crofton drove us down to Makun-

duchi and Eizimkazi where I saw again the ancient mosque with its Kufic

inscription dated a.d. 1107, 500 of the Hejira. It is a unique inscription,

and speaks much for the artistry ofsome ofthe ancient immigrants.

Perhaps the most surprising and the most interesting development

of all was the success ofthe Arab Girls’ School, which hadJust been mooted

before my departure for Mauritius. It is really the creation ofMrs.Johnson,

the Headmistress, and reflects the greatest credit on her. It had now been

going for about six years. At first, of course, the Arabs would have

nothing to do with it and many people were pessimistic as to its chances

of success. His Highness, however, brought his influence to bear and dbe

school opened with six or seven small girls. But now it was crowded out

and there was a waiting list. Mrs. johnsem had very proporly started

with adhering strictly to Arab custom, hi learning needlework and

embroidery the childten made Arab clothes, and the fiux that now many
clothes ofEuropean pattern are made was floe not in the least to Etuopeaii

pwssaie but to the desire of the pupils themselves. 1 think, indeed, moM
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people felt it s pity that they wanted to leave aside their lovely Eastern

garments, but I am sure Mrs. Johnson was right in letting them have their

own way. The girls learned not only needlework and embroidery but

also to read and write, quite a new thing for girls in Zanzibar. They were

also taught cooking and child welfare, and a delightful Sheikha of the old

school, with marinda and all complete, taught the Quran. The school is

behind the palace in a large Arab house with a courtyard enclosed by

high walls. All approaches are surrounded by a high fence with barbed-

wire on top so that the parents need have no anxiety as to the breaking

of harem rules. The children were not all pure-bred Arabs for there were

woolly heads next to long silky locks. This school is perhaps the most

important social development in Zanzibar history, for it means that now-

adays the educated young men have educated young wives and the lives

ofbodh are made fuller and more interesting.

At Mombasa we had three or four days to spend and went to call on

Sir ’Ali bin Salim Albusaidi in his oflScc in the old town. If anyone has

earned the right to be called the Grand Old Man of Kenya it is Sir ’Ali, the

wise fnend of all communities. He has now retired from active work as

Liwali ofMombasa, but he has been a great and good influence in the country.

Mombasa is still a part ofthe Zanzibar dominions, though Kenya administers

it and pays rental to Zanzibar for it. The Liwalis ofthe coast are the Sultan’s

representatives and head the important Arab communities.

The most attractive view to be had of Mombasa is from the sea when

you see Mombasa—^not Kilindini—^harbour opening up. Mombasa

harbour is much smaller than Kilindini and for this reason has been practic-

ally abandoned by all craft except dhows. The rocky diSs on which the

white surfbreaks continually are crowned with the green ofgrass, casuarinas,

coco-nuts and the wfird baobab. The old Arab town creeps down to

the water-front as though trying to escape from dbe modem invasion of

red-tiled houses and bungalows, and the scene is dominated by the old

Portuguese fort where flies the Sultanas flag. The fort is a large quadrangular

building, yellow and weatherbeaten with age, still not very difierent from

what it was when built by the Portuguese in 1593. It is now a prison, and a

Colonialjudge who served in Kenya in the e^ly days told me that when he

was appointed a visitor to thejail he started by makiog a thorough inspection.

Afier seeing all round the jafl he requested that the ptisonexs should be

paraded and chedeed against their warranci of committal. Ipiis resulted

in one iMtiscper being left over and search friled to the missing warrant,
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Hie superintendent, who had been there for many years, told the judge

that the prisoner had been there when he took the jail over, and nobody

could throw any light on the matter at all. The prisoner when asked why
he was in jail simply said: “Sijuc Bwana, shauri ya serkali (I don’t know.

Master, it’s the Government’s idea) ” which any one of them, would have

answered.

“But don’t you know when you came here he was asked, to which he

rephed: “tangu zamani sana (a very long time ago)” which again might

mean anything.

“But don’t you remember ifyou had any paper or anything when you

came?”

Here the man was more helpful. He had come, it appeared, with a

cheti (piece of paper). Search was now made again, this time amongst

the prisoners’ clothing. By a process of elimination one bundle was

claimed by the man in question. It contained a note to a bygone super-

intendent asking him to lunch. It is probable that the prisoner had been

selected as a messenger by the man who had written the note and sent to

deliver it to the superintendent. Not being blessed with any bountiful

intelligence he had stood about in the jail for some hours waiting to deliver

the note, until an Indian warder, or jemadar, had no doubt thought he

was a prisoner awaiting the issue ofjail clothes. The rest is easy to under-

stand, and for one who knows the East African native not difficult to beUeve.

The native name of Mombasa—^Mviu, War—^tells its history in a

word, for long before the Mazruis resisted Seiyid Sa’id th<ere, Africans,

Arabs and Europeans fought to possess it. Even after the Mazruis had

been beaten by Seiyid Sa’id in 1822 they continued to give trouble,

and in 1824 they induced Captain Owen, of H.M.S. Leven, to declare a

British Proteaorate. It is not generally known that this Protectc^ate

made Mombasa for a short period a dependency of Mauritius, for Sir

Lowry Cole, the Governor at that time, corresponded with the Mazruis

and received their deputation in Port Louis. In the Mauritian archives I

found many interesting papers of the period, and here is one written by

Salim bin Rashid Mazrui, an interesting contemporary document which

gives some ofthe history of die period firom Mazrui point ofview:

Towards the middle of the last century, Seif bin Sultan, rightful

ChiefofOman, captured Mombasa Gcom the Portuguese (who hadbeen
in possession ofthe place a long while before) and estabUshed there dbe
Aiw tribe of Mazrui This tribe condnuea in obedience to Seifto
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Sultan so long as he lived. Seif bin Sultan was succeeded by Imam
Ahmed Bu Sudi, grandhither of the present Imam, but the tribe of
Mazrui did not acknowledge him as Sovereign of Mombasa, nor have
the TCople ofMombasa ever submitted to any ChiefofOman save only
Seir bin Sultan before whose time Mombasa had no connection at

all with Oman.
About twelve years ago the people of Lamu rose against Pate (a

separate PrincipaUty ofwmch Lamu was at that time a Dependency),
and the Pate Chief sohdted aid from the then Hakim of Mombasa,
’Abdulla bin Ahmed Maarui. ’Abdulla sent troops to Pate, more with
the aimofrestoring union than ofmaking conquest. Matters, however,
were not brought to an agreement and durii^ these disputes the people

of Lamu sent proposals to Seiyid Sa’id, the present Imam of Muscat,

ofiering to deliver up the Island of Pate to him if he would assist them
against Mombasa. Seiyid Sa’id accordingly occimied Lamu with his

own troops., and then demanded the surrender of Pate. Pate was at

that time neld by ’Abdulla Mazrui, Chief of Mombasa, who refused

to dehver up the island to Seiyid Sa’id and in the battles which followed

many of the Mombasa ships were destroyed by the Imam’s fleet. At
length the Imam sent a letter to ’Abdulla stating that Lamu was already

in his hands and that if he would give up Pate to him also, he, the

Imam, would cease all operations against Mombasa. This letter to

’Abdtdla containing the Imam’s proposal to relinquish his designs upon
Mombasa on conmtion that Pate was given up to him, is now to be

seen at Mombasa, with the Imam’s own seal and smnature affixed.

’Abdulla, trusting in the good frith of Sa’id, wimdrew the Mombasa
troops from Pate wmch then fell easily to the Imam. The Mombasa
force had no sooner retired from Pate than the Imam sent vessels and
suddenly took possession of ’’Jezirat al Khudhra,” then a of the

Mombasa territory. On this act of treachery the people of Mombasa
determined to break off all relations with die Imam and apply for

protection to the King ofEngland.

Next day we were to spend with Sit ’Ali and he sent a motor-boat

from his mainland home of Peleleza to fetch us from the Kilindini wharf

where our ship was berthed. He met us on the steps of his jetty and took

us to the cool veranda ofhis dravring-room. Sir ’Ali’s is not, striedy speak-

ing, a house: it is a whole series of houses scattered over a wide area and

he gets plmity of exercise walking from one to another. It is an original

and attractive idea, for he has quite a walk from his bedroom over gravelled

padis to his dining-room and another from his dinmg^oom to his drawing-

room. All of them are like bungalows, one-storeyed buildings with red

too&, and there is a superb setting of coco-nuts and shady mangoes.

Sir *Ali, as an old friend, was interested inmy future. Ife said he thought
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I should get a move soon. He knew I wanted to go to an Arab country, but

wasjiure it had been good for me to have gone to Mauritius. He had a

slow delightful way of speaking and his words were always wise.

*‘You have had fish once/* he said, “and the Colonial Office don*t

give you fish twice, next time you will have cake, I am sure of it."^*"

D. thinks it is good magic if we want to be transferred to a place to

spend money ourselves in going there: then we shall probably get there

at Gervemment expense afterwards. We tried this on when we got to

Aden and did it more thoroughly than I had ever done before. We went

ashore and started off through the tunnels cut out of the mountain. At

Sheikh Othman we discovered our taxi-driver had deceived us. We could

not get to Lahej without a permit. An inexorable policeman stood by a

barrier like a continental level-crossing gate and could not let us pass. It

was tantalizing, for there beyond lay a wide desert of Tribal Arabia. There

was nothing to be done so we drove to the Sheikh Othman gardens, where

D. caught grasshoppers to feed the Round Island lizards.

Towards the end of a holiday in Norniandy I heard that a fiiend in

the Colonial Office was enquiring when I should be back, as he had something

to tell me. It was not until we got back to England that I learned what

it was—the chance ofajob as Political Officer in the Aden Proteaorate.

D., ofcourse, said that her magic had come off, but as it was not absolutely

certain we continued to apply magic and spent vast sums ofmoney on inten-

sive courses of Arabic at the School of Oriental Studies. The course was

extremely thorough. I did eleven houn of classes a week, but the work of

preparation made it up to rather more than foiu times as much. We found

it not only interesting but entertaining. We had, for instance, a ciuiously

varied class at which we learned phonetics. Here we were taught by a young

man who had the most extraordinary throat I have ever known. I do not

mean that it was odd td look at, even inside, though he did show us how his

throat organs worked. But he could make any sound from Chinese to a

Zulu dick come out perfectly and, ofcourse, Arabic was child’s play to him.

Not so widi the test of us, who induded some cadets bound for the Sudan,

a colonel, an old lady and a young one who had Persian ambitions, It

seemed as if we should never be able to cope properly with a sound like

the letter qaf for instance, when the old lady, asked to cry again, said she

had been trying to get it for sixty years, hi my Quran class there was

anodier old lady. One day I asked her where she was going, thmlring
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$he was a missionary, but she told me that she was going nowhere. She

was just learning the Quran because she thought it was one of the things

one ought to know.

Arabic was not all I studied. 1 hoped that the Hadhramaut might

now be in the offing and learned how to make an exploratory survey with

the instructor of the Royal Geographical Society. It was not exactly fun

to a tropic flower like myself trekking and mapping the untrodden wastes

of Richmond Park in the winter. Like Jacob, I had waited seven years,

for I went to Mauritius in 1927 and it was 1934 when we sailed for Aden.



Chapter VII

ADEN TOWN

Thefourth haven is called AHADEN, and stands in a certain little islandjoining,

as it were, to the main, in the land of the Saracens, Marino Sanudo.

At the Gate ofthe Orient, sentinel stands

Aden, majestic, <>er Araby s sands.

What legend and lore ofthe mystical East!

Whatglamour romantic what riot andfeast!

It beckons and calls like a Siren; but then

My heart is athirstfor old Sydney again.

Trooper Blucgum in “The Old Country**. Ed. Ernbst Rhys.

Books by casual travellers through the Red Sea usually describe Aden in

one ofthree ways
:
(a) by sheer fiction, (i) the description ofa bawdy adven-

ture in Harlots* Row at Sheikh Othxnan, or (c) the old-fashioned “Coal

Hole of the East** business, dismissing the place as too fnghtful for contem-

plation and too uninteresting for description. There is much to be said for

the last. A stranger with an hour or two to spare, who comes oflfa comfort-

able ship in the heat of a summer’s day into the dust of Aden, and climbs

in a fit of conscientious sight-seeing to the top of the Tanks, is not likely to

go away with much sense of having experienced a taste of the Romantic

Colourful East. Even a visitor who stays a day or two at one of Aden’s

hotels is not in much better case, unless he has someone to look after him.

For a soulless, military officialdom did its best to see that nothing picturesque,

or beautiful was ever allowed to raise its head amongst the depressing,

severely practical, and utterly uncomfortable barrack-hke structures it

erected itself It says much for the British soldier that he has been able to

maintain even in Aden his reputation for rising above his surroundings,

for those once stationed there will say they ei^oyed diemselves.

I have been told that I am utterly exceptional in having liked Aden
before I came there to live. It was fitmiliar enough to me in its externals

from the short visits I made to it on my way to and ftom Zanzibar ai|d

Mauridus, but if I try to justify my early aflfecdon for it I thall probably
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find it difficult after living diere. As £» as I remember it was the cam^ds,

the brighdy-clad Arabs with their long curls, strange gutturals and wild eyes

like those of fteshly-caged beasts in die Zoo, which principally appealed

to me.

Then, too, I never ftiled to sense the awe of the flaming sword of sun-

rise on the naked height of Shamsham, the beauty of the purple shadows

and the rose-dnted sand piled below it. Soldiers, of course, rise early and

should see these glories, but I suppose their poor earth-boimd eyes must

wiUy-nilly be confined to the parade ground, or surely they could never

have allowed the horron that pass for houses, oflSces, churches, even war

memorials, to rise against that magnificent drop scene which Nature has

provided.

A Portuguese artist produced a picture ofAden in the sixteenth century

which you can see in Yule’s Marco Polo and doubdess in other books.

When you compare its turret-crested heights, its minarets and batdemented

walls, with the low squat-looking cubes neady arranged in square blocks

with rectangular streets—it is all very mathematical—^you may well wonder

where is the Aden ofwhich Ezekiel spoke to Tyre

:

Horan, and Canneh, and Eden, the merchants of Sheb, Asshur, and

Chilmad, were thy merchants.

These were my merchants in all sorts of things, in blue clothes, and

broidered work, and in chests of rich apparel, hound with cords, and made

ofcedar, among thy merchandize.

You had fiu: better live at 53A Laburnum Row, Pedcham or Clapham,

London, than at House 523 M Street, Section D, Crater Camp, Aden.

Some people thoi^t that April 1st was a very suitable date fiir D.

and myself to arrive at Aden, but it started being intere^ing at once. As

usual we had risen eariy, and soon after the ship had anchored there was the

din diat greets every ship arriving at an Eastern port. Confusion was

added to by the fiux that His Highness the Sultan of Lahej was departing

on a visit to India, and the alleyways of die Co^ were crowded with

numbedess bare-legged, vnld-looking, but exoeedir^ly ficiendly Arabs

mixed tqi with late ^thr^oets. On die .whtde I dunk that die East takes

mudi more interest in the way that theWest lims and has us being, than

the West takes in the customs of die East. “Mannas none; customs

beasdy” is' too often the occidental attitude, and die Englidiman ^unges

Eastward, gtdfbag <m shotdder, till he tees die small red flag and someone
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to catty his bag and bring him his whisky and soda when he has finished

his toimd. The East had not yet taken to golf, but it watches what is

comprehensible with a keen and eager eye and imitates what it thinks

worth imitating. I saw many curious peeps taken that day through open

cabin doon.

* * *

Zaidi arrived firom Zanzibar on the same day that we landed from the

Cotfit. His great ambition was to learn Arabic thoroughly so that he might

return and “put it across” his fiiends, for a Swahili who knows Arabic in

Zanzibar has gone up several steps in the social scale.

We went, first of all, into a wcU-built house in “Front Bay, Crater.”

Its surroundings were rather deplorable and as we preferred sleeping outside

there was little privacy. We took on as second boy a rather quarrelsome

Yemeni called ’Ali, who had seen most parts of the world as a sailor and

had consequently acquired a somewhat astonishing vocabulary of English,

French and Swahili. It was a bit difficult to practise the colloquial Arabic

of Aden with him but I certainly increased my knowledge of my own
language.

’All's tales of South America, Australia and other far comets of the

globe made me realize how Sindbad the Sailor’s yams grew from genuine

travelleh’ tales. I asked him of all the world which coimtry he liked best,

and he told me the Yemen hills and after them Scotland, for the people

and the mountains were so like those ofhis own home.

After a month or so we migrated to a house with the best situation in

Aden, perched on the ridge, some 150 feet high, which separates Holkat

Bay from the Crater. It is a rambling tumbledown house flanked by a

precipice on either side, and from a distance looks like a medieval castle.

In this eyrie we were overlooked by no one and caught every breath ofwind

that strayed across the heavens. It was sometimes difficult to get our

Persian landlord to do mudi in the way of repain, and the stain were apt

to break under my weight, but every now and dien a man came along

and nailed a piece ofpacking-case somewhere or splashed some paint about.

It leaked, ofcoune, but as it rarely rains in Ad^ that did not matter much.

It had no windows, only trellis, and paddng-case affiun for doon, so that

when sand storms blew we got mote than pur share.

And then Ganess arrived. We went to the French mail to meet him,

widi a ready rolled turban in a parcel. Fearis^ die worst I had imagiried

he might arrive in (me of the oniqwakable slooch hats dear to Mauritian
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cooks o£f duty. My precautions were justified and Ganess had a dean

start, though for some weeks he lived in almost dumb bewilderment. . His

wish to come to Aden showed a spirit of adventure unusual to the ordinary

inhabitant of Mauritius, and it must have required courage to step alone on

to a strange ship for a country where his own language would bq,^useless.

I soon discovered in Aden that Ganess had a quahty usually totally

lacking in native races, namely the desire to climb to the top of a mountain

with no other objea than to find out what is on the other side. When we
were settled down we started exploring our rocky home in earnest, and

Ganess often used to ask to come with us : Zaidi came when he was asked

but it was more out of politeness than personal interest.

A boy in the Government School was recently asked in an examination

paper to say into what parts the world was divided. His reply was:

^‘The world consists of four parts, Aden, Maala, HedjufF and Tawahi.'"

I prefer, like Caesar, to divide our little world into three. The first consists

of Tawahi and Tarshein, with an extension to Gold Mohur Bay and Khor-

maksar. The second part, which is ours, consists of Aden town. It has

an extension to Maala-by-the-Beach (Maala-on-the-road is merely used to

pass through on the way to Tawahi) and another to the deserted beach of

Khormaksar and beyond. The third pan consists of the fairly wdl-known

town of Sheikh Othman and the almost unknown territories of Imad,

Hiswa and Little Aden,

I am afraid I know little of the first part except Tawahi, the business

quarter, where I worked, though I have paid an occasional nocturnal visit

to the bathing-pool at Gold Mohur. The quarter is inhabited mosdy by

Europeans who, roughly speaking, work at Tawahi (called Steamer Point),

sleep on the rocks of Tarshein and cither swim at Gold Mohur or play

golf and polo at Khormaksar in the afternoon. In many ways the third

part is the most interesting and I shall have something to say about it later.

But the second part, in which we ourselves live. Has many charms.

It is divisible into two realms—^that of men and that of the mountains.

The division between the two is to some extent clearly apparent to the naked

eye, fi>r the kingdom of the mountains consists of the bare rocky ground

and the steep crags of the old volcanic walls, practically unbuilt on, and

endrely uninhabited. Psychologically, though, the boundary between the

two is much more subtle, for while quite ordinary mortals walk the fortifica-

tions, dimb to the Parsec tower ofsilence, or even follow the steep but well

built pads to die summit ofJebel Shamsham, 1,725 above the sea, there
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is really only one man who walb amid the greater solitudes. This is the

^‘chieftain** Besse whose position as king of the mountains is unchallenged

~indeed a former Resident recognized his spiritual supremacy in

realm. He is not selfish about his world and often invites his ^ends to

‘‘come for a walk.” D. goes regularly with him and even I have been for

one of the milder rambles. At the occasional moments when I was able to

take my eyes off the “path,” and, loosing hold of the rock, to straighten

up and take stock of my surroundings, I did wonder why more people

did not come sometimes and look at the deep cobalt of the sea far below,

or the wild rock masses—^“shcer igneous brutality” someone called them
recently—^towering above. There were queer aromatic plants and lovely

flowers growing in hidden comers, an occasional fox and groups of shabby

bald-headed vultures.

Sometimes you find in the mountains fishermen from as far afield as

Mukalla, carrying their catch from some secluded bay to the Aden market,

and in the nearer part there are stone-cutters living in caves. They seem
to have no part with the life of the town, but even they cannot follow

Besse in all his ways. For all his sixty years odd, mountain goats have

nothing on him nor could they melt up a vertical chimneyJike he can.

In the world ofmen it is the life ofthe place that is interesting. Amongst
the deplorable buildings there is just one relic left of the older Aden of
the days of Suleiman die Magnificent—an old minaret near the Treasury.

The mosque it served has long since disappeared and it stands there like a

lovely lady of other days drawing her skirts close round her ankles as

she fi^ds herself left alone in the midst of a midden, with her sedan chair

gone.

Although it is not all ancient, the mosque of ’Aidarus, patron saint

of Aden, huddling up in a comer away from the parade ground order of
the modem tovm, is a real work of art inside as wdl as out. Here are die

tombs of the founder and his fiunily in richly-carved wooden covers.

The legend has it that the pious builden were at a loss for wood to make the

doors, and that ready-carved doon floated miraculously up to the shores

ofAden from India.

As we came, one Sunday night, over the edge of the plateau above
Aden on our way bade firom Shamsham, the echoes of a brazen gong came
startlingly clear from a near-by gorge. , Thus we found, and lata: visited,

Aden’s only Hindu temple, built right up against the rocks at die head
of a deep gorge, resplendent with its white-wash and ydlow ami green

it
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decorations. It was locked, but a temple servant took us up to the

veranda and told us a grisly tale of a murder that had taken place there.

Aden's best known sight, the Tanks, are to my mind dull. The only

interesting featiure is the quantity of water they can contain, more than

twenty million imperial gallons. They have been so restored and built

up and fenced in by a tidy-nunded military administration that it is difficult

to know what they looked like originally. There is little definite know-

ledge of them. They may be Himyaritic or they may belong to a later

age, possibly Roman or Persian. But ifyou climb up the steep steps above

the Tanks you get a good idea of the catchment area and can come down
again by the Tower of Silence—of melancholy interest. Happily the

Parsecs of Aden seem a healthy community, for in two years I never knew

it used. Deaths, however, did take place among the Hindus and we some-

times saw a yellow-shrouded corpse bom to the burning ghat below our

house, and for houn at night the fiames of the consuming funeral pyre

leapt high and threw flickering lights on the surrounding mountains.

In Crater cemeteries there lie buried Western, a young engineer who
planned the now obsolete fortifications which cost ^7,000,000 to build,

and Ion Keith Falconer, founder of the Sheikh Othman mission, one of the

few Christian missions in Arabia. Another little cemetery contains the

remains of those who fell at the capture of Aden and on its wall is painted

the badge of the King's Shropshire Light Infiuitry, which of course has an

interest for me.

It dawns in Asia, tombstones show
And Shropshire names afe read;

And the Nile spills his overflow

Beside the Severn's dead.

If the few sights of interest in Aden are mostly concerned with the

dead, the bygone past, or man's many guesses at a problematical future, the

affidrs of the living, as they can be observed daily in the bazaar, always

interested us. There the show is a daily and continuous performance

—

a kaleidoscopic eddying stream of Arabs, Jews, Indians, Somalis and other

Afiicans shouting in a dozen tongues. Men, camels, honking cars and

grubbing goats jostle each other in utter confusion. The coffee shops are

always full of an afternoon and small traders carry on curious businesses.

Qust^ a number of people earn an easy living by charging a pice for a few

diets at a target. Hicre is a large paper-covered board stuck up on a wall
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with rows of brown dots on it. Here many an up-country tribesman,

anxious to raise his percentage of direct hits on neighbours at home, seeks

to improve his marksmanship. He is given an airgun loaded with a dart,

and standing about four paces distance tries to hit the brown dots. If he

succeeds there is a small explosion, for they are painted with gunpowder.

The proprietor pulls out the dart with a pair of pliers and he starts again. A
few minutes watching this very serious business gives you ample explanation

as to why the sudden-death roll in the Protectorate is so low, even though

every tribesman has a rifle.

In the late afternoon the camels are fed. They sit in semi-circles of

up to seven or eight while the herdsman sits facing them on a bed, like a

nurse telling bed-time stories to cliildren. He has beside him a pile of

qasab, stalks ofmillet or maize, which he folds into small bundles and pushes

into the mouth ofeach couched camel in turn. Goats, cats and dogs forage

happily all day long in the refuse heaps and dustbins. The goats usually

get most to eat as they are least particular, browsing through the streets

quite content with bits ofleather, newspaper and other rubbish. Next time

you buy an Evening Standard from a street seller, think that the ones you

do not buy may in a short time be feeding an Aden goat. Great bales of

unsold papers, principally Evening Standards, Daily Sketches and Daily

Mirrors, find their way to Aden and are distributed far into the interior

to be used by shopkeepers for packing rice and grain.

But the sight of Aden which intrigues us most is mysterious No. 13

the Crater. In one ofour wanderings we saw a door half-way up the steep

cliffleading to the plateau. We climbed up and found great double doors,

locked, flanked by pillars and with “
13 ” painted over it. It was built right

into the mountain. No one has been able to tell us what is behind the

door, and we sometimes wonder if anybody else can sec it, for they never

seem to know of its existence. We hope it leads to the authentic Arabian

Nights’ cave, but we fear it is probably something military.
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THE ADEN PROTECTORATE

iv r* QKeavov TreXdyecrGi Ilovrct) t* ipvdp^,

Pindar.

When I arrived in 1934 Aden itself had been administratively a part of

India since its capture in 1839 and it did not become a colony until 1937,

but the Protectorate had for several years been imder the Colonial Office

and there was and is no part of the dependent Empire in the least like it.

The key to the matter is, of course, that it is not administered. Soon after

the capture ofAden—^the first annexation to the Empire in Queen Victoria's

reign—^the Resident, Captain Haines of the Indian Marine, started to

cultivate friendly relations with his Arab neighbours and in these relations the

Proteaorate of to-day had its origin. Haines' dealings with the tribes of

the hinterland were directed towards making the safety of Aden itself

more assured, and gradually treaties began to be concluded. The keynote

of all ofthem was friendly relations and later the safety ofthe caravan routes
'

to Aden. In due course they developed into Protectorate treaties which

extended the protection, of Her Majesty to the tribes concerned, and

included an engagement on the part of the tribes not to cede their territories

to, or negotiate with, foreign powers.

Until 1937 Proteaorate meant in practice what is now called the

Western Aden Proteaorate. Up till 1933 or 1934 o£ficial documents

had generally spoken of the Aden Proteaorate and the Hadhramaut, but

the distinction, if ever there was one, was dropped at that period as the

treaties with the chieft east of the ‘*ninc cantons," a term which included

the territories of the 'Abdali, Aqrabi, Amiri, Haushabi, Fadhli, Yafiii,

Aulaqi, Alawi and Subeihi chieft, were ofold standing and precisely similar

in charaaer to the othen. But until 1937 there was, owing to scarcity of

political staff, little contaa with what is now called the Eastern Aden

Proteaorate and in this chapter I propose to deal piindpaHy with the

western part of the Proteaorate.

To-<lay throu^iout dbe whole Proteaorate there are upwards of fifty
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chiefi of varying sutiu in more or lest direct correspondence with the

Government at Aden. Some diirty of these are in treaty relations, and

seven are gun chiefi.

There is a great d^ of difference in social standing and importance

between the treaty chie6. They range from rulers as important as Their

H^hnesses of Lahej and Mukalla, through lesser Sultans such as the Fadhli

and the Haushabi, and Sheikhs with as little control as the Mausad and

Muflahi of Upper Yafii’, to rulers of single towns such as the Sheikh of

’Irqa, and petty chieftains such as the Rija’i Sheikh of the Subeihis.

Amongst the non-treaty chiefi are the Dathina Sheikhs and the Mas’abi

Sheikh who is partially dependent on a treaty chief, the Sharif of Beihan.

The Mas’abi are probably the Marsuaba of Strabo, the furthest people

to whom Aelius Gallus penetrated.

A glance at the map will show that the two most important chiefs in the

Protectorate are so geographically situated as to make them the natural

leaden of its western and eastern pordons. The Sultan ofLahej has already

gone a long way towards establishing a hegemony over his neighboun.

He is dejure suzerain ofthe Subeihis, and to a lesser extent of the Haushabis.

Without interfering with the internal a&irs of his northern and eastern

neighboun, he has shown such wisdom in his dealings with them, that they

naturally seek for and accept his arbitradon in their troubles. There are

occasional d£ it is true, but even the independendy minded mountaineen

of Upper Yafa’ show more and more of a tendency to seek his advice, and

this tendency is naturally carefully fostered. Xhe Sultan of Mukalla has

not yet succeeded in establishing his leadership to the same degree as the

Sultan of Lahej.

Many of the chie& have sdpends, some granted by treaty and some by

grace. They also receive certain presents, and until recendy some had the

privil^e of issuing a fixed number ofrecommoidatoty letters each month

in favour of their tribesmoi and these were usuaUy automadcally honoured

by the present of money, generally a small imount. Regular yearly

visitors received the sum they had been accustomed to get. Often persons

of influence or who had rendered service were given a personal arm and a

hundred rounds ofammunition. Chiefi also received presents of, or were

allowed to purchase, supplies ofamu and ammunmon for defence purptnes.

The principal object of the presents was to encourage the good behaviour

of the recipients and in particular to try to secure safety on the

caravan routes.
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The matters that used to take up most time at the Residency were

tribal quarrels, raids, murders, loots or breaches of the peace upon the main

trade routes. As a general rule these would be disposed of by writing

letters of advice to the chiefi of the tribes concerned. The injured party

was adjured not to let retaliation follow, the offenders were urged to pay

up the compensation or blood money which might be due by Arab custom,

and the chiefi were pressed to punish the perpetrators.

During the administration of Sir Bernard Reilly changes were made.

Presents, recommendatory letters and the distribution of arms have ceased

and instead he encouraged schemes of agriculture, dispensaries and educa-

tion. Tribal feuds and quarrels sdll take up a lot of our time but there is a

great contrast between the files of to-day and those of five years ago. At

that period the principal decisions of a morning s work were whether

So and So should be given a rifle and lOO rounds or whether a letter of

advice should be written to some so-called Sultan counselling him to make

peace with his relatives or saying that the instigation of some raid or

murder “was not what we should have expected of you, oh fncnd.“

Nowadays we give more attention to the construction of dams in Abyan,

the extension of potato and onion cultivation at Mukeiras, the constitution

of Tribal Guards at Beihan, the establishment of a school at Museimir;

and slowly, too slowly for some of us, the patient labours of the Political

Officers in the field and the Agricultural Officer begin to bear fruit.

'k * it

Most of the chiefi arc entitled to pay an annual visit to Aden and to be

entertained for a number of days, according to their rank, at Government

expense, together with varying numbers of tribesmen, followers, camels,

horses and so on. Some of them are given cars to go sightseeing in the

afternoons. The more important are received by the Governor. Gun
chiefi have a guard of honour of the very smart Aden Armed Police in

their red turbans. While the chief concerned inspects the guard, the

gunners at Fort Morbut thunder forth eleven or nine giuis as the case

may be.

The states of the Protectorate are perhaps remarkable more for the

diflerences of their internal armgcincnts than £:>r their similarities, and

manners and customs vary widely Bxjm one state to another. State is in

&ct a mtafeading term, for whfle it can be applied widi some accuracy to

ccRmparsusvtiy wdl**knit orgamaadons in the few fiurly dvilked areas of

the Protectorate such as Labg and Mukalla, it has no meaning at all in the
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case of a Subcihi tribe. In some of these states the chief is all powerful

and the sole fountain of law and justice. In othen he is little more than a

figurehead, while yet again there are cases in which although he rules, he

rules in effect only so long as his tribes are content with him.

There are well marked social differences in the classes of the people,

and roughly speaking the hierarchy conforms to a fairly general pattern.

There arc first of all the chiefi—sometimes rulers and sometimes merely

primus inter pares. Most states or tribes have royal families from which

the chiefs are elected by the *Aqils or heads of the tribal sections. Their

titles vary—many are Sheikhs, but there arc a number of Sultans, an Amir

and a Sharif. There are also the Naqibs—co-Shickhs of Mausata. Like

continental barons each male member of the royal family has the title of

Sultan, Sheikh, Amir or Sharif. The title of Sheikh is the most capricious

in its application. Almost any Arab who reaches a certain standard of

living and gains sufficient “heshima,'* as we called it in Zanzibar, may be

styled Sheikh and in this instance it has no more meaning than the English

Esquire. Then there is the proper tribal use of the word referred to above,

and in the Hadhramaut arc whole tribes of Sheikhs whose position is almost

ecclesiastical.

After—or in a sense even before—^thc chiefs come the Seiyids, descen-

dants of the Prophet through his grandson Hussein. They arc often keepers

of shrines and are socially useful as they are professional peacemakers.

Then there are the Qabilis, the tribesmen, the independently minded men-

at-arms. After them come the merchants and townsmen, fireebom Arabs

but not arm bearers, and then the slaves.

In the western part of the Protcaoratc they were never numerous and

in some tribes they have never existed. The word slave has now come to

indicate a social class instead of an oppressed people and in practice where

the name is still employed they appear to do much as they please though

technically not permitted to leave their district without sanction. Lasdy

come the Khadims or Hijris who perform the most menial of functions.

Neither slaves nor Khadims can be the subjects of blood feuds, the most

obtrusive feature of the social system.

The Arab modes of trial are compurgation and the ordeaL Compu^a^
don means that anyone sued in a civil acrion, or accused ofcrime, can bring

ten men to swear on his bdialf that they believe his account of the case.

Ordeal is the essentially Arab method of proving fturts and it consists in an

appeal to the supematuraL The person accused first solemnly sweats to
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his innocence. He then has to undergo one of two tests, the ordeal by fire

(bish’a) or the “accursed morsel** (lukhmat al khSnuq). The accursed

morsel is a piece of hard dry bread specially consecrated by the “priest.**

The accused first calls on the Deity to make the bread stick in his throat

ifhe is guilty: and then proceeds to eat the morsel slowly. If he swallows

it freely he is innocent ; but should he choke in any way he is guilty. The

assessment of all criminal wrongs at a price in money is a notable feature

of the tribal law. A complicated tariff is formed—every wound has its

price : for a broken arm so much, for a damaged leg so much ; even life has

its price for the slayer must pay to the relative the diya of the slain man.

In the blood feud the offender is only left unprotcaed by the law as against

those who have suffered by his misdeeds—^not against the world at large.

Such arc methods practised to-day in the Protectorate and yet—the

account I have given is taken almost word for word from the account of

Saxon methods in Storey Dean*s Legal History^ pages 7 to 9 ! Among these

Arabs human life is cheap ; the people have not yet developed the

consciousness of being shocked at murder. Many of the tribes live in a

state of savagery. It is of course not so shocking as the savagery of

American gangsterdom or of revolution in Russia or Spain, because it is

more innocent—^it is nearer the animal and that is where the surprise comes,

that in the twentieth century there remains a place where man in his code

has progressed so little and is at least a thousand years, in time, behind our-

selves.

At the time ofmy arrival the Saudi-Ycmeni war had just begun and not

unnaturally I imagined references to “the war** referred to that. But not

a bit of it; Aden had a small “war** of its own on. The Resident had

recently successfully concluded a treaty of firiendship with the Zeidi Imam
of the Yemen. This was a considerable diplomatic triumph for the matter

had hung fire for years, while several of the better parts of the Proteaorate,

which Britain had engaged to protect, were in the hands ofthe Zeidi forces.

Not only that, but much to the damage ofAden trade, the Imam had closed

the routes leading firom the Yemen to the port. As a result of the treaty

the Zeidi forces were withdrawn and the trade routes reopened.

As I have said there are agreements with some tribes for the protection

ofthese routes and amongst others the Quteibi (probably the representatives

ofQacaban ofold) is under an obligation to maintain a force ofroad guards.

For this purpose its efaie^ Hasan ’M, received a regular monthly payment,

the ue9xy had been signed, the Imam opened the routes again,
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being duly assured that they would be safe. Now the Qutetbi lie across

one of the main routes from the Yemen and it did not look good when

the Qutcibi road guards proceeded to plunder almost the first caravan to

come down. It was further learnt that most of the plunder had found its

way into Hasan ’All’s house. A demand was therefore made for the

payment offive hundred Maria Theresa dollars—equivalent to about —
to cover the value of the loot and certain donkeys which had been slain

by the road guards. In accordance with Arab custom hostages were ako

demanded for future good behaviour. Of course host^es are not really

much good to us, because all we do is to arrange for some friendly ruler

to keep them in ease and comfort as honoured guests. Arab rulers do more

than this with their hostages ifthere is any further trouble among the friends

and relations of their ptisonen, and I suppose people never know if we
might not turn Arab.

Anyway the fine was not paid, nor the hostages surrmdered. So an

ultimatum was sent, threatening air action if they were not forthcoming

by a given date. They were not forthcoming and the “war” began.

Now there is a great deal of ignorance about these "brutal” tactics, and,

to start with, it is remarkable leniency that levies only a fine upon a chief

and his guards who shoot up peaceful merchants on a public high road,

which as the Arabs will tell you belongs to God for the use of all men.

1 dare say even the most pacific of pacifists would not object to the police

barging in and breaking a few heads. But the Royal Air Force does not

adopt these violent methods.

Pint of all messages are dropped saying ^t bombing will start at a

given hour on a given day and warning the inhabitants to dear out.

When the notice has expire^ machines recomuntre to make sure no one

is left and then smoke bombing begins. The principal product of this

performance is smoke and noise and it is intended to xnake sure that every-

one understands that business is meant. Personally I never heard ofany of

the inhabitants being left to watch the petfi>rmance ck)se at hand.

Light bombing then begins and a certain amount of'damage is dtme.

If this had no e&ct in e9q>editing the payment of die fine, ^en heavier

bombs are used, and finally the inhabitants are kept uncomfortaUe by not

beiii^ allowed to tetom to their homes at night and by bdng wacn^ off

their crops. Usually they get fini up before king as die women pla§Uc

them for their, obstinacy. Bven if material damage is done it d^ no
amount to very much. Houses are easily rebuilt a^ in fiwt it would no
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take much more than a box of matches to destroy many Arabian villages,

made mosdy of brushwood.

We had not been in Aden long when Colonel Lake, the Political

Secretary, took me up to Dhala to sec how the political side of the war was

getting on. We went by air. It was my first flight in a British service

machine and it made me thirst for more. We started about half-past

seven and soon chmbed to 8,000 feet. The air was intoxicating. Fresh

and cold it stung my face as I leaned over the side wliile the mechanic in the

cockpit with me pointed out the sights. We were soon over Qutcibi

coimtry and I saw the landing ground of As Soda with its white markings

and circle in the middle, rather like a giant football ground.

In about forty minutes from Aden we were over Dhala and circling

round for a landing. A Verey light was fired—^thc last I had seen fired

was in Flanders in 1916—^to show the direction of the wind and we had

soon bumped gently on tO the Dhala landing ground, 4,000 feet above the

sea.

There was no sign of the Amir, who had been warned by wireless

—

for there is a small station for political purposes at Dhala—so we sat

under some 'clb trees, overlooking a wadi or valley, to have the

breakfast of sandwiches and coffee in thermos flasks that we had brought

with us.

As we contentedly munched, word came that the Amir drew near.

With the Sultan of Zanzibar as my only example of an important Arab

chief and pictures of fierce Amirs writh jewels in their turbans and curling

moustachios in my mind, I looked for something rather resplendent in the

highland chief I was to meet.

Lake and I went to meet him: an aged Chevrolet bumped over the

edge of the landing ground and tore across it in a doud of smoke and dust.

It came to a standstill and disgorged a crowd of indigo-painted warrion

and their rifles. You could tell the Amir because he wore a coat, the rest

simply wore a futa—^a coloured doth wound round their waists, and blue

turbans. The Amir had on a turban done in the Indian style, but it was

not jewelled. He was short and his legs were bare from the knees, and he

had also a good dagger at his waist.

The sun was now getting hot so Lake and I together with the Amir

and *Ali ^Abdulla the interpreter adjourned to the shade of the aeroplane

win^ and sat uncomfortably on the gravd. The AmirT coffee maker

was hailed and came along with an aged and black coffee pot and a couple
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of small slop bowls of pottery about half an inch thick. Lake, perhaps

wisely, declined, but I, on my usual principle of trying anything once,

accepted. I was poured a brew made of coffee husks and ginger. I

confess it was not bad, but where, oh where, were the clean little cups and

lovely decorated pots of Zanzibar, with the good bitter brew of black

coffee? It seems that the economically-minded folk who grow the real

Mocha coffee export the bean and have schooled themselves to like the

valueless husk. The Amir produced a cigarette-case; I was interested

to see that he has good taste for they were 555’s.

I admit my first shocks on these encounters were considerable, but they

were not fatal. Indeed on reconsideration I began to see that in fact the

Amir did look exactly what he was, a highland chief, and I should

not be surprised if the Scotsman's garb has not grown out of something

very much like the dress of the Yemen highlanders.

We listened to the Amir giving the latest news of the situation, as he

sat crosslegged on the gravel playing with a couple of pebbles. It appeared

that the Quteibi were still holding out and the principal trouble was

Uncle Muqbil, uncle of Hasan 'Ali, who had a great deal more character

than his nephew, an attractive figure but who from a fondness for intrigue

was the principal trouhle-^ite of that part of the Proteaorate. After a

long discussion about the necessity for security along the trade routes

we took our leave.

The “war” carried on for some weeks and neither side would give in,

though the Royal Air Force were almost as fed up with their daily and nightly

patrols as the Quteibi must have been with living in caves. Six members

of the Aden Protectorate Levies, who were Quteibi, were sent on leave

while the war was on and lived in a cave on a sheep a day. They said

when they came back that they had been keeping their eyes in by shooting

at aeroplanes. No one seemed to see anything peculiar in such a proceed-^

ing and I do not think it ever occurred to the Quteibi, loyal soldiers ofHis

Majesty, that there was anything humorous about their firing at their

British comrades. They could be both tribesmen and soldiers and there

was no ill will on either side.

At last the Amir, trying to increase his authority with the Quteibi

ofwhom he is in a small way suzerain, and at the same time to stand wdl
with the D5la (Government), made an “arrangement.” He would pay

the fine and house the hostages. To us he proposed that he should be

reimbursed out of the Quteibi road subsidy, but the Quteibi, shafp u
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li(»secopen alid knowing thdr Amir, got it in writing £rom him that he

would stand the racket. So the “war” ended and for a time tra£5c was

left in peace on its way to and from the Yemen.

It is actual fact that at the conclusion of one of these “wars” the enemy

came in and ariced to see the aeroplanes which had bombed them. When
they had been shown them they asked to see the kind of bombs and the

officer who had dropped them. One of those present pleaded guilty and

ffiey warmly shook him by the hand and thanked him. Tribesmen who
have offended and been made to give in, are glad to have their faces saved.

None of their friends can make fun of them if they have had to give in

to the overwhelming force of air controL

Experience of these inter-tribal conflicts seems to show that much of

the' trouble is due to the chiefi and there is evidence to show that if they

could be brought up to consider the interests of their subjects, many of

these problems would never arise. It was about thirty years ago that

Captain Wameford had proposed the idea ofa college for the sons of chiefs,

and the idea was eminently sotmd. From time to time it was taken up

only to be dropped again for some reason or other, and it was not until

Sir Bernard Reilly became Resident that the idea really looked like taking

shape and it was proposed to cut down the expenditure on presents to chie&

and start a school with the savings. Sk Bernard turned the job over to me
and I felt that at last I had something constructive to do.

There were in Aden, here and there, a number of ruined or half-ruined

barracks and I was told I could take my choice. The principal ones were

in the Crater but these I rejected as being too liear the bazaar, and I was

quite certain that the last thing that would be good for up-country children

would be to be anywhere near the Aden bazaar. On a ridge in the area

known as litde Isthmus in the outer perimeter of Aden's rocks there stood

anoriier barrack. It was quite an impressive, solid sort of a place and had

once been the officers' mess of an Indian regiment. Later it had served as

the place of detention for a time of the exiled Egyptian leader, Zaghloul

Pasha. When I first saw it, it had been left unwatched and every particle

of floor and stairs and anything wooden that could be removed had been

stolen fi>r firewood. Below the ridge lay further collections of ruins and

some flat ground. Up the ri<^ in the iffiemoons D. and I climbed daily

and broodir^ over the place pictured ^ow it was to look when it was a

sthoc^ course the planning of a school requited other considerations

&an site alone, important though that was. I q>ent time and thought
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on the social back^und ofthe boys who we hoped would come to it and

on the type of product we wished to turn out.

What was wanted was a type of chief who had other thoughts than

his pocket and pleasures, one with a sense of duty who would rule his

tribe with an eye to its progress and with justice and eguiry. He had

not got to be highly educated, at any rate the next generation of chie& had

not, but he had to appreciate, for example, the value of agriculture and

of medical science. No advanced literary education was required and only

enough English was necessary to enable him to have contacts with Royal

Air Force officers and others visiting him who had no Arabic. As a matter

of fact I would have been quite ready to dispense with English but that

the chie& themselves had shown a desire for it to be included in the curri-

culum. After thought, then, I decided that the objectives of the school

were to be charaaer trainii^, physical training and literary education, in

that order of importance. The school was not to be a cheap imitation of

European things, but an attempt to teach the best of Arab thii^ and so

importance was to be laid on good Arab manners and as £ir as possible

we were to bring Arab institutions and games into the place. It seemed

to me that religious teaching must be taken more seriously than it is usually

taken in Government schools, and that apart from insistence on religious

observances, such as prayer, the reality of religion and the carrying of it

into every action of daily lifr must be insisted upon. Too often in South

Arabia you find that religion and the everyday things of life are entirely

divorced from each other, and though the mosques in the town are full, the

lives ofmany ofdiose who fill them would hardly bear the lightest investiga-

tion from a moral standpoint—cheating, lying, defrmation, oppression and

dishonesty of all kinds are only too common, and in fiict it is generally

amongst the beduin, many of whom barely pray or fiut, that the highest

standard of honour and of patient resignation to the will of God is to be

found. I felt indeed that much of what a public school in England tries

to impart in the way of diaracter training was required, and the discipline

such as it gives was sorely needed for these children who are brought up

without any at all. Bdievii^, too, in the necessity of a sound body, I

laid emphaas not only on games, such as codified nature games and football,

bm on a sound diet and a day whidi was properly proportioned ipso hours of

wwk, recreation and rest.

As for the lessons themselves, these were to start with die three Ra.

The sort of standard aimed at was that a boy should be aUe to write an
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intelligent letter, and to think clearly, and little emphasis was laid on

grammar and literary niceties. Tribesmen anyway bother little about such

sort of things and most of them can neither read nor write. They were

to be taught history and geography with most of the emphasis on that of

their own country j as they got further away from it the subjects became

sketchier. Nature study, agriculture and hygiene came into the syllabus

and it can be seen how with, for example, the life of the mosquito, various

subjects overlapped. I preferred for instance that reading and the writing

of essays should deal widi practical matters wherever possible, and in arith-

metic problems of how to frU a bath with the plug open were barred.

In the last yean such subjects as citizenship and the art of government were

to be taught in elementary fashion.

Sitting on the hill-top, I laid out in my mind s eye the mosque, the

gardens (the soil would have to be brought from afrr and watered by

waste water, as water was far too precious in Aden to be poured

new over a garden), the football ground, the swimming-pool and so on.

The ruins below and around me transformed themselves into a tailor’s

shop, washing places, kitchens, store rooms and the like. By dint ofperilous

gynmasdcs I had climbed to the top storey of the main building and,

balanced on girders from whidi the floor had been ripped, estimated the

accommodation available as enough for thirty-six boys. I had seen the

beds in place each with a slumbering form on it, and below desks made to

measure with heads bent over diem. In the dinii^-hall messes of six boys

each with a master to teach them “table” or floor mannen sat round white

cloths spread on the ground, while the portrait of His M^esty, whose

likeness was unknown to them, gazed down on them from the end wall.

I {Hctured their uniform clothes for every occasion, khaki shirts, “futas”

not shorts, and turbans for everyday use, vests and shorts for games, and

green and purple kilts, turbans and Scotch jackets with embroidered

monc^rams for walking out on Fridays.

When the whole picture was complete down to what they would have

to eat on evay day of the week, I wrote out my report and sent it in.

In due course it came bath approved and work then started. That

was in October of 1934 and the school was to open on the ist April, 1936

(somdiow many of my ventures start on that day!). I had to get staff,

and frir the teachers went back to 2^anzibar where I could at any rate be sure

ofrgetting decent rural-minded lads. Later a headmaster came from the

Sudan, emt who had the vision to grasp the idea behind the school, and then
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there was the usher. This post was the most unusual of the lot for he was

really the matron and added to that the business of discipline outside the

classrooms. He was the only local member of the staff, a bearded ’Aulaqi

with many years service as an officer in the Aden Protectorate Levies.

We wrote round to the chieff, hoping but not expecting that there

would be a response. As I thought it would, the idea soon got round that

we vtranted their sons as hostages for their good behaviour and we started

with only the promise of three of his children ffom the Fadhli Sultan.

For the rest I looked over the boys who, under an old arrangement, were

having ffee education in die Government day schools in Aden and from

diem I chose four of the smallest who did not seem demoralized vnth

bazaar life. The scheme as yet went no further than boys of eight to fifteen.

I hoped that in time, if it was a success, a school for those from fifteen to

twenty could be undertaken.

On April ist I drove to the Government school and collected seven

frightened boys in my car, took them down to Jebel Hadid and put them

into a classroom there. The Aden Protectorate College for the Sons of

Chiefr had started.

The first day or so was difficult, breaking them in to regular hours.

Muhsin the usher and I saw them through their meals and games and at

night had to bath them ourselves and put them to bed, for these were

things they knew not how to do themselves.

Time went on and slowly the numbers rose and there came a day

when we could sit on the ridge and see everything in its place and every-

thing happening as it had been planned, lliere too, stood the mosque.

I had done one rather revolutionary thing. Hitherto it had been the chiefe

who had demanded money from Government. I had demanded contri-

butions from the chiefr and collected nearly three hundred pounds, as

marble tablets in the mosque bore witness. Above the mihrab in die

mosque carved in marble was the school motto, which I had found by open-

ing the Quran and putting my filler blind on a text

:

“Verily God ordaineth justice and kindness.”
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chapter IX

LAHEJ, MUSEIMIR AND THE QAT TRADE

Indeed, what is there that does not appear marvellous when it comes to our know-

ledgefor thefirst time ? ^ Elder.

It is curious to see the people who have been sleeping on the roofget up in the

morning. Ofv.

Just beyond Sheikh Othman lies the territory of Aden's neatest neighbour,

His Highness the 'Abdali Sultan of Lahej, premier chief of the Protectorate.

Beyond the police post and barrier on the Dar al 'Amir road, passing Sheikh

Othman, lies the Protectorate. Here the track ahead is in fact the way to

the Yemen, for driving through Lahej and the country of the Haushabi

Sultan you arrive in the course of a hundred miles or so at Ta'iz. From

Ta'iz you can reach Hodeida in a car, and I suppose ifyou could arrange for

fuel and all the permission necessary, and did not irretrievably break down,

you could eventually reach London. During the Saudi-Yemeni war the

troops of King 'Abdul 'Aziz reached Hodeida in Ford lorries from Jedda,

and from Jedda Mr. and Mrs. Philby have driven to London.

We had been ten days in Aden when we set out to make our first

reconnaissance of Lahej. The police post we had seen on a visit the year

before, but this was an exhilarating moment for we came no longer as

strangers, and when the policeman at the barrier had been assured of my
identity he pushed up the gate and we drove through into our promised

land. It was a sort of neutral ground for a couple of htmdred yards, past

one of the stone pillars which mark the boundary, to the 'Abdali customs

fort of Dar Al 'Amir. Here another level-crossing pole bars the road

between the tall mud dar of the commander of the fort and a smaller

buildixLg«»-K)pen fronted—where he or one of his minions lies on a raised

divan at the receipt ofcustom. Impasnve and completely without emotion

he puffi at his hookah, as crowds of yellic^ beduin couch their camels, or

vas^ overloaded buses boil furiously, while the baggage of the passengers

is searched.
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Friendly folk gave us greetmg and cleared a way for us through the

rabble, for they do not stop the cars ofEuropeans &om Aden, and we were

soon scudding across the ten miles of desert sand which separate Sheikh

Othman from Lahg town, ajourney ofabout an hour. Generally speaking

the best road is not the road and we kept left ofit to avoid the well-ploughed

tracks.

There was plenty of traffic on the road, ancient and modem, and we
crossed many caravans going to and fro between Aden and Lahej. Buses

and taxis swept by in both directions at incredible speeds. In one taxi

which had stopped we counted fourteen passengers. Buses were loaded

to the very roofr. How they ever got from one end to the other I have

never been able to understand. Their radiators are always like a volcano

in eruption and they cannot possibly have a sound spring between them.

Really it is the motor transport which is ancient; the camels with their

jaunty spring have quite a modem air. At one point we thought we were

looking at some Bimam Wood on the march ; on closer inspection it turned

out to be a line of haystacks moving towards Aden. Actually there were

camels tmder them but they were quite invisible at a short distance. All

the fodder required in Aden and its vegetables and firewood are daily

brought from the interior and much comes along this road. The camek

know their way well and the drivers arc generally asleep on top ofthe loads.

Zaidi, who ha4 come with us, found great entertainment in the sight of a

lady peacefiilly asleep on a bed tied across the top of a loaded beast.

As the mounuins of Aden receded into the haze, those of the interior

stood out plainer, and larger houses set in green fields with scattered palms

showed that we were entering the Lahej oasis. We passed under shady

trees and drove by a tent where an ’Abdali police guard checks the travellers

in and out to a large square crowded with taxis, camels and men. Actually

this is a taxi rank but how many ofthe museum pieces standing there could

move if really put to it I do not know. We (frove on to a guard house

and lefr the car there in the shade.

Hie Sultan of Lahej’s army which polices his domains is divided into

the Lahej Trained Forces, a smartly equipped body of a few hundred men,

his firw retainers and the itiegulan. irregular tribesmen are tardy

called up and the Sultan keeps their arms locked in his armoury. Hk
brother, Sultan Ahmed, it the Commandet^-C^ef of the army, and his

nephew, Sultan Sahh, who has die rank of Bimbashi or Mtyor, commands
the L.T.F. We saw some of them now for the first time sittir^ on die
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mud bench which runs round the guard house, where a sentry stood with

fixed bayonet.

Like all Arab towns the charm of Lahej lies in its haphazardness. It is

mud built and, except for the Sultan's palaces, remains die natural colour

of mud. Arabian towns on the sea are usually white-washed, but unless

coral or suiuble stone for burning lime is available those in the interior

mdt into the landscape. The Sultan's palaces tower over the town: the

old one, stone fronted and solid, lies to the right of the square, through

a gateway dosed with sliding doors. The new one, white and graceful,

stands in a wonderful garden fadng the square with its back to the

desert.

A few buildings rise to four or five storeys, others do not rise beyond

two or three, and most are of one storey only. Dust and sand are every-

where, and as in Aden there are many booths ofpottery jars where you can

buy a drink of cold water for a pice. The narrow main bazaar street is

packed with small shops, in most of which were men gossiping round a

water-pipe. Crowds filled the open-air cafds, and on a comer stood a

large Caf^ de la Paix with chairs and tables standing well out into the road.

Passii^ through the bazaar we came to the camel park, where beasts from

the interior were being unloaded. It was difficult to shake off the hordes

ofsmall boys, each with a home made walking-stick in his hand, swaggering

along behind us, with cries of “Bakshish, bakshish !

”

Once through the town we saw a forest of trees away to the right.

Tired ofthe din, we made for it as a duck makes for water. In the distance

it seemed a dense mass of dark-foliaged mangoes with coco-nuts sticking

their wavy heads above, but on reaching it we found an abundance of limes,

jack fruit, dates and guavas.

Ni^t fidl as we crossed the desert and hemmed us in so closely that we
seemed to be driving downhill into a dark forest. Occasionally pairs of

emeralds and rubies gleaming in the dark told of silent watchen, and once

or twice hares and bushy-tailed ffixes crossed dw beam ofour headlights.

Soon afrer this visit to Lahej we proposed ourselves for a week-end at

the Haushabi Sultan’s capital of Musdmir, some forty miles beycmd.

From Lahej we had to take an escort offour soldiers and left in a procession

oif duee cars. For some miles the road was fiurly easy though sandy and

Inimpy. It wound thronj^ green fields and passed the Sultan’s ordiatds

•t i&iHiDi where it was litied by a shady avenue of Afincan alnumd trees

fhedma). At the fording of the Wadi Tiban it wound dtcuitoutly in ups
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and downs, and rocks and drifts of heavy sand made driving hard work

for D. The once-distant hills drew dose and the surface became stony:

we passed the fortress of Al 'Anad standing silhouetted on a sandy hill and

turning a comer among the low foothills were startled by an outburst of

firing. Wc realized in a second that it was the customary greeting of the

country and that wc had entered Haushabi territory. To us, of course, it

was something more than a formal greeting. Lahej, ruled by its own
Sultan, is quite civilized. Tliis was our first welcome to untamed Arabia.

There was a post of the Haushabi Sultan’s soldiers lining the side of the hill.

Tribal warriors persisted in finding a skyline to stand on, which is very

picturesque, but they would fare badly in real warfare. They were as black

as Africans, though I saw later that some had finer features. They wore

only dark-blue turbans and a dark futa round their waists, held in place

by a cartridge-belt.

Al 'Abd Al Muntassar, in charge of us and our escort, pointed out

Jebel Warwah, quite a striking mountain in which I had a personal interest

for it featured in one of the Arabic books I had used at the School of

Oriental Studies. A little later we turned round a spur and had our first

view of Museimir, dominated by the Sultan’s palace, about half a mile

ahead. We covered it in a minute or two and got out of the car to a

terrific fusillade of rifle fire and several rounds from an old ten-pounder.

We walked with the Sultan and his son into the rough stone-built palace

imder an old and attractive archway between lines of troops blazing off a

lot of ball ammunition a few inches from our ears. After the bright sun-

shine we could see nothing in the darkness into which we were plunged.

The ground floor was the State prison and on one side straw and brushwood

were spread as night quarters for the prisoners. In the day-time they

appeared to be free to do pretty much as they liked and they walked about

holding their chains up with a piece of string.

We were led up the dark and difficult stairs by hand, stumbling on the

rough stones and dried mud of which they were built, and taken by the

Sultan into a guest chamber with a low ceiling supported with twisted

trunks of trees. The room was long and narrow, and the small windows

opened flush with the floor of dried mud, covered with straw mats, Shimrii

rugs and quilt-like ferrashes. There was a marble-topped table reminiscdtit

of Lyons, and four folding chairs, while hard oblong cushions covered

with bright silks hned the wainscot. Ihe Sultan motioned us to the chairs

but we inristed on sitting on the floor like our hosts. Four or five men
lotf
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came in with the Sultan» and outside the army was sdll busy banging off

guns in salute. Sultan Sarur was dressed in shoes with stockings, a kilt-like

futa with a handsome jambiya in a belt at his waist, a white drill coat and a

turban of several sombre hues.

After lunch we surted off on a ** private’’ walk accompanied by the

Sultan’s principal factotums. The Lahej soldiers came too and so did

twenty or thirty Haushabis all armed with rifles. We walked down into

the Wadi Tiban and crossed among healthy looking maize to the Sultan’s

shady garden of fruit trees. On returning to the palace the Sultan asked me
to come upstairs where he showed me a room in which he thought we should

be more comfortable. In shape it was much like the other but it contained

a very narrow single bed on which he suggested we might sleep, a number

oflocked boxes filled with household stores and the Sultanas’ wardrobes, an

elaborate gramophone with a large selection of records, and one comer

partitioned off by a low wall behind which the Sultan thought we could

wash more comfortably than in the room below.

We liked our new room better than the old but the prospect of sleeping

indoors was too grim to be thought of, for the heat would have been

appalling, so we were also given a roof surrounded by a parapet about

four feet high. There were magnificent views of Jebel Warwah to the

north and the mountains of the Subeihi country to the west. Through

all this wild and majestic coimtry of barren rock the Wadi Tiban, winding

through maize fields, cut a brilHant and beautiful slash of green. There

was a lovely sunset getting ready and a half-grown moon already visible.

The roof also commanded an excellent view over all the other parapeted

flat rooft in the village.

We ate our dinner on the roof and afterwards walked out, escorted

with armed men as usual, to watch some dancing outside the palace walls.

A semi^drcle of men and women, their arms round each other, moved up

and down, bending their knees (in what seemed a strangely modem style)

absolutdiy rhythmically, to the accompaniment of a drum, sounded by one

of the prisoners with a diain on his 1^. He was quite happy as he stood

cm: squatted beating his litde barrel-like drum and smoking cigarettes. He
sai:^ die solos and reftaim were caught up by the dancen. Much of the

inopromptu song was a tuneful good night lullaby to us—^""Al Wali wal

Madatna, mesalkheir.” At the end of the dance we said good night and

wmt up to the roof where our bedding had been spread. The moon
sficme down on bodies laid out to^sieep on all the house tops, and we too
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were lulled to slumber by the dull thudding of die drum, the singing, the

barking ofdogs and the brayii^ ofdonkeys.

The next momii^ I was awake a good deal earlier than the rest of the

litde town, for looking over the roo& of the village I saw recumbent forms

lying wrapped in coloured cloths on ferrashes or mats and not a soul was

stirring. I was surprised as it was already light, but gradually sleepers

wriggled and heaved, sat up, uncovered their heads firom die cloths swathed

round them, yawned and stretched their arms. After a moment’s somewhat

distasteful contempladon of the new day they got up, dghtened their

waist cloths and st^gered indoots.

It was a delicious morning but by the dme we had breakfast the roof

'was very hot. I went down to have a talk with the Sultan about the

arrest of certain murderers. We do not, of course, interfere with domesdc

af&irs in the Sultanates ; ifa Haushabi kills a Haushabi it is nothing to do with

us, nor, as a matter of £ict, are we much concerned when a member of

one tribe kills a member of another. It is the place that matters. If

travellers &om other countries or tribes are molested on the trade routes

then there is trouble, and the responsible Sultan has to arrest the culprit

and make full resdtudon for any robbery committed. In this instance

there were two outstanding cases, and the Sultan seemed to have very little

hope of being able to arrest the real criminals and said that they had fled

the country. Our talk was inconclusive and when we had touched on the

ever-present quesdon of the supply of arms and ammunidon, the Sultan

told me that he wanted to send his son to pay his first visit to Aden, which the

Arabs ofthe interior look on as a sort of Paris.

The^i the Sultan took us sightsedng. It is curious how great a si^t

water is in Arabia and he told me of it as if it was something unique,

emphasizing that it was permanent. It was only a shon distance but we
set off with an army, the Sultan and his son Muhammad, many warriors

and the ’Abdali soldien and A1 'Abd. We drove widi the Sultan in an old

Chevrolet which bumped over the loose stones and boulders of the Wadi
Tiban and its tributary the Wadi Jirab. When the “road” became too

impossible we got out and climbed up the wadi, stopping to look at each

pool and stretch of rannii^ wator, and exclaiming, much to the old man’s

delight: “Wonderful, wonderful!’’ The pooh were full of tiny fidb

and numbers ofa Itmioixenopus firogs.

hi the afternoon I fiiund a pedlar who had «>me witii a load of wates

from Aden. Besides smdl luxuries like toilet soaps, scents, and so on,
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he had some toys, amongst them “dying pig balloons” at one pice each.

With an outlay of half a rupee I was aUe to make most of the childrot

in the village happy and add a further noise to the already extensive chorus

of donkeys and cryit^ babies.

D. had been visiting the Sultan’s mother-in-law who lay very side on

a carpet of filthy cloths, nursed by a gendc-handed male slave. In the

hope of effecting her recovery two men brought up a goat and, passing it

over her body seven times, cut its throat and gave the meat to the poor.

In spite of this, however, she died during the night.

On our last morning the matutinal hymn of donkeys and babies was

reinforced by the surviving “dying pigs” and we were driven off the roof

early by the smoke from two large mud ovens on a roof below us. A
slave was feeding the fire with green shrubs and another woman was

making the bread—^a paste of dour and water rolled out and rubbed all

over with ghee, kneaded, and finally flattened out and stuck on the inside

ofthe hot oven. It is cooked in about ten minutes when the flat round loaves

are taken off the side of the oven and piled one on top of the other on a

dish. When D. said good-bye to the women they gave her a present

of some delicious honey which she drought was a strange but excellent

fruit as it is packed in gourds. It is forced in through a tiny hole and it

is quite diflacult to see how it has been done.

A month or two later we paid another visit to Lahej, but this time as

the guests ofHis Highness the Sultan who had returned fi:om India. He had

invited us to break&st and it may sound as if a bumpy journey through

the desert was an extravagant journey for a breakfiut, but business was to

be combined with pleasure and I was to attend a conference at which His

Highness was to deal with some of the Subeihi Sheikhs who own him as

their liege lord—as far as they own anything, for the truth is not in them.

The Subeihis had been at their usual game of plimdering qat caravans.

They are a disorderly tribe, much subdivided and consequently much

divided against themselves, living in the desert and foothills between foe

’Abdali State and foe Straits ofBab al Mandeb, west of Aden. Qat, caiha

tMis, is a shrub which grows principally in the Yemen hills, and chewing

it is foe principal recreation not only of foe Yemen and those States of the

Protectorate between Yemen and Aden, but also ofthe Adenese themselves.

It is not dheap—a bnndi ofa dozen or so shoots costs' up to twelve annas—

but those who like it and can affi>rd it, oi foink foey can, spend more on

it foim naost os spend on tobacco. It must be a very acqtuted taste,
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for I have tried a leaf or two and thought it was filthy, but when you have

acquired that taste it makes you feel a devil of a dog so long as the feeling

lasts. It is not soporific, but on the contrary wakens you up and sharpens

the intellect—^at least so addicts tell me. Most ofthe addicts, I confess, need

a sharpening to their wits, and the pity is that the effects last such a short

time. It is so expensive that the ordinary man can only afford one day

a week in which to feel a superman. This is usually Friday and when

prayers are over qat parties foregather. Each member of the party turns up

at the meeting place with a few bunches of qat, and all the host does is

to provide the spittoons. In an hour or so the stories begin to improve.

What tales fishermen and golfers would teU ifthey took to qat

!

Qat is expensive because it must be fresh, otherwise it is useless. The

shoots are gathered in the early morning up in the Yemen hills and carefully

packed in grass and green twigs to keep them fresh. The small packets

are immediately loaded on to the camels—300 packets to a load—^and the

caravans arrive in Lahej on the morning of the third day, having travelled

continuously. The Aden cargo goes on by bus.

There are three kinds of qat, named from the localities from which

they come, Ta’izi, Sabri and Maqtari. There is nothing to choose in

quality between the first two, but Maqtari is inferior.^

It is a curious trade and little is known of it. The losses in such a

perishable article may well be considerable and may make the retail price

prohibitive. But there are many who get a rake-off from this luxury

industry and who are unwilling to see it die.

The complaint against the Subeihis was that though they are not entitled

to a rake-off they took it. The caravan .would be peacefully wandering

along when a crowd oftoughs belonging to some petty chiefwould descend

^ The Imam’s taxes on each load come to M.T. $3]^ for Maqtari and I4 for the

other two and these latter are also subjea to what are euphemistically called packing

charges of $6 taken by the tax collector. Transport to Aden costs Rs. ao a load for

Ta’izi and Sabri and Rs. 15 for Maqtari The i^t two pay Rs. 3 a load in taxes to

the Haushabi Sultan and Rs, 7 and Rs. 8 respectively to the Sultan ofLahej ; Maqtari

comes by another route and pays one rupee to the Rija’i Sheikh and Rs. 3 to die

Sultan of Lahej. Then the Adoi Setdement collects an Octroi duty of Rs. 45 on a

load of Ta’izi or Sabri and Rs. 40 on Maqtari so that by the time the loads have

reached Aden town they cost for Ta’izi Rs. 134 in summer and Rs. 265 in winter,

for Sabri Rs. 134 and Rs. a8o and for Maqtari Rs. no and Rs. 120. Ta’izi is retailed

at from eight to ten annas a bundle, Sabri from eight to twdve and Maqtari from
four to seven.
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from a hill, armed to the teeth, and pulling the loads to pieces extract a

few choice bundles, with the result that the loads arrived at Aden dried

up and “unfit for human consumption.”

When we arrived at the palace, His Highness came down the stairs to

meet us himself. Sir 'Abdul Karim Fadhl is a man of about fifty, tall and

slim with a neat pointed beard and keen eyes. There is no mistaking the

fact that he is a ruler who rules. He was dressed in Indian fashion, tight

trousers, long coat buttoned up to the neck, with a gold turban wound

high and a flash hanging over the neck. Over his coat he wore a trans-

parent abba—gold braided and rather like a hghter version of the Zanzibar

bushti. He took us up to a large drawing-room fit by french windows

leading out on to a small balcony over the porch, and looking over a well-

kept garden wdth oleanden in bloom, fountains playing and thin pillars

bearing elearic light globes which at night transform it into a fciryland.

The drawing-room was very English, rather Edwardian in period: the

carpets had a mellow look and the comfortable chairs and sofas were

covered with soft silk tapestries.

We soon saw that business came before breakfast, for His Highness

sent for the assembled chiefs to come up. There was the Haushabi Sultan,

wizened and a little decrepit. His territory lies between the 'Abdali Sultan's

and the Yemen, and he has the lawless Subeihis on his west and the 'Amir

of Dhala, who docs not love him, on the east. On the south-east he just

touches two of the most ill-begotten tribes of the Fadhli Sultan—the Ahl

Fuleis and the Ahl Haidera Mansur. Altogether he has httle fun. Although

he is independent he acknowledges a vague suzerainty by the Sultan ofLahej

who treats him very well and helps him considerably.

Then there were two of the Subeihi Sheikhs—^the Rij'aif an obstinate

boy ofabout eighteen, and the Makdumi, rather a pleasant old man. They

all came in, kissed His Highness's hand and squatted on the floor at a respea-

ful distance. Presently Prince Fadhl, His Highness's eldest son, arrived and

after shaking hands with us, kissed his father’s hand and took D. to visit the

ladies.

The conference began. It went on for an hour and ended inconclusively.

For one thing the principal culprit, the Mansuri sheikh, was absent, and for

another it seemed impossible to make the Rij'ai boy grasp the fact that an

ancestor of his had signed a treaty in 1871 with Queen Victoria’s representa-

tive guaranteeing that he would not interfere with caravans in return for a

monthly payment offorty dollars. The lad said in eflSect, and not unreason-
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ably, diough it was not for me to admit it, that it simply did not pay him to

be good. .

We adjourned for four days and on my next visit I fotmd that the RijW

had spent the interim as His Highness’s guest in the jail. The Lahej jail

often brings people to an easier state of mind and as the Mansuri Sheikh

had been fetched and kept him company, I went away with the usual

promises that the boys would be good in future.

Meanwhile D. had been taken offby Fadhl to meet his mother. When
they returned for breakfast, we were taken to wash in a real bathroom,

taps and running water complete. The cool dining-room with its black and

white marble floor was off the drawing-room, and the table gleamed

invitingly with its white linen and polished silver. We had porridge, liver

and potatoes, omelette, bread and butter and jam and tea. After tliis taste

of an English country house, with the song of the birds and the fountain

in the garden ringing pleasantly in our ears, we went back to Arabian

Aden, where there is hardly a house with “mod. cons.” and where the daily

ration of water comes up our mountain in round tanks carried by three

little donkeys.
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chapter X

TROUBLED WATERS

And oftheir vain contest appeared no end, Milton

From spiteful words theyfell to daggers drawing, Harrington.

At the beginning of June, 1934,

1

was handed several large and unpleasant-

looking bundles of paper, euphemistically called files, and asked to study the

“Fadhli-Lowcr Yafa’i dispute.” The bundles consisted principally of

letters in Arabic, and translations in EngUsh, with so-called minutes written

on their backs in ink or red, blue and black pencil as struck the fancy ofthe

writer at the moment. The paper was of most inferior quahty looped

together at one comer and well worn, tom and thumb marked even before

they got to me. I give these details not with any sense of grievance, but

merely to show that the paper study of the subject was itself formidable.

These bundles only covered a period of about ten years: there were

^‘previous papers” in the records going back for about eighty. Here lies a

clue to the really formidable side of the question and ako a clue to the high

state of civilization that parts of Arabia have reached. We have our ideas

of thorny questions in Europe and those of us who have worked in

Whitehall are sometimes apt to measure the importance of a question by

the amount of paper dealing with it. Take for example the Nile and its

importance to Egypt. Think of the various administrations and people

through which the Nile has to pass before it gets to Egypt at all. I have

no doubt that the archives of the Foreign and Colonial Offices—^not to

mention Chanceries and Secretariats abroad—^must have quite a lot of

paper packed away, dealing with the questions of the waters of the Nile.

Yet I do not suppose that any other State in the world can boast as much
paper on a small matter as there is in the Residency Office at Aden on the

Water question of the Fadhli and Lower Yafa’i tribes—the matter of the

^^canaL” Of course with that true political sense which is almost an

uisdnict in Arabs and which they have developed to an astonishing degt^
tuopsssive Lower Ya£i’i and Fadhli Sultans have realized that they had in
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this canal, passing £rom the territory of the one to dut of the other, matter

for fint dass intertribal complications. The canal was first dug about

eighty or ninety years ago. Presumably they started getting fim out of it

straight away, but realizing that you cannot have a first class intetnatioiial

bone of contention until you have an agreement in writing dealing with

the matter they negotiated one in 1872.

At this point it becomes necessary to explain the terrain. Tlic Lower

Yafa’i and the Fadhli countries are two of the largest States in the western

part of the Protectorate. The Fadhli coimtry, coastal territory, stretches

along the coast from Aden for a considerable distance. Behind it, or

behind the western part of it, lie the mountains of Lower Yafii’i country,

and the rivers that water the fertile oasis ofAbyan in Fadhli country rise in

the mountains of Lower Yafii’. Perhaps a century ago some engineering

genius, no doubt of Fadhli race, saw that by cutting a canal from the river

Sana in Lower Yafa’i territory, the waters could be made to irrigate much
of the upper part of the oasis. This canal, called the Nazi’a, has been the

source, not only ofwater for irrigation, but ofagreements and disagreements,

wars and counter wars, ever since. The 1872 agreement made provision

for the supply of the water by the Lower Yafa'is to the Fadhlis and for the

payment for the water by the Fadhlis to the Lower Yafa’is. Of course

there is no real doubt that the Fadhlis would like to have the water and

irrigate their crops, and the Lower Yafa’is realize that this is reasonable,

but the history of the affair shows that the only really sadsfiictory solution

to the matter will be one which, while it allows the Fadhlis to have the water,

will at the same time deprive neither side of a most delightful b<me which

they can unearth foom time to time, and over whidi they can growl at

each other.

Every now and then both sides like to penuade the Residency to take

a hand. As the files show, the Residency have sometimes consoited to

play, though reluctantly, and once or twice there have been quite decent

rubbers. As I was a newcomer, it was thought that both sides and I could

have some fun out ofthe business, and that was the prix^pal reason why D*
and I started off* on a short journey to the Rulhli country. Tbece was at

the time a period of truce for eighteen moittbs, but no was tt

very senously, and constant raidings of cattle and and

murders took place in the area round Haid Halima, a hill whidh wt visited

and which stands on the border of dbe two countries. A shows ffwr

Haid Halima depends firom Lower Yafii’i territory ltk» a tear droppisK
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into the troubled waters ofAbyan, and it has indeed, as will be seen, played

the part of a tear drop on several occasions.

Then there was another small trouble for me to deal with, a quarrel

between two of the Fadhli Sultan's tribes led by the Nakhai Sheikh and the

Sultan of Ycramis. This quarrel arose from the mortgage ofsome Yeramis

land to the Nakhai. He had come in to take possession and murder had

resulted. He was now determined to have Yeramis land in compensation.

So much I gathered from other files, and prepared to set off to try to pour

oil on the troubled waters.

On our arrival at the Fadhli Sultan's palace at Shuqra we came up to

a fine airy room where we found the Sultan just rising from his siesta.

He explained that he had not really expected us until the next morning,

but everybody was soon busy getting ready to deal with our arrival

The army was hurriedly collected in the bazaar and got busy

firing a salute from an old muzzle-loading cannon. They managed to

fire off twelve guns during the next hour or so, and a httlc desultory rifle-

fire accompanied it.

Wc now began to make other acquaintances, first and foremost being

the Sultan's small son Hussein, a most engaging boy of about eleven. Full

of dignity and good manners, he was amusingly conscious of his importance

and very imperious in his speech to his inferiors, whom he treated with a

rather attractive haughtiness. He bossed the whole family and had recently

distinguished himselfby running away from school in Aden. The keynote

of his costume was green. His shirt was of pale green silk, his multi-

coloured futa looked like a green tartan kilt, and his turban, which he wound

in Indian style, was bright green flecked with red. Whenever he left the

palace he put on his bandolier smffed with cartridges and his jambiya and

carried a Lee Enfield rifle as tall as himsdf.

chiefpalace official was Sheikh 'Abdulla bin Bubekr who combined

the functions of butler. Master of the Household, and principal private

secretary. Fifteen years ago he paid a visit to Zanzibar and Mombasa and,

amongst odiers, knew the Sultan, Sir 'Ali bin Salim and Sheikh Suleiman

bin Nastr al Lemki. So he spoke a iitde Swahili and Zaidi was soon

ffioroughly at home.

While we were having tea ffie Sultan's eldest son, Salih, came in. He,

too, was an extremely good4ooking youth, about nineteen or twenty with

a strong fiMoe frill ofcluracter. His ffither was rather afiraid—or shy—ofhim
and 1 heard that they were not <m good toms* All he wore was a doth
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round his waist with a bandolier and jambiya, and round his curly black

hair an indigo-dyed piece of cloth. In fact^ unlike his father or young

Hussein, he was plentifully indigoed all over. In strong contrast to his

sons, the Fadhli Sultan had not, at any rate in his old age, anything like

their strength of character, and as a man of affairs he was not a success.

His face was almost beardless, his hair was grey and inclined to curl and

his turban was bound like a wreath of laurels, reminding me of a Roman
Emperor. He was, I should say, somewhere in his sixties, untidy in his

dress and personal appearance, again a strong contrast to his sons.

After talking to the family we were left alone to make ourselves at home.

Our quarters were delightfully clean, airy and comfortable. The bathroom,

too, was all that could be desired, a clean cement floor and a huge Jar of

icy-cold water which gave me delicious shivers when I poured it over

myself.

When we returned to the palace after a stroll in the town we found

the Sultan counting the money in the Treasury. He was squatting on the

floor near his bed\mdcr which he kept a brown tin box—^the State Treasury.

Later I found that where the Sultan was, there was the box. It was brought

with him to Aden and every time I saw him in a taxi the box was there

between his knees.

He asked us to sign his visitors' book, which contained two English

names, and told D. that she was not the first lady visitor to Shuqra, for not

only had Mrs. Fowlc, the wife of a former Resident, been there, but forty

years before, in the time of his father, an English lady and her husband (Mr.

and Mrs. Theodore Bent) had spent some days in the mountains. This

was in 1897 and in Southern Arabia Mrs. Bent has written an account oftheir

journey. It was much the same as ours was to be, but done in the opposite

direction, for they ended at Shuqra.

After breakfast on the next morning the Sultan and I began a business

talk which lasted, with interruptions, for the next three hours or more.

The subject was, of course, the Lower YafaVFadhh trouble, and though

I shall give a fairly conneaed account ofit, the actual conversation proceeded

amid constant interruptions. Every few minutes somebody would come
in and the Sultan did not want to speak in anybody dse’s presence. He
could not send them away so we had to pass polite nothings. If nobody

came in the Sultan would go out to see about some domestic detail in the

pantry. Ifhe did not go to the pantry he would be going to shoot to some-*

one out ofthe window, or to the window to answer a call. Ifhe was doing
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none ofthese things he was paying very little attention to what I was saying

and turning the conversation oflfon to every conceivable subject. So every-

thing had to be said about fifteen times, and I never left a point until he had

repeated it to me sufficiently for me to understand that he had more or

less grasped it.

Early in the conversation he produced an Arabic agreement some

twenty years old between the late Fadhli Sultan and the Lower Yafa’i

Sultan. Two of the articles provided that the Lower Yafa’is should give

die water of the Nazi’a canal to the Fadhlis, and that the Fadhlis should pay

for it twenty-five rupees and two qosras of dates annually, in accordance

with custom, and that Husn Halima (a fort on the hill called Haid Halima)

should be demolished. He said that at first the condirions had been carried

out but Husn Halima had been rebuilt recendy by the Lower Yafa’is. Then

he produced a written award of 1929 by the ’Abdali Sultan and said that

although a decision had been given that Husn Halima should again be

demolished nothing had yet been done. He also said that he had recendy

been given another award by the 'Abdali Sultan approving his claims for

loots and raids against the Lower Yafa’i Sultan. After he had repeated

himself and aired his grievances to an extent I thought sufficient, I took a

turn in the conversation and said that while all that might be so, I did not

believe that this dispute would be setded until both parties ceased to recite

their grievances and approached the matter afresh with a real will to setdc

it and goodwill on both sides.

“They tell mc,“ I said, “that this row has been going on for about

eighty years and no one believes it can be setded. iVe more faith in your

and the Lower Yafa’i Sultan’s good sense than this and I’m sure that if

you would only try to approach the affair in a spirit ofgood will we should

get on.”

This, of course, was my first acquaintance with an old-standing Arab

dispute and I had not yet grasped that in fiict nobody really wanted the

dispute setded. Hie Sultan naturally loved having someone new to listen

to all the ancient history and to argue with him. I might as well have said

nothing, forjust as if I had said nothing at all he was back on Husn Halima.

“rU come to Husn Halima all in good time,” I said. “It’s like a boil

which will go on swelling up until the poison that caused it has b^
removed. I don’t even think ofit as the bottom of the trouble, but before

we come to talking of it I want to insist on this need for good will.”

^ We went pn saying Vgood will” and “Husn Halima” at each other
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until a letter was brought in from some Seiyid referring to the necessity

of settling the matter, and by a peculiar coincidence using practically the

same expressions as I had been using, telling both parties to forget their

grievances, and entertain good will. I pounced on this and at lastwe were

off the Husn.

Having got the Sultan to agree to this necessity for mutual good will,

I said that I thought that the root of the trouble, as far as the Fadhlis were

concerned, was the Nazi’a water.

“Yes,’’ said he, “it irrigates all my fields and my tribesmen’s.”

“Well then,” I said, “if it could be arranged that the Fadhlis get their

proper allowance of water at the right time and that the Yafa’is get paid

at the right time, and in accordance with custom, the Husn Halima question

could be considered dead and no one would mind its being demolished.”

I was rubbing in the need for a proper settlement of the Nazi’a question

when Salih walked in and butted into the conversation by holding forth

about Husn Halima again. So back we went to the beginning. But

father had no desire to talk with Salih there, so he retired to the pantry

and I changed the conversation and began telling Salih that I hoped he was

a good boy and helped his father, until he got tired and left. Father then

returned and we set to work again.

“Now we’re agreed about the proper settlement ofthe Nazi’a question,”

I said, “I can tell you that we think the Husn ought to come down as it is

a perpetual source of offence to the side that has not got it. But, when it

does you’ll have to take steps to keep the Ahl Haidera Mansur and the Ahl

Fuleis in order, as it isn’t reasonable to expect the Lower Yafa’is to leave

themselves open to their ince^int raiding.”

“We can swap consuls,” he replied with an expressive flip of his

fingers, “and they will have to tell the Sultan in whose country they live

when a raid takes place by his men, so that he can punish them at

once.”

“Well, there’s no harm in that,” I said, “but the real remedy lies in

your tightening up your control over these two misbegotten tribes and

not allowing them to raid.

“You ought to think more of the wrongs the Fadhlis have done to the

Lower Yafa’is and what you can do to make up for them, and then a settle*

ment would be closer. It’s absurd to find two senior efaiefi squabyittg

like a couple of beduin, and ridiculous to suppose that two men eff your

influence and status could not settle their diffivesmes and wadk into labej
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and tdU die Sultan, wlio has agreed to arbitrate between you, that you have

dtme so.”

He then began to talk about Sultan ’Aidarus (the Lower Yafa’i Sultan).

"You mux make allowances,” I said, "for the £ict that he is a young man
while you ate an old man with wider ocperience of the world, and because

of this you must do your best for the interest ofpeace.”

will tty to make fiiends,” replied the Sultan.

1 then talked about dw claims for loots due to the Fadhlis by the Yafa’is.

"You have declared yourself a man of peace,” said I, "and it would be a

great boon if you could persuade your men to let bygones be bygones, so

that the Lower Yafa’is can see you are in hivour of peace and are prepared

to make sacrifices for it.”

"I couldn’t do that,” answered the Sultan, "because of the great dis-

turbances there would be among my tribesmen who have had to pay

eighteen hundred rupees to the Lower Yaia’is.” •

"I can see there ate difficulties,” I said, "and I don’t want to ovet-

petsuade you, but merely ask you to do so ifyou can as it would be a great

mark ofgoodwill on your part.”

After a long discussion he agreed to do so and said he would stand

the racket of all the loots out of his own pocket. "But,” he went on,

"if you mention this to the Lower Yafa’i Sultan don’t say that it comes

firom me, but that it was a suggestion made by you which I accepted

conditionally on' the settlement of the two questions of Nazi’a and

Halima.”

I promised him diat I would do this and then started talking about the

Yetamis trouble. "Until recmdy,” I went on, "the Nakhaihas beena good

sheikh and the Government gave him privileges because he looked after

die landing ground, but as a result of it he seems to have got a swollen

head and has bear recovering illegal taxes from Yafa’i cara-srans, creating a

disturbanice at Yetamis and ooctqiyii^ the houses there of the children of

Sultan Ahmed bin Hussem whose wifr is a British subjea.”

"He has discussed these matten 'with me,” said the Sultan, "and he

has undertaken to recover no more transit dues from Yafr’i caravans, to

leave the housesand to smp disturbances at Yetamis.”

"I am very to hear it,” I te^ed. "I hope he’ll do what

he says.”

”irhe doem’t HI fig^ i^ainst him,” said he thumpit^ die table.

"I don’t wtm you .to said I, "but to bring him to reason. I
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want to talk to him myself, but Tm sure you could use persuasion without

force and ifyou want my support Til give it to you.”

The Sultan said that he would do his best. Then he started telling

me about his system ofcollecting duty on all that passed through his country,

and naively told me that he took his whack out of ammunition sent to his

subordinate chiefs.

”That ought to stop,” I told him. ‘^Government arms and ammunition

aren’t dutiable and they’re issued for a special purpose. When Government

assesses how much arms and ammunition are necessary in a particular

case, it doesn’t allow for a rake-offby the Chief.”

‘T don’t like Government supplying the Nakhai Sheikh with arms

direct,” went on the Sultan, “because it encourages him to create disturb-

ances on the roads. If Government wants to send him arms and ammuni-

tion let them be sent through me and I would see that they were distributed

to important Nakhai tribesmen who maintain security.”

I said again that this concession had been granted exceptionally and

that these supplies would be given him on condition that he acted in accord-

ance with the wishes of Government. “In any case it’s just as easy to

take away a privilege as to give it, and if the Nakhai doesn’t behave himself

no doubt it will be withdrawn.”

“I’ve written to the Nakhai Sheikh,” said the Sultan, “to come to

Shuqra or Yeramis to see me, but my messenger has not yet returned.”

This brought our conference to an end and I was devoutly thankful,

for I was worn out and more than ready for lunch.

The time had now come to arrange a settlement of the dispute between

the Sultan of Yeramis and two of the Fadhli Sultan’s tribes concerning the

mortgage of some Yeramis land to the Nakhai Sheikh, leader of the tribes

concerned. Accordingly, on the afternoon of the following day and after

D. had said good-bye to her friends in the Harem, we started on our

journey to Yeramis in the mountains. We were supposed to start at three

o’clock, but naturally there was the usual delay in saddling camels with the

Sultan’s luggage, including the indispensable treasury chest, and it was not

imtil almost five that we actually left the city, accompanied by almost all the

notabilities of the Fadhli realm. It was the most distinguished caravan

that had ever left Shuqra. There was Sultan Fadhl bin Hussein, the Sultan’s

brother, young Hussein, his son, ’Othman bin ’Abdulla, nephew of the

Sultana, two Sultans of the Haideia Abu Mansur tribe, six ’Aqils df ocher

tribes, the son ofthe Yeramis Sultan and many otfam iiigltidi>g the Sultan’s
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brothci>in-law—Commandcr-in-Chief Muhammad bin 'Abdulla Abu

Haidcra, reminiscent ofGeorge Arliss and known, on account ofhis rich bass

voice, as “the Bishop" and also as “Uncle Muhammad."
We had not been going long when “Uncle" came galloping past on

his camel and shouted out, patting his saddlebags: “If you want water or

anything just ask me." When he reached the head of the column he got

off his camel and, despite his sixty-two years, ran along Hke a boy with

the escort, leading their songs and encouraging them.

We were heading almost north towards the Guddam range with its

many peaks, which appear deceptively close. It was dark soon after we
had crossed the Wadi Rakhama deep cut in black volcanic rock and every

now and then I heard the piping, imperious tones of young Hussein shout-

ing :
“Ya Ahmed Nasir ! How much further have we got to go ?" And

then, whenever we reached a possible halting place: “Oh my Uncle

Muhammad ! Is this where we stop for the night e"

After a steep climb in the dark and missing our way once or rwice, we
finally got down into the Wadi Mitwan and thankfully found that this

was our camping-ground. The floor of the wadi was perfectly flat and

sandy. Its walls were almost vertical, about fifteen feet high, an ideal

camping-place. We stretched ourselves out on our saddle-cloths and

rested for a short while, which, incidentally, resulted in D's hands and

clothes being stained a deep blue. Her saddle-cloth had been dyed with

indigo.

We had reached the camping-ground at half-past eight and an hour

later the Sultan turned up. He had been delayed with his interminable

talks. We greeted him and talked to him for a few moments before he

went oflf to join his 'Aqils at the other end of the camp. Hussein and I

went o£F to gather firewood with the help of a slave. Young Hussein was

full of fim 4nd kept ragging our companion by pretending there were

snakes in the bushes as we pulled out the dry wood. But it seemed as ifthe

loads with our beds and our food would never come, and in fact we were

no longer hungry when they did turn up at half-past eleven. In spite

of the commotion on the arrival of the baggage camels, young Hussein

lay on his back fast asleep and nothing woke him. We got out our camp-

beds quidkly, put them up and ate a few biscuits and sofiie water-mdon,

after which we fidl asleep to the accompaniment of the queer noises of the

camdbJust beside us; M Zaidi said, they were singing both ends.

I ddnk that 1 was the first of our large camp to wake on Saturday
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inonung. It was sdll quite dark but dawn was bteaking. We Vd
arranged to start just after the dawn prayers, but as it seemed to me that

nobody as yet had said any prayers, I woke up *Ali 'Abdulla and told him
I thought they ought to be getting on with it. However, he thought that

if they said any prayers they would say them to themselves, and if they

said any at all on the tour this was certainly the way they did it for, except

on our last morning in Zii^ibar when I saw the Sultan saying his prayers

on his bed, nobody seemed to bother about them. There is, of course, an
exemption in favour of travellers, but on a comfortable tour ours

there was really no excuse.

Ahmed the slave was soon astir shaking sleepers and shouting ‘‘Arise,

the day, arise," and after a perfunctory toilet, we started offabout a quarter

past five. We went on up the wadi until we came to a blank mountain wall

and turned off to the left. There was barely a trace of vegetation on the

sides of the hills though plenty in the wadi, and the mountains had the

appearance of having been poured out while molten and having set at

once in slabs, the strata being all inclined to the ground at an angle of
forty-tfivc degrees.

We climbed for an hour or more up the narrow, rocky wadi until we
had reached its head, where we dismounted and climbed up over the pass

to drop into the Wadi Yeramis, which was almost a downwards repetition

of the way up. At about eight o'clock we entered the Wadi Yeramis,
with its running water and grass and cultivation on either side. Our party

led by "Uncle Muhammad" was well ahead and we stopped to wait for

the Sultan so that we might make a State entry into Ar Rodha. We sat

down and drank tea on the bank of the river while the camels munched
the bushes. When the Sultan Joined us we went aloi^ the wadi
we saw Ar Rodha perched on its hill with the Sultan’s small dar towering
above everything else.

W^e climbed to the plateau and dismounted some from
dar, drawing up in a long line, while our camels and horses formed a second
line behind us. Some fifty yards ahead, fiuting us, stood the hosts' lidc,

the Sultan of Yeramis and his son in the centre fiicing the Fadhli Sultan,

his relations and mysdf, who were in the centre ofour side. The Yeramis
were beating drums and howling in welcome, whereafter they slai^htered
a bullock, and began a somewhat barbaric edition of "Nuts and May/'
known as a Murkib. Two men stepped frrward side by tide circkd
about in front of the Yeramis team, and gradually, two by tiiro,
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fdl in behind them until they had collected about twenty. The procession

walked in ever widening circles until they approached our side, and as each

couple in the procession passed the Sultan and myself they fired off their

rifles, singing an improvised song as they marched. This was repeated

several times and then the procession returned to its own side.

It was now our part to return the call, but with all our petty chieftains

we considered ourselves so important that we could only do the processing

in our own honour. The procession was done in the same way. With

the exception of the leaders most ofour team were petty chieftains. Three

other chieft mounted their hones and in regular circus fashion circled the

walking procession. On the return of this party the court poet was ordered

to make up some venes for the occasion, and I was asked for my name to

be included in them. Here is what he sang

:

“We have come with the Sarkar (the Government) who has

especially come with the object of maintaining the security to the

frightened.

''He has his anenal and his soldien in his hands and is advancing

in the world both by sea and by land.

"Ingrams has come out to Wadi Ycramis and made it secure and
the army accompanying him is strong and is pushing forward in every

part of the world.

"There have been some clouds which have been seen to be about

to pour rains both in the autumn and summer seasons.’*

The words were caught up by the others and we all walked slowly

forward in a long line towards the Yeramis Sultan’s dar. Here wc shook

hands with our hosts, and Sultan Haidera, a dear old man with a delightful

child'^like smile, no teeth and very hard of hearing, seized my hand and

led me at a terrific pace through a courtyard strewn with straw, where

the animals were kept and which was also the Royal Courts ofJustice, into

the dar and up a pitch-flark winding staircase at breakneck speed. After

a few minutes of perilous scrambling up some four or five flights he pulled

me into the guest-room, sat me down on the floor, and plumped down

opposite with a toothless smile oftriumph and welcome.

The guest-room was rough and poorly furnished with mats, a bed,

md a carpet locally made. The windows had neither glass nor shutters

but ^re just ornamental lattice work which could not be opened. The

tm of the party were soon up and we were served with cal^ eggt and

ms& tea flavoured with cardamon. Plain tea without milk but UbecaDy
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sugared also made its appearance in glasses. We exchanged compliments

and then rested for a while.

Presently lunch came. The dinner service, which consisted of woven

mats of sizes from a foot to three or four feet across, was collected from

the walls and thrown down for us. Slaves came in with the food ; one of

them carried huge hunks of boiled meat under his arm and threw them

down on the mat as if he was dealing cards. It was rather like feeding-

time in die Lion House. A large enamel platter of sodden rice was flung

into the middle and some very hot and greasy native bread was chucked

round, one to each leg of mutton. Sultan 'Abdulla, Haidera's son, ate

with us. When I felt that I had done all that pohteness required I said

‘*Al hamdulillah" and got up. 'Abdulla said: “Al hamdulillah? Have

you finished so soon?" I apologized, but said I had done very well and

retired to the comer to wash my hands and mouth and pick my teeth.

Followed ginger coiffee and more tea, and a huge supply of really good

milk, after which we lay down to rest.

Ar Rodha or Na’ab stands on the right bank of the Wadi Yeramis

on a low plateau of earth clifls. It is an important centre of traffic and

until recently there were a number of shops. The wadi round the plateau

used also to be extensively cultivated. On the words “until recently”

hangs a tale, for now the shops have all disappeared and the cultivation

is nothing like what it ought to be. Those who arc accustomed to mOrc

civilized life will hardly believe that this desolation is due to a family

quarrel.

On one edge of this plateau stands Sultan Haidera's dar in which he

and sons and dependants live. He is the Yeramis Sultan and rules over

theWadi Yeramis as a feudal lord of the Fadhh Sultan. On the other edge

of the plateau stands the house of his nephew, Sultan Ja'bil bin Hussein

whose two brothers live with him. The houses are not much more than

a hundred yards apart, and the space in between them is as flat and bare as

a parade ground. Ja'bil and his brothers have quarrelled with their unde

and cousins. If unde shows his nose, or his ox, or his ass, or his goat, or

anything that is his, outside the walls of his dar, Ja'bil shoots at it, and

vice versa, if Ja’bil ventures into the daylight outside hb house his unde

and cousins take a shot at him. Not unnaturally, therefore, the shopkeepers

and others foimd that living in between the two was not condudve to

comfort or profit and departed. Cultivation on account o( this squabble

is, of course, almost at a standstill as it is not safe, and for some years the



SCENE OF A FAMILY QUARREL

oiEcn and sheep and goats have not been brought home at night but hidden

below in the wadi, for both sides have their fortresses on the edge of the

plateau and can get down under cover.

At our meeting in the morning Sultan Haidera and his son 'Abdulla

complained to me about Ja'bil, and I said that I was sorry to hear that Ar

Rodha, formerly a big town, had become a desert as a result of their family

dispute. I enquired about the real cause of the quarrel. Sultan ’AbduUa

said that Ja'bil had killed his father-in-law some seven years ago ; that he

(’Abdulla) had not taken retaliadve action against him, but bad tried to

persuade him to submit his case for arbitration in accordance with the

tribal system, but that Ja’bil had declined to do this. Ja’bil had also taken a

man of theirs and sent him up-country for sale. I said that I would like

to arrange for a reconciliation to be made between them and Ja’bil, because

no permanent settlement of their troubles could be effeaed while they

were at enmity with each other. “Your trouble with the Nakhai Sheikh,”

I went on, “could be much more easily settled ifyou were a united family.”

They agreed to this, so I asked: “Are you prepared to receive Ja’bil if I

can persuade him to come?”

“We arc,” they said, and so I had a talk with the FadhH Sultan who
agreed to appoint “Uncle Muhammad” as an arbitrator between them.

1 left for our tent, which was pitched almost midway between the rival

cahips, and sent a note to Ja’bil inviting him to come and see me at my tent

as I would very much like to make his acquaintance and talk about several

things. ’Ali ’Abdulla took the letter personally to Ja’bil and he and his

two brothers, ’Abdul Rahman and Ahmed, came to the camp a little later.

I did not particularly take to Ja’bil. I knew he had three murders (later I

learned the total score was twenty-one) to his discredit, but although I

did not allow this to prejudice me (particularly as one was only a father-

in-law) I did not find him an attractive personality. He was perhaps

in his early thirties and had protruding teeth and a rather stupid appearance.

But ’Abdul Rahman was a great improvement on bis brother and quite

friendly, though Ahmed was sulky and I could not raise a smile out ofhim.

After the usual exchange of compliments I said, rather mendaciously,

that I was very pleased to make their acquaintance and visit their country.

I then said the same as I had done to Haidera and his son.

“Although I have had a dispute with my uncle,” Ja’bil replied, “he has

brought the Nakhais into the country instead of arranging a settlement

between oursdves
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have seen your Unde Haidera and your Cousin ^Abdulla/' I said,

**and they have agreed to renew friendship with ypu, and the Fadhii Sultan

has appointed an arbitrator to look into your difiercnces/^ Ja'bil agreed

to this and we then gave them tea and Jacob’s biscuits and after sending a

messenger ahead, Ja’bil with his two brothers and I left the camp for his

unde’s dar. When we arrived, Sultan Haidera, supported by ’Abdulla

and Ahmed, another son, received the three brothers in prodigal son fashion.

The old man, wearing a more beaming smile than ever seemed genuindy

moved by the reunion, but though Ja’bil returned his embraces he seemed

reserved and lacking enthusiasm. But you would have thought it was a

meeting of long lost relations from distant comers of the earth rather than

from a himdred yards away. Again we scrambled up dark stairs hand in

hand, and flushed with triumph I brought Ja’bil and his brothers into the

guest-room, looking rather as if they expected to be knifed any minute.

*T have brought you together,” I said after we had sat down, “because

it is shame that a family should act as you have done and you must be ^
united family in other affairs. And you ought to work your fields

again which I hear have been left uncultivated for years owing to this

trouble.”

Ja’bil jibbed at this and said in not very friendly style that he had several

claims against his uncle.

“The claims will have to be solved by the arbitrator,” I repHed.

“Perhaps,” said Ja’bil suspiciously, “the judgment of the arbitrator

will not be carried out.” As he continued to harp on this (he knew Arab

ways better than I did), I asked both parties if Aey agreed to “Uncle”

being arbitrator and to accept his decision, and they said “Yes.”

“You,” I said turning to Ja’bil, “must submit yourself to your unde

not only because he is the head of the family but because he is your ruler,

and you must all be good subjects ofthe Fadhii Sultan.”

The Sultan was present at the interview and chose this moment to put

his foot into it more heavily than usual. I was careful in all my doings to

say the Fadhii Sultan had decided this or that, and in announcing that

“Unde” would arbitrate, he also said he would appoint Salih bin Nasir, a

one-legged relative of his, as a second arbitrator. There was a shout of

dismay at this, so I quickly said that I did not remember his mmtiomng
his name when he decided on Muhammad bin ’AbduUa, but that I was

sure any decision he made would be right and perhaps we might discuss

it afiorwards. He agreed and them was a general sigh ofrdteC
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**AU I am domg,” I said, “I do as a support to your master the Rulhli

Sultan and out of desire for the maintenance ofpeace.”

Everybody seemed pleased with these arrangements and the party

broke op quite happy in order to have another Murkib as a public sign of

(he new peace.

After leaving Sultan Haidera and his reunited relations, the Fadhli Sultan

and I walked across to the tent and here I uckled him about the appointment

ofSalih bin Nasir as an extra arbitrator and made him drop the idea. While

we were sitting in the tent the Murkib was getting ready oudde. Our team

was drawn up about ten yards in front of the tent and consisted of Haidera

and his sons and the visitors, ourselves. The other side drawn up opposite

at about fifry yards interval consisted of Ja’bil and his brothers and their

supporters. They provided another bullock which was duly slaughtered.

Their side also started the visitation which was exactly on the same lines

as that ofthe morning. We followed and our procession included Haidera’s

two sons and some of the Fadhli petty chieftains, amongst whom young

Hussein made his first public appearance in a Murkib. New songs were

composed for the occasion.

When it was all over the Fadhli Sultan took me by my left hand and

'Abdulla bin Haidera, shortly relieved by his frther, by my right hand,

and we walked forward to Ja’bil's house, where we were invited to dinner,

dimbii^ up a dark staircase like the one in his uncle’s house. Cakes,

cofiee and tea were served, and the Fadhli Sultan made a nuisance ofhimself

by being rather condescending in paying the visit at all, and by complaining

ofthe stuffiness. He summoned two of his slaves to take the dinner-service

off the walls and fim himselfand myself with the mats, so I said that there

was a very pleasant breeze coming in through the window. I sat here about

half an hour talking nothings and then begged to be excused saying I felt

very dred and wanted to go to bed early, as we hoped to be offsoon after

dawn. I found my way down the dark stain aq,d out through the courtyard

which in the interval had become a perfect shambles. I counted no less

than sevm freshly slaughtered sheep and goats, and made my way between

pods ofblood oimide frelmg a little si^
Jalnl's two brothers followed me to the tent, filling offin turns a rot^

every two or three paces. I was quite unprepared for this and found it

otost abnotng as th^ <»ily use baQ ammunition and were tmly a yard or

so behind me. However I was ndd thm it was a complimenf paid to a

pmeemaker. We passed die remnants of the slaughtered bullo^ whuh
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was completely hidden by a squabbling mass of villagers hacking off their

shares, and so back to the tent where I bade my escort good night.

Shortly afterwards Ja’bil's brother, *Abdul Kahinan, turned up. He

had a sheep for me which'he said was for my dinner, a goat for D.’s dinner

and a couple of fowls to make weight. We dined off scrambled eggs and

I did my best to disembarrass ourselves of the livestock. Then we went to

bed. The Fadhli Sultan told me very ostentatiously in front of Sultan

Haidera that he proposed to post foUr soldiers for our safety. I said that

he would no doubt do what he thought best, but that I felt perfectly secure

in this present atmosphere of peace. Later on Sultan Haidera sent along

to say he wanted to put some soldiers to guard us, to which I sent back a

civil reply to the effect that I felt very honoured but that I felt very secure.

Finally Uncle Muhammad came along to ask if we wanted anything and

said that he proposed to put down his mat near-by and look after us. But

there was little cause for anxiety, for the principal topic of conversation in

the village that night was the fact that the herds were brought back to

the houses for the night, and this had not happened for years.

Presently the place quietened down; the squabbling villagers had cut

up and carried off the beef, and apart from the occasional barking of dogs,

who were clearing up the remains, and the low voices of the sentries, the

only other sound was the beating ofa drum which went on almost incessantly

throughout the night.

*

After breakfast next morning I went to see the Ycramis Sultan and his

relations, including Ja’bil. The Fadhli Sultan was there and we arranged a

month’s truce between the Nakhais and Ja’bil during which time “Uncle”

was to arbitrate on their differences as well as on the family squabble. As

none ofthe Nakhais were at Ar Rodha I suggested calling them and explain*

ing matters to them. When they were asked to come they declined, so at

my request the Sultan went offto see them himself. They took such a long

time talking that I sent ’Ali ’Abdulla to ask him if he would like me to

come« Answer came back that he would, so I went as well.

Ahmed Hassan, the senior Nakhai at Yeramis and brother of the Shedch,

was a genial old man with a white beard who gave me a frimdly greeting.

When I asked him to come down and be pleasant he took me to a window
and pointed out a stone in the wadi, saying: “There is where my two
brothers were murdered. I will not sit down with Ja’bil.”

Put like that my sympathies were rather with him, hut I thought it
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better to try to make some sort of reconciliation in view of the truce we
were arranging, and said that I would like the Nakhais to renew friendship

with Ja'bil because no real settlement could be effected between parties

who were at enmity with each other. They finally agreed to come with

me and, taking Ahmed Hassan by his hand, I led him to the room where

Ja'bil and the others were waiting, and they shook hands all round. When
coffee had been served I explained the arrangements “which, I said, “have

been made by the Fadhli Sultan, and you must understand that I support

your Sultan and desire peace to be the order of the day in the town."

“Also,” I went on, “if the Nakhais have land here they want to work,

they must consider themselves like other subjects of Yeramis and submit

to the rulers of the country. They must also understand that they have no

right whatever to interfere with affairs of State, but should behave well in

subjection to the rulings of the Sultan. One month’s truce has been

arranged between the Nakhais and Yeramis.”

“I am afraid,” said Ja’bil, “that the Nakhais will start trouble again

with me if the truce period expires without any action having been taken.”

“I will do my best in the matter,” I repHed and added, optimistically,

that I hoped that their troubles would be solved before the expiration of

the truce.

This done, I said good-bye to Sultan Haidera and his relations, and left

his house to go back to the tent, followed again by a peacemaker’s escort

of two, firing oflf their rifles.

Then we set out for our next objective—^Husn Halima—making our

way off* the plateau and down into the wadi.

The wadi was green with overgrown vegetation, and the heat was

tempered by a good breeze, which, however, did not prevent us from

feeling Aoroughly exhausted at the end of the day. Added to this I had

eaten and drunk so much filth in the cause of peace and friendship that

I was not feeling entirely at my best. We rode the whole day along the

Wadi Yeramis, reaching the Wadi Sana on the following morning when

we saw Husn Halima in the distance. Here a messenger brought me a

reply from the Lower Yafa’i Sultan to a letter I had sent the night

before:

We have received your letter date 17th June 1934 regarding your
coming to Husn Halima. We in reply inform you, Oh friend, that we
hope you will bein ourpart iii the morning. When youapproachHalima
you find us ready to receive you there with me usual honourable
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salute. We are very much pleased to make your acquaintance and
know your good manners.

As regard the Fadhli Sultan and his party we ^uest you kindly

allow them to go to ’Ubar ash Shab’a wimout meeting us.

I thought from this that Sultan ’Aidarus was going to prove somewhat

*^intransigeant/’ but decided it was wiser to go alone to Husn Halinu. I

asked the Sultan to remain with his party at ’Ubar ash Shab’a where I could

send for him if it was possible. As we drew nearer the Husn standing on

its hill, D. and I and 'Ali ’Abdulla and two guides gradually divorged^m
our main party and made for it. As we approached we were challenged

from the fort and our guide shouted: ’’It is the Government.” A burst

of rifle fire followed and a salute of five guns was fired. When we arrived

at the foot of the hill we learned that the Sultan was not diere, but he soon

arrived to receive me very cordially and with more firing ofguns.

Sultan ’Aidarus bin Muhsin al Afifi, Sultan of the Lower Yafa’is, is a

good-looking yotmg man in his early thirties. He impressed me at once

as being more cultured than most of the people we had been meeting of

late. He looked intelligent, his manner was easy and assured, and he was

not fulsome in his speech. I was struck with the hold he appeared to have

over his men. He had come down from his residence at Al Husn, a town

some five or six miles away, to meet me with five hundred men, and, if

such words can be appUed to a body of undrilled beduin, they seemed

disciplined and well-ordered, obeying at once any command he gave

verbally or by sign.

’Aidarus was well dressed, if not over dressed, for the heat by now was

terrific. He had a brown silk turban wound high in the Lahej fiuhion,

and wore a long Indian pattern heather-coloured coat dose-buttoned up
to the neck. Beneath this there showed a white lace tunic reaching to

below the coat, which was almost down to his knees, and his trousers were

bladk velvet. A pair of brown shoes finished die costume, but he had a

dagger well ornamented with gold in his sash at his waist. He was riding

a small bay horse.

We had fdanted ourselves under the only busdi in die nei^ihotiiliood

large enough to give shade and as he approached I went finwird to meet

him. He dismounted and we shook hands. Somehow we managed to

dispense widh the usual polite nothings and merdy eaptesied pfamne at

meeting each other. One of his fbllowen otme forward and tpBbsd a

Persian rug under our bush. He introduced me to some of hh pdnid^
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followers including the ’Aqil of Husn HaUma, a pleasant-faced but very

black individual. We sat down to business and tea and coffee were

produced.

The Sultan "Aidarus asked me to go up to the Husn but I thought it

would be more tactful to the Fadhlis to decline, so said I was feeling unwell,

which was not entirely untrue. I then tackled the big question and repeated

to *Aidarus most ofwhat I had said to the Fadhli Sultan, except that I added

:

“I am sure a young, able and intelligent man like yoyrself ought to be able

to make a new friendship with the Fadhli Sultan and settle your differences

yourselves, and go to Lahej and report that you have done so.'*

“I am in favour ofpeace,” replied Sultan 'Aidarus, “but the Fadhlis have

failed to meet the lawful claims of the Lower Yafa'is for fields, and over

murders and loots.”

I smiled, replying that the Fadhlis had similar claims against them.

“During the truce period,” the Sultan said, “the Fadhlis have continued

to carry off the property ofmy men while they have done no wrong what-

ever,”

I repeated what I had said to the Fadhli Sultan, namely, that there could

be no real peace until both parties showed a real desire to settle the affair,

“and,” I went on, “I advise you to think rather of the wrongs your people

have done tolhe Fadhlis than of what they claim firom them.”

“The Fadhlis have only one right,” said 'Aidarus, “the Nazi’a water,

and in all other matten they have wronged the Lower Yafa'is.”

“I believe the Fadhli Sultan is sincerely anxious to make peace,” I said,

“but the Nazi’a water question must be satisfactorily settled and Husn

Halima ought to come down as it will always be a source of offence to

the side that does not possess it. I have impressed on the Fadhli Sultan the

need of keeping the Ahl Haidera Mansur and the Ahl Fuleis in order if

the Husn is demolished.”

Sultan 'Aidarus smiled. “The Fadhlis never keep their word but will

agree to keep it and then act treacherously.”

“I don't altogether blame you for smiling,” I said, “but if you want

peace you must try and have some confidence in the promises of the other

side.”

I then enquired as to the real reasems of this long-standing dispute, and

asked if he did not agree that the Nazi'a water question was at the bottom

ofit alt

ordinal reason,” he replied, “was a rifle which was given by my
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predecessors to the Fadhli Sultan as a pledge, but the Fadhlis declined to

return it to him/"

I laughed at this, and so did he and said: *‘That, of course, is a trivial

matter, but the essential differences lie in the question of some fields taken

by the Fadhlis from my predecessors at Ja"wala and two other places, some

forty-six and thirty-two years ago respectively/*

I then asked him what stood in the way of the demolition of the Husn

and the settlement of the trouble.

would require assurances against future raids,** he replied, “payments

for past loots and the restoration of the cultivable lands/*

“I understand from the Fadhli Sultan/* I said, “that he is prepared to

post one of his men as consul in Lower Yafa*i territory to report raids at

once, and he suggested that you should act in the same way/*

I also spoke to him about the Fadhlis foregoing their loot claims (in

the manner in which the Fadhli Sultan had asked me to put it) and requested

him to do the same. While he gave me no definite reply I gathered he

would be willing to do this if the other questions were satisfiictorily

settled.

“I have been very anxious to arrange a meeting between yourself

and the Fadhli Sultan,** I then added, “but in deference to your wishes

expressed in your letter I did not bring him with me although he had been

willing to come. I wonder whether you would accompany me to meet

him.**

He started to make excuses but I told him that that was not necessary

and if he did not want to come he had but to say so. He then agreed to

come with me, accompanied with five of his men, and I wrote a note to

the Fadhli Sultan asking him to come too with five men and meet us half-

way. This was sent off on a fast camel to *Ubar ash Shab*a and *Aidarus

and ourselves moimted and left Husn Halima at half-past ten.

We rode across dried-up cultivation unshaded from the grilling heat

until we came to some small clumps oftrees at a spot called As Saila. When
we were dear of Husn Halima *Aidarus had signalled with his hand to his

men and the whole army had moved off northwards, so that our party all

told was reduced to about ten. At As Saila we chose the best-looking bush

for shade and lay down on Addarus*s carpet to wait. Getting up afbr a

short time to have a look round I noticed a large body ofmen about two

hundred yards away behind us. These turned out to be some of *Aidarus*8

followers so I asked him to tell them to move, which he did, and presently
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a rumour came that the Fadhli Sultan was arriving with a large army.

Investigations showed that there were only seven of them all told.

As they drew near 'Aidarus and his followers and myself went forward

to meet them. The two Sultans embraced like long-lost brothers and their

men fired salutes. We returned to the carpet and I gave the Sultan and

Uncle Muhammad some tea and water as they were very thirsty. We then

got down to business and I repeated to them both together most of what

I had already told them separately.

“Sultan ’Aidarus/* I said to the Fadhli, “has mentioned certain fields

to me, that you yourself have said nothing about, and so tell me your side

of the story.”

As the Fadhli Sultan consistently evaded the question I began to feel

that there was something in it.

“I can explain,” said Uncle Muhammad, “the question of the lands

has been discussed before the 'Abdali Sultan and was ruled to be dead.”

“The case is pending at Lahej,” broke in the Fadhli, “and iVe not come

here to discuss business but merely to pay a fnendly visit to you and the

Lower YafaH Sultan.”

“Tm surprised at your speaking like that,” I said, “you know quite

well that I have spent most of my time since being your guest trying to

persuade you to come to some sort of arrangement and I’ve been saying

the same things to Sultan ’Aidarus as I have said to you. I haven’t the

least wish to interfere but only to help and if that’s your attitude I’m sorry

I’ve wasted my tune and tired myself out for nothing.”

“I’m prepared to give a pledge,” said Fadhli, “that I will submit to

any decision which Sultan Abdul Karim^ may pass.”

After some discussion Sultan ’Aidarus agreed to do the same. Each

Sultan then drew ajambiya from the belt ofone of his followers and handed

them to me, repeating that they would accept any decision given. When
the pledges had been given to me we drank a loving-cup of somewhat

tepid water from the lid ofmy thermos flask and the party broke up amiably.

We parted firom the Yafa’is with mutual hopes for an early meeting

and rode on to ’Ubar ash Shab’a. Here the tent had been pitched and

Zaidi had some very welcome tea ready. We drank gallons of it but ate

only three biscuits between us. After this we lay on the floor and slept for

an hour and a half and then started for Zinjibar after 1 had thaxflced the

*Aqil for his hospitality and told him not to indulge in any more raids*

^ Sultan of Lahej«
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“On the head and on the eye,” he replied tapping his turban, but I had

not the least doubt that they would soon be back at their usual pastime.

We were extremely camel sore and tired but it was a nice ride down

the Wadi Bana towards the sea, in the cool of the day. There were a good

number of trees and much scrub, but on the whole the wadi was dry and

barren of recent cultivation owing to this intemedne strife between the

Yafa’is and the Fadhlis, and the Sultan pointed out to me places like Al

Khor where he had previously had a great deal of cultivation. Later we
came across the Nazi’a canal again, quite dry, and he complained as usual

of the Yafa'is. I pointed out that he had only to settle his differences for

this barren desert to be blossoming again. Presently we passed out of the

mountains and were once again on the flat plain of the coast.

A long trek brought us to Shems ad Din near Zmjibar. Here the

country was green and trees and date palms were plentiful. During the

last half hour of our ride we let the camels graze freely from the shahr

growing on the outskirts of the Abyan settlements, and we reached Zinjibar

afrer seven, where the Sultan, who had ridden on ahead, was waiting for

us. A salute was fired from the top of the house which we were lent and

where we were soon comfortably installed.

And after a restful night we left early next morning by the beach for

Aden, bidding our farewells to the Sultan and all his relations, standing in

a row beside him and waving as our car bumped on its way to the shore.
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PART TWO

That which is on ourforeheads

We must indeedfulnU
ARABIAN NIGHTS.

How pleasant it must be to stand on the side ofArarat and to think

**Here my great father Noah stood and my great mother Noah's wife'*

FAR OFF.





chapter XI

THE FAR OFF HILLS OF HADHRAMAUT AND THE
LANDS OF GENESIS

Tout vient a point qui peut attcndre. Rabelais
Near acquaintance doth diminish reverent fear.

Sir Philip Sidney.

In the Aden Protectorate we do not, as I have said before, administer the

tribes; we hope that contact will lead to harmonious relations and that

gradually the tribes will learn to administer themselves. Unlike most

other parts of the dependent Empire, the formation, if I can call it so,

of the Aden Protectorate was not preceded by a period of exploration or

missionary penetration. Most of the country had not even been seen by

Europeans before the treaties of protection were signed. In this instance

the mountain came to Mahomet and it was in Aden itself that the chiefs and

tribesmen learned what a European looked like and what his funny ways

were. Perhaps the most important function of Aden from the point of

view of the Protertorate is educational, for Arabs, like other people who
live in a primitive style, are good imitators.

It is only in very recent times that Mahomet has started going to visit

the mountain. Before that there was not enough political staff for it to be

customary to travel aEu merely to shake hands with a chief. Much contaa

has been made lately by the Royal Air Force and I expect one day, ifjustice

is done, a statue to Squadron Leader Rickards will be put up in recognition

of the fiut that most of the thirty-five landing grounds in the Proteaorate

were planned and built by him. Nowadays a uyara (bird machine) is a

fimniliar object in the country and no visiton are more welcome than

when they drop down out of dbe skies. Ofcourse contaa visits may mean

a great increase of work. Even if you only say ‘‘how d ye do” the chief

may say lots ofodicr things to you which he would not have thought ofor

bothered to write if he had not seen you, and you may find yourself

emhtcdled in all sorts^pf afi^ts* ‘"Let sleeping dogs lie” is a motto which

still has pomt, even in Aden.
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It was on contact visits that in 1934 1 saw some of the remaincler of die

western part of the protectorate, such as Mukeiras, the ’Audhali capital, the

Subeihi country and Habil Jabr in the Redfan moimtains. In the sdcky

heat of an Aden summer it was a pleasant break to soar up in the clear

cold air and alight not fiir firom some running stream as at Habil Jabr:

or high up in the mountains to look down upon Al Qata, the capital

of Lower Yafa’i with its six-storeyed house and its graceful minaret

perched as if upon an inverted tumbler in the middle of a deep wide

badn.

It was about the time ofthese visits that the Resident spoke to me about

die Hadhramaut. During the previous year he had been there himself,

by air, on a four-day visit, but he had always felt that we knew fer too

litde about the eastern part ofthe protectorate and wanted a more thorough

examination to be made of the country than had yet been possible. Ife

hoped, too, that it would be feasible to work for some sort ofunderstanding

between the two chief rulers of the country, the Qu aid Sultan of Mukalla

and the Kathiti Sultan of Seiyun, who were hereditary foes.

We soon began preparadons in earnest. At the back ofmy mind were

diose words ofHogarth which I had first read inPemba more dian ten years

before.

Interest in Hadhramaut should not be suffered to decline yet.

About halfthe trunk wady sdll remains unexplored and the least-known
part is that upon which border die ancient Mahta tribes.

Since then Rickards and Cochrane, together with Lake as a passenger,

had flown down the wadi, and Rickards’ sketch map was the most rdiaUe

infbrmadon. It was important that I should also go m the country to

the north ofthe wadi. Boscawen, an Bast Afeican setder feom Tai^anyika

with a wanderer’s instincts, had been there and collected some birds,

but he had written nothing about it and all I knew was that he had pasted

tfarot^h die country ofthe Sei’ars and spent a week huntii^ die myx widt

diem in the Rub’al KhalL I met Boscawen at the time of his letutn, just

after I arrived at Aden, but when we were making our ptepaiatk»s be was

not available. He came s^ain to Aden when we had returned and I asked

lum why he tavet wrote anythii^. His te^y was: “I cui’t diat

evening we played Lexicon at Be^'s house 1^ as Boscawen tried to gee

away widi CABY £ot CABBY perhaps dme was smnediing in it.
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The latest travellers to write about the country, Van der Meulen and

Von Wissmann, had not been north of the wadi, and the only person who
had and had written about it was Mrs. Bent. The Bents had travelled

up the Wadi Ser, past the tomb of the prophet Salih, and said that just

beyond their furthest point the great desert began. I asked Arabs who had

lived in Shibam about this, and the general opinion was that the desert

was about miles north of Shibam and that the edge of the mountains

and the sand running eastward came within twenty miles of Tarim. They

thought that a round trip up to the desert from Shibam and along its edge

to some wadi that would bring you back to Tarim ought to take about

eight days. So I planned that we should go firom Mukalla via Du*an to

Shibam and from there make a round trip to Tarim. From Tarim we would

follow the wadi, which had been waiting for me so long, to Seihut. From

Seihut I proposed to sail back to Mukalla by dhow.

There was, of course, much more to it than that : to make a survey of

the social, economic and political condition of the country many contacts

were necessary. Our friend Hassan Muhammad kindly volimteered to

come with us. Hassan has many friends and contacts. He is a Persian by

race, and his family history is one of service to the British Government.

Indeed Hassan’s peculiarity is his absolute belief in the infallibility of the

Government.

Packing things ready for the Hadhramaut reminded me of going to

France in the war for the first time—we had so many gadgets. Most of

the things I had to take to France were lethal, and most of these we took

to the Hadhramaut were scientific, that was the only difference. But

bearing France m mind I determined we would not look like Christmas

trees, so reduced our baggage to a minimtun. Indeed when the time came

we were laughed at in Mukalla for having so little. But then Sultan ’Umar,

who went round the Hadhramaut just before us, took two hundred soldiers

and a brass band, not to mention suites of furniture. So perhaps Mukalla

ideas of what constituted a little were based on higher standards than

oun.

LAND OF GENESIS

Hie coontiy for which we were bound has seemed to me die most

mdeat in the wodd. In strict accuracy this may not be so, hot since I
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have come hack firom it the impression has grown stronger on pseudo**

scientific grounds as well as on those of sentiment and tradition. The

immensity of its barren plateaux and the awe-inspiring, deep, precipitous

abysses made me feel alone on top of the most primeval world. It takes

me far enough back in time to think that perhaps this land has hardly

altered since the last ice or pluvial age carved it out, for nature has

done httle to clothe it in the soft colours on which we in richer lands are

accustomed to rest our eyes.

But all this apart there remains the inner consciousness of the first

literature with which most of us became familiar and, study we geology

never so hard and believe in evolution firmly as we may, when we think

of the beginnings of our world a thought of the Book of Genesis passes

automatically through our minds. And in the Hadhramaut Genesis is

ever present. As I stood under the firmament of heaven on the barren

eocene heights of the Hadhramaut steppes for the first time, I remembered

the words :
‘ In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.”

Here it seemed that Creation had stopped at the very beginning.

And my first breathless look over the mighty wadi of Du*an recalled

the Heavenly muse:

Thou from the first was’t present

And Dove-like safst brooding o'er the great Abyss
And mad'st it pregnant.

In all, I saw the graves of seven giants and heard of three others, not to

mention the stories of the whole giant race of 'Ad. I felt that it needed

a race ofgiants to pace the far-spreading steppes and to bridge the vast chasms,

and all this could only remind me that: ‘ There were giants in the land in

those days.'

And when I thought of the generations of Adam, why, the whole

country breathes of them and I fdt it was but a short ycstcriiy since they

passed away. The wadis tell of the waters returning from off the face of

the earth and the neighbouring island of Soqotra is brought into the story,

for there arc those who say that it was the Isle of the Blest to which the

hero Gilgamesh repaired through the waters of Darkness, the Straits of

Bab al Mandeb, to learn the secret of immortality from his ancestor Uta«

Napishtim, who told him of the abating of the floods on the mountain

ofNisir:
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SONS OP JOKTAN

When the seventh day had come
1 brought out a dove and let her go £rec

The dove flew away and came back
Because she had no place to alight on she came back
I brought out a swallow and let her go free,

The swallow flew away and came back
Because she had no place to alight on she came back
I brought out a raven and let her go free

The raven flew away, she saw the sinking waters

She ate, she pecked in the ground, she croaked, she came not back.

and so I like to think of Uta-Napishtim-Noah talking to his descendant

on the shores of the Blest Island of Soqotra where he slept in a reed hut

like those we met on our journey.

And when we come to

The children of Shem; Elam, and Asshur, and Arphaxad, and Lud,

and Aram.
And the children ofAram ; Uz, and Hul, and Gether, and Mash.
And Arphaxad begat Salah ; and Salah begat Eber.

And unto Eber were bom two sons ; the name of one was Peleg ; for

in his days was the earth divided ; and his brother's name was
Joktan.

And Joktan begat Almodad, and Sheleph, and Hazarmaveth, and Jerah,

And Hadoram, and Uzal, and Diklah,

And Obal, and Abimael, and Sheba,

And Ophir, and Havilah, and Jobab : all these were the sons ofJoktan.

Have I not walked the land of 'Ad the son of Uz and visited the grave of

four hundred and thirty-three-ycar-old Salah and his four himdred and

sixty-four-year-old son Eber, which is Hud ? And do not all the tribesmen

of that land say, we are ofJoktan? And does not the land itself bear the

name of Hazarmaveth or Hadhramaut ? I have seen much of the dwelling

of the sons ofJoktan which ''was flrom Mesha, as thou goest unto Sephar

a mount of the east."

You cannot help it, in the Hadhramaut you are living in Genesis. It

is Just as if the beduin had realized the latent possibilities of their land as a

setting and had staged in it the story of the creation and of the peopling

of the world. After telling who were the sons ofJoktan the Bible is silent

as to what became of them, so that you come to a country as if it were

lost to you, and there feel you have discovered them and seen their life

and adventures—^e living story of the sons ofJoktan in a world that lives
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Still in the &shion of the Old Testament. You have seen the descend-

ants of Toktan and their life as you have read of those of his brother

Peleg.

Now any seriously-minded historian will tell you that all this is veriest

legend and the mythologist will tell you that I have not told it critically

or even correctly. The historian will say that in face of die South Arabian

inscriptions the legend and tradition have been shown to be without

foundation, and the mythologist may point out that even if you identify

Soqotra with the Isle of the Blest, that the story of the Deluge is an inter-

polation in the Epic of Gilgamesh. But what they think and say is of no

importance when you realize that die giants are the tribal ancestors of the

people and that they believe it all, and that it is of vital importance to them

that they arc descendants ofJoktan. It is of far more importance than the

forgotten truths of the old kingdoms of Ausan and Qataban and Saba

and Himyar and Reidan and their forgotten trinity of Sin and Shems and

Athtar and their forgotten language. What they built is still there and

stands, the work of the sons of 'Ad, who lived 1,200 years and begat 4,000

sons and daughters.

**And when the sons of *Ad had passed away,*' said the Hadhramaut

l^torian to me, “there arose in the valley the sons of Hadhramaut, the son

of Qahtan (Hazarmaveth the son ofJoktan). His name was ’Amr but he

was nicknamed Hadhramaut— Death is present’—on account of the

troublous times in which he lived.” Then came the tribes of Kinda, a

descendant of Hazarmaveth’s brother Ya’arub, through Kahlan, and the

tribes of Hadhramaut and of Kinda were always fighting but finally Elinda

prevailed and the Hadhramaut tribes became beduin. Kinda had four

kings in the cotmtry of Hadhramaut and they had an idol called Haslad

whom all the people of Hadhramaut revered as their god. And the Kinda

kings ruled for many centuries until Islam came and the Prophet of God
sent Ziyad bin Dhubcid, who converted the tribes of the Hadhramaut

without bloodshed, and*four kings and a queen were appointed. But

when Abubekr became Commander ofthe Faithful, the tribes in the Hadhra-

maut fidl away fiom Islam, so Ziyad brought an army and slew the five

mleis. After this the Hadhramaut again followed Islam until in the I28tb

year of the Hight (a.d. 746) the tribes revolted and became seceders,

followers ofthe Ibadhi creed. But twelve years later Ma’n bin Zaida came

widb an army and defeated die men of Hadhramaut at a batde at Furt al

Hus$em, which was between Benin and Qam, slaying 15^000 of them*
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Him Ma’a bin Ziaida ruled over the Hadhramaut for die Abbasides and

compelled the people to wear their black dress.

Hadhramaut remained loyal to the Abbasides^ 263 (a.d. 877) but when

their dynasty came to an end it was independent until Yemen tribes

occupied it as well as Aden in 410 (a.d. 1019). There were three Yemmi
dynasties until in 745 (a.d. 1344) the Al Yamani of the Al Tamim occupied

Tarim. At this time there were three ruling tribes, the Tamimi, the Nahd

and die Saberat, and the fint two are still important. In 894 (a.d. 1489)

the Kathiiis began to rise to power and gained fame under their great

kader Bedr Bu Tuweirak, but his people were not loyal to him and in his

time the Portuguese came to Shihr. He brought mercenaries foom the

2kidis of Yemen, the Yafi’is, and Turks foom Suleiman the Magnificent,

and fixim this rose another period of Yemeni dominadon and two Yafii’i

dynasdes, that of the Kasadis and the present one of the Qu’aids.

In 1246 (a.d. 1830) ’Umar bin ’Awadh al Qu’aid was a soldier in die

army of the Nizam of Hyderabad. He had lived in Shibam and sent his

family fiom India to Qam. At this time all die small villages round Qam
were Yafii’i but Shibam was under the Al ’Isa Kathiris, ruled over by Sultan

Mansur.

Sultan Mansur, however, had no money so he sold half the town of

Shibam to the Qu’aids of Qam and both he and they ruled in the town.

On the occasion of the ’Id al Fitr the Yafa’is went to visit their reladons

in Qam and Sultan Mansur killed all the Yafa’is who remained in Shibam,

dedaiii^ diat the country was his. This was the beginnii^ of the Qu’aid-

Kaduri trouble. Hghdiig was continual but the Kathiris were more

powoful. Some ofthe Yafo’is then sent a mission to ’Umar bin ’Awadh in

India and it was for this reason that he sent his three sons to live at Qam.

He also sent soldieis who besieged Shibam for sixteen years, during which

die inhabitants were reduced to eating leather. At last the Seiyids of Al

’Aidanis were called in to arbitrate and they decided that the Qu’aids

should have one half of Shibam and the Kathiris the other half. This

was agreed to and in 1274 (aj>. 1858) Shibam was divided.

Subm Mansur, however, was not satisfied. ' He prepared a certain

house for a foast and placed gunpowder in the building and then invited die

Yafo’is to dinner, including dbe three smis of’Umar ton ’Awadh with their

daves. But diey were warned of what was to happen, so one of the sons

sent an excuse saying diat they had received good news fiom dieic fiidier

and were odebcadi^ the oocmcm. However he sent small groups of
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Ya£t’i$ at dif&rent times to attend Mansur's feast and they ate quickly and

excused themselves. The sons of 'Umar then invited Mansur to their

house, and when he came, alone, they cut his throat. After this they

killed all the Al 'Isa Kathiris they found until the whole place was Qu'aiti.

Such, very briefly, is the story of the Hadhramaut. It hints at romance

and action in plenty and yet leaves untold all the romantic story of the

incense trade, of the toiling caravans that brought the fragrant gums from

Cana and from the interior to Sabota or Shabwa and thence took them

north. Hear what Pliny says of it

:

The incense after being collected, is carried on camels' backs to

Sabota, of which place a single gate is left open for its admission. To
deviate from the high road while carrying it, the laws have made a

capital offence. At this place the priests tie by measure, and not by
weight, a tenth part in honour or their god, whom they call Sabis;

indeed, it is not allowable to dispose of it before this has been done;
out of this tenth the public expenses are defrayed, for the divinity

generously entertains all those strangers who nave made a certain

number of days' journey in coming thither. The incense can only be

exported through the country of the Gebanitae, and for this reason

it is that a certain tax is paid to their king as well.

There are certain portions also of the frankincense which arc given

to the priests and king^s secretaries : and in addition to these, the keepers

of it, as,well as the soldiers who guard it, the gate-keepers and vanous
other employees, have their share as well. And then besides, all

along the route, there is at one place water to pay for, at another

fodder, lodging of the stations and various taxes and imports besides

;

the consequence of which is, that the expense of each camel before

it arrives at the shores of our sea (the Mediterranean) is 688 denarii

;

after all this, too, there are certain payments still to be made to the

farmers of the revenue of our empire.

From this we see that the Hadhramaut ofthose days was organized much

as the country is to-day without its incense. Still the sheikhs take their

taxes and imports as the loaded caravans pass along their routes. Incense

takes us to the New Testament and when we think ofgold and frankincense

and myrrh it is interesting to remember that a Christian legend connects

the story of the Magi with the Hadhramaut. They were said to have been

buried at Sessania Adrumetorium (Hadhramaut) whence the Empress

Helena had their bones removed to Constantinople. From there they

were later taken to Milan and in 1164 to Cologne.

Later, so they say, there were Christian kings ruling in the wad]s»
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amongst whom was ImruT Qcis the famous warrior poet whose poems

are full of references to the wadi land.

And to-day the social struaure of the country tells the story of its

history. The tribesman is the descendant of Joktan and has lived and

ruled there through all the centuries. He is the arm bearer, the cultivator

and the camel man, nomad or settled. From the third to the sixth centuries

A.D. the Abyssinians overran South Arabia and in a.d. 570 were conquered

and tliosc that remained are to-day the Subians, the serfs, the lowest class

of all. The slaves no doubt were there from earliest times, almost as soon

as the Hadhrami had learnt to sail to Africa. They were brought slaves

it is true, but because they were brought to the country by its rulers they

rank higher than the Subians who were defeated invaders. In a.d. 844

came Ahmed bin *Isa al Mohajir, the ancestor of all the Seiyids and descend-

ants of the Prophet himself and of Abraham's son Ishmael. The Seiyids

—

and to some extent the sheikhs—^arc the ecclesiastical party and occupy the

same position as the Church in the Middle Ages in Europe, ruling not by

force of arms but by virtue of sacred office and descent. With Ahmed bin

'Isa came the townsmen who, like those in medieval Europe, are exclusive

and have a sort of guild system. Lastly came the Yafa'is, tribesmen too,

conquerors but not natives of the country.

Over this curious diversity ofsocial classes—Seiyids, Sheikhs, Tribesmen,

Yafa’is, Townsmen, Slaves and Subians—^are set two Governments, that

of the Qu’aiti Sultan, which attempts a compromise between Western

methods, probably borrowed mostly from Indian contacts, and indigenous

institutions, and that of the Kathiri Sultan built on native institutions alone.

The country of the latter Sultan is most remarkable for astonishing modern

developments in building and manner of life, due mainly to the private

enterprise of an immensely wealthy community with extensive interests

in the Far East and fostered by the Sultan who has interests of a like nature.

When we speak of the Hadhramaut we usuaUy mean the country ruled

over or under the influence of these two rulers, which extends on the coast

from Ras al Kalb (the Cape of the Dog) to about Museina’a and in depth

from the coast to the fringe of the Rub'al Khali. But the Hadhramaut

derives its namet of course, from the wadi and is ofren, particularly in the

country i^f, used to refer only to the wadi and the territory through

which it runs. The Qu’aiti Sultan is recognized as the ruler of the whole

country, but that part recognized as being Kathiri manages—or mismanages

^ts own domestic affiurs. Neither Sultan has entire control in bis
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territory ; here and there are towns and districts under direct rule and there

are towns which arc litdc city states allowed autonomy by the Sultans.

The tribes» nomad and settled, arc not subjects, but to a greater or lesser

degree imdcr the influence ofone ofthe two Sultans, allied to them perhaps,

and to a certain extent controlled by the fact that the Sultans hold the ports

and the markets.

The seat of the Government of His Highness the Sultan of Shihr and

Mukalla—^the Qu^aiti Sultan—is at Mukalla. His dominions arc divided

into five provinces, Shihr, Mukalla, Du’an, Hajr and Shibam, each under

a governor. There are also other areas under his influence or control

but not included in any province. The capital of the Kathlri Sultan is

Seiyun.
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chapter XII

THE GATEWAY OF THE HADHRAMAUT

And in due course landed at Makalla ofHazramaut.

ARABIAN NIGHTS. Burton.

Preparations for our journey moved on to completion and we began

counting the days before we should start, like schoolboys ticking off the

days left till holidays. When you have wanted anything as badly as I had

wanted thisjourney, you are always in a fever lest something should happen

to prevent it. But at last on October 29th we embarked on one of Besse’s

ships, the Al Amin. Meryem, his daughter, and he took us on board and

we had a good dinner, ‘‘honest talk and wholesome wine,” on the bridge

over which the captain presided. Afterwards, as we talked, we watched

the loading of sugar and bales of old newspapers and at about ten o'clock

we said good-bye and were off.

The next day we spent at sea. The blue of the sea was just sufficiently

disturbed to sparkle with the sunlight. The sky was quite cloudless and

the coast, which was visible all the way, stood on the horizon as a long

yellow line of sand and rock. To Ahwar the way recalled previous

journeys but after that it was new.

At five o’clock the next morning we were drawing very dose to the

land. It was still dark but the houses ofMukalla were dimly visible through

the mist. As the sun rose over the horizon on the seaward side it lit up

the wliite town and gave a pink glow to the steep face of the mountains

behind. Entering die harbour we were reminded of 2^anzibar, though

the minarets of some of Mukalla’s thirteen mosques arc an added beauty.

Tall, white-washed houses come right down to the sea, most of them

having four or five storeys, or more. Looking firom the sea the Sultan’s

new palace, built about five years ago, lies on the extreme left at the very

edge of die town, for near-by is an archway leading out to the caravan

halt where the camels arc tefocred. The full extent of the town to die

east wasnotyet visible. Mukalla, long fomiliar to me inpicture^ had become
a reality.
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There were a number of dhows in the harbour when we steamed in.

Several rowing-boats were soon out and the doctor and two othen came

aboard to welcome us. The doctor, a young Hindu called Ranade, was a

new introduction to Mukalla engaged by Sultan ’Umar. With him were

’Ali Hakim, a well-known character in Aden and Mukalla, and for all his

littleness of stature one of the most kind-hearted men imaginable, and

Msellem Bal’ula, who is the Treasurer and speaks English. Soon after six

we said good-bye to the captain, our luggage was stowed into one boat,

ourselves into another, and to the chant of the oarsmen we were rowed to

the stone steps of the Customs. At Mukalla the term Customs house is

more than a courtesy title. There is a well-built quay, where dhows can

come alongside, and good godowns. Over the gateway is the inscription

AL GAITY CUSTOMS. This recalled to me a certain theatre in the

Strand, and in faa, until we got fussy at Aden about Arabic spelling, the

Sultan was generally known as the Gaiety Sultan.

There is a large open space before the godowns which Avas fiall oftowns-

people gathered to witness our arrival. Here bales of sugar, baskets of

dates and btmdles of old newspapers imported from abroad, jostled with

huge packages of Hamumi tobacco ready to be shipped. We got into the

Sultan’s car and were driven through the archway into the street, and along

the water-front where the dhows are built. It is flanked by busy coflfee

shops and is reminiscent of the Vieux Port at Marseilles with its open-air

cafrs. Soon we left the sunshine and passing through the narrow crowded

bazaar, came out again on the waterfront with a low sea wall on our left.

In the town and along the sea-front we had passed police stations and

blue-dad police on duty and here were khaki-clad soldier guards who turned

out to salute.

We were barely installed in the guest-house when Sultan, or Jemadar

as he is more familiarly known, Salim bin Ahmed, the Wazir and Regent

during die absence of the Sultan in India, came to wdcome us, dressed,

Indian fashion, with a long coat and tarbush. This was our first meeting

with Sultan Salim, and during our stays in Mukalla and Shihr we appre-

ciated gready his innumerable kindnesses to us. After he had left we had

breakfiut and then went to return his visit at the palace, Qasr al Mu’in. Hb
met us at the head of the stairs and ushered us into a drawing-room filled

with silk-covered chairs, china Jan, sideboards, vdiatnots, mitrocs and

miscellaneous ornaments. La^ photographs of the Sukan, Sultan GhaUb

and of the Nizam of Hyderabad, decorated the walls. We were gtvea
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cofiee with sweet biscuits and after a short talk Sultan Salim took us round

the palace.

The principal sight was the Sultan’s bathroom, which had the largest

sunk bath I have ever seen. How I would like to be Sultan of Mukalla

and bathe in it every day ! But I think I should change the decorations of

English country scenes painted on the walls.

With the official visits over we started to make ourselves familiar with

Mukalla, where we spent seven happy days. If I was not disappointed

with Mukalla from the sea, Mukalla from the inside more than fulfilled

my expectations. The immediate reaction was perhaps all the greater

as I had just come from Aden. To me modem Aden is almost undiluted

ugliness, but Mukalla has a real beauty of its own.

Mukalla has only one city wall : it needs no others for nature has provided

the steep cliflfs of Qarat al Mukalla just behind the town to protect it from

the landward side, and the mountains come so dose to the sea at its east end

that the approach to the town along the narrow strip of coast could easily

be proteaed. There are four little white forts perched on the edge of the

cliff, which would be occupied if there was trouble. The one wall, which

protects the west of the town, runs down from the mountains to the sea,

a matter of two to three hundred yards. There are only two buildings

that overlook it—^thc guest-house and die palace—and between them the

road runs through the dry gate to the camel park beyond ; the gate is of

fine Indian design and the palace is also Indian though not quite so

beautiful.

The palace and the guest-house are therefore in the west of the West

End of Mukalla, called Bara as Sida. The quarter reaches up to the fine

new mosque which Sultan 'Umar was building a few hundred yards to the

east of the palace. There is even electric light as far as Sultan ’Umar’s

mosque and I have seen it turned on, though this does not always

happen. This is the residential quarter and contains the finest houses in

Mukalla.

like London, Mukalla has also a dty—Al Bilad—^which is the oldest

part of the town and built on the promontory that forms an arm of the

harbour. Towering above the other houses in this quarter is the seven-

storeyed palace ofthe old Kasadi Naqibs, now used for Government offices.

It is surrounded by four- and five-storeyed houses, mostly belonging to

merchants in narrow dirty streets, and the slum huts of the Somali

quarmr. In firont of the Government offices is the dispensary; and
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the prison and the cemetery, which occupies a large area, are also in

A1 Biiad.

There are two other quarters in the town, Haft al ^Abid, the poorer

quarter, which runs from the cemetery to the mountains and along to the

east and under the cli£, and Haft al Hara which runs ftom the cemetery

westwards and includes Sultan ’Umar’s mosque and the houses between

the sea and the mountains.

From the window of the bedroom in the guest-house I could lie abed

and watch the endless activities of the camel park, called Therb, which at

the time of our visit was thronged with camels, donkeys and beduin.

Towards evening strings of camels would amble slowly along the road

from the interior, and in the early morning groups of beduin wrangled as

they loaded the camels for the start ofthe long trek up-country. Frequently

there were several hundreds of camels couched outside the wall and the

beduin Ut their camp-fires almost underneath our windows. Morning and

evening they gathered the camels into groups and fed them with stalks

of millet bought in the bazaar. All day long two craftsmen sat just outside

the gate shaping curved pieces ofwood into the frameworks ofpack saddles,

and every now and again a group ofblack-cloaked women bearing skins

filled with water wandered among the camps selling the water to the

beduin.

Beyond Therb across the mouth of the wadi was Sherij Ba Salam, the

Subian village. The Subians, whose name, I am told, is derived from the

word meaning “youth,” come mostly from the Wadi Hajr and so in other

parts of the Proteaorate are called Hajris. They do all the menial jobs,

hewing wood and drawing water, and are not allowed to sleep in the

towns but must have their quarters outside. Between Therb and Sherij Ba
Salam was the drying-ground, where the fish are spread out on the sand to

dry in the sun and then gathered into piles some six feet high and finally

taken to the interior for manure, camel fodder or human consumption.

East of Mukalla is another suburb, Khalf. This, too, is dedicated to

fish, for recently Sultan *Umar removed the fish-curing and drying industry

from inside the town to Khalf, where he built new godowns. The rocks

all round are strewn with large split fish, sun curing. The manufitaure

of fish manure and the preparation of dried fish (wazif) is a large industry

of the coastal area, and in the list of exports fish products come third in

importance. Besides wazif the other fish products arc sifii or fish oil, a

little of vriuch is made in Mukalla and Shifar, hanit which is cooked and
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dxied tamad fish and sold for local and up-country consumption, safifwhich

is dried tamad and tamak fish, lakhm, dried shark, of which a great deal

is prepared in Mtikalla and rish (shark fins), a certain amount of which are

sent to China.

The sea teems with fish and one day standing at the Customs we thought

the water was black. Closer examination showed it was black widi fish

which simply had not room to move. What the smell of Mukalla can

have been like before Sultan ’Umar removed the industry to Khalf I cannot

imagine, for as it is the pervading aroma of the bazaar is fish. The other

outstanding memory of it is flies, flies in soHd droves. I asked 2^di what

he thought ofthe bazaar and he said : “The men are made of flies.’’ Indeed

everyone walked in aura ofthem.

According to all the rules of hygiene, dysentery ought to be the

prevailing disease, but far from it. When I inspected Dr. Ranade’s dis-

pensary in the yellow building in front of the Kasadi palace, he told me
he had used nearly two htmdredweights of Epsom salts between April and

October. There is stagnant water everywhere, but there is surprisingly

htde malaria. The water supply coming in pipes from springs and reservoirs

at Bakezebur, about five miles north ofMukalla, is unprotected at its source

and over part of its coune, but there is no typhoid. I can only hint at the

condition of other sanitary arrangements, but there is no hookworm.

Every canon of public health is flouted, but a merciful providence must

keep a special eye on Mukalla. The principal ailments are diseases of the

eye and rheumatic auctions ofthe joints.

Still, the Mukalla Government has set its feet on the right path. That

there is a dextor at all says something, that there is a piped water supply

fiom what would be an unimpeachable source if protected is a lot more.

In other ways, too, I saw signs of progress. There are three Govemmoit

schools, one of which teaches English. The other two are big schools

with four hundred and forty boys between them. There is much with

which the scientific educationalist might find fiiult, but the one thing that

is important is there, the will to teach and the will to learn.

Mukalla has other industries besides fish, though they are minor ones,

such as the preparation of simsim or cooking-oil and a fine grade of lime.

There is crafismanship in Mukalla too: the workers in silver make dagger

scabbards which^ are much sought after, and from here come the baskets

wrongly called Aden baskets, Inight of many colours, duped like a broad

bin, whtdi the Jews in Aden sell to passengets. The women who
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make them also make coloured mats and fans, sitting plaiting by the

roadside.

We tried to photograph the normal activities of the bazaar and the

water-front, but it was practically impossible, for the whole population

simply downed tools and stopped to stare wherever and whenever we
appeared. If we went on foot we were pursued by a throng of sightseers.

In the narrow bazaar street all the traffic we met came to a standstill: the

blue-clad police cleared a way with a will, and time and again I begged

them to stop, for the crowds were always friendly and I thought they might

resent being swept out ofthe way. After a few days ofthis things improved,

and as we drove or walked through the bazaar there were greetings on all

sides. One afternoon the Regent held a military review for us and after

the march past there was an amusing programme of sports. There was

no particular competition about them and so many men were just told off

to run a sack race, a three-legged race or whatever it might be.

We had considerable entertainment in Mukalla one way and another

and found the Government very fond ofwhat the Mauritian calls “protocol.”

Thus if it was official entertainment it was given at the palace, and Sultan

Salim dressed up in long coat and trousers, and meals were more or less d

VAnglaise. If he entertained us privately we went to his house and he wore

a shirt and futa. Here we had Arab entertainment, and at tea drunk it

without milk and with much sugar in little glasses. This is a Javanese

habit and tea, to a large extent, is displacing coffee in the Hadhramaut.

One morning Ganess told us we were dining out. It was the first I had

heard of it but he said he had been asked to cook dinner at the palace as we
were dining there. At about six, when we had come back from our

afternoon drive, Msellem came in.

“It will give His Excellency the ^Minister much pleasure if you will

dine with him to-night at the palace.”

We accepted solemnly, as if it had been an entirely novel idea. As

darkness fell the lights were on early. The palace sprang into a blaze of

illumination inside and out, and with this heavy load on the current the

guest-house lights were dim. We walked across to the palace and at the

head ofthe stairs were greeted by Sultan Salim and ushered into the drawing-

room, where the other guests were already assembled. They were Yusuf

Sharif, a leading Indian merchant and the Chief of Customs, Msellem,

’Ali Hakim and the doctor. Later experience taught me that they were

the only guests who ever came to these functions, for they included all the
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DINNBR AT GOVBRNMBNT HOUSB"*

people in Mukalla who had a nodding acquaintance with a knife and

fork.

The party reminded me more than anything of a party at a Colonial

Government House. All the local visitors were Government officials and

they brought up Httle stories of what had been happening in the course of

the day’s work and the day’s bazaar stories. There were titbits intended

to make His Excellency laugh, and His Excellency listened and made the

usual little jokes. He himself showed us the photographs taken at the

tea-party, and they were passed round and admired. The Major Domo
announced dinner. It was served in the dining-room in European style,

a snowy table-cloth, good silver and a service with an Arabic monogram

and the device “Government ofMukalla.” The food was thejoint produc-

tion of Ganess and the palace chef, and their efforts made a somewhat over-

whelming repast. After coffee in the drawing-room we left early. This

was a concession to Arab custom, for when you arc invited to an Arab

dinner you go for the dinner and not for the talk, the bridge or round

games. So, when the dinner is over there is no excuse for delay. As a

slight corrective to such a meal we strolled up the main street and through

the bazaar, which at tliis hour was almost deserted. A few shops were

still open and groups of men sat round the smoky flares of tin lamps or the

now popular incandescent kerosene lamps known as tcrik. There were two

or three cafes open. In one, whose walls were decorated with gay floral

paintings, a gramophone was playing an attractive Arabic song. Some of

the “locals” and a few beduin sat round beating time. The street still

recked of dried fish, but it was strangely silent, though we glimpsed lights

through chinks of doors or shuttered windows which told that the

occupants were not yet abed.

The nights were always quiet, though sometimes I lay awake and heard

the sentry beating out the hours on a gong,just as it used to happen in Pemba.
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Chapter XIII

TRAVEL IN THE HADHRAMAUT

Ifyou will be a traveller, have always the eyes of a falcon, the ears of an ass,

theface ofan ape, the mouth ofa hog, the shoulder of a camel, the legs ofa stag,

and see that you never want two bags veryfull, that is one ofpatience and another

of money. Flowo.

We soon fell into a daily routine at Mukalla. We awoke early and at sun-

rise sat on our veranda drinking tea and eating fruit. It was refreshingly

cool in this morning hour ; the sea was calm and even the beduin at Thcrb

were quiet. The only sound was of birds in the dewy garden. Presently

Therb woke up ; so did the army/ and the policeman over the wall beat out

seven strokes, whereat we bathed, dressed and had breakfast.

After breakfast the car came at nine, and the morning was generally

1 The Sultan of Mukalla has about eight hundred slaves and they are the best

treated section of the population. “ Slave" really conveys quite a wrong idea ifyou

think of Uncle Tom's Cabin and other heartrendmg stories, for the Mukalla slaves and

generally those in South Arabia are spoiled children. There are two hundred and

fifty of them in the army, all of African origin. They receive from one to three

dollars a month pocket money, rations and quarters. They arc provided with

wives and given milk, scarce in Mukalla, for their families. The remainder of the

regular army consists of 350 to 400 Yafa’is. They each get nine dollars a month
with no extras, so that they arc not so well off as the slaves. Most of the regular

army is stationed in Mukalla and while we were there wc watched—or heardr-^ir
morning parades, which took place every two days in die palace yard when they

marched and counter-marched to the cheerful beat of tomtoms and kettledrums.

But on Thursdays they parade in the estuary behind Therb and we watched them
swinging proudly out of the main gate, with the band at full blast. They have only

one set of uniform which is kept for special occasions. There are x,ooo to 1,200

irregulars, paid seven dollars a month ea^ and officered by eleven Muqaddaxns with

eleven Moawins. A commando is a hundred men and these troops, who are aQ

Yafr’is, garrison die interior towns. Defence forms die biggest item on the expendi-

ture side of the Mukalla budget—about Rs. 225,000 out of a total of Rs. 300,000

which does not include the dvil list. The total revenue is probably about Rs. 700^600

raised mosdy from customs, about Rs. 350,000, tobacco industry, Rs. 120,000, ayid

the dues on loaded camels, ;^ut Rs. 90,000.
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Spent in inspections or business talks. We visited the schools, the customs,

the police stations, the dispensary, the water supply, the prison and the

bazaar. Sometimes we went out to lunch, but more often we had it at home.

Till four we worked or saw callers. Then came tea, and at half-past four

the car with Afzel Khan Monen Khan, the Afghan chauffeur and the garage

boy. East we drove to Ras Mukalla and west to Fuwa, Manawarih and

the parts round Dis. Anywhere a car could go we went. At Fuwa,

where is the landing-ground, the Governor, complete with hurriedly assumed

black coat and sword, came rushing out to greet us ; at Manawarih was the

lovely house of the ex-Wazir all shut up. The roads in this direction were

quite varied and there were charming little lagoons surrounded by green

turf and thronged with flamingoes and wild duck, so tame that you could

approach within twenty feet of them. We went to Fuwa by the shore

and by the overland route. Th^ former was the faster and the driver

loved to send his Essex Six along at fifty miles an hour, scattering crabs

and gulls in all directions. As we came the line of gulls leant forward as

one bird, took off, wheeled round with shrill cries and ahghted as we
passed. There were casualties among crabs, for unlike their yellow cousins

on the beach three hundred miles westward, they had not learnt road sense.

Near Mukalla white drifts of sand separated the shore firom the land road;

just before sunset the shadows on the drifts lengthened and their tips were

tinged with rosy pink.

Beyond Dis was Bakezebur and the springs and reservoirs for MukaUa's

water. At An Naq’a was the Sultan’s summer house, rather in disrepair,

but wired for the poruble electric plant he takes firom palace to palace.

Its only piece of furniture was a pathetic derelict Erard piano, whose keys

we struck firom sheer pity whenever we went there ; it was said to have come

fium a French warship wrecked at Ras Hafim some twenty-five years ago.

What stories that poor piano might tell. The garden, with its lovely view

over the wadi to die sea, had shady bedams, some coco-nuts, guavas, paw-

paws and oranges, and grapes trailed over a framework. There were neat

little beds of radishes, and chillies. There is a small swimming-bath in

the garden and a swing for children. The Sultan uses the palace for two

months during the date season, at which time many ofthe richer inhabitants

adjourn to die neighbourhood to eat the fruit.

One day, aa we were returning from this direction on foot, I

made the acquaintance of one of the Sultan’s gunners, dressed in an

<dd military greatcoat. Ffe vm a Mgoni firom soudbem Tanganyika
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who knew Lake Nyasa and spoke fluent Swahili. He told us he had

come^'to Mukalla as a boy. He was married here and no longer

desired to go home.

We also visited Gheil Ba Wazir, the centre of the Hamumis tobacco

industry. Our road at first lay along the main Du’an caravan route, dotted

with forts and drinking fountains. One of the principal features of the

caravan roads of the Hadhramaut arc the numberless siqayas or public

fountains, which have been set up for the benefit of thirsty travellers.

They are roofed in and usually whitewashed and have a number of

apertures on all four sides. A vessel, generally an empty tin, is provided,

and anyone wanting a drink puts it through one of the holes into

the dstem inside. Most siqayas are given by private benefactors and

money dedicated for the purpose pays for someone in the nearest village

to keep it filled with water. There were many along the road we passed,

though where the motor track deviates from the caravan route they were

not to be seen.

Soon after passing Shiheir, a small town with a few wcll-carcd-for

.

gardens growing pomegranates, tobacco, dates, coco-nut palms, figs,

water melons, tomatoes, guavas, onions, lady fingers, chillies, grapes, sweet

potatoes and maize, we saw the walls of Gheil Ba Wazir in the distance

and wound round the outskirts of the town walls to the gate leading into

the Sultan’s garden. Here was a well-built Indian bungalow set amongst

shady trees. Immediately in front of the house was a large swim-

ming-bath nearly lOO feet long, furnished with a boat and water

chutes.

After a short rest we left again to visit the town, the water supply and

the tobacco plantations. The principal tobacco nurseries are at Al Quf,

about three miles from the town. In the distance it reminded me of a

South Wales coalfield, for its forest of well-tackle looked like pit-head

machinery. Round the wells are the beds where the tobacco seedlings

are grown. When they arc three or four inches high they are taken from

Al Quf to Al Harth, which we visited next, and planted out in rows. In

due course the crop is gathered and dried ; drying bams are unknown. Tlie

total annual value of the crop is said to be five lakhs, of which the

Sultan gets Rs. 120,000 in duty and ground rent, and the cultivaton

a l^rofit of Rs. 80,000, the cost of production being estimated at three

lakhs.

Gheil Ba Wazir was large but dirty and with more than a fiur aSotment
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of flics. Outside the western gate of the town arc the pottery workers,

one ofwhom kindly made ajar for us. He sat to the side of his wheel and

turned it with his foot while he shaped the jar with his hand as it turned

roimd. In this town, as in Mukalla, all the women, however poor, are

veiled, and even young children drew their head veils in front of their faces

as we went past. The poorer women wear a cloak which falls from the

top of the head almost to the ankles at the back and, leaving a hole for the

face which is covered by a thin veil, falls to just below the knees in front.

This is the buibui, the outdoor dress ofwomen in Zanzibar and here for the

first time I saw it in its native home.

Usually we came back from our drives at about six, and from then dll

dinner either paid or received visits. After dinner came more visits and

we worked again till bed-dme. Meanwhile we were not idle in making

preparations for our journey up-coimtry. We had said that we wanted

to leave on Sunday and hoped that with the usual delays we should be able

to get away on Monday, November 5th.

The principal caravan routes to the interior are so organized after

centuries ofcommon use that there is really no more difficulty in arranging

for departure from Mukalla to the interior than in arranging a departure from

London to the Continent. In London one probably goes to a travel

agency; in Mukalla one goes to one of the brokers of the beduin. As we
were going to Du’an we went to the cheerful, smiling Ba 'Ubeid. The

Wadi Du’an routes to the interior arc worked by the Marashida and Klhama

clans of the great Seibani tribe, and although the fores are not printed in a

local Bradshaw they are setded and well known. Here they arc as Ba

*Ubcid gave them to us : By donkey, wata and ’ascr, that is to say riding

over the level coxmtry and over the rough and hilly places, standard rate

15 to 16 dollars. If you arc under normal size or over normal size you

pay less or more according to weight, very much in thesbsame way as you

do when travelling by air. The limits each way arc from 13 to 20 dollars.

By donkey, wata, i.e., riding only over level country, standard fore 10 to

II dolkn with limits according to weight of from 8 to 15 dollars. Each

passenger is allowed free transport of up to three frasilas or sixty pounds of

food. The camel fores are, wata and ’aser, 10 dollars, and wata 5 dollars.

In the same way there is a free allowance ofup to three frasilas offood but

no allowance for weight.

From these figures it will be seen that the aristoaadc means oftransport

ontheDu^an road is the donkey. Excess luggt^e is dbarged atfinight rates
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which are, by camel, lo dollars for a bahar oftwenty firasdas, and by donkey

dollars a frasila.^

The really luxurious traveller also engages a couple of macros or porters

who proceed on foot the whole way carrying, like a Chinaman or a milkxnan,

a pole across their shoulders from which is suspended a basket at each end

containing light breakables. These men cost about Rs. 12 each for the

j oumey. They keep by the traveller s side all the way, provide in theory

liquid refreshment when required, gather the wood for fires at night and

generally perform such domestic duties as may be required of them. Ba

'Ubeid, however, told us that it had been provided in our terms with our

caravan-men that they should provide firewood and water at halts. Wc
learned afterwards in the interior that the service must always be stipulated

for in advance, otherwise travellers arc charged extra.

Negotiations were completed in due course. Ba *Ubcid got us most

delightful Murshidis, little dark men with long curly greasy hair, black

cloths wrapped round their waists, a spare one that could be used as plaid or

turban, and nothing else except indigo to protea them from sun and cold.

They worejambiyas at their waists and carried fairly modem rifles decorated

with silver. In the Hadhramaut more than in the west of the protcaorate

the rifles seem ancient at first sight because of the silver decoration and

because they invariably fix ^roimded block of wood covered with hide

on to the butts. In the old matchlocks this was intended to take the recoih

but ofcourse it is no more than ornament with a modem rifle.

The little beduin slipped silently into the guest-house, creatures of the

wild, as out ofplace as deer in a drawing-room, their glances darting timidly

but curiously at everything as they sized up us and our baggage. It is with

humiliation that I confess to being assessed as an extra outsize. A special

donkey had to be obtained for me from a day and half’s joiimey away,

and I had to pay agsupplement oftwo dollars on the maximum fare. Hassan

should certainly have been charged extra too, for at the beginning of the

journey he was carrying a lot ofsuperfluous fat and I felt it was most nnf^ir

^ The traveller’s liabilides have not ended with the payment of the fires, fi>r he
has to provide radons for his donkey-men and camel-men at die rate ofone man to

one animal for donkeys, and one man up to three for camels. For donkey-

men the radons cost from a halfto one a^ a half dollars a head according to whether
they eat with the traveler or not. The radons for camel-men cost two a head
as they take eight days over thejourney instead ofsix. The raciofis to be purchased

are, flour, oil and ghee, rice, dried dates, spices and onions, ooi^ and (hry

ginger. Radom are only paid for ifthe caravan is accompanied by passtaigeia,
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when he was assessed as normal si^. D., also an outsize in height (I ought to

say that she protests against the insinuation and says she is only five feet eight

inches and {saily slim), escaped public humiliation by being provided with

His Highness’s mule. This extremely kind attention was due to Sultan

’Umar who, before leaving Mukalla for India, left directions that the mule

which he himself had ridden on his journey to the Hadhramaut should be

offered to D. When we had completed all our arrangements we were

overwhelmed by the Qu’aiti authorities stepping in, taking over all the

transport and insisting on paying all our expenses from Mukalla to Du’an.

At last dawned Monday, November 5th, the day on which we should

have started, and until the afternoon we urged the necessity of going, but

of course in the morning, when the baggage ought to have left, neither

camels nor donkeys appeared, though Ba ’Ubeid brought along the beduin

to make a final inspection of the loads. Two porters also came to see what

they would have to carry. It seemed to us that there was very little,

though what there was was of rather tmusual shapes and included a range-

finder, a tin case of maps, a cinema camera, a plane table and its legs, and

some thermos flasks. When they had seen it they saidJTs this all e
” Were

assured that it was, laughed, and went away and that was the last we saw

of them. Another pair were then brought and they took the job on.

At three o’clock we sent the baggage downstairs in the hope that some-

thing might happen, and an hour later three camels were brought into the

garden to be loaded. The camel-men then proceeded to select their packages

with customary gesticulation and argument, and tie them together in

loads of equal weight. After further delay donkeys were brought as our

load was too much for the camels alone. When at last the animals were

laden it was much too late to start, so it was arranged that the baggage

would go on to Tila as Sufla and we would go there by car the next day.

When at last all the animals were loaded the procession moved out of

the garden and through the western gate, and we were not in die least

surprised to see it stop there, at Therb, the ramel park. The camels were

couched and the donkeys were unloaded. Their first day’s march, perhaps

two hundred yards, was over.

When this excitement was at an end ’AH Hakim came in to say that the

mule was below. ’AH Hakim, who to paucity ofinches combines generosity

of girth as well as of heart, got on it to show off its paces. Sultan Salim

asstsied by applying his stick to the mule’s hindquarters, and though the

gallant ’AH was not thrown off he was unable to remain on. Much to
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my dismay I retired to bed with a sudden attack offever, and D. was assaulted

in bed (short of bedclothes which had gone on with the luggage) by an

outsize in beetles. The creature has now gone to its eternal home in the

British Museum, but I do not think I am exaggerating if I say that from

bom to tail it was four inches long.

Mercifully my attack of fever was practically over in the morning and

we were soon ready to start. Wc found Sultan Sahm outside and the court

photographer armed with his large camera. This was our third heavy

engagement with him ; we felt as ifwe were film stars. We were taken on

the steps, under the trees and beside the cars, but at last it was over. We got

into the cars and, committed to the peace and safety of Allah, drove off

through the western gate.

As far as Harshiat the road was familiar and a few minutes later we saw

another village and were surprised to hear that it was Tila. Down in the

wadi bed our camels and donkeys were waiting for us, but it took us an

hour and a quarter to get away. Loads were sorted again, donkeys were

saddled and there was the usual general uproar. Hassan, who for weeks

had been talking of the cold he was to experience in the highlands, had

discussed the possibilities of oiling his body or of painting it with indigo.

As he had brought woollen undies, overcoats and thick English suitings,

wc thought these enough and vetoed the oil and the indigo. He had,

however, been told that honey was excellent for keeping out the cold

and thereupon produced a tin of it. Wc were soon to curse this tin most

heartily, all day and every day, for our cherished belongings became sticky

with its leaking contents. But the immediate question was that Hassan

had not shown his tin ofhoney to the beduin when they sized up the luggage,

and excess^luggage charges were demanded. However all these questions

were ultimately settled and wc left Tila at noon with a caravan of four

camels, one mule and eleven donkeys.

Sultan Salim had sent with us Salih ’Ali al Khulaqi and Salim binMiftah,

a slave sergeant of artillery, to assist us in all our doings and accompany us

dll we should come back to Mukalla. The former rode and the latter

went with us, every inch of our way, on foot. The two porters were

Bukheit bin Mansur and Muhammad. Bukheit also stayed with us all

through the journey but Muhammad, as will be told later, ran away.

The chief of our beduin was Sa’id bin ’Umar Ba ’Ubeiu ar Rashidi as

Seibani, one of the most lovable of his kind we had ever met. He was not

givenm the shoudng and saeaming ofthe other beduin, but was quiet and
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cfiecdve and did more than his £dr share ofthe work, for perhaps he was not

sufficiently impressive to see that the others always did theirs. He was

good-looking with something feminine in his features, in love with a brand-

new wife whom we were to meet on the way, and, above all, he played a

pipe. Often on the way Sa*id would draw his reed pipe from his black

sash and swing along ahead of the caravan playing his plaintive air. How
much we would like to have been able to record his melodies, though

they are clear in our memories, bringing back pictures of the wadis and jols.

Long may Sa^d continue to pipe his caravans over the road to Du an.

Even when he has passed away his spirit will haunt those barren jols and

travellers will hear borne over the wind the plaintive sound ofhis pipe.

As we rode away from Tila we followed the seil flood bed of the wadi,

which like all seil beds in the Hadhramaut, was troublesome on account

ofthe big roimd stones. But after a short distance the road leads steeply out

of the wadi up a short stony hill and is then flat and good going. It is

passable for cars and indeed, until recent floods, it was used by cars as far

as Lusb. We rode along this gently sloping surface passing only a siqaya,

and although we had only been going for a quarter ofan hour the men went

to get a drink. Wc were to Icam m the subsequent weeks that it is as

difficult for a beduin to pass a siqaya as it is for a hiker to pass an inn. How-
ever the siqaya was empty, and Salim and one ofthe others threw big stones

into it as an insult to the man who should have put water there and had

neglected to do so.

There was a little scrub but no vegetation until wc went down into the

Wadi Hawi, where bushes and sumr trees were more plentiful. This is

really the sum of one’s immediate surroundings when travelling in the

Hadhramaut. On the top, usually flat, the vegetation is sparse. In the

seil beds ofthe wadis, amongst the stones, the vegetation is thicker. To-day

it consisted ofspreading sumr trees with an occasional surah, bushes ofsenna

and hawir from which the beduin get some of their indigo, duma’a scrub

and, growing in the loess, harmal {Rhazya stricta Dene), khuweira (Cassia

ohovaia Call.), and dhowela plants. The beduin dry and crush the leaves

of the poisonous harmal to place on wounds, and this seems to be its only

use. The camels and goats avoid it entirely.

Presently I distinguished myselfby taking a heavy fall from my donkey.

As I picked mysdf up, rather shaken from contaa wdh the stones, I

wmidered ruefully if my journey was to be a White Kn^ht s progress.

However, it may wdl have been that dus mi^rtune at the outset appeased
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the jealous gods, for it was my first and only acddcnt. Some of the Arabs

of Zanzibar, at the beginning of the unlucky month of Sa&r, deliberately

bum themselves in order to avoid further misfortunes, so perhaps it was my
lucky star that saw to it that I took an early toss.

To the Wadi Hawi succeeded the Wadi ’Anana with a view of Jebel
’Anana which formed a landmark for an hour or so, and shortly after leaving

it we had a final view of the sea. As we.rode across another stony plateau

some of our beduin nibbled dates which they carried in little bags slung

over their shoulders. Sa’id drew out his pipe and beguiled us with a tune

as we rode on towards Lusb. There were about twenty houses in the

village mostly of one storey, though there are two offour and five storeys,

and round them was the usual cultivation, dukhn (bullrush millet, Pennisetum

typhoideum)^ sweet potatoes, imported from East Afiica and called fi:om

the English, batata and keneb (Italian millet, Setana italica). It was not

until we had aaually passed through the village that we looked down on

to the green of the Wadi Lusb below. Here were date-palms, bedam,

tamarisk, and ariata trees {Conocarpus erectus Jacq). We rode down into

the wadi where we found a few pools with fish in them, but apart from

two women watching a herd ofgoa^, there was no one within sight.

Soon we passed our first downward caravan. There is little for camels

to carry from the interior to the coast, and these were laden with musht

{Grewia erythraea Schweinf) for camel fodder, and firewood. Near here the

longer Du'an road, better for camels, branches off. When we reached

Lubeib my donkey had a strange reluctance to move on and I learned that

this was where it lived. The men also wanted to stop for the night, but as it

was early and we had covered little 'ground I asked that we might move
on to the next halting place with water.

We bivouacked at Al Halaf, a comer of the wadi with nothing else but

a water hole among huge boulders ovenhadowed by the high diffi.

Despite the strangeness of his surroundings, Ganess throughout our tour

mmed out excellent meals. Sultan Salim had sent a crate of unhappy

chickens widb us and as long as they lasted we had them for lunch and

dinner. We started our morning light, generally nothing but porridge,

tea and biscuits. Lunch was cooked the night before, but later when the

chickens were finished the three of us usually disposed of two tins of firuit.

Four o’clodt tea d^enerated into a drink of smelly but boiled and tepid

water firom our water-botdes, taken tiding and feUowed by a cigarette,

but dinner was the chiefmeal ofthe day. It wis tardiy that we get
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anydiing fresh, but with the aid of potatoes, rice and curry powder, Ganess

contrived to make even the tinned herrings, to which we were at last

reduced, very palatable.

The beduin's cuisine was much simpler. The saucepan would be dipped

in the water-hole or filled from the water skins, the rice, unwashed, poured

in and while it was boiling they pounded their dried fish to shreds. This

was then well stirred into the rice, some spices added and a handful of ghee,

and dinner was ready. They set to, some ofthem with both hands. Coffee

followed; when they had no mortar they ground up the roasted beans

with their teeth and with the inevitable ginger made their brew. The

donkey-men messed together, and so did the camel-men. Salih and Salim,

Zaidi and Ganess formed another mess, and the porters yet another. Zaidi

tried beduin food for a day or two, but even his brazen stomach could not

assimilate it.

Only on four nights of our whole journey did we use our tent, about

which I had been sadly deceived, for it turned out to be a large marquee

with two palatial rooms which I was ashamed to ask anybody to erect,

and in faa on the four nights that it was set up it was on the proposal of

our beduin themselves in the almost fircezing cold of the barren Jols. On
nights such as this first one, well sheltered by the wadi walls and great

boulders as big as cottages, nothing was more pleasant than to sleep, as we
had always slept in Aden, under the stan.^

^ Reading diis seven years later 1 am struck with the contrast of our present

methods of travel. The arrangements of this early journey were based on East

African practice but nowadays we never have a tent or a baggage camel. Our
b^gage is limited to one roll or bundle, a bag of rice, some mied fish and other

od£ and ends. But we still don’t appreciate oiewed coffee

!



Chapter XIV

WADIS AND JOLS TO DU’AN

The gauger walked with willing foot,

And aye the gauger played theflute;

. But what should Master Gauger play

But Over the hilts andfar away.

R. L. Stevenson.

Straight mine eye hath caught new pleasures,

Whilst the landscape round it measures I John Milton.

Ai Halaf is where Van der Menlen and Von Wissmann also spent their

first night. The former writes "our beduin are not quite at ease in their

minds as to its safety,” but we foimd its road supremely safe, thanks

to the Ba Surras of Du’an for whose roof we were bound. We thought

a nursemaid could push a perambulator (if she could get it over the rocks)

with perfect safety to herselfand her charge from Mukalla to Shibam.

We had blissfully supposed that the hours of travel in the Hadhramaut

would be much as in the western part ofthe protectorate, and that we should

travel in the cool of the morning and the afternoon. We had been told

in Mukalla that the usual hours were from 6 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. and &om
3 p.m. to 6 or 7 p.m., but that they could be varied according to the wishes

of the traveller. At any rate we expected seven or eight hours a day of

marching- In OUT innocence we were up early the next morning, November

7th, and ready to move at six, but, despite the easy first day, it was not until

a quarter>past seven that we were finally on the way, dimbii^ steadily up

the right bank of die wadi. Much ofthe way we had to walk and in about

an hour and a halfwe had climbed a thousand feet above our last night’s

camp to Ar Rashih where we had a short rest. The walls of the wadi are

awe-inspiring in their height and their slopes are studded with loose enor-

mous bouldeis down to the wadi bed, where we could g^limpse the green of

sumr and other bushes. On the hill-side there was little dse but duma’a.

Hie masnve boulders took curious forms and in places die hifls were under-

cut as if diey had been quarried with tools. In many j^aoes tfaeae dififi
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looked as if they bore giant inscriptions where they were weathered in

regular lines, and some of the boulders by the wayside seemed to have

measles, being covered with red metallic pimples.

Ar Rashih was nothing but a name, a spot on the side of the wadi of

greater width than the ordinary path and therefore allowing for a party

to sit down. After a short pause we cUmbed another seven hundred feet

in the next two hours, passing the village of Zemen al Kabir, green with

cultivation and dates. We halted at Zemen as Saghir, dismounting at the

rest house of Sheikh Muhammad 'Umar Bazara of Du*an.^ It had windows

but the beduin, alas, keep in them not only themselves but their animals,

with the accompanying flies and smell. So we chose to sit under a tree

and found a place among rocks and under the shade of an ’elb tree, about

a hundred yards away near a field of keneb. This tree is generally called

in Arabic sidr or nebk and is universally esteemed by the Arabs.* In

Zanzibar the local Arabs claim that it is under this tree that the resurrection

will take place. It is mentioned in the Quran and tradition says it is a tree

in the seventh heaven with roots in the sixth. The tree has a Christian

interest too, for legend has it that from its spiny branches Christ’s crown

of thorns was made, hence its Latin name Zizyphus Spina^ChrisH (Linn.)*

Sometimes called thejujube tree, it was the lotus of the Lotophagi ofwhich

Herodotus speaks. It grows a small cherry-like fruit called d5m which,

however, to our tastes is distinctly dull. Once in Mkokotoni an old Arab

friend, Shinen bin Sa’id, brought me a parting present the night before I

went on leave—a fifteen-foot python in a sack and d5m fruit done up in a

pyramidal plaited box of coco-nut fronds. I put the python under my
bed for the ni^ht, but it escaped. The dom berries got safely home, but no

on^ cared much for them. In the Hadhramaut the leaves of the ’elb are

used for washing and are good for cleaning carpets. It is one of the most

important trees up-country, for from it comes the best honey and its timber

is practically the only one useful for house building.

After lunch, riding past villages with tall date-palms and gardens we
came to Himem and presently a stream ran and rippled by our side like any

English brook. We stopped for the night at Qa’r al Murakaba, having

* These rest houses are known genetically as murabba’as or cubes. In die lower

parts of the Hadhramaut they are c^ed madharab and in the upper sirah.

* In Zanzibar the Swahilis call it Mkunazi and one of the quarters of Zanribar

town is caSbd Mkonaziiii or the place ofthe sidr tree.
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climl^ 2,500 feet since momii^, and again found good quartets among

the rocks. On our arrival one of the beduin dedamed the ’Adhan in

a penetrating and untuneful voice. This he did quite firequently, but

nobody took much notice ofhim and none of the other beduin prayed.

The next day we followed the wadi Ankedun to the plateau of Bein al

Khorebtain; Salim, who the night before had complained of toothache,

was now singing lustily again as usual; but better than Salim’s was the song

of the birds in the wadi which with the morning light became a brighter

and brighter green. And then passing down into the wadi Hisi we came

to Sa’id’s home, where his new and much-loved wife lived. One of the

women had come out to meet us and Sa’id’s bride, gay with her new-won

jewellery and trousseau, came down to see him. The women, here, mosdy

veiled, were shy of us but watched us in friendly fashion firom a£u: or hidden

behind walls and bushes. I told Sa’id to go away and talk to his wife for

an hour or so, but he said no, he was on duty. However we made no move
until he told us to come on. The Kor Seiban, the highest mountain in the

Hadhramaut, towen majestically over Hisi, huddled precariously on the

edge ofa diff, and is the original home ofthe Seibani tribe.

At Hisi we left the wadi and rode up a gentle slope on to the jol. There

was a vast expanse, to our left, of sloping hills, on our right the Kor Seiban

and steep mountains. It was a most impressive sight and time and again

I stopped to look back. Geology is the science of the earth’s crust, and

here was the earth’s 'mist naked and unashamed, stretching fer away to

the horizons and deeply deft by great wadis with sheer diflS. Although

it is 6,000 feet up, the jol was once under the sea, for we found shells on it,

and I am told the wadis were carved out by die last ice age. Hie solid

stone ofour path had been worn smooth and polished white by generations

of traveDers during a thousand years and more. The great age of the way
we were travelling was brought home to us by seeing Himyaritic names

carved on the fiat stone. To the Himyarites had succeeded generatitms c£

Anb travelleis and they, too, had left their names behind. One read:

“Muhammad Inn Ahmed Ba 'Ashi 1294,’’ and there were others much
older.

That night we camped on the top of the plateau near the mtuabba’a of

Ash Shuara, built by Muhammad Ba TawiI, overshadowed by die great

cliffi of Aroba and Mola Matar, making os feel infinity small and lott hi

the immensity ofspace around os.

Oor track next morning wound toond a narrow ledge on die sheer
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mountainside. All die places round us echoed the name of Mola Matar,

and we were soon above his tomb» which is quite fifteen feet long. The

big rocks on either side of our track were piled with small stones to which

our men added more for Mola Matar. Mola Matar is distincdy the pro-

perty of the beduin. No one knows who he really was, but they claim

that he was a prophet of the tribe of *Ad. In an effort at orthodoicy,

attempts have been made by the more enlightened folk to identify him with

*Ali bin Abu Talib, the prophet's son-in-law.

Mola Matar was the first of the many giants we met in the Hadhramaut,

and on the identification of the giant I would hazard the guess that he

enshrines the memory of an old rain god, though in so fiu: as I have been

able to trace what is known of the ancient South Arabian trinity, the rain

god docs not figure though the heavenly bodies were worshipped. The

Mola’s name is spelt in the same way as the word for rain, and the grave

nuy weU be the site of an old shrine or temple, for these lofty mountains

are often wrapped in doud, and where could there be a more appropriate

place than this. I suspect, too, that the guardianship of property left for

safe custody, as here at Mola Matar, also arises from the ancient South

Arabian worship. Men prayed to Athtar Sharqan, the guardian of temples

and tombs, that sacrilegeous hands might not be laid on their offerings and

gifts. All over the Hadhramaut we found these places where things might

be left in safety, and the system is valuable, one might almost say indispens-

able, in a country where there arc no railway doak-rooms on the route.

We rode along the ledge round the wadi, meeting new vegetation at

these heights and listening to the birds. And as we climbed Jebel 'Urka,

Sa’id played on his pipe and danced ahead with Hamed and Salim—^all

flashing their daggers in the sunlight. By evening we reached the edge of

Hasar J5har, from which lies a panorama over the road to the Wadi

Hadhramaut of flat-topped hills, shaven and swept dean and cut by deep

ravines* The browns of the landscape turned to a deep blue in the distance

so that, looking at it, we felt almost as if we were gazing at the sea on the

hotmm, while the gorgeous gold of the sunset Ht up the banks of doud

over whose crests brilliant blue rays shot heavenwards.

That night we camped near the deserted village of Sarab. For the last

twenty minu^ of our ride it had been dark and it was bitterly cold when
we reached the murabba’a called Dim, where we waited for the baggage

to come along, watdbing small white rats playing along the beams of the

ceilis^ and nmniiig np and down the walls. The building was almost
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square, built of dry stone with no windows and only one door about five

feet high. The height inside was just over six feet and one pillar in. the

centre propped up the roof; on the floor there were remains of a fire from

the previous occupants, and though it was littered with dung, it was a

warm and cosy retreat from the bitter cold outside.

We camped for our last night before reaching Du an at the murabba’a

ofBa Khamis, and for the last time we heard through the night the shuffling

and snuffling of donkeys and camels at the end of their tethers and every

now and then the mule’s mournful whinny.

We were on the wide plateau ofJol ’Ubeid at eleven the next day, the

sixteenth anniversary of the Armistice, and during those two minutes my
thoughts went back to the war, to the first Armistice Day when London

went mad, to the Cenotaph and the other Armistice Days passed on the

sea, in Zanzibar and in Mauritius. Memory took me £ir in that short time

during which my immediate surroundings were forgotten. At two

minutes past I took a view back on the distant peak of Kor Seiban which

we had left two days before, and turned to the business in hand.



Chapter XV

IN THE VALLEY OF DU^AN

And thy Lord inspired the bee, “ Take to houses in the mountains, and in the trees,

and in the hives men build.

Then eat from every fruit, and walk in the beaten paths of thy Lord; there

cometh forthfrom her body a draught varying in hue, in which is a curefor men;

verily, in that are signs unto a people who reflect. ” Quran.

Praeterea regem non sic Aegyptos et ingens

Lydia nic populi Parthorum ant Medus Hydaspes

Observant. Vm<ai.

At the murabba’a of Ba Khabar we were met by a party from Du’an,

headed by Sa’id bin ’Awadh bin ’Umar Ba Surra, who had come to welcome

us. Afrer a short talk we rode on and soon saw the first signs of Du’an,

the white pUlars which mark the boimdaries within which the beduin may

not raid each other. For more than an hour afrer we had met our hosts we
went forward through the same monotonous scenery and never another

sign of settled life. Poor Sa’id was not well and his flute was silent. He
did not complain or ask for anything, but I saw that sometimes he ran ahead

and lay down like a sick animal huddled up in his cloth in the sc^t shade

of some thorn bush. Unwillingly he accepted a lifr for a short while, but

was soon on his feet again. Then quite suddenly the opposite wall of the

Wadi Du’an came into view, a tremendous abyss opening almost at our

feet. Dismounting, we began the long climb down the pass, called ’Aqabat

al Hibil, which takes an hour and a half. On a ledge we got our first view

of the valley. Nine hundred feet below the perpendicular difli ran a

river of dark green date palms mingled with the lighter green of the ’db

trees and the cultivation. At fint we saw no houses ; then out ofthe pale

brown, sandy diffi appeared great casdes, so harmonizing with their back-

ground as to be invisible at first sight, huddling at the foot of the opposite

difif as though they wanted to climb the wall. Several towns lay below

ia, *Ar Rashid, Khoreiba and ’Aura, dieir high buildmgs like &ntasfic

&ity4>odk palaca raised pile <m pik.
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For a time we gazed fascinated and then continued the descent through

a narrow pass and along a ledge with perpendicular walls above and below.

As we drew near the bottom, the surjGice of the track was better and not so

steep. Here a long line of the notables was waiting to meet us, headed by

Sheikh Ahmed bin 'Umar bin Ahmed Ba Surra, one of the joint Governors.

After shaking hands with each in turn, we were led among shady date groves,

in and out and round about, until we came to an open slope near Masna^a.

The hill led up to the Governor’s castle, and outside a massive, intricately

carved wooden door stood ready to greet us, Sheikh Muhammad bin ’Umar

bin Ahmed Ba Surra, the senior of the two brothers who rule the Du’an

province. He led us into his rambling castle, up steps and along passages

to our room, one of the most delightful that could be imagined.

Nowhere else in the Hadhramaut did we sense exactly that feeling of

peace and calm which broods over the sunlit sheltered depths of the Wadi

Du’an between ’Aura and Khoreiba. Down here, below the level of the

world, it was diflScult even to recall the barren windswept heights over

which we had travelled. News seemed somehow to drop into the wadi

from the sky ; not that there was much news but every letter that came was

almost common property and formed a topic of conversation in several

scores of homes. Sleep brooded over the place, not just the sleep of out-

of-the-way country villages cut off from rails and telegraph wires, but the

eternal sleep of a distant past which has never known an awakening. For-

getting the many Jittle wars that have taken place there, it seemed, indeed,

as if the last exciting thing that could have happened in the valley was the

rushing of the torrents of the subsiding flood. Yet another illusion it gave

us, the illusion that the way down its ’aqaba was one of those staircases

covered by a trap door which lead to those wonderful gardens of the Arabian

Nights^ full offhuts and delicacies not found in the world above.

The interiors of the houses were of peculiar beauty, particularly in those

furnished in the pure Arab style. Fashions have changed to a great extent

in recent years in Du’an, so we were tpld. Old doors were low, often not

more than four feet high. Old rooms were also low and dark. All that

has changed in the houses of the well-to-do. Their doors arc tall, but,

sdll beautifully carved, and the rdoms too have grown bigger and higher,

while it is becoming a standard practice in Du’an architecture to build the

houses on the principle ofself-contained apartments. Several house owners

told us with pride that everyroom in thdr mansions had abathroom attached.

The door of our little suim in the castle opened on to a narrow whiter
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washed, carpeted passage. The entrance of the living-room, a well-propor-

tioned arch, was on the left and at the end of the passage was a small bath-

room. The living-room was perhaps twenty feet square and about ten

feet high. There were six windows with exquisitely carved lattice work

and one small glass window, in the shape of an old Arab lamp, quite high

up. The system gave plenty of light without any glare. The walls were

whitewashed and each side of the entrance a door, in a heavy, carved frame,

gave on to large cupboards in which rifles, bandoliers and clothes were hung.

These doors were studded with iron nails, two inches in diameter and

burnished with lead so that they looked like silver. The ceiling was an

attractive herring-bone arrangement of slats, roughly hewn in unstained

date wood. The beams ofcarved *elb wood were supported by four square

pillars of the same material with wide capitals. Between three of these

pillars there were three plain wooden poles fixed high up over which

clothes are hung. The floor was spread with camel-hair rugs striped rust

brown, white andilack, and a few cushions completed the furniture.

As we wanted to sleep out of doors we were given another flat in the

castle with an outside veranda, but it took us several journeys to memorize

the ups and downs and twists and turns of the way there. The bedroom

had a shapely Moorish arch set in a screen of 'elb wood, carved and

studded with these silvered nails. On each side of the door there

was a recess in the screen for books, among which I noticed Tabari’s

history. The floor was strewn with Petsian carpets and the brass bed was

covered with a blanket bearing the design of a red lion, a popular modf
which we saw many times again. In the comer was a large carved chest

of sissum wood inlaid with brass of Indian workmanship, nowadays

generally known as Zanzibar chests. Later, I saw some well-made local

copies of them. Large pieces of furniture like this provided us with a

never-ceasing source of wonderment in the Hadhramaut, for they had

all been carried through wadi and overjol on camels.

But some of the rooms in Du’an are positive museums. The owners

themselves seemed to know that their decorations were not in the best

of taste but explained that they liked them and apologized for them on that

ground. The walls were simply covered with *junk,’ cheap brasswork,

oleographs, pots and pans, cups and saucers of a * presmt fi:om Brighton
’

description, trays of tin and brass, glass dishes, cofl^pots, lamps, fly-whisks,

pnmus iKoves and keedes.

We could see far down the wadi firom the roofon which we slept, and
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as the sun rose over Du’an the morning light crept down the wadi wall

and illuminated the tops of the houses and then the palms and gardens

beneath. And then came the sound of the Call to Prayer echoing round

the age-old walls of the wadi, as it had echoed for more than a thousand

years, and before that no doubt the priests of Sin and Shems and Athtar

had called their devotees to worship.

Du’an is very ancient; relics have been found there of the Himyarites

and we were shown some work attributed to them high up on the northern

wall. It has been suggested that the Thabane of Ptolemy, longitude

35® 40^ latitude i6® 2o\ was perhaps Du*an, and the identification of Pliny’s

Thoani is even more certain. Du’an is now a retreat to which its rich

inhabitants come to rest from the turmoil of the world, but it has an old-

world atmosphere and though the principal people are well travelled,

the beauty of the houses and the hospitality are purely Arab.

There are men in Du’an who have big business interests in Aden, in

Port Sudan, in Abyssinia, in Java and in Egypt. There is no money to be

made here and no product for export except the famous luxury honey.

The rich men bring large sums of money to beautify their homes and to

preserve their gardens. Date trees are sold here for as much as from £50 to

^75 a tree, far beyond their possible economic value. It is purely sentiment

that keeps Du’an going.

Emigration is the principal characteristic of the Hadhramia and it is

interesting to note that to a great extent each colony abroad is connected

with a particular place or places in the Hadhranuut. Du’an is mainly

connected with the Red Sea, but the largest colony of Hadhramis abroad

is in the Netherlands East Indies, where there are about 70,000, mostly

from the Al Kadur. They are principally traders in batik and sarongs. In

Singapore the community, which originates mainly from Tarim and Seiyun,

IS small but extremely wealthy. It occupies itself mostly with house

property. In Kenya, Tanganyika and 21anzibar there are large numbers

of Hadhramis from Shihr, the Tamimi tribe and the tribe of Hajr, but the

standard of wealth is much lower than in the East Indies. Some are small

traders but most are engaged in manual occupations.

The morning after our arrival D. visited Ba Surra’s harem and sat on the

floor among a number of women wearing long black dresses brightened

by an insertion in the front of red, ydlow and green silk patdies sewn

together. They wore orange silk scarves over their heads, tied under die

chin, and most ofthem had their hair cot quite short. D. was bombarded
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with questions and closely examined, for she was the first European wotnan

they had seen*

“Didn^t you find the road very tiring?” they all wanted to know, for

none of them had been out of the wadi and it seemed extraordinary that a

woman from the West should drop"down on them from the j5ls. Friends

from neighbouring houses came in with a jingling of bracelets as they

went round kissing hands. They displayed necklaces and nose rings, too,

when they took off their black silk cloaks and untied the piece of black

cloth with shts for eyes which covered their faces like a domino. They

felt D.*s dress and asked her what she wore underneath and why she had

no jewellery. But when she explained that on a journey she left her

ornaments behind and only wore the simplest kind of clothes, they thought

it was very sensible. The lady of the house took her by the hand and led

her round the women’s quarters, many small rooms like a convent, sparsely

furnished with carpets and cushions, and linked by outdoor passages which

made it diiBSicult to realize that all the rooms were in one house. The

kitchen was large and airy, with an enormous cauldron in one corner

where several women were stirring the dinner.

For the rest of the morning Ahmed, the younger of the two brothers,

took us on a tour. As we walked down to ’Aura firom the castle I was

struck time and again by the almost overwhelming feeling of the ihighty

diffi which pressed upon us.

”It seems so extraordinary to find all these people living in a liver-bed,”

I said. “Don’t you ever have any big floods ?”

“It is a long time since there was a big flood,” said Ahmed, “about

three or four hundred years ago. The wadi was flooded firom Rehab and

four thousand date palms were washed away.”

“The walls of the wadi are so dear cut that you’d think they had been

cut out yesterday.”

“Ah, that was in the time of our fadier Nuh. The whole land was

covered with water. Nuh and his fiunily built a big ship and lived in it

while the flood lasted. When the flood subsided and the water ran away

there were big rivers: that is how these wadis were cut out and why you

found the sea shells you told me of.”

The way Ahmed s^ke I almost felt that he had watched the waters

return firom offdie ear^ and the wadis looked so new that it seemed quite

possible. He led us through shaded kitchen gardens with dates, ’elb and

lime trees, and neat beds ofcarrots, onions,lady fingers, tomatoes and pump-
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kins. A common object which aroused my curiosity was a board supported

by a string at the four comers and slung between houses. Ahmed told

me that it was a hen-roost to keep the birds safe from the fox that wanders

by night.

When we returned to the castle he showed us a beehive, a pipe fitted

into the wall consisting of circular sections about a foot in diameter. Out-

side there is a small hole through which the bees enter and leave the hives.

“The bees have an ab (father),*’ said Ahmed, “Sometimes a new ab

arises and it leaves the hive and goes away a short distance followed by some

of the others. Then you take a mat and make a roll like a hive, and dose

one end, and sprinkle inside a perfume of the perfumes used by the ladies.

Then you go to the place where the new ab has gone with the other bees

round it and you pick up the ab gently in your fingers—^it doesn’t bite

—

and put it into a small cage like this.” He produced a little wooden cage,

like a tea infuser and gave it to me. “Then you put the cage inside the

rolled mat and get someone to beat a tin or a copper tray and the bees

leave the place where they have swarmed and come to the ab. You carry

the bees to a hive, put the ab in its cage into the hive and in go the bees

after it.”

“Why,” I said, “it’s just what the bee-keepers do in England. When I

was a boy I used to beat a tray for my father when the bees swarmed and

he used to sprinkle scent over the bees. Only we call the ab the queen,

for she is the mother of all the bees. We put her in a cage, too.”

But Ba Surra could not understand this. “But it is the leader,” he said,

“and whoever heard of a woman leading an army like that ?”

“Ah well, you know, the children always go after their mother. Its

just that this mother has so many children.” I thought of the old woman
who lived in a shoe but did not see how she would help the story. “With

the bees it is the women who are important; as a naatter of fact all the bees

who gather the honey are women, but they don’t breed.”

“But they arc the soldiers,” said Ba Surra, “they have the swords to

sting with. The bee women arc bigger and don’t sting.”

“We believe they arc the males,” said I, “the strongest of them marries

the queen and then is killed by her. The workers kill the rest.”

This was sheer revolution. I could see how his- mind was working.

“There are* tribes in other parts ofthe world where women do the fighting,”

I added. Ahmed was too polite to contradia me. He just shook his

head in doubt. After aU, we once thought the same diing:
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SO work the honey bees;

Creatures that, by a rule in nature, teach

The act of order to a peeled kingdom.
They have a king, ancfofficers ofsorts

:

Where some, like magistrates, correct at home;
Others, like merchants, venture trade abroad

;

Others, like soldiers, armed in their stings.

Make boot upon the summer's velvet buds

;

Which pillage they with merry march bring home.

If some wise fool had not discovered the truth, women might never liave

thought of votes.

In the afternoon we paid calls ; first to Ar Rashid to the house of the

Bazaras. The principal member of the family in Du'an, Muhammad bin

Ahmed Ba Zaid Bazara, came to Masna'a to fetch us, and we rode among
the dates whose fronds cast lace-like shadows on the shaded path. All the

village of Ar Rashid had turned out to watch our arrival and heads looked

from every window. From one first-storey window above our path even

a goat looked curiously at us. The women and children kept at the sides

of the path in the date groves, and as we moved ran forward to seek fresh

cover, peeping at us round the trunks of the palms.

It was an attractive room into which we were shown, spread with Persian

carpets and big coloured cushions. Coffee, halwa, biscuits and cake formed

the first part of the entertainment. Then, as at Ba Surra’s place, they

brought us honey, lovely round golden combs almost too beautiful to cut.

It was the time of the honey crop and all day long tliese combs were put

before us. Sheer nectar as the honey was we could not cat it aU day long,

particularly neat.

‘*But you don’t know how to cat it,” said Bazara. “Take a spoonful

of honey and dip it in your glass of water and then sec.”

From Ar Rashid we rode on to Khoreiba to have another tea with Seiyid

Hamid bin ’Alawi al Bar. Khoreiba is the biggest of these three villages,

and some of the houses were immense. The streets were steep ; sometimes

they seemed only a little off the perpendicular, and in places they were

stepped. Sometimes they led under the very houses themselves. Seiyid

Hamid’s house was practically at the very top of the village and he greeted

us at the door, covering his hand with a shawl to shake D.’s. By the time

we had climbed many Bights of stairs to his gorgeous Moorish guest-room

at the top we fdt we had almost climbed to the top ofthe wadi wall. Here

cream«<olouied walls shone like marble, being made with lime polished
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with a flat flint, in a manner much more common in Tarim and Seiyun.

Our host produced an elephantine tea consisting, besides cake and biscuits,

of a large variety of tinned fruits including, the first time we had met the

fruit since we left Mauritius, tinned hchis. As we said we had eaten them

before and were glad to meet them again in Du’an, he sent us half a dozen

tins next day. After we had finished the still heavily-laden trays were passed

on to the ‘‘second class” then carried away to the ‘‘third class,” tliough a

small boy seeing them going hastily grabbed as many slices of pineapple

in his fingers as he could.

It was dark by the time tea and talk were over, but before letting us go

Seiyid Hamid took us over his house. It was a bewildering experience.

All the suites were alike and each room full of numberless ornaments from

which we were invited to take our choice. He showed us his own bedroom,

his son’s bedroom, and still more bedrooms in the course of construction,

until at the end we felt we had climbed all over some Arabian Queen Anne’s

Mansions looking for a flat. When we had seen his house he took us over

part of the neighbouring palace of Seiyid Muhammad Ba Harun who had

kindly given us letters of introduction to friends in the Hadhramaut. It

was night before we had finished our tour. We said good-bye with regret

and clambered down the steep streets by the lights of the lamps carried

by our fiiends, then we rode back through the moonlit date grove to dinner.

On our rettim we found this letter from Sultan Salim

:

You have left our part while our thoughts are still with you and
sorrowing for the troubles you arc being put to, especially Mrs. higrams,

on account of the difficulties you will race on the road, but we pray

God to help you and grant you safety in yourjourney.
We arc sorry that your stay was for so short a period that we could

not do everything for you. We admire your gentle sentiments and
good manners and wish you a blessed and victoriousjoumcv.
We hope that Mrs. Ingrams has comfortably enjoyea riding the

mule. On your arrival at Du’an you will find our sons Muhammad
and Ahmed Ba Surra, who arc the representatives of H.H. the Sultan

at Du’an and Leisar. We have already asked them to do all that pleases

you. Please inform them of the time at which you will leave Wadi
Du’an for Hadhramaut so that they may send letters to the representa-

tive of H.H. the Sultan at Shibam to sc^ you the escorts to Meshhed
and prepare for your arrival.

In conclusion please inform us ofyour health as well as that ofMrs.
Ingrams so that we may be pleased. We hope to meet you shortly.
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Chapter XVI

A PEACE-MAKING PATRIARCH

How beautiful upon the mountains are thefeet ofhim that bringethgood tidings, duU

publisheth peace. ISAIAH.

The next day we were due to depart, and again we were embarrassed by the

wholesale kindness of our hosts who paid our transport to Shibam. From

now onwards, with the exception of one brief spell on our journey to the

north ofthe main Hadhramaut valley, we were to wander for weeks through

a world of wadis, never seeing further than their walls. The wadi was as

fertile as the jol had been barren. There were signs of life all our way the

first day, village after village on one side or the other ofthe wadi, and much

cultivation round each, dates, durra (great millet. Sorghum vulgar) and

hashish. Cows and sheep and black and white goats in the charge ofwomen
grazed all aloi^ our way and there were any number offine ’elb trees.

The traveller was not forgotten on our road for at very short intervals

there were siqayas and murabba’as. Gradually the way became more open

though we frequently found ourselves riding between the high stoned banks

ofterrace cultivation. Amongst the villages we passed were that ofHudun,

named after the son of the prophet Hud, and the autonomous village of

Budha.*

1 Budha is die capital of die ’Amudis, the principal tribe of Sheikhs in the

country. Before the Sdyids came into the Hadhramaut the Sheikhs were the

piiacif^ eccksiastical influence and they probably took the place of an earlier

hinatchy formed by the priesthood of the old religion. Nowadays diey take

precedence after the Sdyids but diey have much the same privileges. Ihey are a

very respected dass, are better educated than the ttibes-men, and as a rule do not

bear arms. The 'Amudis are descended from one Sa’id bin 'Isa vho was known
as 'Amnd ad Din (prop ofreligion). All die men ofdie'Amudi tribe bear die dde

ofSheikh and at one time they were paramount in die Wadis Du’an and Ldsar, but

in 15)00 die (^'aid brdu dieir power and they fled to die mountains. Later, hpw-
ever, diey were aibwed to return to Budha and dieir odier towns which were

acknowloflged to be autemomous, aldiough the tribe is under the actual control of

die Ba Stntass ofDu’an.
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During the afternoon we fint noticed the lakh {Salvaiora perska L.)

which is such a popular camel food. Here it was called rakh haqq ash

Sheikh Sa’id (the rakh that belongs to Sheikh Sa’id), and is named after

’Amud ad Din who is buried in Qeidun where he is revered as a weli and a

ziyara to his tomb takes place on the 27th Rajab. Tradition has it

that in his lifetime he ruled all the Hadhramaut and in some way became

connected with the rakh so that the spot where it grew was a sanctuary for

those involved in blood feuds. Near it there might be no fighting. Now-
adays those who pass pick a piece of the rakh and wear it in their turbans.

That night we halted at Sif, a town with a poor reputation for hospitality.

Here Wrede was turned back on his journey and neither the Bents nor

Van der Meulen found a welcome. That it is a poor sort of place is true,

but we found nothing to complain of in our reception. As we drew near

three men came out to meet us and, dismounting, we greeted them. Sa’id

bin Ahmed Ba Gheish, the Qu’aiti sub-Govemor tmder Ba Surra, led them

and took us through a maze of dirty streets to a tall white-washed house

belonging to Salih bin Mbarek Ba Saluh, where we were shown to our

sleeping-quarters on the roof.

D. was then called away to visit the harem where ten much-bejewelled

women in dark-blue dresses and orange scarves sat on the floor in a cheerful

room with a coloured ceiling, painted pillars, and pots and trays hanging

on the walls. They pawed her about with exclamations of astonishment.

“Poor thing! How white she is. Look, everywhere she’s the same colour,”

said a young woman pulling up D.’s sleeves and drawing back the collar

of her dress. “Do you use soap j”

D. admitted she did. “Ah,” they nodded their heads knowingly.

“That’s why you’re so fair,” said an old woman, “you should use oil like

we do and then you’d be all right.”

After dinner I went down to the guest-room into which we had fint

been shown in order to make the acquaintance ofSeiyid Ahmed bin Hussein

bin Harun al ’Attas, Mansab of Meshhed, of whose arrival I had just heard

and to whom I had a letter of introduction Cmm Seiyid Muhammad Ba
Harun. I found the old gentleman having his dmner with Salih ’Ali,

whale five Ya&’i soldiers, who had come firom the fort called HasiTad D5la

just outside the town, sat round another tray. The Mansab was one of the

most delightful patriarchs I have ever met, with kindly twinkling eyes and

a fine bushy beard.

*T am very gjlad to see you,” he said. “I have never undetstood why
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we haven't had a British officer up here before. We have had Dutch,

why not a representative of our own Government

I explained that for a long time the staffin Aden had been short. “Well,

it doesn't matter now you've come at last. The Protectorate has much to

thank the British Government for. I have a great admiration for our

Government and its efforts at peace-making all over the world. Peace-

making is my own job, you know, and as a matter of fact I have come here

to-day to patch up a quarrel between some Seiyids in Qeidun. But I can

come back and do that when I have looked after you at my own place in

Meshhed."

“You musn't do anything of the sort," I said. “I don't want you to

change your plans because of us. It is quite sufficient to have met you here."

He had just finished his dinner and was washing his hands. When he

had dried them he said: “Now we can shake hands."

“Well, ifyou don't really want me to come back I will write to my sons

and they’ll look after you all right."

We talked a bit about world affairs and he showed himselfunusually well

informed. The Yafa’i soldiers sat in the background hstening and I asked

them from what tribe they came. “We are all of the Ahl as Sa'd," they

said.

“Oh I know, from below Al Qara." Interest was at once aroused.

“Have you been there ?"

“Well, I've seen it from the air. It’s a wonderful place, perched up on

the rock.” They loved talking to someone who had seen even a little of

their homes. “ When do you go on leave ?" I asked.

“After some years, Inshallah. What is happening to Sultan 'Aidarus ?”

They were referring to the Lower Yafa’i-Fadhli qu^rel.

“Nothing if he is reasonable," said I. “But the Resident has taken a

lot of trouble over that affair and we must liave peace."

“Peace is what we all want," said theMansab ; “Inshallah he will sec that."

When I had said good night I went upstairs, and passing the door of the

harem, was called in. D. and our host were there and when the women
heard me coming they all hastily covered their fttces. I came in and sat

on die floor among the ladies who were rather restrained in the presence

ofthe master ofthe house, though his wife kept up a whispered conversation

with D. from un^r her blue veil. They were intrigued to see that I was

white, too, and I assured them I was the same all over. One lady boldly

adt£d me why we had no children.
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''Too much work/* I said^ rather unfortunately, for there was immediate

giggles. As the conversation showed signs ofdeteriorating our host changed

it and showed us some framed photographs hanging on the walls, in one

of which his brother was posed standing beside the seated figure of the

Wazir to Sharif Hussein. He said that he knew Philby and had travelled

with him. We stayed talking till it was quite late, when we said good night

and went up to our roof to sleep.

Next morning we said our good-byes outside the town, being accom-

panied there by our host, the Qu'aiti representative, the Yafa’i garrison

whom I had met the night before, and other notabilities. The atmosphere

of Sif was not unfriendly though perhaps a little disapproving, unlike

Sciyid Ahmed.

"Come on now, let’s have a good-bye group," he said, catching D. by

the hand, and there he stood in the middle looking like the benevolent

father of a flock, which of course is just what he was. As our ways were

the same for some little distance he came with us, riding a grey horse with a

European saddle and preceded by a boy on a donkey rattling a drum. He
was in full dress this morning wearing a red sash of office like an order,

and wc went along like a small circus for some way, people leaving their

work in the fields to come and watch us and kiss the Seiyid’s hand. When
we were in sight ofQeidun we dismounted and said our good-byes, watching,

the old gentleman ride ofl*with his drummer ahead.

The wadi was a good deal wider than on the previous day’s journey

and rather more barren, though there was still a succession of villages to

right and left. Wc were spon in sight of Hajarein and stopped not far away

in order to have our lunch in peace and then go forward to see the town.

Hajarein looked very impressive on its island mountain, but it is a place

to which distance lends enchantment, for the tovm itself is indescribably

filthy.

Hajarein was the last town in the Du’an province, the limit of the Ba

Surras’jurisdiction. The area under the influence ofDu’an is, however, much

greater than the two wadis which the Qu’aiti directly rules. It is a well-run

province and the Governors’ hand carries weight through it. One of the

reasons why they are so powerful is that they are also Muqaddams or heads

of the great Seibani Zei, a name which is given to three confederations of

tribes in the Hadhramaut which have single leaders. The Seibani are in

dose subordinate alliance to die Qu*aiti.

In the glow of a golden evening we came to Meshhed. The last rays
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of the sun were fading from the house walk and it was dark when we rode

up to the Mansab’s house where preparations had been made for us. His

sons welcomed us kindly and furnished us with our favourite roof-top on

which to sleep. We talked, we dined, and were soon abed.

It was at Meshhed that we expected to be met by cars to take us to

Shibam. At Hajarein we were told they had arrived but there was no sign

of them at Meshhed, nor did they arrive in the morning, but this did not

immediately worry us and we set about exploring the place confident that

we should be in Shibam (two hours away by car) that evening.

After breakfast I sat talking to Muhammad while D. went off to visit

the ladies. I told him how fine Meshhed looked with its domes from the

roof-top and asked how old it was.

“It’s quite new,” he said. “It was my grandfather who founded it.

There were always lootings and raidings in tliis part of the wadi so he came

here and built a house so that he could keep the peace. He called the

place Meshhed—the place of wimess. The Sei’ars were the people who
caused most trouble, as they do now, but my grandfather had great influence

with them and anyone who takes his walking-stick with him can go any-

where in their country, Meshhed is one of the few places vrhere Sci’ars

dare show themselves, as a matter of fact there arc a couple here now,

who came in the night.”

He promised I should see them later and in the meanwhile amongst

other visitors an old man from Hajarein came in. No one looked too

pleased and it was obvious that he was the “dub bore.”

“Afif bin ’Abdulla al Afif,” he announced himself and sat down next

to me. He was quite white with what is called white leprosy and plainly

in his dotage. The conversation was left to us.

“I’m eighty-one,” he said.

“Indeed,” I remarked politely, “you must have seen much in your

time.” This of course is Just the remark that the dub bore likes.

“ Yes, I have,” he said. “I remember another Inglizi and his v^e coming

here.” (Hiis must have been the Bents.) “Do you come fi:om London ?
”

he went on.

“Well,” I said, “I live most ofmy time in London when I’m in England,

but I come from another town.”

“Cardiff?” he asked.

“No, not Cardiff,” I said, “though iVe been there in the war.”

“If it wasn’t london it must be Cardiff.”
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“Why ? “ I said. “There are lots more towns in England,” (Wales was

much too difficult to explain.)

“No,” he said, “there arc only two towns in England, London and

Cardiff. My son lives in Cardiff but he has been to London and he has

never mentioned any other place. You must be wrong. My son says

England is an island and London and Cardiff are its towns. How big arc

they?”

It was too hot to argue so I gave him an idea of their size and said London

was where^e King lived. Though I had not Mrs. Bent's book with me at

the time I remembered her saying something about an English king in

Hajarein and asked him ifhe knew anything about it.

“Not English,” he said, “but Christian, and his name was *Amr al Qeis

al Kindi. His father was killed in mistake by one of his tribes called the

Beni 'Asad. So they came to Dammun where he lived and told him that

they would have him as their king as they had killed his father in mistake.

But he refused and went with other Kinda tribes to fight them, but he

fought the wrong people, and when he had killed many he cried out that

he had avenged his father. He was sorry when he heard he had made a

mistake and went back to Dammun. He was a Christian.”

Later when I re-read the passage in Mrs. Bent's book it seemed to me
likely enough that he was her informant, for she says : “We saw no more of

the leprous Sciyid who told such wondrous tales about the English king

who once lived at Hajarein and how the English, Turks and Arabs were all

descended from Bang Scm.”

Meanwhile D. returned. There had been a regular reception in a room

on the ground floor where women firom other houses came in to see the

show, wearing long dirty-white cotton cloaks and a piece of blue doth

over their faces. They greeted those seated on the floor by kissing th^r

hands and tops of their heads, sniffing loudly at the same time. These

women had their hair done in myriads of tiny plaits and one curl plastered

on the forehead. Some had their eyebrows painted bright green, othen

outlined their eyes with kohl and extended it to their temples and nearly

all had smeared their faces with yellow ochre. Hands and feet were hennaed,

and they were heavily decked with silver necklaces, anklets, braodets and

ear-ringsTeven the tiny babies had their ean pulled down by the weight

ofnumerous silver rings hung all round the lobes.

Muhammad proposed we should go out and look at the niins ofGheibun,

where there are three weQs. As we wandered about lookmg for biti of
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inscriptions and pottery, my eye was caught by a piece of black glass which

I picked up, wondering if the ancients could have used it. The small boys,

sharp eyed, watched everything I picked up and one came to sec what I

had got. In a few minutes he and others came with more slivers and I saw

that they were obsidian and further that there was a family resemblance

between them. They looked like what are known as flakes—^pieces of

stone knocked off a matrix to make arrowheads, knives and so on.^ The

principal point of interest was that their presence established that Gheibun

had contained a factory of implements. I also picked up a sheep’s tooth.

“What’s that?’’ asked Muhammad.
“A sheep’s tootli,” 1 said, handing it to him.

“This isn’t a sheep’s tooth,’’ he said. “It’s a tooth of the teeth of the

sons of ’Ad.*’

“Why, it’s much too big for a man,’’ I argued.

Ah, the sons of ’Ad were fifty cubits high. They had big teeth. Look

at these huge blocks of stone, no ordinary man could build with them.’’

Muhammad was so sure the matter did not admit of argument, that I

felt again that “there were giants in the land in those days.*’

^ Since then the pre-historian of the Egyptian Scientific Mission to the

Hadhranuut has seen them and expressed the opinion that they are a fine coUeaion

of implements including bits of knives, saw teeth and scrapers of neolithic period.
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Chapter XVII

INTO THE WADI HADHRAMAUT

I do at length descry the happy shore

In which I hope ere long for to arrive;

Fair soil it seemsfromfar, andfraught with store

Ofall that dear and dainty is alive* Spencer.

After lunch we packed up and decided to leave on our donkeys, for the

cars had not yet arrived. We went on riding until after sunset and dis-

mounted under some date palms, wanting to stay the night in this pleasant

grove. There was a fort just above us on the hiU occupied by a few Yafa'i

soldiers, and this we thought would be suitable for our followers. But

Salih ’Ah was not satisfied and wanted to be in the town of Haura, which

he assured me was ‘‘here.” I let myself be persuaded and walked along

behind him under an embankment feeling for some curious reason chat

there was a railway above it. His constant “here” developed finally into a

forty minute walk, tiring as it was on sand. At last we saw the town and

turned offamong some date palms meaning to camp there. But again we
were frustrated, for swarms of the inhabitants came from the town begging

us to sleep there. Their invitation was so pressing that we had to give up

our green quarter for the roof of a dar belonging to ’Awadh ’Umar Ba

Sunkar, where we sat for a long time surrounded by a group of twenty-

eight men and boys of all ages. Carpets were spread and everybody was

very fnendl^, though we were tired and wanted our dinner. There was a

greatJava connection in this town,^ as in the neighbouring villages, and the

I The leading people of the town are townsmen of the BaWazir family, and a

very nice middle-aged man, Muhammad bin ’Abdulla bin ’Umar BaWazir, seemed

to be the leading spirit in the absence of the local governor, Sa’dallah Faraj, who
was on leave. The townsmen ofthe Hadhramaut, who are derived principally from

eighty families who migrated from Iraq with the ancestor of the Seiyids over a

thousand years ago, are divided into four classes, merchants, artificers, labouren and

servants. They live in the towns, do not bear arms, and are the {mndpal taxpayers.

(For completum of fot^nota saa page opposite,)
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Java blood of many of the younger people was clearly apparent in their

faces.

It was not until seven that we were up next morning, washing and

dressing on the roof watched by a group of women standing on a near-by

roof who did not move even when I levelled my field-glasses at them, so

I gave it up and carried on with my washing and tooth brushing. We had

sent the night before to a merchant at Henin said to have a car. In the

early morning came the answer to the letter. There was a car at Henin

which the owner. Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id Mart*a was willing to put at

our disposal but his driver had gone to Mukalla. However, he suggested

if any of our party could drive we might take it. So we then decided

that a small party should make for Henin and the rest go on to Hauta, to

be picked up later by car ifpossible.

Afier much talk D., Hassan, Ganess, who lud burnt his hand badly in

Du’an, and myselfleft for Henin, the Hauta party starting shortly afterwards.

In spite of our protests Muhammad bin 'Abdulla Ba Wazir insisted on

coming with us to show us the way. It was as well that we had a guide,

for there was a perfect maze of paths amongst the mounds of clayey sand

through which we rode. They were only about fifteen feet high but com-

pletely blocked the view, and we could rarely see more than a few yards

at a time, even when we came across the small patches of cultivation set

among them.

The heat was intense, and though the dust rose in clouds Sheikh

Muhammad would not leave us, but plodded swiftly along for more than

an hour, talking all the time. When finally we saw Henin before us he

consented to say good-bye. We shook hands warmly and parted, but he

stood looking after us, waving a turban whenever we turned round.

There is a proverb in Zanzibar : “Ifyou say T know' you will lead the way

as lo^g as die sun ; ifyou say ‘I don’t know’ you will rest in peace at home.”

My experience in the Hadhramaut was that you did not even have to ask

the way
;
people insisted on showing it to you.

The economic lift of the country depends to a large extent on them, for the people

obtain die necessities of life from them and they form the mam link with the outside

world. Many are wealthy and have considerable influence in the country. The
leading merchants to some extent govern the affairs oftheir towns and have developed
more than a germ of municipal organization. There are also ^igns of a land of

trades fintonism« or rather ofthe medieval guild system, among the various amficen^

and pfoftntons are usually, though not exclusively, hereditary.
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It was just about eleven o^clock when we first saw Henin four and a half

niilcs away below the opposite wadi wall, but it looked much closer.

Little of the wadi could be seen to the east, but to the west its vast walls

stretched away to the distance, seeming to end with massive pillars on

either side. I could hardly believe that here at last was the great wadi

Hadhramaut I had so long desired to see.

It seemed an age before we reached our goal, though its buildings were

clearly visible. At last we came into a belt of cultivation, and then reached

Henin witli its houses, gaily striped with white-wash, spread out along the

foot of the cliffi. We rode towards the largest building, which we were

told belonged to the owner of the car, and were welcomed by a group

of men standing at the foot of a flight of steps. The owner of the house,

Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id Mart’a, like the Sei'ar near whom he lived, a

descendant of the Kings of Kinda, was astonishingly hospitable, and at

once took us up to a pleasant room in a small house next to his harem.

Our host was much distressed at our fatigue and our chapped lips, for we
had all been suflering firom the herpes, which I find inseparable from changes

of altitude. So on we were taken upstairs to a small room well carpeted

with mattresses and pillows on which we could lie.

**The car,” said Sheikh Muhammad as soon as tea had been served, ^'is

yours, but it is not big and will only take five at a squeeze.” He himself

insisted on coming and said that he had found a driver so there would

be only room for D., Hassan and myself. Ganess, who had been

feeling the heat owing to his burnt hand, was left behind to be picked up

later.

After our host had said his prayers we went out to the car. It was an

Opel, small but comforubly sprung, and we started off, at what seemed an

incredible speed after nine days of donkeys, on our first car drive in the

Hadhramaut. It was strange to find cars up in the wadi. There are not

fiir short of a hundred of them and they have to be taken to pieces at the

coast and carried up on cam^. It takes twelve camels to carry one car

over the mountains.

Forty minutes along a sandy track brought us to Haum where we passed

Zaidi, Salih 'Ali and the rest in the street. We stopped outside the enormous

palace of Sultan *Ali bin Salah, until recently the Qu'aiti Governor of the

Shibam {novince. Here we were met by one ofour future hosts in Shibam»

Sheikh Sa’id Bubekr La ajam, and Sultan ’Ali, a tail* thin young man with

a small mousuche. After tea and conversation we drove on tfpm with
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Sheikh Muhammad to Shibam, which we reached in just under an

hour.

From a distance Shibam looks like an enormous sand castle, for all the

buildings are on a level. It is set in the midst of dates and cultivation, with

delightful villas set in beautiful gardens in the rich man’s suburb of Seheil

under the right bank of the wadi. We first drove into the town, a perilous

performance, for the way up to the gate is over steep, rough stone steps.

These do not daunt the local drivers, who take the steps at tremendous

speed, miraculously avoiding the walls on either side of the narrow gate-

way. In less than a mile we came to rest beside a high wall with a small

doorway leading into a courtyard, where Sheikh Sa’id’s villa faced us. It

is built in the Singapore style, yet it gave an impression ofthe Italian Riviera

with all its gay colours. Before the entrance was a square stone mounting

block bearing a complete Himyaritic inscription:

anfiiij^innuhn

This had been brought firom a few miles away by Colonel Bpscawen and

Hussein, brother of our host. A double flight of steps led up to the front

door, and a short passage gave on to a big hall. At the back of the villa

was a small swimming-pool, and upstairs a large room, airy, well lighted

and furnished in European style, which became our bed-sitting-room,

and where we received a host of visitors.

It was late, nearly seven o’clock, when we woke to the early morning

music I love the best, the creaking of a water-wheel, and I went out on

to the veranda to watch the team of a man, woman, donkey and ox that

were drawing up the water from the well for the garden. Every time

the team reached die top of the slope the ox was given a bunch of grass,

but why neither the woman nor the ass were rewarded I have never

discovered.

The houses of Shibam are amazingly high, six storeys being the average

height, but they look like twelve because each floor has a row of small

vcnrilating ydndows above the ordinary ones. They are built of mud
on stone foundations. From upper windows, behind doorways and up

side alleys, veiled females peered at us as.we passed. Much of the charm

ofthe place is lost owing to the appajlmg smells rising from the open gutters
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which' run down the centre of the narrow lane. I expect I shall always be

remembered in Shibam for having asked for the gutters to be cleaned out.

The refuse was sold for manturc.

The city raised itself aloft on a small eminence dose to the right bank of

the wadi. It is an andent town but not so old as Shabwa. It is, in fact, the

successor of Shabwa, for when the glory departed from the latter and its

shining marble temples fell to ruin, the inhabitantswere driven to find another

home by the decline of the incense trade and the invading sand. Shabwa

owed something to its position as a distributing centre for the incense trade

and when that went by sea it became out ofthe way. This happened perhaps

early in the Christian era, but that is not to say that the existence of Shibam

dates from that time. There is evidence that there was a settlement there

centuries before that date, but it must have been unimportant, not being

mentioned by any identifiable name of the andents. It is not until the

time of Hamdani (died a.d. 945) that we have any note of the place. He
tells us that Shibam was the chief dty of the province. It had thirty

mosques,^ but in his day half the town was in ruins. Its original name,

he adds, was Shibat. The sense of Shibat in Himyaritic is rest and quiet,

and of Sliibam, height.

But there is nothing now in Shibam, at any rate above ground, which

is really andent, though the foundations of the Jama’ mosque date from

the time of the Abbasides.

But to-day Shibam has great political importance, and the Qu’aid

Government has described it to me as the “eye and backbone of the

Hadhiamaut.” Its province extends westwards to Husn al ’Abr, though

eastwards only to just beyond the town, but it indudes the lower part of

the Wadi Du’an and the Wadi ’Amd, and the Sei’ar country depends on it

too. Most of this country is not under direct Qu’aid rule except for the

actual towns of Shibam, Al Qam, Haura and a few small villages. But he

who holds Shibam in fita Holds the country, especially if he claims juris-

^ The ill-fated ’Omarah who was strangled in Z174 mendoning the works ofthe

great Yemeni Governor Hussein ibn Sala^, who died in ion, says that he con-

structed a senes of great mosques and lofty minarets ftom Hadhramaut to the dry

of Mecca via Aden. The first stadons were at Tarim and Shibam. Lastly Ibn

Khaldun (a.d. 1332-1406) describing the provinces of the Hadhramaut says, “The
largest dty of Hadhramaut in the present day is the fortress of Shibam, in which
the horses of die kii^ are kept Along with ash-Shihr and *OmSn, it originally

bdonged to ’Ad, from whose people it was ccmqaered by the Banu Ya ’rub sem

Kahtan.”
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dicdon over the main routes and protects them as the Qu aid docs. The

tribes cannot do without Shibam as a market to buy and sell, but Shibam

could, ifnecessary, do without the tribes. The present governor of Shibam

is in fact a slave, subject to the Qu’airi Sultan, by name Ferai Sa*id. Being of

lower social status than his own townsmen he is regarded with an odd

mucture ofrespect and condescension. For the governor of Shibam cannot,

in view of the town’s importance, be a nonendty ifhe has a certain amount

of tact and firmness.

Yet though Shibam dominates the whole province, the Qu’aiti Sultan

allows autonomy in the towns outside his direct control, and while not

interfering with tribal government he has treades with all tribes in and

around his terntories. These treades arc of two kinds, which we will

call “A” and “B.” “A” involves an undertaking by the tribe to respond

to the Sultan’s call at any dmc, while “B” is simply an engagement of

fnendship and an tmdertaking to co-operate in matters of mutual interest.

Thus he has an “A” agreement with a dan of the Nahd, an uneasy tribe

half nomad, half setded, and a “B” agreement with the Sei’ar tribe, who
are also allied to the K^thiii. The Sei’ar are the wolves of South Arabia,

having some 1,700 armed men ; they arc a name of terror to their neighbours

and almost without fnends. Being nomads they are elusive and hard to

punish, and when they go abroad outside their own territory they travel

in small numbers, adopt a hang-dog mien, try to remain anonymous and,

taking byways, journey mosdy by night.

The day after our arrival at Shibam, Seiyid ’Abdul Rahmaix al Jiffi

came to take us to have tea in Seiyun. As we crossed into Kathiri territory,

just cast of Shibam, he ttuned to D. and said: ‘’Congratulations on being

the first European lady to enter Kathiri territory. Mrs. Bent was the

first in Shibam, but you’re the first to get beyond.”

It took us three-quarters ofan hour to cover the thirteen miles of sandy

track, for the most part surrounded by date palms and cultivation. Half

an hour brought us to Al Ghurfa, where we saw an elaborate system of

trenches reminiscent of Flanders, which marked the scene of the fighting

that had been taking place almost up to the time of our visit. About five

or dx yean ago trouble arose between the Al ’Umar and Al Amr dans of

the Kathiri tribe. It began with some of the tribesmen of the Al ’Umar

raiding die inhabitants of Al Ghurfit and generally making trouble. Bin

’Abdat# die Chief of die Al ’Amr protested and proposed to Salim fain

Ja’fSu:, the Chief of die Al ’Umar, that they should unite to make peace in
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Al Ghurfa, but as he was not supported he established control in the town

himself. Seiyid Hussein al Mihdhar, at that time the Qu aiti Wazir, per-

suaded the Kathiri Sultan and Salim bin Ja*far to join him in trying to force

Bin ’Abdat to vacate Al Ghurfa. 'Ali bin Mansur, the Kathiri Sultan,

marched against him with one gun, Seiyid Hussein brought another together

with troops from Shibam and Salim bin Ja’far brought his men. They

bombarded Bin ’Abdat and, as I was told, “they had a good battle but

without success.” Seiyid Hussein, having successfully compHcated things,

then retired, and so did Sultan *Ali, who came to terms with Bin ’Abdat.

Thus Salim bin Ja’far and Bin ’Abdat, like Tweedledum and Tweedlcdee,

agreed to fight it out together.

Both sides dug elaborate trenches : SaUm enlivened the proceedings by

importing a sort of armoured car from Java, and tlicy continued a guerrilla

warfiurc for several years until the Seiyids managed to negotiate a precarious

armistice. The armoured car was dereUct when we passed Al Ghurfa and

was for sale—cheap. So of course the next person who wants to start a

small war will not find it as expensive to do so.

A few days later we went to Tarim for the night, borrowing the only

car left in Shibam, a Graham Paige, in bad condition and without a driver.

D. took the wheel and we left Shibam just before five o’clock. The car

had no foot-brake in action, the hand-brake only functioned when practically

at a standstill, and the steering-gear was loose. Added to this we ran into a

sandstorm when crossing the Shibam landing-ground which continued for

some time. The road to Seiyun we had already experienced, but from then

onwards the track was new to us and driving was, to say the least, difficult,

for the road was full of humps, water channels, crevices and other perils.

Hassan and I would almost certainly have been bumped right out of the

car if the hood had not been up. After a peculiarly bad one I said jovially,

knowing his predilection for a famous London hotel : “Never mind, Hassan,

we’ll go to the Metropole and have a drink when our journey’s over.”

By the time we reached Manama, a small village beyond Seiyun, it was

dark. Here we were made to pick up an unwanted escort, a ctistomary

form of obtaining money fi:om travellers. After losing the track sevend

times and twice just pulling up on the edge of precipices, we crossed the

dry beds of two wadis and a little later we saw affir the astonishing sight

ofan immense house ablaze with electric light. The walls ofTarim loomed

up and it was with intense relief that we ^ew up at the gate of the town.

It was already closed, for it was now a quarter to eight and it was not until
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D. had hooted many times that at last two women unbarred the big wooden

doors and pulled them apart. It had been a remarkable drive and for my
part I did not know which to admire most, D.*s control ofan almost uncon-

trollable car over a nightmare road, or Hassan’s control over his cigar which

he kept in his mouth despite the most appalling jolts. As it was the year

of grace 1934 I felt that it was appropriate that the first European woman
to enter Tarim should have done so by driving a car there in a suitable

atmosphere of adventure.

We drove over an open space and along narrow roads to a palace decor-

ated with flags and illuminated all over with electric light. As we stepped

into this amazing edifice I whispered to Hassan in a voice ofawe: ‘‘Where

are we Hassan, is it real

“The Metropole,“ replied Hassan with an expressive gesture of his

hands which reminded me of an obsequious manager receiving a moneyed

guest. We were welcomed by our millionaire hosts, Seiyids ’Abdul

Rahman, Bubakr and ’Umar al Kaf—the principal members ofthe wealthiest

Hadhrami family in Singapore. A man, whom we got to know later as

Hassan, and who combines many functions but for the moment was die

head butler, showed us our bedroom and took me along to the bathroom.

It was with something more than mere astonishment that I entered this

luxuriously equipped room. A marble bath had been built into one

comer, a fitted basin with running water stood against the wall, on a ledge

near the window had been spread out an assortment of botdes of scent,

hair lotion, face creams and other toilet accessories. There was a shbwer

bath, snow-white towels on a rail, soaps, loofahs, a set of pink enamel

brushes, everything we could desire, and wonder of wonders a real “pull

and let go,” an item scarcely to be seen even in Aden. What was even more

wonderful was that everything worked. By the time the perfect butler

cum valet had enquired what hair wash I should like I was feeling distinctly

out of place without dress clothes.

The drawing-room was furnished with comfortable chairs and sofas,

many small tables, English carpets, gilt mirrors, chandeliers and glass-

fronted cases filled with marmalade dishes and things like that. A large

bedroom next door had a ceiling oflooking-glasses and luxurious furniture.

Electric fans, iced drinks and telephones (connecting up the houses of the

Al Kaf fiunily) completed my astonishment and I began to feel it would

all have disappeared like Aladdin’s palace by morning. Seiyid ’Umar

pushed a c%arette-box across the table to me. I opened it and took a
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cigarette, but nearly collapsed with surprise when the box struck up

‘'Rose Marie/'

A long table had been laid for dinner in a wide passage**like dining-room.

We had an enormous meal beginning with rissoles, followed by chicken,

followed by huge piles ofrice and entire sheep. Hassan served and we were

all given a leg of mutton each. We wound up with a few trifles like

caramel pudding and tinned fhiit. Seiyid 'Abdul Rahman made a speech

of welcome. Soon afterwards we all dispersed to our beds. Ours were

brand new, having been unpacked and put together after our arrival. We
slept well—^save that I had a nightmare after the leg of mutton in which

I found myself wandering over the horrid wastes of the Sei'ar country

without a compass and believed I was alone on the moon.

Morning brought butler Hassan and early morning tea. Also a sense of

relief that the Aladdin’s palace had not disappeared in the night. Hearing

that there was a swinming-pool we decided to have a bathe before breakfast,

and were drivfen to a house outside the town where we found a perfect

bath set in delightful surroundings. There were changing-rooms on one

side, a small terrace on the other arranged with carpets and pillows to make

an excellent sun bath or drying retreat, and a high wall at one end over

which the trees from the adjoining garden gave a very pleasant touch of

colour. The bath itself was about thirty feet long, and the water sufficiently

warm to be enjoyable and sufficiently cool to be refreshing. In the better

baths, like this one, the water is kept running by means ofa one-hone-power

oil engine. Seiyid ’Umar told me that there were at least a himdred ofthese

engines up and down the wadi for pumping water.

Returning we ate a huge breakfast of boiled and filed eggs, cake and

tinned fruit. When this meal had been disposed ofwe got ready to leave.

A surprise awaited us on the return drive ibf during the night the sell had

come down and the two wadis that had been bone dry the night before

were now flowing with water. It took some time to get across for the water

was deep and got into the engine. We reached Shibam in the evening to

find it raining and to make arrangements for our desert trip.
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Chapter XVIII

THE TOMB OF SALIH AND THE SETAR COUNTRY

And Salah lived thirty years, and begat Eber : And Salah lived after he begat

Eberfour hundred and three years, and begat sons and daughters, GENESIS.

Towards thee the Polestars led, and there where mens feet had passed a track

plain to see that wound by cairns over ridges scarred.

Aiqamah. Trans. Sa C. Lyaix.

With the exception of Colonel Boscawen, who has left no record of his

travels, the Sei*ar country had not hitherto been visited by a European, and

never by a Government representative. Enquiries as to possible routes

from members ofthe Sei’ar tribe in Mukalla seemed to point to the feasibility

of the programme which I had framed tentatively in Aden, but the more

enquiries I made in Shibam and Tarim the longer the journey seemed to

become. All together seven difierent proposals were made by Sei^ars and

othen to take us to their country and all of them described routes varying

either completely or in part. In addition I met some beduin of the Ahl

Bureik in Shibam who invited us to go to Shabwa. The Ahl Bureik are a

small tribe of sheikhs turned completely beduin who now own Shabwa.

Once they were masters of Shihr and Britain’s fint treaty with Shihr was

with ’Ali Naji, the Bureiki Chieftain. Shabwa has now a local reputation

only for its rock salt, and the fact that the beduin have been unwilling to

let travellen enter is simply due to suspicion that they may be after their

salt. The ancient Sabota is now said to be buried in the sands, though there

are some of its walls still standing and built into modem mud huts. There

arc said to be only four inscriptions visible. As Pliny says, it stands on a

wadi hill and was famous among the ancients as the incense capital with

sixty temples, so from a personal point of view 1 should very much have

liked to have gone there, but official considerations required the other

journey.

It soOn became ckar that widi our limited time we could not do the

wholejotumey to die desert and back to Tarim, and so I reduced our require-

ments to a visit into the Sei’ar country and a return by another route. Ba
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Rutneidan, the home of Sheikh Tannaf bin Seheil bin Rumeidan, Qne of

the principal Sei’ar chieftains, was. my main objective. From there I

hop^ to go to ’Eiwa and perhaps to die edge of the desert. ’£iwa figured

in almost aU the routes o£Eered me.

I interviewed a number of Sei’ars with a view to selecting our caravan,

and the first candidate for the honour of being our Muqaddam was one of

the wildest-looking specimens I have ever seen. He had long straight hair

which stuck out like wire all over his head and a scarred &ce, with red eyes,

and a huge nose. He really did look like a human wolfand I saw Hassan's

jaw drop about a mile when he was brought in. That evening Hassan

was not in the sitting-room, so I went along to find him.
.
He was writing

hard in his bedroom.
“What on earth are you up to, Hassan

»

” I asked.

“I’m writing my will,” he said. “If we go with diose people we’ll

never come back.”

During the first few days of our stay in Shibam transport had been

plentiful. Then came the rain and after it the seil. The coming ofthe seil

is a great event. All Shibam leaves its business and shuts its doors and turns

out to see the turgid brown life-giving waters flood into the date gardens.

In a few hours there were ten feet of water in some of the gardens outside

the city waUs. Everyone talked of it, everyone went to see it. As if by

magic the camel park of Shibam, usually so crowded, became empty—the

beduin had gone off taking their camels for ploughing. There was no

transport to be had.

On Saturday, November 24di, our eighth day in Shibam, there was no

news in the morning. Hassan went off very early to see if there was any-

thing to be done, and at about ten o’clock he sent a note to say that five

camels were ready and others would be there the next day. That afternoon,

however, we managed to make a start after much wrangling as to price of

camels and duration ofjourney.

Under the cloudless sky we drded the west wall ofthe town and passed

a mosquejust outside the wall For the next quarter of an hour or so we
rode among dates and passed by the huge cemetery ofthe dty, and we l|ad

been going for more than half an hour when we lefi them for the sMid

mounds, dotted here and there with small forts. Piesmtly die wadi became

more open, and as we made oot way towards the nordi side of..die wadi

we passed a number of villages, Ghanima and Huweila bdng die largest,

but the south side was much num cultivated dun the iKmh. tlieze Ind
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always been trouble, we were told, between Ghanima and Huweila until

Sultan ’Umar put a stop to it.

Our beduin maintained a ceaseless conversation. They were incapable

ofspealdi^ quiedy, but at all times and in aU places screamed at each other

in raucous voices. All carried rifles except the usual small child who seems

an indispensable appendage to every caravan. ’Amr the Muqaddam
turned out a willing person and anxious to please, though he was never

quite sure what to make of us and was not the same lovable personaUty

as Sa’id the piper, to whom we had said good-bye, with many regrets, in

Ba Surra’s casde. His men were a mixed lot of Sei’ars and Harms.

Towards evening we entered the Wadi Ser. It is wide at its entrance

and guarded by a dar called Dar Salih, at present empty. We had to stop

while the beduin yelled in argument as to where we should park. The

uproar was increased by the arrival of three men whom the chief, Tannaf,

had sent to meet us, one of them his son-in-law, Suleiman bin Yeslem.

Tannaf, it appeared, had heard of our intendons and remembering the

boundes of Colonel Boscawen was anxious that we too should come to

him. After a few minutes we moved on and, as a ftesh wind rose ftom the

north-east, yellow and pale pink rays were cast by the setting sun while

we crossed slowly to the west side ofthe wadi and stopped outside the village

of Al Ada. It was an open and barren spot.

The head man ofthe village came and begged us to use his house where he

said Colonel Boscawen had stayed, but we excused ourselves on the plea that

we wanted to be ofl*early in the morning. We spent a miserably cold night

but dawn and tea came at last to reheve us and, leaving our beduin to

wrai^le over a chaise ofsome ofthe camels, we staned offfor the grave or

the prophet Salih. It was eight o’clock when we finally got away in a

babel ofscreaming beduin. We started offover a waste with no vegetadon

and were soon in the Wadi Khonab, sandy but with lines ofstones marking

where there were once fields. As we passed along the Wadi Khonab the

tomb (d* Salih* with the attendant villages of Asanab and Khonab came

gradually into sight.

* Unlike die tomb of die prophet Hod in die Wadi Mascila whidi is nnivenally

venmted, die «nab of Salih in the Wadi Khonab is peculiarly the propecty of die

beduin, and educated Muslim opinimi holds that he is buried in the Sinai Peninsula.

The beddn bdieve that Sahh was the £dia ofHud, and ifwe may equate Sahh widi

ofGenesis X andxi, dieyhave stnnest^pon for their briief^Hud is generally

eqtmed w»h Eber die son of Salah.
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The general appearance of the tomb must have altered considerably

since the Bents* day. Mrs. Bent describes it as consisting simply “of a

long uncovered pile of stones.” It is now enclosed in a long low building

with windows down the length of its sides. Up on the hill-side behind the

tomb arc five other buildings and a mosque ; to the right a couple ofmurab-

ba*as and a siqaya. We entered the tomb on stockinged feet. The roof is

low and made of the trunks of date palms, and the windows all the way

roimd have neither shutters nor panes. The tomb is now cemented over

so that it has a smooth but undulating surface, and an inscription in Him-

yaritic is set up on end like a flower label at the head ofthe tomb. I wanted

to copy it, but did not want to give cause for suspicion.

“What is written there ?*’ I said.

“Ncbi Allah Salih, on him be peace,” straightway replied the custodian.

“Tell me about it.” ^

“He was a prophet of the people of *Ad and he died and was buried

here, and his son was Nebi Allah Hud, who is buried in the Wadi Maseila

at Qabr Hud.”

“That is very interesting. May I write it down so that I don't forget

it?”

“Write, Sahib, write.”

So I copied down the inscription, which reads

:

MS ^XOI VH

There were a number of stones and fossils placed loose on the tomb

at either end and others embedded in the plaster. Hassan kindly “borrowed*

us one of the fossils and, though the beduin assert that anything taken from

the tomb will always return to it, so far, apan firom itsjourney with us and

to tint British Museum (where it was identified as a Middle Eccene Gastro-

poda Campanile sp. indet.), it has evinced no sign of wandering.^ We
walked all round on our stockinged feet and I think our beduin were

^ Hassan also measured the tomb with his forearm making the length 44k dhirras

and the width 7i. This is equivalent to 63 feet iif inches by’^o feet 9| indies.

D. paced it and made the len^ 55 &et by 11 feet. In height it came up to her hip

or 3 feet 3^ inches. These measurements are difierent i^m the Bents’ estiniate

but do not appear to afford any real evidence for^ belief diat the tomb is never

die same length. In any case Nebi Salih was dearly a giant among nvm t



HIMYARXTIC SIGNPOST

pleased with the reverence with which we treated their prophet's

resting-place.

We now retraced our steps and kter in the afternoon turned into the

Wadi Ser where we camped for the night in a wide open space where two

other wadis joined the Ser. Our road next morning led northwards where

vegetation changed to a waste of stones, a few bushes and a little cultivated

sesame. Gradually we drew into the narrower part ofthe wadi and reached

the Wadi Latakh with the tiny village of Al Had in its mouth. Near-by

was the tomb ofa weli or saint, and we came on a rough Himyaridc inscrip-

dou'-on a massive boulder standing upright at the side of the wadi. So

far we had followed the route that the Bents had trodden in January, 1894,

and here was the inscripdon or signpost which Mrs. Bent describes and

which was the furthest point that the Bents reached. The seil had, no

doubt, removed some stones since they passed this way, and the huts of

Al Had may have been rebuilt, but it is plain that little else had changed

in the forty years that had passed since they, too, photographed this

insenpdon. I could not make out the word tnasaham (caravan road)

though a mint and some has appear on it. Sdll it looked as fresh as it must

have done to them, though the last to read its directions had perhaps passed

that way more than a thousand years before.

Shortly after leaving the Himyaritic signpost we turned right into the

Wadi Sodafand entered the Sei'ar country. Sand, stones, sumr and harmal

seems an adequate description ofour way. For some distance the wadi was

wide, but in its upper reaches it naturally narrowed and, with each successive

junction with its tributaries, the track, which had at first been smooth and

firm, deteriorated and became so stony diat we could not ride.

Now and then we passed small caravans of Sei'an on their way to Sfaibam

carrying ’elb trunks, charcoal, and saf {Hyphaene thehaica (L) Man.) for

making mats. Whenever caravans cross all memben exchange greetings

as they pass. It is a pleasant custom and I always enjoyed the handshake and

the word exchanged. The beduin dap their right hands together with a.

loud smack and make addssing noise. Usually no time is lost over these

faltttations but Suldman generally stopped to talk, with the result that the

whole caravan was ofien held up. Our carndmen were the noisiest with

whom we had ever travelled. They were safdy in their own country, firee

to shout and sing to their hearts’ cont»t• As the wadi narrowed, the voices

edu^ fiom the steep waQsn

A &w hours^ journey beyond the last tiny vdlage called Dar Sodaf our
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beduin' pointed out a long grave which they said was twelve cubits long

and was the grave of Nebu Mola Sodaf their prophet, though really the

tribal ancestor. Here it seemed to me, as it had seemed to the Bents at

Qabr Salih, that there was a wonderful continuity of tradition preserved

by the beduin. The Wadi Sodaf is quite unknown to the educated people

of Hadhramaut and yet Arab genealogies give Sadaf as one of the descend-

ants ofHadhramaut the son of Qahtan.

During the afternoon we were met by ’Awadh bin Tannaf, the son ofthe

Sei’ar chief, whose Either had sent him to meet us. I thought there was

something a bit ominous in this unusual eagerness and I was not wroi^.

We climbed steadily all the afternoon while the wadi became narrower and

narrower until we reached an ’aqaba. When we had mounted this we
found ounelves again on top of the world, for the first time since we had

descended to Du’an sixteen days before. It was a brown stone jol, utterly

barren.

By about six o’clock we had reached our highest point on the plateau

land to the north ofthe Wadi Hadhramaut. It was over 3,(Soo feet and we
had climbed a thousand of them since morning. We then descended

towards Qa’ al Fadhul near which we camped in an open stony plain with a

little vegetation. We were now on the watershed which separates the

wadis nmning south towards the Hadhramaut fiom those that run north

into the Great Desert.

We had now been travelling for three and a half days but had not

reached Ba Rumeidan. On Monday and Tuesday our beduin had told

us we ought to be there by eleven o’clock to-day, Wednesday, November
28th, but the night before they had hedged about this so that as soon as we
had breakfiuted I called for ’Amr die Muqaddam and Suleiman to find out

the truth. Faced widi the direct quesdon it appeared that we could not

teach Ba Rumeidan to-day and perhaps not until late the next day

(Thursday). Further enquiries elicited die informadon that it would take

us at least three full days to get to ’£iwa firom where we were, four days to

the edge of the desert and six into the desert itsdf. As I was doe ba^ in

Aden as near the 2odi December as I could manage, sudi a progtamme was

not possible. I did not fird justified in spending the extra £>r t^ier

reasons, the principal being that at Suldman, Tannaf’s son-in-law, and

’Avudh, his son, were widi me, I could get infiinnadon about their cotmcry

ftotn them. Hawan had also fiiund qw by juthdota enqoiiiBS fiom dm
tamehnai diat the great idea had been to entice 01 toBaRumeidan. Once
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there difficulties were to be made about getting to the edge of die desert

without large payments, and our camclmen would plead that dieit rations

had been eaten and diat we mutt wait ^lile others were fetched fiom

Shibam. So 1 decided to return by another route, and while the packing

was being done Suleiman and 'Awadh gave me pardculats of the Sei'ats’

neighbours and oftheir reiadons with them.

It was after half-past nine when we mounted and rode northwards

over the jol, which was even more barren and desolate than the way to

Du’an. There were a few miserable-looking shrubs but litde else, diough

we soon came in s^ht of the date palms and the ftve dan which mark the

settlement of Qa al Fadhul, home pf the Al ba Qarwan section of the

Sei’an. We saw httle sign of other life on this jol though very

inftequendy a lizard scurried away at our approach. Unlike the Jols we
had crossed to reach Du’an, which were edged with trees and shrubs, those

up here were quite barren. Thore were flat-topped hills all aroimd but

no peaks to be seen. From an occasional higher levd we often had distant

but dull views, endless flat, brown, gravelly plateaus varied now and then

throughout the day by patches ofblack. At noon we passed across a shallow

depression marking the boundary between Sei’ar and Elathiri territory.

When we had reached the level of the flat country on die further side we

saw for the fint time a fl»tute, a small pointed hill a mile or two ahead,

and soon passed the first a number of groups of ruins. Hiis place was

called ’Urum and all the ruins consisted ofrough dry stone erections which

our beduin attributed to the childten of’Ad. The buildings could not have

been big enough to shelter adequately normal-sized human beings, and the

absurdity of their sufficing giants did not seem to have occurred to them.

At one o’clock we halted by some ruins near the small pointed hill.

Just beyond it was a series of four hillodcs, the first three dose together

and the fiiurth some distance on, but the whole did not extend over a greater

distance dian a quarter ofa mile. The first three hillodts were crowned widi

droilar ruins a^ between the third and fourth there were fifteen heaps of

stones in a straight line on the crest ofthe slope. Below the slope was level

ground and periups a quarter ofa mile ahead anotiier row ofstones and ruins

on a hill la between, the levd ground was sprinkled with chert flakes

indicating die ate of a Staacf ofchert implements.

For most ofthe afternoon we ttaveHed over the same desolatt landscape,

coming eveimially to deptessiong marking the upper reaches of ffie wadis or

<ha*ba (sniaU wmetKOiitia} in whidi gcew scraggy acacia. We eventually
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halted at a spot at the bcgiiming of the Wadi Qubhudh down which we

were to travel the next morning. The height was only 3,600 feet, but

we passed here our coldest night of the whole jomney, for the ther-

mometer registered 37.3 at six-forty-five in the morning.

It soon warmed up, however, as we rode down the side of the wadi

and near the first of two dars which mark the settlement of Rieidat al

Kathiri we met the only inhabitant of the place, a woman with a donkey.

She had come to sec how her crops were getting on, for the place is only

inhabited when the water comes, and the people Uve for the most part at a

spot a few xrdlcs away.

Suleiman told a long story about a raid on the settlement in which he

had been concerned some years before and our other Sei’ars told us ofa raid

they were plotting on the Mahra.

After leaving Rieidat we met with increasing vegetation and a few birds,

most of them the same colour as the stones and earth, but the track so

deteriorated that we had to dismount for the descent to the Wadi bed from

which point the wadi belongs to the Al Hariz tribe ofwhich *Amr s father

was the Sheikh. Such inhabitants as there are live in caves in the walls of

the wadi, some of which are quite spacious. The entrances are built up

with loose stones and only a small gap left; for man and beast to enter.

Smaller caves are used for goats, and some are so small that they appeared

to be little bigger than rabbit hutches.

During the afremoon we passed junctions with several other wadis and

camped in a wide and pleasant spot. There, after dinner, 'Amr explained

the marks on the camels, which I regret to say had not all been honestly

come by.^

Early next morning we passed a small black rock by the wayside with a

Himyaritic inscription, so I suppose we were travelling on anodier ancient

route. There was much wild life here; most of the birds so harmonissed

with their surroundings that they were almost invisible, but we saw one

beautiful pigeon, coloured olive green with a darker head, paler chest and a

^ The Al ’Aun or Al Hatim, a SeiW secdon, make a cut between the nose and
eyes.

Ad DumSn (Sie’ar dan) make a drde under the car.

Al Akasalm (Sei*ar dan) a *i* on the cheek.

AlMeshSikh Allshaq (M’ara oq onoinsideofhindkg. Ihesc marks are niade

by a shamed iron.
^

Al KiUa tribe a laitte .

Mahris make a ctroe on the neck.

Al Hai^ between Sana* ami Hodeida, a aide on die ikee^
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yellow rump. In one of the little pools under the bhulders D. captured a

toad which we tried to keep alive, but it expired a few days later in Tarim

and was duly bottled for the British Museum.

Unlike most wadis, which are better as one approaches their mouths,

the Wadi Qubhudh became steadily worse, twisting diis way and that and

clutteredwith round smooth boulders, some ofthem almost as big as cottages.

We climbed over, under and round these boulders for several hours while

Suleiman kept tellii^ us that the place where we should stop for lundi

was dose by. He repeated this every few moments while we grew hotter

and more bad-tempered slithering amongst the stones. At last we stopped

and found shade up the hill-side among some rocks. There was not room

for us all to sit together so we found perches one above each other. D.

passed a plate down to Hassan and one up to me.

We had only been going a short distance in the afternoon when the

wadi gradually became wider: and shortly before five we came in sight

of the village of Qubhudh. As we drew nearer two small boys ran out

to meet the caravan, kissing the men’s hands in greeting. Other children,

men and women, soon followed, for this was ’Amr’s home, and it certainly

looked very attractive with its ’elb trees and dates. We were greeted by

’Amr’s toothless &ther, Salih bin ’Ali, the Sheikh ofthe little tribe, who gave

us a warm welcome.

The next morning I had a long talk with Suleiman and ’Awadh about the

Sei’an and their afi^. They gave me more information about theit

boundaries and their neighbours and described -their system of truces.

Practically all the Sei’ar sections are at feud with each other, they told me,

and the sections never arrange longer truces between dhemselves than one

month. When the month is over they sometimes renew them and some-

titnes fight. Suleiman confessed that the Sei’ars had no fiiends, but he

se^ed to be on the defensive about it.

“We have no fiiends,’’ he said. “We don’t want them. We manage

wdl enough without them.’’

Amr hstmed anxiously to him and like the mouse addressing the lion

said timidly : “Except us.’’

Suleiman cast a condescendii^ glance at him. “Oh, yes, you,’’ he

said. “But you are too unimportant to count.’’

Widb the ’AwSmir, diey said, there was a year’s truce, of which four

moodu we» lefi, widi the Kadblri $ year, and one month kfi; with die

Hamuffli a year, and two laoDihi kfi; with the Muna, Rawashid, Manahil
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and Yam there were truces for a year of which eleven months were

lefi,^

As there were no signs of Sheikh Sa’id Laajam, who had promised to

meet us in his car, we rode on to Juwada, and firom there passed again the

village of Al At& where we had camped on our way up. We had passed

it then on the western side, but we were now a little east of it. The dar of

*Umar as Sah attracted our attention under the east bank of the wadi,

perched miraculously on a loose boulder which looked as if it would rock

at the slightest touch. Soon we reached again the junction of the Wadi

Ser with the Wadi Hadhramaut, meeting on the way a messenger from

Sheikh Sa’id saying that he would soon arrive. We had hoped to be in

Tarim for lunch, but managed to extract some tinned peaches and pine-

apples firom the store box. While resting afterwards a friendly beduin

woman came and talked to us. She was dressed in black and unlike the

townswomen her dress was long all rotmd.* She had a large bundle on her

head and stood watching us.

“Come and sit down,** said D.

She came nearer but did not sit. Hassan got up to talk to her.
**What

have you got on your head i
**

‘*My husband*s dothes.**

Where are you going?’* I asked.

‘*To Al Juwada.**

**And what’s this?” asked Hassan taking hold of a long piece of wood
with pegs on it, like a huge toothbrush.

”That*5 the key ofmy house,” she said. ”Do you want it?”

I got a picture of her offering it to Hassan. We threatened to show it

to his wife.

^ While 1 was gathering political information, D. visited a tomb which we had
seen under the cli£ on the other side of the sell. It was rather an outsize, bemg
a) feet by 4 feet, and we were told that die tribal ancestor, Nebi Sheikh *Abdulla

Hiteimi, was buried there. He was of the time of *Ad but does not apparently

rank as high as Nebi Sodaf.

* This fashion amcmg the beduin women is said to date &om Abbaiide times

when Ma*n Ziaida imposed black dresses on the ladies ofthe cooniry.



Chapter XIX

SEIYUN AND TARIM

Himes ate built to live in and not to look at; therefore let use be prrferred b^ore

urtiformity, except where both may be had. Leave the goodlyfab^ of houses

for beauty only to the enchantedpalaces ofthepoets, who buildthem with small cost.

Bacon.

They delight in fine Jumiture. A room lined with looking-glasses, and with

a ceiling of looking-glasses, is thought charming. Qpp

That afternoon Sheikh Sa’id met us with his car and drove up through

Shibam to Seiyun. Here we were welcomed by Seiyid Bubekr al Kaf to

his new house, as yet unfinished, for workmen were still busy in the haU and

passages under the superintendence of the architea of all the new-^shiooed

buildings in the Hadhramaut, Seiyid Alawi bin Bubekr bin Alawi al Kaf.

Much of it was already completed and it appeared to be fsn more decorated

than any ofthe other very ornamented houses we had seen. The workmen

were local and the man responsible for the decorations had never left Seiyun,

but he had only to be shown how to do a thing once after which he did it

perfectly himself, as we were able to judge. The walls, like all the houses,

are only of dried mud and straw with a lime plaster. For some two-thirds

of the way up the walls the fdaster is polished with a smooth flint till it

shines like marble. In most rooms thne were pillars (and in big rooms

there is usuaUy a forest of them) as it is difficult for Itmg beams of wood
for die roofi to be broi^ht by camek. So Seiyid Alawi, having seen

reinfiiitxd concrete made in Singapore, was himself esperimenting widi

nanfbroed concrete beams to avoid too many pillars. Pale gtem and gold

ate die principal colours used in the decorations, '^^bkh mainly take die

form ofcrowns with trailing green strips; these adorn most ofthe windows

and doom. We were also shown a large ballroom atttactivdy des^ned

widi a number ofpiUan down both sides and decorated widi gold crowns

and ocdowed bmamentarion. There was no ceilii^ to jhis lootai, fiir it

was to he roofed widi panes of to be broug^ up %ni die eoast
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Several writers have recently deplored the tendency of the rich and

travelled Seiyids to bring into the wadi foreign, and particularly European,

influence in their architecture. ‘‘Architecture” is the one word that

describes the quality which makes the Hadhramaut different from any other

country and gives it a peculiar cachet of its own. It would be deplorable to

let European architects and town planners loose in an Arab town, but what

is going on in the Hadhramaut is exaedy the converse. It is the Arabs

themselves, who, with Arab eyes, are seeing what other countries produce

and copying what they think worth copying. They may hit it offwrongly,

but gradually innate instinct will lead them right and they will produce

something worth looking at. It seems to inc that no one can help them in

this.

Hadhramaut houses do not last for ever, and indeed it would be happy
for us if some of the architecture of the Victorians was expressed in mud
rather than in solid bricks. The Victorians, no doubt, thought what they

turned out was admirable, and it is true that succeeding generations rarely

think alike. Besides, this surely is not the first rime that foreign influences

have been introduced into the valley. Time and again I saw buildings

reminiscent of Assyrian or Egyptian work, and I expect that when the old

turreted castles, now mostly in ruins, were abandoned for the rather

American-looking ones, the older generation shook their heads and said:

‘‘My God, how dreadful.”

This was the third brief visit we paid to Seiyun, the capital of Kathlri-

land. The Sultan, *Ah bin Mansur, is one of the most delightful

perhaps the most lovable of the chiefe of the Protectorate. He is also

probably the most truly cultured and has a real and earnest desire for peace

in his country. He told me that the small revenues of the State were spent

entirely on the public service, as he himself lived on private means derived

from property in Singapore. The Sultaiute, which is under protection by
virtue of the Qu’aid-Kathin agreement, consists of the directly ruled towns
and villages of Seiyun, Tarim, Taiis, Al Ghurflt, Maiiama and Al Ghdl and
the Shenafir Confederation of four tribes—the Katfalti, die ’Awimir, the

Jabiri and the BajtL Large numben of the Kathiri live in Java so that it

is a wealthy tribe. Tlie Al *Amr clan, like some ofthe Tamimi tribe, have
expressed a desire for direct British rule.

After a drink of iced water we started on our way to Tariiu* We
were now in Seiyid Bubekr*s car, for Sheikh Sa'id was anxious fo lecom to

Sfaibam. Our driver was ’Ali, a Somalit who occupies a key position in
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Hadhramaut, being the only person who can put the can together again

when they have been brought up from the coast. We were followed by

Hassan Shaibi, the secretary-teacher cum perfect buder we had met on our

previous visit to Tarim» in a two-seater. We frequently had to diverge

slightly from the track in order to avoid large stones placed on the road by

beduin who maintain an aedve dislike of modem methods of transport.

The tribesman's prejudice against the motor car is not simply mere conserva-

tism but a dread that motor transport may oust the camel and thus deprive

him of his livelihood.

It was already dark by the time we reached the wadis in which we had

stuck on our return from Tarim in November, but chere was no difficulty

now as the wadis were dry. Once more we found ourselves waiting in a

car for the gates ofTarim to be opened, then, driving past the cemetery and

along familiar roads we came to Seiyid "Umar s house, but this time all

was in darkness save for the faint glow of a lamp shining through the

coloured panes of a side window. No one was about, the doors were shut.

For some time the driver hooted, but ali we could hear in response was a

child’s voice reading aloud on one shrill note. At length a face appeared

at the lighted window and our driver shouted that we were in d^e car. He
was asked to go up, for, as we were told later, Seiyid ’Umar did not beUeve

him, not having expected us to arrive for another four or five days at least.

He came out at once to welcome us, and there were apologies from us

for our unannounced arrival and from him because everything vsras not

ready. However, it was all the more delightful for we felt as if we had

stepped into a home imtead of a formal guest-house. Tea was brought

and towels and soap and we were invited to wash and refresh ourselves.

We were more than ready for dinner. With the exception of a little

tinned fruit which we had eamn in the Wadi Ser, we had had nothing to

eat since breakout at Qubhudh, and Qubhudh seemed now not only miles

away but almost in another life.

It wu a dehdous meal, with plenty of good things such as chopped

v^eta^le salads, pieces of meat cooked in a variety of ways with a variety

of sauces and fiied eggs, but as no special preparations had been p<»sible

it was homely and unpretentious. We ^t a great deal better when we
left the table to drink coffee in the drawing-room and talk awhik. Ithot^ht

longingly of a comfbrtaJ}le bed, but was completely overcome to find it

famished with pink afpe-de-diiae sheets, a luxury which I had always

inu^ined to be a prerogative ofthe most es^ensive actresses.
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The next morning Sciyid ’Abdul Rahman took us to visit the site of

a Himyaridc tomb which had been accidentally discovered by some boys

;

and then on to visit Seiyid Bubekr’s Tarim house where Seiyid ’Utnar

promised to show us some stones with Himyaritic inscriptions and carvings.

The big courtyard was empty and the house shut up, as Seiyid Bubekr

spends most of his time in Seiyun. Passing through a door in the wall in

the side of the house we entered a delightful and extraordinarily un-Arab

garden. We were first taken to admire the ducks and geese kept in big pens

of European pattern with an artificial pond. These birds arc very rare

in the Hadhramaut and to see them in such surroundings we felt as ifwe had

been carried thousands of miles back home.

There was a wonderful sense of peace in the pleasant walled garden

with its green grass, shady trees and sweet-scented flowers, and while we
wandered among the firuit trees servants brought out some of the inscribed

stones and carvings. I copied some of the inscriptions and photographed

others.^ D. and I drove to the swimming-bath in ’Aidid. It adjoins

another hovise belonging to Seiyid ’Umar, to which he retires in the heat of

the summer. We had a grand bathe, afterwards lying out on a terrace

spread with carpets and strevm with cushions.

Next morning Seiyid ’Umar took us to Dammiin to sec the celebrations

in honour of a successful ibex hunt. Dammun, though it is not under

Kathiri rule, is practically a suburb of Tarim being just outside the eastern

wall. The ibex (wcil) was a sacred animal with the ancient South Arabians,

and there were carvings of them amongst the stones in Sciyid Bubekr’s

collection. There is no doubt that the dances we saw are extremely

ancient and pagan in origin. I think this is realized by the more educated

people and for this reason the celebrations are not really approved of.

In the afternoon we discussed arrangements for our journey to Seihut.

Seiyid Bubekr considered that wc ought to take a Seiyid with us. One had

accordingly been summoned from ’Einat and after lunch we interviewed

him. Wc did not take a fancy to Seiyid Muhsin but could hardly refuse

^ Those I copied read:

OlAHn.
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his Compaq in the presence ofout fiiend's advice. He turned out to he an

unattractive personality and we had mote than a suspicion that some of the

trouble we had &om our camelmen on the Vray was due to him. He was

mean, ignorant and prejudiced, and hit chief preoccupation was to see

that his hand was duly kissed.

Hie next day we explored the town. So that we might not be incon-

venienced by crowds Seiyid ’Abdul Rahman rang up and asked the Sultan

to send us an escort. Three slave soldiers appeared and we set out on foot.

Tarim is ruled, on behalf of Sultan ’Ali, by the sons of his unde. The

wealthy Seiyids on leave and in retirement from Singapore find a modest

outlet for their business acumen and their money in running the munidpal

afiiurs of the town. They do this very well, for they cast a budget, which

balances with the aid of a 1 12,000 annual contribution from themsdves.

Actually the sum they spend on dispensaries, schools and other public and

charitable services is large. They disbune still more on settling tribal

troubles. It is worth while mentioning that several of the Seiyids are Justices

of the Peace for Singapore. They use other methods to obtain it in Tarim.

Tarim is utterly unlike Shibam and Seiyun. Although it is surrounded

by walls it is much more a garden dty covering a wide area, and there is

little crowding of houses, although there are over two thousand of them.

The walls are immoisdy lot^ and have five gates and tweruy-five forts.

It is, too, a more aristocratic town than Shibam, having less suggestion

of slums and less air of business. There are, of course, many brown mud-

built houses bf the mual pattern, but the prindpal features are the large

number of stately palaces and die three hundred mosques. One is strucki

too, by the presence oftelephone lines and pipes with water supply crossing

the toads at curious angles. There are sixty motor cars in the town, more

than there are in all the test ofthe Hadhramaut together. One or two old

ruined castles with round towers at their cotnen stand out conspicuously,

built on hills and apparendy little di&rent in essoitials fixim mediet^'

European casdes.

Near the market were streets of taller houses and between them across

die road were slung many hen roosts. Here and there we came across

wells and siqaygs and, wlm was really remarkable, public conveniences.

Away filom die centre of the town a more suburban atmosphere prevails.

Tarim is evidoidy extoiding £ar we saw a number of homes in course of

fauildiiig, new villas speinging op with peasant vocable gardesis and groves

t^date trees.
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Talk after dinner that evening turned to superstitions in various countries

and Seiyid *Umar told us these

:

The Hamunii tribe never eat the tongue or eyes ofany animal.

Among the Manahil and Mahra tribes the women never milk the

camels.

If bats come into the house it means that a letter is coming.

It is very bad luck to meet a one-eyed person first thing in the^

morning.

It is bad luck to break down the nests made by the mason wasps

in the comers of a room.
If a cock crows early in the night the people of Tarim say that

its owner possesses unlawful money, that is to say, money received

by way of mtercst.

If a dog holds its head up and barks it is a sign of rain, if it holds

its head down and howls it is a sign that someone is going to die.

Ifyou kick your shoes or sand^ offyour feet and they turn upside

down when they fall it is a sign that you will go on a journey.

Nail pairings must not be left in the house or the owner will become

poor. Seiyid ’Umar told us that a rival of his father, Seiyid Sheikh, in

Singapore, had secreted some nail parings in his father’s house. He waited

for three months hoping that he would see SeiyiH Sheikh’s wealth melt

away, but when he saw that his charm had no effea he went and confessed

to him, saying: ‘T thought you would become poor but you’re richer than

ever before.”

It would be hard to equal the contrasts between the modernism—even

futurism—and medievalism we found in Tarim. Often in the mornings

as wr sat in the drawing-room we heard desultory shots. Seiyid ’Umar

would go to the window and ask what it was. The answer was always

”Bedus.” One morning there was quite a big battle and a lot of firing.

We watched through field-glasses and saw two parties of beduin firing

at each other outside the walls, while ftom behind the parapets of the

ramparts the Sultan’s soldien fired occasional shots to show perhaps that

they were there, and that Tarim was not to be included in the battle area.

We heard afterwards there was only one casualty—a man hit in the leg

—

and the cam belli was die usual, a blood feud.

Although Tarim is, like Du’an, a place of retirement, Tarim is ultra-

modern and Du’an old fbhioned. In the west it is not difficult, seated

perhaps on what is left ofthe endrding wall ofa medieval town, to conjure

.

up the past, and, with a knowledge of history, even t^ picture the gradual
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change in the surroundings and the life of the people from the Middle

Ages to the twentieth century. Roads are built and railways laid down.

Horses and horse-drawn traffic become less and less as cars appear and fill

the roads. The streets dark at night, and the houses dimly lit, gradually

grow bright as gas and then electric light take the place of dips and oil.

The increasing roar of traffic and the blare of gramophone and wireless are

heard.

It is easy living in the present to piaure the past, but it is much more

difficult to live in the past and conjure up the future. In Tarim we found

ourselves in the unfamiliar atmosphere of medieval surroundings and con-

ditions of life, with no friendly policeman and only savagery outside the

walls. It was as though men from this past had stepped forward several

centuries of rime and brought back twentieth century furniture, cars,

telephones, electric light, iced drinks, baths and every “mod. con.“ At

night when we sat under an electric fan in a modem drawing-room, the

bulk of the population was sleeping in caves, or little stick huts, or in mud
dars, every man with his rifle and dagger within easy reach.



chapter XX

THE TOMB OF HUD IN THE VALLEY OF THE FLOODS

And unto 'Ad {we sent) their brother Hud. Quran.

Turn, men of Ad, and call upon the Lord,

The Prophet Houd exclaim’d;

Turn men ofAd, and look to Heaven,

Andfly the wrath to come. Southey.

Two days later (Thursday, December 6th) we set out from Tarim along

the wadi Maseila' to Seihut, on the coast—a distance of just over two

hundred miles. Not content with the overwhelming hospitality they had

already shown us, our hosts, the Al Kaf Seiyids, insisted oh arranging and

paying for the whole of the journey, which we expected to complete in

litde more than a week. Several of our friends accompanied us as far as

Masilat as Silma to speed us on our way, and after a farewell conversation,

reminiscent of a station platform, we got back into the cars and with

waving of handkerchiefs set off towards country till then untrodden

by Europeans.

Passing out of Tarim through Al Q5z, Qahir and ’Einat, we overtook

one of our camels that had left the previous day and picked up an escort, a

child of thirteen complete with bandolier and rifle. I cannot say that we
felt much extra security from his presence nor did he seem much worried

by his great responsibflity, for he sat quite happily clutching his frther’s

rifle in front ofthe car.

We now enmred a zone where the people had many East African cem-

nections, and for the next four days I met many who had been in Zaaajlhax,

Mombasa and Dar es Salaam, and was continually having convets^imu in

SwahilL Here we came to the walled town of Qasm, abode of the chief

^ The name Wadi Maseila is applied to die continaation ofthe Wi»£ HadbnmuHtt
from Hum Dhfl>an Maseila, two a^ a halfmiles from Ttfiin.
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of the Bin Ycmani clan of the Tamimi tribe, said to have a monthly income

of $40,000 from Java. A mile and a half further on we came up with

the main body ofour caravan at Husn as Sufeira, and found them completely

unready to move. We had arranged chat the baggage camels should go on

in advance and meet us at Fughma, where we expected to spend the night,

but, of course, they had not gone, the excuse being that the Seiyid and three

of the men had only just arrived. After a good deal of grumbling the men

started to load up, having wanted to wait until three o'clock. Our men

all had long hair reaching to their shoulders, though sometimes they tied

it up in a bim behind. Some of them had their hair shining with simsim

oil. D. and I, Hassan, Zaidi, Ganess, Salih 'Ali and Seiyid Mushin rode,

while Salim, Bukheit, FaraJ, and the beduin walked, though the latter

seized every opportunity of riding the baggage camels. Donkeys cannot

be used down the Wadi Maseila on account of the long stretch without

water. They would have diflficulty, too, owing to the depth of water

at some of the fords, for the track crosses and recrosses the river and in

places the water was up to above the camel's girths.

Husn as Sufeira is a castle of the old-fashioned description with turrets

at the comers and belonging to the Tamimi chief. Most of the people

there had been in East Africa, and while I talked Swahili to a man from

Qasm, D. was waylaid by some women who wanted to know if we had

news of their husbands and sons in Zanzibar.

At last we got under way. The wadi here was wide, its reddish sand

pleasantly broken by the green of rakh. Rakh, rakh, rakh. How tired

of it we were to become before we reached Seihut. Our halts were largely

determined by its presence, and every morning we were assailed by the

sickly stench of the breath and dung of rakh-fed camels. It gave them

a perpetual diarrhoea and the camel of anyone riding ahead was a continual

offence to the nose and eyes of the one riding behind.

Presently we rode down into the Wadi Hun in which there was water

;

it is said, indeed, that it is never dry. There was an old lady on the further

side filling skins with water and one of the camel-men gaflantly carried them

up for her into the the village on the bank above.

A little later we came to some mounds, the only reUcs of ruins again

attributed to 'Ad, and shortly after stopped below the imposing mount

on which Husn Al 'Ur is built. D. and I climbed up to sec the ruins

guided by Karama. In its prime the building must have been impres-

sive, and even to-day, when little more than foundations are left, it
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Still gives a feeling of massive solidify. Near the summit is a deep

^ell.^

Leaving Husn al ’Ur the track crossed to the rivenide, cool and pleasant

with dates and cultivation. A large heron stood in the water leisurely

collecting its supper ; the scenery was Egyptian, colouring soft and attractive

with the late afternoon light falling on the date-palms. We could see As

Som in the distance and passing through it, halted among s^d dunes and

rakh a little beyond the village. While our home for the night was being

set up, a wild-looking man who had been to Mombasa came to see me and,

talking Swahili, asked me when we would have a District Commissioner

there, as in Mombasa. He said that the people who had cultivation were

tired of perpetual raids by Shenzis (savages) from the mountains who came

down when the crops were ready.

In the morning we discovered that the headman, Ma'tuf bin Khashash,

had deserted. The mantle fell on Karama.

The hies were still 'with us, riding on us and buzzing round us. I had a

theory that many of them came with us the whole journey from Mukalla

and back, for where they could arise from in barren country I could not

think. I believe they camped with us at night and started off again on our

backs in the morning. We had nothing now to mitigate the nuisance,

for we were short of cigarettes and had been unable to buy any in Tarim.

Seiyid ’Umar had given us a tin of black Bird’s Eye tobacco and some

dgarette-papcR, and with these we manufactured some powerful smokes

at limch and evening halts.

Now and again we saw the unusual sight of goats perched on the top

of quite high bushes browsing on the upper branches. I thought they

must have developed the power of flight until I saw a woman picking

them up and putting them on the trees.

We did not enter Fughma village but went down to the river and at its

junction with the Wadi Yabha settled down, in the shade of the bank, for

^ We climbed down a shorter but steeper way and found the following inscription

faigh up on die wall which does not seem to have been recorded before

:

. . . i i«.?

. . .
oblirerated

t ^ obliterated 4> obliterated o ||

• . . ei3H ^'***®’^****^*

^Bfofccrt, not eertain.
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QABB HUD

lunch, when the baggage animals arrived one of them fell in the water

and stuck in the muddy sand. The beduin rushed to its help and unloaded

it. They then began digging it out, pulling the wet sand from under it

with their hands. One of them had a bright idea and fetching a saucepan

tried to empty the river round it. This caused some amusement, but the

camel-men, seeing that the idea was not without its possibilitie , built a bund

round the camel and reinforcing the saucepan with a pail contin^ued to empty

the river. Others brought sticks and branches and pushed them under

the beast. It was on the point ofheaving itself up when Seiyid Muhsin was

inspired to invoke the name of Sheikh Bubekr, the famous saint of ’Einat,

who was so holy that his name can move anything—so said Seiyid Muhsin.

After lunch, however, when we started stirring up the camel-men, even the

holy sheikh’s name was useless, for nothing short of dynamite will move

camel-men before they want to go.

It was not until half-past three that we got away determined to reach

Qabr Hud that night. Karama had other ideas and did everything he

could to delay us. Just before half-past five we saw Qabr Hud appearing

deceptively close and urging on our camels we rode forward. Darkness

came down at a quarter-past six, but the thought ofspending a comfortable

night in the A1 ELafhouse encouraged us on. Finally, in scattered formation,

we came to a halt in the wadi below the village at ten minutes past seven.

Sahm went oiF to find^i^jhe house and its key but without success, so we
stretched ourselves out under a tamarisk tree.

The morning broke a Httle misty and when I cUmbed above the bank

under which we had slept I saw the fidnt mist drifting slowly away from

the gully on the side of wliich lay the great white tomb of Hud which had

been our leading mark till darkness overtook us. Even at a distance of

half a mile it is impressive in its calm beauty.

A soUtary beduin (it turned out he was one ofour party) was descending

the broad white flight ofsteps that leads up to the sanctuary, and I wondered

whether our presence here would be resented.

The atmosphere of this most holy spot in the Hadhramaut lost nothing

on closer acquaintance. We reached it, not through the little town and

up the imposing stairway, but up the side ofthe mountain by a path leading

to the large white-washed platform where there was a many-columned

cloister partially enclosing the huge boulder held to be the hump of Hud’s

petrified she-camd. Ihis cloistered platform is used for prayen. BdTore

stepping on to it we removed our shoes. There was not ^soul about and
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an air of complete peace and calm pervaded the whole place. There was

that feeling of reverence and devout worship which hangs like an aura

around almost every sacred shrine. This was even more apparent when

we had climbed the rough white-washed slope, which half-way up divides

into two, one going right and the other left, and came to the dome itself.

The tomb extends up the hill-side at the back of the dome : its total length

is about ninety feet.

The dome covers the rough imhcwn natural rock of the mountain in

which is a great cleft. This, it is said, is the place into which the prophet

disappeared. The mountain never completely closed after him, and now
while the surrounding rock is heavily white-washed the cleft itself is left

untouched. Untouched that is to say by paint, but it is worn smooth by

countless reverent hands and lips. It was this, perhaps, with the quiet of

the fine December morning brooding over the spot, which called back

to my mind other ancient fanes where the knees ofgenerations ofworshippen

have worn away the stones.

It was not easy to turn oneV mind to a practical examination of the

tomb and its surroundings. Thousands of minute pieces of chewed-up

coloured rag or string stuck to the walls and roofofthe cupola attracted our

attention, and on the grave itself, extending out of the cupola up the

mountain, there were numbers of small stones tied round with pieces of

rag and suspended from pegs driven into the masonry.

Hud is generally thought to be the patriarch Eber of Genesis and in

Muslim theology was the prophet of the giant race of 'Ad. He it was who
reproved the haughty Sheddad and warned the 'Adites of their end, after

which they were consumed by the devastating wind of the desert. I have

not been able to find any reference to the end ofHud in the historians, but

legend has it that he was pursued by two infidel horsemen into the gully

where his tomb now is. Being hard pressed he reached the rock and said:

‘‘Open by the permission of God." The rock opened wide. He entered

in and the stone closed on him, but it did not close entirely. His she-camel

which he couched near-by was turned to stone.^

The pilgrimage to the tomb ofHud takes place on 15th Sha’ban and the

^ Qabr Hud, like Qabr Salih and other giants’ tombs, was probably a sanctuary

of the old religion, and it is said that when Sdyid Ahmed bin ^Isa al ^hajir came
to the Hadhramaut he searched and made enquiries everywhere for the tomb ofHud.
At Imgii one Sheikh Ba ’Abbad, a caravan Muqaddam of Rahia who Imew die

whole country, offered to showhim the grave, but in true Hadhrami style demanded
(Ft» cmnpUticn c/ /odnda $$0
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PILGHIMAGE TO THE TOMB

town of Qabr Hud is only inhabited for three days in the year. The first

act of the pilgrims after arriving and finding their quarters is to go down to

the river and wash and pray. Then they return to their houses and after

food go out to look at the beduin dances. The fair at which anixnals,

clothing and butter are sold, lasts until sunset and the pilgrims may, ifthey so

wish, do business until this time.

The next day they rise early and going down to the river pray the Fajr

beside the water. The ceremonies of the visitation take place during the

day. Again by the water-side the pilgrim says : “Verily it is a river of the

rivers of Paradise.” He then performs the ablutions and prays under the

leadership of the Mansab, Sheikh 'Umar al Mihdliar. Then he tells his

beads and praises and glorifies, and magnifies, advancing the while to the

empty well where he stays a short time. Here he says “Peace be on the

Prophet ofGod, peace be on the Aposde ofGod, peace be on the Beloved of

God.” This is followed by the invocation of the peace on all the prophets

of importance, the four perfect women, the archangels and the gardener

of Paradise.

The pilgrim then prays that out of regard for the prophet Hud, the

Prophet Muhammad and others, God will accept his endeavours, be pleased

with his deeds, redouble his rewards, forgive him his sins, strengthen his

weakness with the protection of faith, raise up his abode and make His

pleasure his hope and Paradise his objea and goal, that God will keep his

record in His right hand, make his deeds good, accept the good deeds ofhis

benefactors and forgive them who sin against him.

Then the pilgrim climbs to the holy tomb where Seiyid *Alawi bin

Ahmed al Haddad prays on his behalf. The prayers are further inter-

cessions by the virtue ofHud and the other prophets, and are followed by

the reading of the Chapter of Hud and a reading from the Kawakib of

Ahmed bin ’Umar al Hinduan.
#

how much he would be paid. Biuton remarks in a footnote to his Arabian Nights

“the people arc the Swiss of Arabia'and noted for thrift and hard bargains; hence

the saying *lf you meet a serpent and a Hazrami, slay the Hazrami.*” The Seiyid

and his companions replied that they would give him the tithes of the wadis. He
led them to the spot and Seiyid Ahmed bin ’Isa after examination was convinced

dut the prophet was buried dberc. A cupola was built over the grave with stairs

leading up to it and a mosque near-by for prayers. Sheikh Ba ’Abbad became the

guard^ of the tomb and his dcscen^nts hold die office to this day. It is only

this cupola that is old; the other bmldings and the magnificent flights of stairs are

con^aradvely new and are due to the boaeftetion of the Al Kaf fiu^y.
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The ceremony concludes witli a recitation offour fatihas.^

Except during the pilgrimage the town is deserted, but shortly before

the time it is due to start the Ba *Abbad Sheikh comes from Al Ghurfa to

repair the road where the seil has washed -it away, to repair the houses if

there is any damage and to fill the tanks of water for the mosque.

An accoimt of these ceremonies of the visitation of Hud is not easily

available, even in the abbreviated form I have given them. They seem to

me to have some interest as showing how high a place the sanctuary holds

in the life and thoughts of the Hadhrami.

With a sense of refreshment we put on our shoes and descended the

broad stairway to the village. At the foot we were met by a gentlc-cycd

heifer which gazed at us for a Uttlc while and then turning away with a

frisk of its tail departed into a courtyard. Apart from pigeons this heifer

was the only hving being we met in the place. The large mosque below

the tomb was empty, the streets deserted, the houses shuttered. But

there was no feeling of decay.

^ The first in honour ofMuhammad, Hud and the other apostles and prophets,

the second in honour of the Prophet’s family and the Imams, this fatiha then invokes

the names of the many saints of the liadhramaut ; the third is for guidance, pros-

perity and help, and the fourth and last seems to reach at the greatest needs of the

Hadhramaut^ “May God accept from me and from you and from all the visitors

of t^ noble prophet the visits that are made in his honour . . . May He bring

together in unity the Seiyids ofthe house of ’Alawi, arrange setdement between them,

and cause harmony and unity to reign in their hearts for good. May He raise up

for this blessed wadi a just Sultan and bestow on us the desire for co-operation, and

give us His assistance to do good deeds and to refrain from bad ones. .

.
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chapter XXI

A RIVER OF THE RIVERS OF PARADISE—THE MAHRA
COUNTRY

There is a temple in ruins stands

Fashioned by longforgotten hands, Byron.

The thorn trees caught at us with their crooVd hands,

Trans. W. S. Blunt.

How much alarmed the travellers were, FAR OFF,

And now began the last lap and in some ways the best of all ; with the

thrill of travelling over unexplored country each view seemed to open

itselfout for you alone. Arabia is a dry country but here was a river flowing

mile after mile and day after day with clear green water, banked with grass

and trees. This was the part of the wadi of which I had read so long ago

in Hogarth’s book and I felt in an entirely unjusdflable way that it had been

waiting all these years for me.

The wadi was no doubt one of the principal ancient routes to and from

the Hadhramaut and beyond. It was also prqbably the route followed by

Malik bin Fahm and his Azdite hordes in their great migration from Yemen

to Oman. We found traces ofancient travellers and, as will be seen, among

its principal features are the sites ofisland forts, no doubt designed to protect

the ancient incense trade. Throughout the Hadhramaut the ancients seem

to have flavoured these island sites when available, and Hajarein, Gheibun,

Shibam and Husn al ’Ur are examples. Shabwa, as Pliny had indicated,

appears to have the same sort of situation.

Geographically the Wadi Hadhramaut is the key feature of the country

to which it gives its name. North and south of it the land rises to extensive

plateaux forming watersheds. The one to the north, about 3,500 feet above

fea4evel, has a series of wadis draining north into the sands, and another

series draining south into the Wadi Hadhramaut. The watershed to the

south cootisdng in the sameway ofplateaux, is higher dmi that to the north,
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rising in the west to some 6,000 feet. From it the wadis drain north to the

Wadi Hadhramaut and south to the sea.^

Immediately cast ofthe walls ofTarim the wadi changes in all its aspects.

Politically it runs again into Qu’aiti territory, but territory not included in

any of the five provinces, though there is a Qu'aiti Governor at ’Einat

responsible for relations with the Tamimi and Manahil tribes who both

have “A’’ agreements with the Sultan. The wadi therefore remains

politically Qu’aiti until it becomes Mahra.

The standard of wealth also changes east of Tarim. It is not to be

supposed that this denotes any diminution of business capacity on the part

ofthe Tamimi, for some ofthem make money inJava and, as has been said,
*

the chiefofthe Bin Yamani clan has a large income from Java. The reason

for this change in the standard of wealth seems to be that in the course of

years the Tamimi have developed much stronger connections with East

Africa and therefore succeeding generations find it easier to go there. The

Hadhrami in East Africa as a general rule indulge in less remunerative occu-

pations than those in the East Indies.

Occasionally the spate comes down the Wadi Maseila* and then much

^ This description is typical of that part of the country through whidi the wadi

Hadhramaut runs more or less west to east, that is to say, from about Husn al *Abr

to beyond Tarim. Over this stretch the bed of the wadi falls from a little over

3,000 feet above sea level to a litde under 2,000 feet. On the 49di Meridian, a little

west of Mukalla, there is an approximate depth of 106 miles of wadi, mountain

and steppe land between the sea and the main wadi, and rather more between that

wadi a^ die desert. As the wadi turns to the soudi-east, however, it of course

modifies these proportions, but the country maintains die same general formation.

The wadi finally turns south and breaks through a defr in die coastal range, which

is a conspicuous sight from the sea as you sail by dhow from Seihut to Shihr and

from the air. A peculiarity of the river bed is its extreme width near the source

and its narrowness near the mouth. At the widest point at which we crossed it on
this journey, between Haura and Henin, it was four and a half miles wide, and at

Al ’Abr it is forty miles across. In the lower readies of the wadi, however, we found

places where the widdi was less than a hundred yards. The lengdi of the wadi

from Husn al *Abr to the sea is about 350 miles. The figures given in this resumj

of Hadhramaut geography are, of course, approximate, and ^ summary, while

based on observ^ £u:ts, is deduedon in so fin as parts of die country unseen by land

or from die air are concerned.

* The Wadi Maseila receives its fine prindpal contribution of water from .the

Wadi *Adim, said to be sometimes dry, and its second a little lower down &om
the Wadi Hun. The only odher important tributary above die watedess fiit of the

(For amtfMan qf tu pagi
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of the route we followed is impassable. We had pointed out to us from

time to time the alternative paths used, during the flood, well up the sides

of the wadi. At times of flood the volume of water passing through the

wadi must be terrific, for we saw high up in the trees debris which had been

carried down. Lower in the wadi the high-water mark was twenty feet

up the vertical walls. Floods such as these render cultivation in the scil

bed impossible, and the Manahil and Mahras carry out their planting on the

level surface ofthe hard alluvium brought down by the river through which

the spate has cut its channel, leaving almost perpendicular banks, sometimes

as much as twenty or thirty feet high.

After leaving Qabr Hud we gained our first addition to the caravan

—

eleven camels with their accompanying beduin. We went on gaining fresh

recruits till when we arrived at Seihut we were at least ninety camels strong.

It was the first day ofRamadhan and I wondered how many of our caravan

would fast. Seiyid Muhsin was the only one to do so, and he did it, as he

did most things, in a very blatant fasliion:

Presently we crossed the river Sena finding on its banks a little garden

enclosed by a palisade of date trunks, in which water melons were growing.

• Across the river we came on the real township of Sena, a group of thirty to

forty small cube-like huts of date trunks with no windows and an ever open

door. The people came out to watch us and the Seiyid had a magnificent

time, for a number of the men kissed his hand twice on the back and twice

on the palm.

We camped early near Qoz Adubi having done barely more than four

hours’ riding, but the beduin promised that we should do better in future

and reach Seihut in time. Our camp lay under a wadi island hill, probably

the site ofanother ancient fort, and in the morning we rode round the back

of it where we saw the ancient dam, strongly built ofmasonry and cement,

which Squadron-Leader Rickards had noted &om the air. Two men who
were roaming the neighbourhood walked some way with us. One ofthem

asked me if ^ere was any magic in my country for a love charm.

il^ow Taburkum with its irrigation plants like jetties at intervals down

wadi is the Wadi Sena. From Basa’ to Marakhai the wadi is in ordinary times dry

and this part is known as Al Liza. Though the aneroid showed diminishing height,

wehad^ impression ofgoing uphill as iEar asJebel Qafi firom which point it appeared

to descend £^ly steeply. From Marakhai the river flows pereni^y to BuzSn,

and dbe prindpal tributary below Al Liza is the *Akid. 1 travdled up a good deal

ofthe Wadi Hajt in 1939 and die descripdon remains accurate. There are valuable

areas on^ river and as fiu: as I know it always reaches die sea.
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the river we came to Basa’ where the river disappears, and where a man with

his wife and child, encamped near-by, volunteered to take us to Sad to see

what we understood to be some rock paintings.

After forty minutes’ ride we halted under the cliff and climbed up the

slope full of anticipation. There was a natural seat and shelter hollowed

out three-quarters of the way up the cliff and on the rocky ceiling a good

deal of writing painted in red and white. The writing in red looked

perfectly fresh, though the white was faded. Later knowledge led me to

suppose that the red was painted with “dragon’s blood” from Soqotra

which retains its freshness indefinitely. The inscriptions had been protected

from light and weathering by their situation. Many of the characters

were unfamiliar to me though some resembled Himyaritic.^

Presently we caught up with the caravan, at least we came across Salih

(the beduin) trying with the advice and aid of the other beduin to shoot

a couple of sitting birds. The birds were large, guinea-fowl-looking

creatures called buri, and they sat on a tree trunk while the pre-

parations went on. Salili had got into a beautiful position for enfilading

and, lying at a range of about ten yards, took long and careful aim.

Perhaps the birds knew of the prowess of beduin for they did not stir.

Silence and stillness were enjoined on us, and we watched with bated

breath. At length Salih pulled the trigger. There was a terrific explosion

and—the two birds flew unconcernedly away without so much as a

recognized again some of these characters in graffiti when 1 later visited

*Iryush in Soqotra where they were said to be Ethiopic. Later in England 1 showed

the Sad inscriptions to Dr. A. S. Tritton of the School of Oriental Studies, who had

taught me the elements of Himyaritic. He pointed to some resemblances to

Ethiopic and more striking still to the North Arabian alphabets ofThamud and Safit.

On these latter analogies it was possible to suggest the reading of one group of

characters which occurred twice as ALF—a thousand. But the inscription, feom

top to bottom, still remains undecipherable, though it seems more than likely

that the characters are in a dead language as yet unknown. All that can be said with

comparative certainty is that the language in question belongs to the same group of

bygone Semitic languages. It is unlikely that it represents the lost alphab^ which

was the ancestor ofthe alphabets of those languages and incidentally of our own, but

the exciting possibility remains. Some of die characters do resemble our own
letters, for instance A and D and H are plain, though they no doubt have other

values. The writmg of coune confirms that the w^ was an ancient route and
suggests perhaps the passage of northern travellen through it. The name
meaning a dam is also interesting and points to the likdihood that diere was in

ancient times another dam at this place, but there is no trace of it now. v
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squawk. They had done all in their power towards contributing to the

evening meal.

We made an early start in the morning of December nth, but after

lunch most of us slept, except D. who wrote up some of the journal

and Salih {not al Khulaqi) who was busy raking the lice out of Karama’s

head with his jambiya. Seiyid Muhsin told us we were now about

half-way between Tarim and Scihut.

Some of the party went on as they heard there was water and presently

we sent Bukheit ahead to tell them to get ready. The rest of us started off

a bit later and caught up with the caravan who had found a deep pool

left by the passing flood.

We met here a man, a woman and a boy with some camels who told us

the result of the raid the Sei’ars had planned on the Mahras. They had

attacked a southboxmd caravan, killed one man, wounded another and

looted the goods. The news was asked for and given in very much the way

that “fans,** who have been temporarily out of touch with newspapers,

ask for and are given the result of a football match.

From the point where we found the water the Mahras owned the left

bank of the wadi and the Manahil the right. As there was a feud between

the two tribes our Minhali camel-men announced that in future they were

to be called Tamimis.

We woke early among our bushes on December 12th, but as we got

further down the wadi there was furious reluctance on the part of our

camel-men to move, for they hated approaching the Mahra country. How-
ever, we mounted our camels eager to find the promised river again, for

we had had our third night on short rations. The morning omens were

good for it is lucky to meet a solitary traveller bn business and we passed,

almost at once, a beduin walking rapidly and carrying his worldly possessions

on his back, a rifle, a bundle tied up in an indigo cloth, a straw bag, a wooden

bowl and a small iron saucepan.

Soon we came to Marakkai where the river emerges again in a narrow

stream beside the left cliff. Frogs and small fishes abounded in the clear

water. It was grassy underfoot and the wadi was beautifully green and,

almost English in appearance, for the tamarisks are much like young pine

trees. So, quietly and unobtrusively we entered the Mahra country—the

first Europeans to be in its interior—^and pature could not have staged a

mote beautiful entry for us. The branches gUttered with dew and birds

were singing in the trees. Presently we saw bvdy litdc kingfishen, like
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those I had seen in Zanzibar, standing on poles in the water and feeding off

the fish. The morning light lit np the dew-covered spiders' webs and the

grass seemed more emerald green than any I had known. The wadi was

not more than a hundred to a hundred and fifty yards wide, but, except

for the narrow ride of green turf over which we were passing, it and its

slopes were packed with trees. There was a riot ofvariety in the vegetation,

'ithl, ’ais {Tammx sp.), ’ishar, harmal, a little sumr, khuweira, lejawa

{Zygophyllum sp,) and a few sir palms, and in all this the ariata soon

became the most striking object. There was a fine green copse of these

trees ahead, some forty or fifty feet high, a most unusual picture in this

country. It can be imagined how refreshing such s^hts were to us who
had been so long used to barren rocks and sand. Not that I do not love

the Arabian landscapes, but even the Arabs say the three best things in the

world are ruiming water, green grass and a pretty face.

Dwellings, however, were no more elaborate and Hautat as Seiyid con-

sisted of the usual mean stick huts. These were the commonest type of

dwellings in the wadi and were almost universal in Mahra country until

we reached Qal’ana. From Qal’ana to Dhubeia the buildings are mostly

ofmud, only a single storey high.

We came down to the river, full of green water weeds and to grassy

pasture where cows were grazing, and later as we climbed the left cliff on

the other side we saw below, on the river which had become wide and deep,

three black, brown and white wild duck which rose with a whirr and a splash.

In the afternoon we caught up with a resting caravan of forty camels

which accompanied us aU the way to Seihut. There were six or seven

beduin and a woman with an elderly husband and two small diildren.

The man told me that he and his family were offto Zanzibar to seek a living,

so I gave him a letter of recommendation. The beduin of the caravan

were really Manahil but, like outs, declared they were Tamimis.

We came on some cultivation and a few huts at Bin Qora where there

were men sitting in the shelter ofa well over which was hung a fishii^-net.

There were small Sogotran cows and goats grazing near-by and a dog

barked at us as we passed. Here the wadi makes a big bend to the north

and Karama pointed out a short cut over the j5l for foot travelleis. This

cuts off in two houn the bend in the wadi that it takes six hours to fellow

with camels. We camped near Hadhlfii, but the only sign ofit when n^ht

feQ was the li^ from the fires ofits few huts on the sloping cliffbdiind ns.

* * *
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On December ijch we were kter surdng than usual for here, at Al

Hadhafa, we took on our fint siyar,^ *Aita bin Sa*id, representing the Bin

Sahal clan of the Mahras. He was a pleasant-looking lad ofnot more than

sixteen and the responsibility of taking care of our large caravan sat on him

quite lightly. Hitherto our journeys had been for, the most part, through

territories of a single tribe where siyars had not been necessary, or along

much-used highways where their presence was scarcely noticed. Going

into Mahra country with a Minhali and Tamimi caravan reminded me of

travelling in an International train where the nationalities of the ticket

collectors change at every frontier, for the Mahras seemed a foreign people

by their language, clothes, and customs. Their neighbours in the West

scarcely regard them as Arabs, though they themselves consider they are

of the pure stock of Himyar. Their capital is Qishn but their Sultan lives

in Soqotra which has been from immemorial times a foreign dependency of

the Sa’d bin Towar branch ofthe Bin A&ar, the ruhng house ofthe Mahras.

^ The custom in the Hadhramaut before the peace as elsewhere in Arabia, was

that when you travelled through the territory ofa tribe you paid a fee to the tribe and

took a member ofit as guarantee for your safety. He was a kind ofwalking passport.

The system is called siyara.

* The other andjunior branch ofthe Bin Afirar is that of*Amr bin Towar which

rules for the Sultan in Mahraland. The Bin Afrar say they are of the same stock as

the Bani Afif ofLower Yafa’. The Mahras arc divided into *uscbas, ofwhich there

are four, each consisting of a number of clans, and some independent clans, three of

which Uve in the Wadi Maseila. The Bin Sahal belong with two other clans to

the Bin Gesus ’useba and the Bin Zueidi with four others to the Shehshihi. One
of the principal *uscbas is that of die Bin SSr, for it includes the small clan of Bin

’Ali Muqaddam the peacemakers of the whole tribe. In case of a murder during a

period of truce between two clans the Muqaddam of Bin *Ali deals with it. The

murderer is put to death by his own tribe, and, if they fail to do so, it amounts to a

recognition on their part that the oflfended tribe may lake revenge. But once a man
is declared a murderer by the Muqaddam he is outlawed and may not be greeted by

his people. These is an appeal from the Bin ’Ali Muqaddam to the Bin Afrar Sultan.

The ’useba of Bin Boqi bin Ahmed is also important for it includes the strongest

secdon and is in dose alliance with the *Amr bin Towar side ofthe Bin Afrar. When
Bedr Bu Tuweirak, die great Kadilri ruler, was over-running the Hadhramaut, he

raided Qishn and Al Gheidha near Ras Fartak and set up his son Ahmed in the latter

place. The Bin Boqi combined with Abu Shawarib, the Father of Mustachios,

then Sultan of the Bin Afrar, vdio brought in Yafri'i mercenaries as well and diey

turned the Kadiiiis out. The Bin Boqi dien said diat die Yafa’is were unnecessary

mi that they would themselves ensure die safety of the country, so Abu Shawarib

paid them a subsidy of I480 a year whidi is paid to this day. The Bin Boqi are

(For comp/edofi qf /ootnols Mt nesti pag**)
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1 asked a Mahra friend what was the principal trade of his tribe and

he said *'Raiding/’ Subsidiary industries are agriculture, a little incense

gathering and camel breeding. Mahra camels have been famous for speed

and night work since ancient times, and they arc said to be extremely

intelligent and faithful. A Mahra camel will have nothing to do with a

stranger but couches at once for its master.

We started off imdcr Mahra auspices by losing the way and had to retrace

our steps, which was annoying as the track was bad with steep ups and downs

and many overhanging branches. It took us nearly half an hour to get

all our people across the river, for the place where we had to cross had an

extremely steep ascent on the opposite side. As each wet camel came

from the river the path was made so slippery that fresh earth and branches had

to be laid down for the succeeding beast. The climb up the narrowing,,

wadi brought us to the most beautiful views we had yet seen. Long

straight stretches of clear green water, fringed with vegetation, flowed

over the sandy bed below us. These straight lengths of river gave me
the fantastic idea that one day inter-tribal boat races might be witnessed

in the wadi

!

Below the ‘‘aqaba** there was the settlement of Bat-ha where we saw

hens pecking outside the huts. We asked for eggs but the people did not

understand why we should want them and asked if we smoked them

—

probably because Hassan as usual had a cigar going.

Passing Adh Dhahoma in the afternoon we were surprised to find the

track blocked by a gate which at first sight looked as though it had strayed

from an English field : it consisted of six poles fastened horizontally the one

above the other and each had to be removed separately. I hope that the

also said to have an agreement with the Sultan of Oman to keep the peace and arc

paid |i20 a year by him. Ahmed, fadier of Boqi, rests in a weii s tomb at Ras
Dargali and his son Boqi was such a mighty warrior that he died with his arm
stretched out, rather, I gather, in the manner certain European warrion have adopted,

and his tomb is so built as to allow for the salute. His detractors say that his arm got

stuck that way as he was so in the habit of begging

!

Amongst the independent sections there are several who are said not to be true

Mahras, the Bin Qidahi for instance, are those who came out firom the sea; the

story is that dietr ancator was an illegitimate child of the Bin Himr, another inde-

pendent section, who was thrown into the sea and washed up. The Bin Suletmi

are said to be descended firom two Indian Christians from Kokun who landed in

Khalfitt Bay and adopted Islam. The Bin Obtani daim kinship with the *AwaUdu
ofHadhramaut. The Bin Balhaf used to be the slaves ofShetU Johari ofBahwein.
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last man dosed the gate, but I rather doubt it. Through the gate we came

round a comer to the village ofRahu and saw the first sign of comparative

civilization since leaving Qabr Hud. This was a domed tomb, the resting

place of a weli, Salih bin ’Aqil.

We crossed over to the right side of the wadi where the colour of the

slopes changed quite suddenly from brown to black and dark red with

lava,^ and further down came to the wide Wadi 'Akid which is said to be

long and to have settlements in it.

We halted near Sifa among the *ais bushes near the river, and then

climbed up to Maqrat on its volcanic island hill through extensive

date groves, surrounded by a palisade of palm trunks.

After crossing the river we met our first upward-boxmd caravan from

Seihut, laden with rice and a few dates for ’Einat, and some dried fish and

grain for the beduin in the dry part of the wadi. Mahra caravans rarely

serve the wadi higher than ’Einat and Tarim is supplied chiefly by the Shihr

route. Following behind was an aged Mahra Darby and Joan, travelling

up the wadi on foot. The old lady had an enormous nose ring which

looked like tin but might have been silver, and later I noticed that almost

all the old women wore these rings. There was much discussion about

D.'s sex, so Muhsin said.

The wadi was now opening out into an immensely wide cultivated

plain. Scattered over it were men ploughing and women and children

about their several occasions. The place was called Tcheir, and settlement

after settlement was included in the name. We put up some partridges

and I longed for my shotgun, away back with the caravan, to relieve the

^ The cliffs above the slopes were still the normal colour and the black lava

was up to a uniform height of about a hundred feet. A liede later there was a gully

which broke the continuity of the black stones, but they continued beyond the gully,

showing perhaps that the formation of the gully was later than the volcanic activity.

Curioudy enough there was little of the lava on the left side. The lava ended at the

moudi of the Wadi *Akid on the west side but continued up it on the east side.

In the main wadi there was still lava on the right-hand slopes and it was a conspicuous

feature of die wadi for most of the rest of its length. Squadron-Leader Rickards’

sketch map of the wadi made from an aerial reconnaissance shows a number ofsmall

craters and one large crater some way down the wadi from this place. From the

distribution of the lava we deduced that the wadis were in point of time older, that

diey had dsen been filled with lava to a depth in places of from a hundred to a

hundred and twenty feet, and that afrerwards die river had carved out a new bed.

Much of this country is volcanic, for there are hot sulphur springs at Shihr, and

between Shihr and Se&ut I have seen extensive lava fields from the air.
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monotony of tinned salmon. After the plain had narrowed away, we came

to another gate and as we-waited for it to be pulled down we gazed in awe

at a mass of rock which made me think that Epstein had been let loose in

the valley. The group it formed might have been called “Motherhood,**

for it resembled an ill-shapen female with a horde of monstrous children

crowding up to her. Once past this nightmare conception we could see

the high walls sloping down to the valley in spurs with the green foliage

and water below and the blue sky above. Actually the bed of the wadi

was now only about fifty yards wide.

Everything was quiet and breathless on these afternoon rides,, save for

the pad-pad of the camels’ feet which was the only sound that broke the

stillness. There were signs everywhere that there had been a terrific torrent

of water for there were branches thrown up high among the bushes and

trees uprooted. We camped in a narrow place above the seil bed, heavily

wooded and with no sign of habitation near us ; nevertheless our young

escort climbed up the cliff, as he did every night about half-past eight, and

announced to the trees and the echoing rocks that he was our safeguard and

we were under the protection of his tribe.

“Who’s going to hear that, Hassan?’’ I asked as we sat at dinner.

“Mon-keys, perhaps,’’ laughed Hassan.

But I do not think there were even monkeys to hear it.

The air next morning was soft and cool, but we found the ’ais and ariata

trees very tiresome, for as we pushed aside their wet branches the ’ais in

particular left something sticky on one’s, face and hands, and it became

difficult to take a decent sight with the compass. The only sign of habita-

tion was the sound ofvoices from a village hidden amongst the trees. Once

we met a man carrying a baby in a cradle—^thc only time I remember seeing

such a sight in Arabia.

We came out of the forest to sec Buzun in the distance, marking the

beginning of the country occupied by the Bin Ziicidi clan of the Mahra

tribe. Passing Buzun we plunged into the shade of the woods again and

halted for lunch at Al Bureika, a little village in a clearing on the left side

of the wadi. At Buzun Seiyid Muhsin had collected a Bin Zueidi siyar,

Mseika bin Salim, who was again extraordinarily youthful He was a

cheerful soul who sang continuously, accompanying his singing by die

dappit]^ of his hands, but his songs always ended abruptly and with a

curious noise like a gramophone that has run down. He wore the Hade

braided coat of the Mahras which is almost a uniform pattern, though die
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facings change. (The Bin A&ar wear them braided with silver and the

rulers themselves have gold.) Mseika had Mongolian features and his back

view with his hair d6ne up in a bun was exactly that of a Chinese woman.

He had only arrived at Buzun from Seihut that day and told us he had taken

two and half days on the journey.

At Nedura we left the forest and rode amongst the acacia trees, whose

wicked thorns tore our clothes and scratched our hands and faces, till we

reached Thei’man where we camped in a magnificent situation raised

well above the wadi, and were asdr again early on December i6th. As the

beduin loaded up the camels, chanting the same words over and over again,

firequcntly concerning one of us, the rising sun lit up the grand walls of the

wadi and the sombre bushes below us touching everything with red and

gold.

We started off down towards the river and were soon again wrestling

with overhanging branches. There were men spreading out ariata leaves

to dry and from here on such a sight was common. When dried they are

taken to Seihut and sold for camel fodder. The fact that Seihut was now
the market town told us more clearly than anything that we were nearing

our journey’s end.

There were still extensive signs of volcanic activity and we came out

into the open with black clifl& on each side of us. They were backed by

much higher and older cliffs, curiously patterned with vertical flutings

which gave voice to a tremendous echo at the singing of Mseika and the

shouting of the camel-men. The level of the flood was at least twenty feet

up on the perpendicular cliffs by which we were riding and Mseika said

that floods like this happen about once in four years and last some ten

days. Anyone caught here by its sudden rush would not have a chance.

The villages now, such as Gheil, were well up on the right slope of the

wadi beyond the reach of possible floods, surrounded with date palms and

green firom the water of springs. These slopes on the right lead up to the

high rock wall which appears to be about a thousand feet high.

There were no further villages until we reached Qal’ana with its ruined

castle in the traditional medieval style : the houses round it were also broken

and deserted. Here, except for occasional pools or when the soil comes

down^the river comes to an end and in the afiemoonwe rode round a large

island hill in the middle of the wide wadi crowned with a stone wall

attribunKl by our beduin to the children of ’Ad, and called Husn ’Ad.

We passed a sha’b called Al Kohl which owes its name, according to
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Muhsin, to antimony deposits* and halted at Qatat al ’Abid* a deserted spot

where there was a pool of water. We camped on the other side of the

pool under a high wall with well-marked strata, which sheltered us from

the wind. It was a good camping place with ariata round us and boulders

behind. For dinner we had tomato soup, lean chops, the last ofthe mutton,

with onions and chips, and vermicelli pudding with cherries. Not bad

fare for such a spot, but Ganess, who by now had become a complete

beduin talking Arabic freely and saddling his own camel, sdll retained

his culinary skill and some enterprise. I sent a letter by messenger to

Seihut telling die Sultan’s representative that we were coming and saying

that we wanted a dhow for Mukalla. We fell asleep to the tune of the

pounding of coffee from the beduin encamped across the pool.

We expected that December 17th would be our last day’s march and

started early in the hope of reaching Seihut in good time. The way was

rough, the vegetation sparse, and it soon became very hot. Two men

passed by and asked if we were Seiyids. I suppose they were told that we
were for one of them took D.’s hand and tried to kiss it. She withdrew it

as would have been proper in ordinary society, but the Seiyids allow their

hands to be kissed. The man drew back surprised and one of the beduin

said: “Nasara”, whereupon the man’s face blackened with fury. No doubt

he felt he had been defiled, and I wondered for a moment if there would

be an incident. However, although he put his hand to his dagger he

thought better of it and turned away.

After Semarma we left the wadi and chmbed up on to a plateau called

Al Makad which cuts off a large comer. The cotmtry was rapidly opening

up and we expected every minute to sec the sea. The plateau was barren

and the only sight was the grave of another giant, Mola al ’Ain. Seiyid

Muhsin, our authority on the saints of the road, did not know when he had

lived but said it was a long time ago. He told us that travellers on the sea

caught in a storm vow to visit his grave if they are saved.

Wanting to press on we went on ahead of the caravan to Dhubeia

which has about a hundred and fifty mud huts, and a good deal ofcultivation.

A number of people rushed up from all sides to look at us. They seemed

friendly. I found one or two who spoke Swahili and they asked me to

take a photograph. One man caught hold of D.’s camel as he wanted her

to go and see the women. Some yards further on another tribesman rushed

forward and he, too, seized the rope ofher camel which was the leading one

and was being led by Karama. I thought he was after the same tiling
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but Karama snatched the rope back and continued on his way. The man
shouted something and snatched it again. I was talking to my Swahili-

speaking friends and merely thought he was being persistent, but then

Hassan and 2aidi made an extremely rapid descent from their camels

without even waiting to couch them. I asked what was the matter and

Hassan said in a frightened way: “They*re going to shoot you."

Then I saw the man take a cartridge from his belt, load his rifle and

go oflf muttering to behind the comer of a house where he was joined

by three others ; they pointed their rifles at us and somebody shouted that

we must stop or we would certainly be shot. There was so much talk

that it was difScult to know what was happening but it transpired in time

that the Zueidis had determined we were cither to return the way we had

come or be shot, for they were not going to have Christians in their coimtry

The rest of the caravan was well behind so we decided to wait until Sciyid

Muhsin and Mseika came up and then see what could be done. Meanwhile

our Zueidi friends who wanted to shoot us were sdll standing at the comer

ofthe house. We dismounted and walked over to one of the houses whei:c

we were surrounded by men and women who all appeared perfectly friendly

but did not want us to go on in case worse trouble should happen. My
Swaliili-speaking friends told me that Dhubeia was terrorised by these

beduin Zueidis who had come down from the mountains and ran the place.

We learned that the man who first threatened to shoot us was 'Ali bin

Hanad,^ and he and another called Zarkia were the ringleaders in the trouble.

Sciyid Muhsin arrived next and went off to investigate. He explained

that we had a siyar and therefore had the right to go through the country

and that Zueidi honour depended on our having a favourable passage.

“Siyara was never meant to cover Christians," was the reply.

Presently the rest of our imposing caravan turned up and Mseika and

another Sciyid from the village went off to further arguments as the men

causing the trouble would not come and see us. Mseika, so the Sciyid said,

told them that their behaviour was disgraceful and that if there was any

trouble he was going to fight with us. The whole ofthe rest ofthe caravan

also said they were going to fight with us. Confronted with this the

Zueidis made a free-saving arrangement whereby we were to go on to the

^ Some months later 1 was on visits to Qishn and Soqotra. At both places 1

learnt that somi after our passing, the seil came down and carried *Ali bin Hanad
out to sea and drowned him. This was universally considered a Judgment on

him for his mterfrretioe with us.
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outsldm ofDarfat and halt for the night there while the tribe decided what

should be done with us. As yet we had received no word from the Sultan's

representative at Seihut which, I was told, was also in Zueidi hands, so this

seemed the best thing to do.

Wc wasted no more time but mounted again amidst the friendly good-

byes of the people who had been talking to us. In a litdc while wc saw the

first indications of the sea, the sails of two big buggalows, but the water

was still invisible and we did not see it until we were practically beside it.

It was two months since we had parted from it. We shouted “The

sea, the sea,’* and I remembered the Ten Thousand and echoed their

emotions.

We were riding across the maritime plain with a long stretch of sand-

dunes between ourselves and the sea, and hills on our left rising up to the

mountains behind. The brown foothills blended with the golden sand

piled up against them, and there was even an attraction in the barren plain

dotted here and there with green scrub. The sky flecked with feathery

clouds was a vivid blue, and every now and again we caught gUmpses of

the deeper blue ofthe sea, which seemed to have acquired a new friendliness

in our absence.

Ahead of us we saw a man sitting on a stone sharpening his knife and

Hassan murmured uneasily: “What does he want?** As wc drew nearer

the man ran on in front, which he thought very sinister. Soon we reached

the outskirts of Darfat and camped rather dejectedly a httle short of the

village in a dq>ression where there was a cemetery. Our large caravan

declined to desert us and camped near-by.

I sent a letter at once to Seihut and we setded down for the night. By
nine o’clock I received an answer to the letter I had written the night

before which said: “Your kind letter has been received and both you and

your companions arc allowed to enter (Seihut) to-morrow morning. May
this be known to you.**

The new Seiyid from Dhubeia who had joined us told me that the

Sultan’s representative would send for the Qadhi and Zueidi representatives

and probably bribe the latter to allow us to come. An hour later another

letter came addressed to: “Our friend who has sent us a letter complaining

of what has beMen him on the road and who is now lying at

It said : “Please note that you and your party are under our protecdon.

You need not fear* You are allowed to travd in the couno^ i^til you
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come to our part, Seihut, in the security of God and our protection. We
will talk the matter over when we see you.”

Our last day, December i8th, the camel-men were round for the loads

earlier than ever before as there was no grazing for their camels in this

barren place. We left in solemn procession at half-past seven and a few

minutes later passed through Darfat, boasting a one-storeyed dar and several

mud huts.

Seiyid Muhsin said that the people in the neighbourhood were fanatical,

so Hassan played for safety by singing religious chants smd telling his beads.

We were soon met by Muhammad, son of Sultan Sa’ud the represenudve

in Seihut, a boy ofabout fourteen in a pink futa and turban, carrying a sword.

I dismounted and we greeted each other solemnly.

From a distance Seihut looked quite large. There were one or two

minarets and domes and a few two-storeyed houses, but no sign of cultiva-

tion. Out at sea we saw ploity of saik and felt it would not be difficult to

find a dhow. Many groups of men came out firom the town to look at

. us and fell in behind the procession. One of the first to meet us was a

fiiendly lunatic, obviously mad and obviously fiiendly, but he had a rifle

with which he performed all kinds of antia, occasionally making us feel

exceedingly nervous.

We rode to a house belonging to the Sultan’s fiunily on the eastern side

of the town. Outside the door stood a wild-looking man with much

hair and beard, and dressed in an indigo-dyed coat and futa. This was

Sultan ’Ali bin ’Abdulla, brother of Sultan Sa’ud who was sick. The

lunatic with the rifle was the general manager of the place, for it was he

who ushered us upstain to a room on the first floor. There was no furni-

ture, not even cushions, but filthy mats and one carpet. It was indescribably

squalid and dirtier than anything I remembered even in Arabia. However,

we sat down on the floor and were quickly surrotmded by friends, relations

and hangers-on.

After some time two unwashed cups were handed to us and ginger

coflee poured into them firom a ketde. As it was Kamadhan I thought

this was kind, and was glad that the licence to travelers allowed Hassan to

keep os countenance. Ganess began preparing lunch in another room, and

a live sheep and a dead fish were brought into the “drawing-room” for

our inspection before being handed over to hin^.

Meanwhile Sultan Sa’od arrived, a very sick man and looking much

odder than 'AH. He aho lodced considerably more respectable. He
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retired upstairs to rest after a short conversation, and when he left Seiyid

Muhsin and another Seiyid began speaking in a curious, half-familiar

language. The unknown Seiyid, who had been in Mombasa, subsequently

explained it to me. It is an enigmatical way of speaking Arabic. The

words are disguised by having extra syllables inserted.

When Hassan returned from enquiring after transport he told me that

the large buggalow was off to India, but he had seen three dhows and made

arrangements with a bigger one than that originally proposed. The con-

tract was that the dhow should convey our party and baggage as far as

Shihr for a hundred dollars. Hassan and 1 then went up to have a talk with

Sultan Sa’ud who was extremely apologetic about the hold-up of Dhubeia.

He told me that the Sultan had no control in Seihut outside the door of his

house, that the Zueidis had come down into the town from the mountains

a few years ago and now ran the place and took most of the taxes. At

first they had stayed in the interior but then they came into the town,

gradually usurping more power and then fixing amounts against the

merchants. Periodically they elect two Muqaddams and these take it m
turn to control the town. In Qishn, he told me, the Sultans of the Bin

Afirar have more authority. Sultan Sa*ud was plainly very ill so I did not

like to let him talk too long. There was still a large crowd in the room

below when I left him, and his brother 'Ali said he would like to come to

Aden with us. I agreed and he went off to see his brother, returning a

little later with an old man and a large sheet of paper.

We want an agreement,*’ said the old man.

An agreement ?” I asked. “What for

“We want you to sign this paper promising that Sultan ’Ali will be

returned to Seihut in safety
!”

As we wanted a rest we said we would like to be alone. Nobody was

anxious to move, but the lunatic grasped die idea and with much gusto

cleared everybody out and proceeded to lock himselfand his rifle in with us.

Eventually we persuaded him to clear out as well, but he mounted guard

outside the door and made it difficult even for Zaidi and Ganess to come in.

More visitors came in after lunch, including Sheikh Hamid bin ’Abdul

Rahman Bakareit. His ancestor, Muhammad ’Abdulla Bakareit, is the

principal weli of Seihut and the ground on which Seihut stands was given

to him a long time ago. On this account his descendants receive an easy

income in payments for permission to build and in annual riches on aops.

They also get half a bag of dates for every six bags imported^ and two rini
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offish oil on every dhow load exported. The story has it that Muhammad
’Abdulla Bakareit was bom with a small tree growing out of his head»

which continually had to be cut oflf but always grew again. When he

died it grew into a big tree and now grows out of the roof of his tomb.

By now our luggage had been carried down to the beach so we followed

it, saying good-bye to most of those who had come to look at us. On the

way down to the shore we passed two small date nurseries protected by a

fence of fishing nets. Someone with us called out to the gardener :
**Come

and look at the woman.”

“What woman, where said the gardener coming up to the fence,

The showman pointed to D. “That’s a woman.”

The gardener laughed heartily. “Nonsense, that’s not a woman.

You can’t pull my leg like that.”

Sultan ’Ali had changed his mind and was not coming with us. How-
ever, on reaching the shore he decided to get into the rowing-boat and sec

us oflf. On the way to the dhow he decided to come. Once on the dhow
when the boat had gone back he decided to go home again. The boat

was hailed and returned. Sultan ’Ah then decided to brave the journey

and come with us. His luggage was of the scantiest. He load come down

to the shore wdth nothing but what he had on, but in one of the moments

when he made up his mind to come with us he had taken young

Muhammad’s sword away from him and tried without success to borrow

his pink turban.

The godd ship Matrab was anchored about a quarter of a mile off the

shore. She was of twenty tons burthen or, as it is put in local parlance,

carried 300 bags. She flew a very smart green, red and white silk flag

with crescent and star presented by a Hadhrami Seiyid. There were sixteen

of us all told on board, the five of us, Salih ’Ali, Salim, Bukheit, Faraj, our

wild animal, Sultan AH, the nakhoda Nerib bin ’Isa, a crew of three and

two boys who cooked and did other odd jobs. One of them was already

preparing the evening meal on the box of sand amidships. The rest of

us hoisted sail at once to the tune of a shanty and we were off at a quarter

to five.

Behind the narrow coastal plain were row on row of mountains, each

higher than the last, till they were hidden among the clouds. The summits

of those we could see were tipped with pifl!|ple and crimson by the setting

sun which lit up the dais.ofDar& with its straggling row of date palms.

The diadows lengthened berweoi the hills as we sailed on into the west,
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passing the imposing break in the rat^e ofmountains that marks our never-

to-be-forgotten Wadi Maseila. Around us I counted nine sails on the

deep blue of the sea, some silhouetted against the sunset.

In this peac^ul scene where the soft padding of the camels’ feet had

given way to the gentle lap of the water against the dhow and the only

other sound was the rhythmic pounding of coffee, one of the crew rose up

to voice the Call to Prayer.

We watched the land darken and the moon rise up behind us, and

reflected how much kindness and how much ignorance there was behind

those mountains.



Chapter XXII

LAST DAYS IN SHIHR AND MUKALLA

Peace be within thy walls and pknteotisness within thy palaces. PSALMS.

Wb arrived at Shihr early on the morning ofDecember 20th, and when the

shops opened and a little life started we went out, escorted by Faraj Maqram,

a business man and fnend of Hassan*s, to explore the bazaar and back streets.

The bazaar was sdll almost empty but we were able to buy cigarettes and

smoke once again as many as we wanted. We quickly collected the usual

crowd of men and small boys following in our wake with women peering

at us from a distance. There are a number of Somalis in the town but

not as many as in Mukalla. Their principal occupation is to make mats and

look after goats. The main and very obvious industry of Shihr is fishing

and the drying of fish, but the town is also celebrated for its looms.

I was told by Sultan Salim and Seiyid *Abdul Qadir that the present

town of Shihr is seven hundred years old. It is certain that it had its pre-

decessors and one of them may well have been the small village of Shiheir

a few miles further west.^ The neighbourhood has had a chequered career

and seen many different occupations. About a.d. 821 Muhammad bin

21iyad sent by Ma’mun became master of Hadhramaut, Diar Kinda and

Shihr, and levied taxes on the ambergris, sdll a minor product ofthe southern

shore of Arabia. In a.d. 1012 on the death of Ibn Salama the Beni Ma’n

took Shihr at the same time that they possessed themselves ofAden and the

Hadhramaut. To the Beni Ma*n succeeded the Suleihis and Shihr later

became a province of the Resuli dynasty of Yemoi.

^The Periplus makes no mendon of an important post between Cana and

Sy^^rus but rrfers to die whole of the Shihr coast as the Bay of Sachalites, a word
pro^bly connected with the name ofShihr. In the time ofthe Arabian geographers

sudi as Masudi the expression Shihr included the whole country from the present

Shihr coast through Mahra and Dhofiur to die borders ofOman. Shihr (shahr) and

Mahra are different forms of the same word. In any case the original inhabitants

ofthe country now included in die Shihr province were Mahras who were gradually

^drivm cnstwirdm didff preim limit snan^
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The first recorded visit by Europeans was in February, 1532, when

Manuel da Vasconcello set out from Goa to cruise after Tutkish and

Moorish prizes in the Arabian Sea and at Shihr captured, among othen,

a large native craft, richly laden, which he sent in charge of a prize crew

to Muscat. This expedition was followed shortly by another of ten ships

under Antonio da Saldanha. On reaching Shihr he was visited by the Sultan

who complained to him of the proceedings of Manuel da Vasconcello in

seizing ships in his pon. In 1552 Alvaro da Noronha, hearing that the Turks

were preparing a large fleet to fight the Portuguese, sent a spy to Shihr to

collect information. The spy confirmed the report but the Turkish fleet

was dispersed and several ships lost off Shihr in a violent storm.

It was from Portuguese contacts that Duarte Barbosa obtained the

information to compile his short notice of “Xaer.** He states that the town

belonged to the Mahra kingdom ofFartak. It was very large and enjoyed a

considerable foreign trade with India. The imports were cotton cloths,

gems, rice, sugar and spices. For many of these articles the place appears

to have been an entrepot and the goods were reshipped to Aden. The

exports were horses and frankincense. Other products were wheat, flesh,

dates and grapes. EarHer, however, than Barbosa’s description is that of

Marco Polo who states that the great city of Esher had a king subject to the

Soldan of Aden. He too speaks of the trade with India and the export

ofhorses and incense and the abundance ofdates.^

In 1839 Captain Haines estimated the population at about 6,000 and the

revenue at about £,6^000 a year. In those days it was the residence of the

^ “They have fish in great profusion, and notably plenty of tunny of large

size ; so plentiful indeed that you may buy two big ones for a Venice groat of silver.

The natives live on meat and rice and fish. They have no wine ofthe vine, but they

make good wine from sugar, fiom rice, and from dates also.

*‘And I must not omit to tell you that all their cattle, including horses, oxen,

and camels, live upon small fish and nought besides, for ’ds all they get to eat. You
see m all this country there is no grass or forage of any kind; it is the driest country

on the face of the earth. The fish which are given to the cattle are very small,

and during March, April, and May, are caught in such quantities as would astonish

you. They are then dried and stored, and the beasts are fed on them firom year’s

end to year’s end. The cattle wiU also readily eat these fish all alive andjust out of

the water.

’’The people here have likewise many other kinds of fish oflarge size and good
quality, exceedingly cheap; these they cut in pieces of about a pound each, and dry

them in the sun, and then store them, and eat them all the year d^ugh, like $0 much
hisaiit.”
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Hamumi chief. Sfailir was an old slave-trading station and must have

continued so to a date later than this. I was told that the Al Bureik, origin-

ally from Hureidha, entered Shihr in 1752 at the invitation ofthe inhabitants

and through die medium of the Al ^Attas Seiyids. In 1816 the town was

captured by Wahabis under Ibn Kamla. They were turned out by *Ali bin

Naji bin Bureik with whom the British treaty of 1863 for the suppression

of the slave trade was concluded. In 1850 Seiyid Ishaq bin *Aqil bin Yahya

al Hadhrami came from Hejaz with four hundred soldiers lent by the Sharif

to occupy Shihr and assist the Kathiris against the Kasadis. The Kasadi

Naqib assisted the Al Bureik to defend the place. In 1866 the Kathiri

Sultan, Ghalib bin Muhsin, took Shihr on the suggestion of Seiyid 'Aqil bin

'Abdulla bin Yahya.

To-day Shihr is but a ghost of its former glory, though it is attraedve

and sympathique. It is walled on the three land sides and there are two

large gateways in the walls, through which cars can pass, and three small

ones ; there are also thirty-six basdons. The houses are scattered and a great

number tumbled down and broken. Close to the inner side of the north

wall are a number of huts built of sdeks and mats. The streets are wide

so that the usual litter does not affect one's nostrils so badly, though the

dust is bad. The wont feature of the sanitadon is that the drainage of the

houses is directed into small pools of stagnant, stinking water.

Two days later we returned to Mukalla. We had left by the west

gate nearly two months before, andnow we entered by the east, having made

a circuit of seven hundred miles. During Ramadhan days Mukalla, like

the rest ofthe country, was silent and its streets almost deserted. But Thcrb,

the camel park, was crowded with camels, for the beduin delay theirjourney

up- country from Mukalla until the very last days ofthe fast, and then set out,

loaded with luxuries, to arrive home for the feast day. Once more we
were invited to the palace, and there was much discussion of the growing

tension between Italy and Abyssinia of which news had recently arrived.

The Arabs with their keen political sense were not slow to see its jpossible

implications.

From Christmas Eve onwards we awaited eagerly the arrival of Besse's

steamer, the Al Haqq, which was to take us back to Aden. Even the

friendliness and social hospitality of our fitiends could not entirely dispel

our anxiety, and as fer poor Hassan, he was sunk in vast depression. I

tackled him about it.

**What is the matter, Hassan^ you've hardly spoken a word for days?"
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“It’s my family,” he said. “I think there’s somediii^ the matter.

I’ve had no letter.”

“Well, nor have we.”

“Well,” he said, solemnly pronouncing judgement, “when we get back

to Aden I shall enquire from my cousin in the Harbour Police and if all is

well I shall not go home, but I shall go to a hotel in Tawahi and stay there

until they all come and kneel before me and beg forgiveness and ask me to

return home.”

Days of visiting and expeditions went by but the Al Haqq did not

appear, though there were many false alarms ; but on the 29th Cowasjee

Dinshaw’s ship, the Africa, arrived with a huge cargo for Mukalla and

Shihr. The following afternoon, however, we learnt that it was to sail

for Aden that night, and accordingly we packed our belongings. At ten

o’clock Sultan Salim came to take us to the Customs, and when we had

taken our leave we left by rowing-boat for the ship which weighed

anchor as soon as we were on board. As we steamed slowly out of the

harbour we gazed with regret at the lamplit dhows, the line of lights,

the dim forms of the houses and the bladt mass of Qara.

* *

The morning of New Year’s day found us back in Aden, glad to be

home again amongst its modest comforts, but such is the Budnation of

the Hadhramaut that we were soon anxious to set out again. As the

months went by we missed more and more the guest-house of Mukalla.

But in Aden the school and affiurs of the Hadhramaut took up most of

my time now. All Hadhramaut questions came to me and months were

spent on compiling reports on it.

I visited the country again twice before I went on leave, each time by

air. It was strange to pass over the scene ofso many week’s travelling in a

few hours, spying out &miliar landmarks firom a height of 2,000 feet and

paying lightning visits to old friends when we landed at Fuwa, the airport

of Mukalla. On this first visit I went also to Merbat in ’Uman where die

R..A.F. had bunness, and to Qishn, the capital of the Mahra country, for

not only die Hadhramaut, but all the eastern part of the Protectorate was

b^inning to become my own sphere, and 1 was to find out somediint

about the boundaries between the Protectorate and die Sultanate ofMuscas

and Oman. I had no official standing in Merbat, but ei^yed d» two days

there, for there were Zanzibar contacts and the atmo^faere of the Wall’s

house was diat of my Omani fiiends, down to die very coffee we drank.
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To Sogotra, too, I paid a visit, thus seeing the island of the Western Indian

Ocean which I had most wanted to know.

Just before going home I made yet another visit to Mukalla by air;

Sultan ’Umar had died in India from cancer, and I had to see how the situa-

tion was shaping itself for Sultan Salih, his nephew and successor. Things

were going to be difficult in Mukalla, for power was passing into new hands

;

what the future would bring no man could tell, but the situation had elements

of promise about it. Such matters would, however, have to wait till the

powers that be had decided on a policy for the country.

When the time came to leave thoughts and feelings were tom between

England and the Hadhramaut. For those in distant lands the most haunting

memories ofhome are centred oddly around seemingly trivial things.

In my diary I find an entry:

S.S. ‘‘Orion
”

Port Said,

23rd September, 1936.

This morning a real eastern sun rose out of the sea as we approached

Port Said. We have been sitting in a caf6 watching die bootblacks,

the galli galli man, the street vendors and all the trumpermess of the

Port of Parasitj^. A tired but tireless violin player and pianist played

tiresome iazz tunes, while across the road another indefatigable couple

competed with “A Tavern in the Town,” “I do like to be beside the

seaside,” “Red sails in the sunset,” and older more time-worn melodies.

For all its tawdriness Port Said still stands for something as the door-

way to the East. I remembered fifteen years igo coming back on
leave and seeing the canal for the first time and writing something

—

happily destroyed by that holocaust of the white ants in Mauritius

—

about nearing a door close behind me. The camels, the Arabs and the

wastes of sand seemed so fanuliar, though I had not then seen dhem
before. They were so much a part of me that they felt like home.
To-day it was the same, though I had mingled feel^gs of sadness in

the cat i. Sadness that it should be so, for I suppose it is not normal in

one who still feels as English as I do in sentiment, and sadness because

one day I must come to it for the last time.

There are lovely memories to take back—sunset behind Rodney’s
pillar on the Breid^n—coming from London to Wenlock Edge on a

summer evening—mornings wiA my fiither and mother on the

veranda at Shrewsbury, the wilderness of their garden and the green-

ness of the fields—Severn stream below the school—ghostly Comovii
and Roman legionaries at Uticonium by the river—ghostly monks
fishing in their shady pool by the lovely ruins of Haughmond. Again
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the gaxden at Maydcken and the lady of the garden, delphiniums at

Royston, the downs at Patching and the sound of the lawn-mower,

the cawing of the rooks. So great is their power that it takes no effort

to recall them, yet however much I let them linger in my mind they

can never drive away the yearning to be back in Arabia.

“We travel not for trafficking alone

;

By hotter winds our fiery hearts are fanned

;

For lust of knowing what should not be known,
We take the Golden Road to Samarkand.*’
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PART THREE

How strangely active are the arts ofpeace.

Whose restless motions less than wars do cease!

Peace is notfreedfrom Labour, butfrom noise;

And war moreforce, but not more pains, employs.

Dryden.





Chapter XXIU

RETURN TO THE HADHRAMAUT AND
THE FIRST MOVE

Until the Jay break, and the shadowsflee away, I will get me to the mountain

ofmyrrh, and to the hill offrankincense. ^ONG OF SOLOMON.

,, .he deaf unto the suggestions of Tale-bearers, Calumniators, Pick-Thank or

Malevolent Delators, who, while quiet Men sleep, sowing the tares ofdiscord and

division, distract the tranquillity of Charity and all Friendly Society,

Sm Thomas Brownb.

^Jc> ^ l}F’

Back in Aden, it was pleasant to know that we were definitely going to

the Hadhramauc ag^un. Immediately on our first return from the Hadhra-

maut 1 had made certain recommendations for the future of the country.

In the west ofthe Protectorate the chiefi and tribesmen had seemed to think

that money and a supply ofarms was the remedy for all ills. But a,way in
,

the cast where they had not got used to the bounties of Aden, I found

grave-&ced men who deplored the anarchy of their country and discussed

mainly the possibilities of getting the Government to assist in other ways.

They considered that they could rightly expect assistance as they were under

British protection. They did not appreciate, nor could they have been

expected to, that the degree of interest which Aden could take in them

varied in inverse ratio with their distance from the seat of Government.

Technically, and from the treaty point of view, all the Sultanates and

Sheikhdoxns comprised in the term Aden Protectorate firom Husn Murad

in the west to Ras Dharbat *Ali in the east, and into the interior were on an

equal footing: their treaties said that Her Majesty extended to them Her

Gracious favour and protection on condition of their not ceding their

territories or tolerating any interference &om any other Power. In &ct,

the Qu'aiti, whose Protectorate Treaty was dated 1886, was even more

proteaed, for by an earlier treaty of 1882 he had bound himself to abide

by British advice not only in his dealings with foreign Powers but also with

netg^hbouring tribes. But, with the' tiny political staff of the Resident of
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Aden, dealings with the tribes whose relations were under the super-

intendence of the Aden Residency (whence the term Aden Protectorate)

were necessarily limited mostly to tribes geograpliically near to Aden,

and the Hadhramaut and the Mahra country were left very much to their

own devices.

Though the Kathiri country was in the British sphere, it depended

little on the Qu aid and it was not till 1918 that the Qu’aiti—Kathiri agree-

ment was concluded, whereby the Kathiris recognized the 1882 Treaty as

binding on themselves. Such then was the political situation.

The problem was not easy. On the credit side, the country was more

advanced than the Western Protectorate, and there was a large and increasing

part of the population which had had contacts with the world and seen the

benefits of settled administration in the East Indies, East Africa and other

places. There was a more than embryonic show of good order and

organized government in Qu’aiti territory, and the Sultan had displayed a

growing tendency to provide education and social services. In Kathiri

circles there was an influential body of opinion which desired to establish

peace and good order, and there was also a large expenditure by the rich

on public and social services. In tribal circles a desire had been expressed

for direct British rule.

But on the debit side there was, outside the towns, a state of internecine

war, which had lasted longer than history; and no sort of justice at all.

In addition to all the usual tribal jealousies there was mistrust between the

two countries of Qu’aiti and Kathiri and the latter, now confined to the

interior, was harassed by the former, which was more powerful and, holding

the ports, held the key to die situation.

It seemed to me that the first essentials were to establish peace and good

order in Kathiri territory, particularly in that part which lay in the main

Hadhramaut wadi from just east of Shibam to just cast of Tarim, and to

remove the mistrust between the Qu’aiti and Kathiri and establish a more

helpful attitude on the part of the senior parmer in the Hadhramaut.

To this end I recommended that the Kathiri should be helped to establish

a force oftwo hundred Tribal Guards, supplied by us with rifles and ammuni-

tion and inspection by a British officer, and by them witha trained Arab

instructor. Guarantees were to be given that this force should never be

used against the Qu’aiti. Then I proposed that with similar guarantees

the Qu’aiti army should be properly equipped and trained at the Qu’aiti s

cxpemc. As a condition of this assistance I thought the Qu’aiti should be
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persuaded to allow the Kathiri to complete a motor road to the sea, and not

to impede any measure of development which the Kathiri wished to under-

take, such as agricultural development in the wadi. Lastly I recommended

that an officer should be appointed for tlic eastern part of the Protectorate

and Adviser to the Kathiri and Qu’aiti Sultans. He would deal not only with

Qu’aiti and Kathiri affairs but also with those of the Mahri Sultanate on the

cast and the Wahidi Sultanates of Bir 'Ali and Balliaf on the west.

These proposals were submitted on the 21st January, 1935: months

followed in which detailed reports on the country were prepared (D.

typed over 900 foolscap pages in all) and at last in March 1936 we went on

leave.

Most of leave was spent on Hadhramaut work : lectures and papers to

be written, broadcasting and work on the report. The powers that be

decided that help should be given to the Sultans, but it was not yet felt

that a political officer should go there. Still I never gave up hope, and tlien

Sir Bernard Reilly, who had more than encouraged my enthusiasm for the

Hadhramaut, told me that in the forthcoming winter it had been decided

that I should return to inaugurate the new pohey. On the last day of

leave the final proofs of the report were returned and shortly after it was

published—Colonial No. 123. It only remained to go.

«

A month or «o in Aden sped fast enough. There were the usual pre-

parations for a journey to make and I had my school to look after. We
had gone home on leave through the Sudan, Egypt and Palestine, and

Winter, Director of Education at Khartoum, had found a first-rate man as

headmaster. Thin as a lath, quiet and efficient, I found ’Abdul Qadir Okeir

installed there when I returned. The staff was about as efficient as could

have been picked; Mrs. Muhsin, as we called the bearded Yuzbashi Muhsin

’Alawi, an 'Aulaqi Sheikh from the Levies, looked after the children better

than a mother. We often used to laugh over the early days when he and

I had bathed the small boys fccforc putting them to bed. Ahmed and

Ghouth, rural teachers from Zanzibar, had done much, especially in pro-

ducing fine a small boys’ football team as could be found in Aden. It

was satisfying, somehow, to find the place running as D. and I had pictured

it sitting in the ruins of the barracks, which was now the main college

building.

R.amadhan was approaching and with it the end of term. The three

higgdt and best boys—all prefects—had to think of leaving school, and as
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they were not very sure of their future I wanted to sec more of them and

see what school had done for them. On the last night of term I sent for

them and asked them what their plans were. They were all rather in the

dumps, for the one feeling that everybody in that school had was that they

would rather be at school than at home, and we always had ajob in repressing

applications to be allowed to stay on in hoHday time.

“I shall go and stay at the Levies,” said Ycslem, an 'Aulaqi. The other

two, Muhammad Sa’id the football captain, and Yahya the head ofthe school

were Yafa’is, both of them members of tribes who were in disgrace with

Government. They “supposed they’d have to go home.”

“How would you hkc to come with me to the Hadhramaut?”

They thought I was joking and smiled watery smiles.

“I mean it,” I said.

Genuine smiles spread all over their faces and Yeslem, begging to

come too, was also included.

It was part ofmy policy that the masters, in their holidays, should tour

in the Proteaorate, to Icam how their charges lived, to advertise the school

and to teach football. They had not visited the Hadhramaut, so I invited

’Abdul Qadir and Ghouth to come with us. Ghouth, who had been bom
in Zanzibar, was a fia Wazir Sheikh of Hadhramaut parentage. His father

had gone to Zanzibar from Ghcil Ba Wazir and his mother from Dis near

Hami. It was right he should see his native land.

The other member of the party was Ahmed Hassan, the youngest and

one of the brightest of the Residency staff of interpreters.

Again we sailed on the Al Amin, a joyful and excited party the night of

embarkation, but the morning brought quiet, for all except myselfwere bad

sailors and I passed in solitude a day which was otherwise perfect, blue skies

and a wind and sun which whipped and gilded bluer seas.

It was after sunset on the i6th November that we reached Mukalla,

to be greeted by the fitmiliar faces ofYusuf Sherif, the doctor, and Ahmed
Efiendi the Jemadar. It seemed a real homecoming, though the rest of

our party were strangen and the boys, clad in their best purple and green

kilts, white Scots jackets and purple, green and gold turbans, were shy.

We rowed ashore in the dark. In front of the crowd waiting at the

Customs stood a stranger, turbaned, in a long white coat.

“Seiyid Hamid, the prime minister,” whispered the doctor to me.

Hamid and I had never met and to me he represented the new MukaOa
1 had to free and learn. His predecessor, Sultan Salim, our friend of last
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journey, lay in jail, a private one it is true, but nevertheless a jail, and since

I had returned to Aden I had heard disturbing tales of the new regime, and

particularly of the influence exerted over the gentle and pious Sultan by

Hamid the Sciyid and Ahmed Nasir, who had leapt from being a private

soldier to ministerial rank overnight, and who prevented, except in the

case of a few courtiers, all access to the Sultan, which is the foundation of

Arab justice, and in self-interest was attempting to rule the country in his

name. Ifpresent history were not as it is, I could hardly write these words.

But there was no secret about it and my two friends of to-day know
exactly what my opinion of their past is. I never had any personal feelings

against either of them, but their villainies had to be stopped.

Sciyid Hamid’s greetings were cordial, if rather overdone. He was a

young man ofthirty or so, well read in poetry, history and religion, and with

two years of the Al Azhar behind him. He took us in a new car—the

drivers and most of the old regime had disappeared—^to the familiar

guest-house, where we met the other evil genius—^Ahmed Nasir, one of the

tallest Arabs I have ever seen. We measured ourselves back to back and

I found that with my boots on I could only give him an inch, so he must

be just over six feet.

We did not meet the Sultan that night, though as it was the fust of

Ramadhan we saw him holding a reception below on the open veranda on

which I had last seen Msellem and ’Abdul Qadir Ba Faqih checking and

scaling up the Mukalla despatches to Aden. A part of the army was

already drawn up in the square which was Ht with Teriks—^thosc incandescent

lights which are now used ail over Africa and Arabia. I had not before

seen them in full dress, blue and gold laced tunics, scarlet breeches with a

broad blue stripe and squat tarbushes, looking like something out of the

Balkans or what is supposed to exist in Ruritanian States. The Sultan’s

car drew up before the guard. His Highness stepped out backwards, the

band played “God Save the King,” and His Highness made his way to the

carpeted veranda where a long procession of his subjects kissed his hand and

congratulated him on the arrival of the sacred month. The ceremonial

ginger coffee of south-west Arabia was then handed found. Hardly a

word was spoken and the ceremony did not last long. His Highness got up,

the band played again and, when he had departed, led the forces away.

Next morning I went to pay my first call on His Highness: I found him

in the fiutniUar palace, unchanged since our last visit, and we sat on the

gilded couch on which I had 1^ sat with Sultan Sahm. My last visit to
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Mukalla had been soon after Sultan 'Umar s death, when I had interviewed

Salim to ascertain what the reactions would be to Sultan Salih’s accession.

Salim’s report had been favourable and Sultan Salih had been accorded

recognition, the title of Highness and a salute of eleven guns. Great things

were hoped of him. He was good and pious and was expected to remove

many of the oppressions of the last reign. He had had to wait so long

for the throne of his ancestors that he was already an old man of sixty ; he

was about six feet tall but his massive bulk prevented him taking much

exercise, and he could not be sufficiently mobile to superintend the many

activities of his state.

Nothing is more difficult than to sort out facts and truth from a tangled

mass of oriental intrigue, and I found before long that His Highness, absent

from Mukalla for many years, was almost as confused about the state of

affairs as I was. He knew that the two men on whom he depended were

loyal to him personally, but he was disturbed at the rumours which had

reached him of the dissatisfaction they were causing in the country. That

was beyond dispute : it was not only merchants’ talk in Aden or its echo in the

Egyptian Press. Wherever one went in the wide expanse of the Hadhra-

maut from coast to desert the talc was the same, oppression and injustice,

and this could not be neglected even ifit was difficult to get at cast-iron facts.

In truth no one dared to bring forward real evidence for fear of the conse-

quences, and though the country welcomed me as an independent

investigator they knew that our policy was one of non-intervention in

domestic affairs, and that if they complained all I could do was report to

the Sultan, and they feared that all he would do would be to call in his

ministers for an investigation.

I told the Sultan much ofwhat I had heard.

^*Mr. Ingrams,” he said, ”find me one honest man in Mukalla and I

shall put things in his hands. I have been here months and I have not

found a soul on whom I can rely, not one.”

It was a gloomy outlook politically, but I took great comfort iii the

fact that confidence daily increased between us and that I found His Highness

full of ideas for the improvement of his State. It was there that his real

interest lay, not in the pettiness of Arab politics.

The variety of subjects which we discussed through a fortnight’s inter**

views shows the wideness of his interests. In agriculture he asked for an

eE|)ert to come for six months to advise on agricultural development He
wanted also a practical man to teach the planting and preparatiem ofcigarette
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tobacco and the manufacture of cigarettes. He wanted an expert to advise

on the construction and equipment of a hospital, and another to advise on

a possible new motor road through Du'an to Shibam. He wished to

purchase a beacon buoy for die harbour and a two-ton crane for the Customs.

He wanted a new wireless set for Mukalla and to estabhsh a station at Shibam.

He wanted a steam-roller and had ordered a sixty-horse-power Diesel

engine to supply the town with electric Hght. He was anxious that the

mineral resources of his coimtry should be explored and showed me an

interesting collection of geological specimens which he had made himself.

He was anxious to proceed with a scheme for the development of the

fisheries ; to obtain teachers from the Sudan and to send boys there for train-

ing. He had also a great scheme for developing Fuwa with its aerodrome,

as there was Htde room for further building in Mukalla. It pleased me
greatly when he said to me each time :

“ Mr. Ingrams, I want your help in

so many things.”

As it was Ramadhan the bulk of my work was done at night, though

most mornings found me at the Palace discussing all these matters with

the Sultan. In the course of a fortnight I met and talked with nearly

all the leading characters of the place.

Night after night I left the guest-house to keep some pre-arranged

appointment, walking through dark, narrow streets where shrouded forms

of women flitted silently by, accompanied by servants carrying lamps.

After ten o’clock the streets were silent with just an occasional passerby,

bound, like myself, on some unusual errand. But through the often

shuttered windows and the cracks of doors lights gleamed. I dare say

most of the inhabitants were intent only on the usual Ramadhan exercises

of reading and praying, but the secrecy of my own movements gave

me the feeling that everyone else was in like case. In fact, many of

them were.

Stepping cautiously amidst the litter and ordure, one would arrive

before some barred door. A gentle tap was followed by a glance from an

upstairs window, the shuffling of bare feet and the soft shding back of

wooden bolts. I followed a servant with a lamp through long passages,

up narrow stain to a guest room, and then sat for hours in tite h tSte conversa-

tions with someone who was bound to pour out incredible tales of intrigue.

Such care was taken by those I interviewed that our mcetiri^s should be

secret, that I was always surprised at the trust apparently placed in the

silent servants who perpetually entered with fresh glasses of sweet, milkless
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Java tea. Indeed, sometimes the samovar from which the glasses were

replenished steamed away in the room where we sat.

I cannot, ofcourse, describe who all my informants were, but the biggest

villain of all was "Abdur Rahman bin 'Othman, then a kind of judge in

political causes, employed principally in the rather vain hope that ifhe were

paid he would be loyal to the Sultan and liis country. One night when I

went to see him, he was suffering from rheumatism and was in bed, on a

ferrash on the floor. He had the light behind him and as I listened, hour

after hour, to the vitriolic scandal which poured from his hps in an increasing

flood, I was hypnotized into the feeling that there sat before me a hooded

vulture, for the silhouette of his beaked nose and the folded ridge of the

green shawl half-way over his bald pate reminded me of nothing so much
as the bird of carrion, and so to this day he is always known as the Vulture.

In this atmosphere of intrigue I felt I could do very Uttle. We found

ourselves surrounded by spies in the house and outside the house; even

'Abdul Qadir, a stranger from Sudan, remarked on the first night of our

arrival: “Is this a choky in which we have found ourselves? No one is

allowed to come and see us and whenever we talk there are people listening."

Of course it did not take us very long to clear out this band of amateur

deteaives, and I always insisted on going everywhere unaccompanied, but

there was no doubt that certainly in one quarter there was uneasiness at my
presence and determination to thwart my every move.
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Chapter XXIV

OVER THE HILLS TO TARIM

Whither have ye made a road to-day? SAMUEL,

It did not seem possible that I could achieve much in such an atmosphere,

and we set out for the interior via Shihr with a feeling of relief This

time we hoped to be in Tarim in a matter ofa few days, for our old friends,

the Seiyids of Al Kaf, were to send cars for us which would reach a point

less than forty miles from Shihr.

The completion of the motor road was one of the main objects of my
journey, and I was anxious to see exactly what remained to be done, both

from a constructional and political point of view. It seemed probable

that the latter aspect would be more difficult. As a general rule difficulties

easily cause an Arab to tire of a long undertaking, but the persistence with

which Seiyid Bubakr bin Sheikh Al Kaf had stuck to his road-making and

poured out $180,000 in compensations and encouragements and on labour,

not for himself but solely for others, had impressed me on our last visit

as one of the surest auguries for success in developing the Hadhramaut.

He had started the road perhaps ten years earlier and at the most difficult

end of all, by pushing the road up the steep cliffs of the Wadi Hadhramaut

itself Hadhramaut wadis, it wdl be remembered, have almost perpendi-

cular sides : here and there the cliff in bygone ages has &llen away, and up

the steep sides of a shab such as this, Seiyid Bubakr began his roaJ. He was

lucky in having a man who was equal to the task. ’Ubeid, his foreman,

had worked on roads in Zanzibar and in Somaliland, and the little know-

ledge he had was dangerous, because he never knew where a task was

impossible and thought motor-cars could go up anything^rather like

ffies—^provided only that they had a flat surfiice as wide as themselves with

stones on each side. Later on when ’Ubeid was building the remaining

part ofthe road, I told him that the part behind him, completed years ago,

was in bad repair. "*Get some bazaar loafen and put them on it,” he said,

only look ahead, I cannot turn back/’

He was perhaps sixty years old, short and stocky and somewhat hump-
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backed, with a grizzled bearded face and loin cloth well tucked up, and he

earned the nickname of Al IngUz (The Englishman) because of his astonish-

ing feats in road construction and, later on, in the building of landing-

grounds. Once you gave him a job, he barely waited to drink a cup of

tea, but, long staff in hand, was striding in swift, jerky steps on his way.

’Ubeid, then, just went bald-headed at that wall and the road chmbed
nearly a thousand feet in 1.4 miles. At least half a mile of that was on the

flat—an overhung ridge which he found half-way up—and it had more
hairpin bends than ever I care to remember. There was just room for a car

on the straight parts, but to get round comers they had to reverse. The
comers were so steep that the passengers had to put stones behind the

wheels each time the car halted.

Once at the top of his mountain, *Ubcid had a hundred miles of fairly

easy going before him. At that moment, Sultan Salih, then in Mukalla

(it was early in his uncle’s reign) wrote and asked Seiyid Bubakr to make
peace between the Qu’aitis and Hamumis, the most feared tribe of the

country. Seiyid Bubakr did it at his own expense—it cost him $7,000

—

and out of it gained friendship with the Hamumis. He proposed to take

the road through their country and they promised that it should be safe

“on their faces” for cars, and for Qu’aiti and Kathiri soldiers, while for the

public it was to be safe even if there were war between the Qu’aitis and

Hamumis.

Mukalla, however, was nervous about the road passing through the

Hamumi coimtry
:
perhaps they remembered their own treachery towards

the Hamumis in the past, and they asked Seiyid Bubakr to take his road

through the Ma’ara and Ba Hasan of Ma’adi tribes. Arranging this cost

him $15,000 but he agreed, and the work started and went on favourably.

Seiyid Bubakr asked that Mukalla should arrange its passage through

Ma’adi: he knew the Ma’ara but not the Ba Hasan, and this was agreed.

An expenditure of $30,000 took ’Ubeid and his merry men through the

friendly Ma’aras to the borders ofthe Ba Hasan and there the latter stopped

tlie work. Sultan Salili had gone back to India and Sultan ’Umar had come
to Mukalla. Our old friend, Sultan Salim Ahmed, was Governor of Shihr.

Sultan ’Umar, however, told Salim Ahmed to arrange matten and he asked

Seiyid Bubakr for money to do so. Sdyid Bubakr sent him $10,000

and waited results.

All he got was a letter from Sultan Salim, on behalf of Sultan ’Umar,
stating the Qu’aitis were responsible for any interference by their tribesmai
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with the work. At the same time Salim told him to send the workmen.

So 'Ubeid went down to the Shihr end. He had barely forty miles to go

to link the coast with the road &om the interior. Eight days brought him

over easy ground to the southern borders of the Ba Hasan where he was

stopped again. He was idle for ten days and then Seiyid Bubakr paid $4,000

to Sultan Salim to bribe the beduin. Work began again in difficult country,

but, after a month, the armed beduin stopped it. A further $1,000 and

work went on for ten days and was stopped. The pay of the coolies over

the period was $8,000.

Seiyid Bubakr’s agent in Shihr advised him to give up the enterprise,

for he was sure the Qu’aitis never meant to press the beduin. That this

was so, I learnt from the beduin later. They were bribed not to allow the

work to go on but to stop it. The Qu’aiti Governor of Shihr had found

a very profitable milch cow.

Later Seiyid Bubakr went to Shilir and demanded his money back.

Salim Ahmed said he was sorry, but the wazir, Seiyid Bubakr al Mihdhar,

father of my friend Hamid the present wazir, was backing the beduin.

He suggested that Seiyid Bubakr and he should go to Mukalla to see the

Sultan. There Sultan ’Umar was told Salim’s story and he ordered the

wazir to see the work was carried on. The wazir promised Seiyid Bubakr

he would do this, but persuaded him to ask the Sultan to otder that Salim

should have nothing more to do with the work. Sultan ’Umar gave

the order and then left for India.

Al Mihdhar then asked Seiyid Bubakr to send the workmen and some

more money, as Salim had all the other. Work started again when the

wazir had had a doMccMr of $5,000. But again the beduin stopped it. Then

the wazir sent fifty soldiers and while they were there work went on for

two months, and Seiyid Bubakr spent another $8,006.

But Salim was sad to see thb good money go by. He wrote letters to

Sultan ’Umar in India of the misdeeds of the wazir. Probably they were

true. Anyone could write true tales against a Mukalla wazir. Sultan

’Umar returned ftom India. Seiyid Bubakr al Mihdhar was dismissed

and the work stopped for good.

This is the complete story of an intrigue heard in various versions ftom

the three parties most concerned, Seiyid Bubakr, the beduin and Sultan

Salim. I tell it because it contains the elements of every great undertaking

in the Hadhramaut, the selfless, tireless Seiyid Bubakr, helpless absentee

sultans, grasping officials and greedy, troublesome beduin.
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I Ainlr of those $i8o»ooa every time I pass up and dovm that road,

but draw comfort from the fact that it has gone through, and like it many

other undertakings with all the same elements in them.

A messenger went off up-coimtry to Seiyid Bubakr asking for five cars

to meet us beyond the Ba Hasani country on the 28th November, and we
left Mukalla on the 25th. I had only been given six weeks in which to do all

I had to do, and could spend no more time in the intrigues of Mukalla. To

do good one would have to stay much longer, and I felt I had a better chance

up-country where there was Seiyid Bubakr and where we were looked

on with less suspicion. I had hopes, too, of travelling overland from the

Hadhramaut through the Mahri country to Gheidha beyond Ras Fartak,

The Sheikh of Fartak had given me introductions and it would have been

easy. But it needed a clear fortnight and I did not sec much chance of

squeezing that out of my six weeks. Even though we were destined not

to return permanently to Aden, the journey still remains to be done.

We left Mukalla in a car with a lorry and one ofthe famous hotel omni-

buses, and were soon speeding along the familiar track to Gheil Ba Wazir.

There we stopped in the pleasant garden bungalow for lunch, and bathed

and boated in the bath which had been filled for us. The late Sultan's

favourite pastime here was to have twenty or thirty of the frailer sex tobo-

ganning down the water-chute into his arms, while he stood and bellowed

like a sea-lion in the water beneath.

At sunset we were in Shihr and breakfasted and dined au clair de la lune

on the familiar roof-top, where poor Salim had so hospitably entertained

us two Ramadhans ago. He had been particularly fond of Shihr and as the

palace, Dar Nasir, had not been permanently inhabited since his time, his

presence still seemed to haunt it.

There were callers, but none of the old fnends. I went out by night

to see them and found them all timid and fearful of what would happen.

Seiyid 'Abdul Qadir Ba Faqih, our historian friend, had, however, feared

nothing and was the only one to stick by his former master. Yet he

intrigued in nothing against the present regime, and when at last Salim was

allowed to depart, minded his own business and helped, when asked, in

things profitable to his country. Still, though things were not satisfitaory,

it was pleasant to feel the fiiendlier atmosphere ofShihr. The Governor was
a Kasadi of the old Yafit'i dynasty, always loyal to Government and so had

survived several changes of dispensation.

At Shihr the Ba Hasani chiefi who were to conduct us through thetr
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country had arrived. A colleague from the west later said that the Ahl

Haidera Mansur of Digaj, whom we had met years earlier on our Fadhli

trip, and who were considered as almost sub-human, were ‘‘positively

Mayfidr compared with the Ba Hasan,*’ and certainly I had seen little more

uncouth.

On Saturday morning, the 28th November, we started off with the

usual procession of cars and lorries, and twenty-four miles brought us to

“railhead” at Ma’adi. Some of the beduin with their camels and donkeys

had already arrived. Presently an aged Ford clattered and clanked in a

cloud of dust up the road we had come. It had no radiator cap, and its

tank was spurting up like a geyser in full eruption, with showers of boiling

water and clouds of steam. Out of it stepped *Awadh, whom we had met

at Shihr, and three other villainous-looking, half-naked beduin—the captain

and his staff joining the ship. Immediately all was bustle and after the

usual wordy battles, during which I almost got shot by a Ba Hasani for

attempting to take his photograph, lots were cast and the cameleers chose

their loads.

We were mounted on donkeys and proceeded down the narrow track on

the side ofa deep and precipitous wadi, the bottom ofwhich was filled with

date, coco-nut and areca palms ofdifferent shades ofgreen.^ At the bottom

of the valley, beneath the one solitary dar of the Ba Hasanis—most of them

live in caves on the valley side—^wc stopped and came into first contact

with the commercial instincts of our savage friends. They demanded two

dollars a skin for the water we had to carry with us. Prominent among the

shouting beduin was a curious figure. All the men were naked to tkc

waist, but this one penon wore a shirt and jambiya tucked into the belt.

It was, in fact, a woman, but she preferred to be known as Sheikh Salim.

She had once visited a saint and the saint had told her that henceforth she

should hve and dress as a man.

^ Ma’adi is the only place in the Aden Protectorate where betel nut a6d pepper

vine are grown, and their cultivation is a considerable source of profit to the Ba
Hasanis. In Zanzibar the betel and pepper vine were known as tanbul and the

Ba Hasanis are nicknamed as Tanbuli. Ihe leaf of the vine with a small segment

of the areca nut in it, together with a smear of lime, is consumed mosdy by the

people of Shihr, and many of them have the redstained teeth so familiar to me in

Zanzibar. The new Governor of Shihr, ’Umar bin Salih, not only had a large and

bushy hennaed moustache, but carried round with him a vase into which a steady

stream of red juice poured from his lips. I have never known a man who could

fill a spittoon m $0 ^ort a time.
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The opposite side of the valley was even more steep and precipitous,

and I wondered how on earth a road was to be made, but then I had not

yet met Al Ingliz. Just about sunset we reached the Hadhramaut “rail-

head,” a matter of only thirteen miles from the other. There were no

cars so we settled down to camp for the night. Practically all our kit had

gone up by camel to Shibam, so that we were short of food and other

comforts. During the two days we stayed on this barren jol, 3,500 feet

above the sea-level, we were exposed to sun and wind by day atxd icy cold

and dew by night. We found little to augment our rations except coco-nuts,

which we had to buy from the beduin at exorbitant prices and toasted over

our fire.

On the second day the beduin received news from a passer-by that

some of their fnends had killed a man of the Ba Habab the previous night,

and so, expecting a night attack, they set to to build forts. We helped

them and with the united efforts of both parties two quite respectable little

round forts were built by nightfall. As it was the beduin who were in

danger, we suggested it was only fair that they should pay for our labour,

but needless to say the proposal did not receive a favourable response.

In the night we thought we ought to make alternative arrangements

for moving on and bargained for camels and for a messenger to go to

Tarim, and there was nothing for it but to agree to their exorbitant demands.

Next day, however, ’Abdul Qadir and some of the boys with ’Awadh,

sitting on the hill above the camp and watching the empty white road which

stretched away over the narrow Backbone j5l, as it was called, saw clouds

of dust moving in the distance.

“The cars, the cars!” they shouted, and ’Awadli came dashing down

to claim the bishara^ the fee for bringing good news. We packed up at

once, and soon five cars with Hassan Shaibi in charge came tearing down
the hill. In halfan hour we were away, driving over the barren jols. The

views on cither side of the Backbone Plateau were magnificent. Away
to the south we could still see the Gulf of Aden, shining in the sun, while

Dhubba and Dhubdhub, between which lies Shihr, and Qara, the hill of

Mukalla, were easily visible. On our right hand lay a deep wadi. But,

after that, the scenery became monotonous as the road dodged endlessly

round flat-topped hills and wadi heads.

In two hours we came to Reidat al Ma’ara, the country of the Ma’ara

tribe, a collection of small scattered villages in country intersected by

shallow wadis which offered some chance of cultivation. Here we stopped
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for petrol and there was the usual dampur for medicine. D. gave a woman
some Epsom Salts and after that everybody wanted it, till a pound or two

had been distributed.

“I can^t think what that place will be like in the morning,” said Ahmed
Hassan as we drove away.

We saw little more of the way that night for darkness fell soon after,

and we drove on for interminable hours. All I could do was take sights

with my illuminated compass and shout out the bearings and the mileage

to D., in the back of the car, to write down. We stopped in a narrow

defile beyond Hem at about eleven o’clock. Ganess turned out a good

dinner and we were soon asleep in the wadi bed.

In the morning I awoke to the raucous voices of beduin arguing with

Hassan Shaibi. We found that they had built a barrage across the road

and were determined we should not pass on dll we had paid $ioo, $20

for each car. We were unarmed and it was useless to do more than argue,

so we paid them $10 and started off again.

Four hours in the pleasant warmth of the morning brought us to the

top of the Tarim 'aqaba, and it was grand to look down on that friendly

sight once more—^the white palaces and minarets of the fint city of the

Hadhramaut shining in the morning sun. Hassan borrowed a rifle and

fired several rounds to announce otir arrival. The driven ded up their

brakes and we began the perilous descent. At the bottom we were met by

the Sultans and the Seiyids and taken into the town in procession and out

to the suburb of ’Aidid, where we found a perfect Baviera villa with cool

colonnades, a sparkling bathing-pool and garden of palms and flowen

awaidng us. We were at home again.
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Chapter XXV

TRIBAL WARFARE AND SEIYID BUBAKR

But Traynings of Men, and Arming them in severall places and under seuerall

Commeunders, and without Donatives, are things of Defence, and no Danger.

Bacon.

The Arabs are so unforgiving and revengeful they will seek to kill a man year

4er year. qFF.

Our first days were filled with a social round and much work. On the

first two days I had to make two successive journeys to Shibam. I started

off there within an hour of our arrival to meet Meryem Besse, who came

in her father*s aeroplane, the first woman to fly to the Hadhramaut and the

first Frenchwoman to sec it. She brought me news that next day Royal

Air Force machines would bring Beech, the sapper Captain, to survey the

Sultanas new motor road. This was an unexpectedly quick response to a

telegram I had sent from Mukalla, and so Beech, learning nothing at the

coast, came up to Shibam. As he said on arrival, he had trod on tlie snake

and had to go back to the starting place. He had no interpreter so *Abdul-

qadir volunteered to go with him and they started off the next day after

Famhill, in charge of the machines, had marked out a new landing-ground

for Tarim on about the most unpromising bit of land ever chosen for such

a purpose.

These days, too, marked my initiation into the constant wearing of

Arab clothes. Hitherto when on the road I had worn a turban for practical

reasons. It was infinitely more comfortable than a topee and served a

variety of purposes—shade by day, warmth by night, a sieve for water, a

bag for goods, and, being brimless, it enabled me to take bearings without

having constantly to push my hat up. This time I had worn it since leaving

Mukalla, even in the towns.

As it was Ramadhan, our fiiends could only ask us to meals after dark.

They knew we did not like to cat in splendid isolation and dinner was tire^

some for them when they had had a meal, at sunset. In a day or two I

was asked to the sunset breakfiust by Seiyid *Abdur Rahman.
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‘‘Would you mind eating on the floor—^Arab food?” he asked doubt-

fully. I explained that I very much preferred it and that I was used to

such meals in Zanzibar days. Next day it was at Seiyid ‘Umar*s. I saw

the brothers and others in whispered consultation, plainly about me.
‘Alawi, the architect, came over and asked me to come out of the room

with him. He produced a fine new sarong. “We should be very pleased

if you will wear it.” Having adjusted it to his satisfaction, we returned to

the room to be greeted with pleased smiles and exclamations of “Wallahi

!

‘Arabi, You arc no longer an Englishman, you are a Hadhrami.” Seiyid

*Abdur Rahman said: “We have always treated you and Duri as of the

family, now we feel that you really are.”

I did not at first wear the garb by day, but every house I went to provided

me with a new sarong, so tliat soon I never wore anything else. Indeed,

from the point of view of comfort, I should be sorry to return to trousers

again, and the fasliion has spread so that every member of the Air Force

garbs himself in sprightly skirts when off duty in the Hadhramaut, and a

European is hardly seen in any other dress. It has won universal favour in

the country and is taken as a compUment even when the wearer speaks no

word of Arabic.

When Ramadhan was over I do not think that either D. or I had another

European meal outside Mukalla, and we should consider that we were badly

in disgrace if it were not taken for granted by the family we were staying

with that we shared whatever they had.

Seiyid Bubakr, the Sultan and I soon started talks. I had let it generally

be known that I had good news and that the Government was to give them

help. We settled down in the villa one morning and began. There was a

pleased anticipatory smile on the Sultan’s face.

I described the Tribal Guards scheme in detail.

“Is that all?” he asked. The pleased smile had disappeared in the

most comical way.

“Oh, no,” I said, “Government will allow you to buy a wireless set

and train the operators for you. Then your sons can go to school at Aden

and dispensers can be trained there. The Qu’aiti will allow your road to

go through. You will no longer be cut off from the world.”

“But the wars in the country ?”

“Your soldiers will stop them.”

Sultan ’AK laughed rather bitterly. “What will a band of troublesome

retainen armed with old French rifles do?”
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“When they are trained and disciplined, they will do a great deal.”

“And who wiU pay them?**

“Well, I hope the Government will pay a bit and you’ll have to pay

the rest.”

“What am I going to pay them with? I have no revenue. All that

we get is from Seiyid Bubakr and Seiyid ’Abdur Rahman. Arc they to

go on paying for ever ?”

I asked what they had expected and found that what they wanted

practically amounted to the taking over and putting in order of the country

by the British Government. Nothing would happen, they were certain,

unless force were available.

I explained that it was useless to hope for the Government to do all this.

The Government’s policy was not to intervene in internal affairs beyond

what was necessary. If they wanted the Government’s help at all, they

must realize that their best way of getting it was by showing they were

prepared to help themselves. Talk alone would bring them nothing.

“But every day there is murder and robbery on the roads,” said the

Sultan. He described a particularly bad case that had just occurred. Some

Kathiri travellers from a tiny settlement ten days’ journey away fo the north-

east among the Maliras, had come down on one oftheir rare visits. As they

left Seiyun on their return journey a party of tlic ’Awamir, who had the

worst reputation for murder of any tribe in the main Hadhramaut wadi,

had ambushed them and killed four. The Al ’Ali Kathiris had no quarrel

whatever with any of the people in the Hadhramaut, but the ’Awamir,

believing they were Mahras, had thus, as they considered, settled a murder

due to them by the Mahra. This case of mistaken identity was no doubt

genuine, but it was little consolation to the relations of the murdered men.

Sultan ’Ali demanded air action against the offenders.

I agreed it was a bad case, but explained it was a month or so old.

Nobody in the Hadhramaut had ever expected the Government to intervene

and we could not weigh in on an old case until the people knew that we
were taking a real interest in the peace. Perhaps ifa case occurred in future

the Government would intervene, but each case would have to be decided

on its merits, and I was sure the Government would do nothing unless the

Sultans also did all that was in their power.

It was agreed that we should discuss all the proposals I had brought at

further meetings in Tarim or Seiyun.

I knew that if anything was to happen it would be through Seiyid
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Bubakr. More foreseeing and thoughtful than is usual with Arabs, he

knew that the regeneration of the Hadhramaut was not a matter that could

come to pass in days.

“With my health and my wealth (haU wa mah) I will help you/* he

said, “and together we will bring peace and order. But you cannot rely

on Arabs; they have no patience and expea everything to happen

in a day.’*

I was particularly anxious to try to make peace in the wadi and had

decided in Aden that the question there to be settled was that ofAl Ghurfa,

of which I had learnt on our previous journey. A perpetual feud was

kept up by Bin *Abdat, who, as I have recounted, had possessed himself of

Al Ghurfa, and Bil Fas, who Uvedjust outside the walls. The town had long

been closed and traffic had to skirt the walls. Between the two rivals lay

a small plain across wliich rival systems of trenches had been built. In

sorties by night both sides had pushed forward small forts connected with

their bases by communication trenches. Even a small mosque had been

captured and turned into a fort.

The townspeople had a deep, wide and long trench, which stretched out

far towards the centre ofthe wadi with forts at intervals, and down this they

had to go to their fields. The only fields which could be properly cultivated

were those out of accurate rifle range. On the southern wall of the wadi

below which Al Ghurfa lay, first Bin *Abdat had built a fort surrounding

Bil Fas* houses, and then Bil Fas had seized the heights above and built a

fort commanding Al Ghurfa itself. The feud had continued for many years

—^now and then came stalemate and comparative quiescence, but some

fresh murder always cropped up to fan the flames and stimulate both sides

to fresh outbursts of hostility.

While I was yet in Tarim another case took place a few miles on the

road to Sciyun. A silversmith, one of the unarmed classes, went up to a

tribesman of the *Awamir and asked him to settle a debt, and tlie, tribesman

murdered him then and there on the road.

There was nothing imusual about the state of aflSurs; later on when tlie

peace had come people made careful estimates and said that we had saved,

at the least, ten lives a month in the Hadhramaut wadi country alone.

Every tribesman m the place was armed, and armed not with old-*fashioned,

worn-out weapons, of which, of course, there were a great number among

the beduin, but with modem express rifles selling for between 600 and 1,000

riyals apiece, prices which were within easy reach of Well-to-do tribesmen
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who had made money in the Far East. It was an old complaint. Rifles

could only come in with difficulty through Mukalla, for permits from Aden

were necessary, but from Sana there was no difficulty, except the dangers

of the road which did Uttle more than put the price up. Modem rifles

came in dozens with each caravan from the Yemen, of German, Austrian,

Italian and Belgian manufacture. I had asked Sultan Salim on my last

journey to do something to suppress the traffic, but he had said it would

“not please the beduin
!“

In circumstances such as these it was not surprising that people did not

see immediately how two hundred of the Sultan’s retainers, who were

always unruly and had on several occasions gone on strike, armed only

with second-hand Legras rifles, were going to make much difference.

Seiyid Bubakr and I had long discussions. Seiyid Bubakr is one of the

most remarkable people I have ever met. He was bom in Singapore,

where his grandfather had gone to found the family fortunes. In those

early days the Al Kaf family were not well off: even now they are not all

rich and it is only that section living in Tarim and Sciyun which has shared

in the vast fortune of which Seiyid Bubakr’s grandfather laid the founda-

tions. He had left the Hadhramaut, as so many do, for the East Indies

and there obtained a position as a derk. When he had saved enough

money he bought a small house and let it, and then another, and

so it went on until the property of the family in Singapore is worth

the best part of two million sterling, and in Java a similar amount or

even more.

Seiyid Bubakr stayed in Singapore until he was about thirteen, when

he came to the Hadhramaut, and there his heart has always been. He paid

a further visit to Singapore, a short one, and in that time, he tells me, the

Government ofthe Straits Settlements, wishing to make road improvements

in Singapore, found that a mosque stood in their way. The Government

oflered the custodians to put up another mosque in an even better situation,

but they were advised that according to Muhammadan law once ground

had been consecrated to the use of a mosque it could never be anything

else. They therefore gave it up, and this attitude on the part ofthe Govern-

ment, who had all power and strength behind them, so impressed Seiyid

Bubakr that he felt that the one Government which could be trusted to

help the Hadhramaut was the British Government.

Some of his friends have told me of how, long ago, he sat on the edge

of the jol overlooking Tarim, sorrowing over the condition of his beloved
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valley, and said that he would use all his endeavours to bring the British

Government to lend their assistance. For twenty-four years he had

laboured in the cause of peace, spending and overspending his fortune, and

sparing no effort; fruitlessly for the most part, alas! because the only

weapon with which he had to fight was money, and you cannot buy

permanent peace with money.

I have never known Seiyid Bubakr say a really unkind word about

anybody, and perhaps his greatest failing in affairs is that he always has hopes

that the bad people will have a change ofheart, and this never alters, although

he has been let down time and time again. He is a very reUgious man in

the broadest sense, for there is nothing of a fanatic about him, and his

personal religion is one that anyone might wish to share. He is no formalist,

though he is strict about observing the compulsory prayers and fasts pre-

scribed, and usually reminds others of their religious duties. He says his

prayers devoutly, but does not prolong them : in fact, I heard it said several

times with a chuckle :
“ Seiyid Bubakr gets over his prayen pretty quick, but

it doesn’t^matter because he’s ‘accepted’ anyway.”

His wife, to whom he has been married for thirty years, is as kind and

charming as he is, and although, of course, she is not seen, men say to you

confidentially: “There’s only one other person in the Hadhramaut like

Seiyid Bubakr, and that’s his wife,” because her mflucncc spreads out

unseen. He is the simplest and most generous of men, and although his

charity is done without a flourish it is so widespread that he is called the

Hatim Tai of Hadhramaut. I think everybody who has stayed with him

will agree that he is the best of hosts, and while he provides extremely

comfortable and well-fitted rooms with all European comforts for his

European guests, he himself sleeps on a mattress on the floor.

There is, indeed, no other man I know in the country who has more

rightly earned widespread confidence, because Seiyid Bubakr thinks merely

of the common good and not of his own or of that ofany particular party.

He spends his money as fiecly in promoting peace among the Qu’aiti

people as among the Kathiri, and he more than any other has tried to bring

an end to the long-standing mistrust between Qu’aiti and Kathiri which

is now, happily, almost a thing of the past. Certainly no decoration was

ever better deserved than the C.BJE. which Seiyid Bubakr received in a

recent New Year’s Honours list.

The only people who work against Seiyid Bubakr are those who are

unmistakably out for themselves, and in a country so long used to relying
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OQ the s|>oken word for its news and its opinions, rumours and lies have

their brief successes, though, as Seiyid Bub^ says, Hes and cruelty cannot

last.

There was plainly no better person with whom I could concoct plans

of peace, and he suggested that we should go on to Seiyun and gather

together those most likely to help us.
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Chapter XXVI

VISITS TO THE TRIBES AND THE FIRST
PEACE CONFERENCE IN SEIYUN

.. .the mighty,

Smoked the calumet, the Peace Pipe,

As a signal to the nations. Longfellow.

Before we went to Seiyun I had a remarkable caller, 'Ali bin Habrcish,

paramount chief of the Hamumi, who came with some of his followers

to interview me privately in the villa.

The Hamumi are a large tribe of over 7,000 warriors who have long

been on bad terms with the Qu’aiti. There is no doubt that the Qu’aiti

Government on the coast had suffered much from them, but equally, no

doubt, that the tribe had been badly and unwisely handled. Eighteen

years before, the advisers ofthe Qu'aiti Sultan had thought that the best way

of settling the Hamumi question was to invite all the chiefs to a party in

Shihr and there murder them. This was done and ^Ali bin Habreish’s

father, whom he had succeeded, was amongst those murdered. From that

day *Ali bin Habrcish had not entered Shihr, though from time to time

the Qu'aiti Government had purchased a year’s truce from him at the price

of two thousand dollars a year. His history rather explains ’Ali. He was

of medium height, unkempt and covered in indigo. Under no circum-

stances would he consent to wear more than his indigo-dyed loincloth and

another cloth wound over his shoulder like a shawl.^ On his head he wore

the triangular bandage-like cap of the out and out bedu. Furthermore he

never washed. He hated the towns and for the most part hated buildings,

though he owned two dars at Gheil bin Yomein, and Al Khamt. The latter

place had no other building than his solitary dar perched on a spur of a

wadi, and I do not think there was another in all that desolate landscape

within fifty miles ofit. In the towns his eyes were always fearful, suspicious

and shifty. Cj$nly once in our talk did I see that expression leave his face

' Lato^ he invited me to stay with him, but insisted that 1 too should wear

indigo and a lomdbdh.
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and that was when he offered me mounts to his fasmess and hospitality

there : then I saw the look of the wild animal take its place as he described

his distant home. He could, ofcourse, have owned a palace hke the one we

were sitting in, for he had great wealth in camels and flocks, and I have

heard his date palms numbered in many thousands. But it was always

difl[icult even to learn where ’Ah was, for he preferred the open air and his

tribe wandered over 2,000 square miles of country.

The gist of his talk was: “I do not want the Qu’aiti Government

—

they have wronged me, and the Qu’aitis think we are just wild beduin to

be treated like animals. They are preventing us from making our hving by

carrying goods from the coast to the interior, for we cannot enter Shihr.

I do not want the Kathiri Government for the Kathiri Sultan has not the

strength to help me. I do not want the English Government for I know

nothing of them beyond the fact that they are friends of the Qu’aiti, and

would help him against me and have done nothing for me. I have heard

of a new Government called Injerams which is wanting peace in the

Hadliramaut. Will you give me protection so that I may have a port of

my own in our own country that we may earn our Hving ? If you will

not I must go to some other Government.”

Unhappily there was Httlc I could do. I had no powers and there was,

as usual, the obHgation on me to support local rulers, good or bad. I knew

it was useless to say, as I probably ought to have done, that the case should

be referred to the Sultan, so what I said was this : “These arc fooHsh words,

oh 'AH ! The Hamumi are a tribe under British protection and I am a

servant of the British Government. The great Government will never

agree to your bringing other Governments into the country under their

protection. I am not denying that the Qu’aid Sultan may not have treated

the Hamumi tribe well in the past, but equally I know that the Hamumi
tribe has caused trouble to the Qu’aiti. As for Salih bin GhaHb, know that

he is a good man and a pious one, and docs not desire that oppression should

exist in the country, and the British Government is interested in the cause

ofpeace in the country. IfGod wills you will have it. As for me, all I can

do is assure you that I shall use all my endeavours to see that a just solution

to your complaints is arrived at, whether the decision be for you or against

you.”

’Ah shook his head. “I might have saved myself the trouble ofcoming

to see you : I can never trust the Qu aid. I know that Salih bin GhaUb docs

not doure evil, but the men who are round him and Yafii’i are not
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those who will give us justice. We aie beduin. We do not know how
to talk, but we do know justice. I shall have to go elsewhere.”

“I am sorry, ’Ali,” I said, “I cannot say any more, but I advise you to

keep the peace and I repeat that whatever I do, whether I meet you again

or no, I shall see to your affain.”

That night ’Ali and his few followers slipped away from Tarim.

Neither of us knew that when we next met, in a few months’ time, I should

be in a better position to help him.

Sciyid Bubakr suggested that the people we ought to rope in who
were not immediately present with us were Sultan ’Ali bin Salah, the

Governor of Shibam, as representing the Qu’aid, and Sheikh Sahm bin

Ja’fer al Kathiti, who was a fiiend of both Qu’aids and Kathiris and had

been concerned in the making of the Qu’aiti-Kathiri agreement. So I

started oflf on a small tour, and I went first of all to visit the ’Awamir, the

tribe who had killed the four beduin Kathiris near Mariama and murdered

the silversmith a day or two before.

We drove along the same road as fiu: as Tarba, where the ’Awamir hve,

and then turned off up the Wadi Tarba to where the chief, Muhsin Bukheit,

Uved at Seheil Muhsin. Presently we came to an impasse and I got out of

the car and walked, asking some ofthe tribesmen who had collected to lead

me to his house. Young men sped on to tell him I was coming, and I had

barely walked half the distance when the old man and the other sheikhs,

with a crowd offollowers, came out to meet me and started offthe conversa-

tion by saying they would surrender their arms if I would come and rule

them. I had, however, come to talk about the murders, and Muhsin led

me to his house, where he and I sat on the floor of the private chapel and

discussed the matter.

“You must surrender these murderers,” said I. “Be well assured that

if this sort of business goes on the Government will punish you and your

tribe. I am sure you cannot approve of wanton murders such as these,

and the ’Awamir have the worst name for murder in all Hadhramaut.”

The old man, who was so fiit he could not walk upright, took this in

good part, treating it as rather ajoke that he and his tribe should be dubbed

murderen. He informed me that he would punish them himself and

that such things would not occur again, but he was somewhat stumped

whm I askedUm why he had not yet done anything.

“Who will try them,” he said, “and howi”

I made the ustnl political answer: “The Sultan, according to the Sheria.”
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I felt 1 had fallen a little in his estimation.

“’Ali bin Mansur is not our Sultan and we do not recognize him,

neither do we recognize the Sheria. Our cases must be tried according

to the ’urf—iiit tribal law—^but if you will try the cases, then we shall be

satisfied.”

We argued inconclusively for half an hour, and I left him saying that

he might be quite sure that the matter would not be allowed to rest there.

At the moment there was nothing else I could say.

After a day or two in Seiyun we left by car for Hureidha. On the way

I was to call and see Salim binJa’fer and Sultan ’Ali bin Salah at Shibam.

* *

Ail the little tribal villages in the '^adi Hadhramaut contain complete

sections ofa tribe. In this they difier not at all ftom any other tribal village

in the Protectorate, but these sections are wealthy and their houses well

built and imposing in their height and dazzling whiteness. Each of them

is a feudal stronghold. In the biggest dar dwells the sheikh and his fiunily

;

in the othen, his tribesmen. Each is ruled, more or less, by the sheikh and

the elder brethren, and their strength naturally depends on their numbers

and on their wealth. Ifthey are wealthy, as was Salim bin Ja’fer, they have

good arms and many retainers. Sometimes, like Al ’Uqda, the home of

Salim bin Ja’fer, the village is surrounded by a wall.

It was a pleasant Httle place with plenty of trees of all kinds within and

'without the walls, and the great dar showed up well ftom the distance. Our

arrival created quite a sensation, for though some of the people had met

us elsewhere, we came unexpectedly.

Salim bin Ja’fer was old and slight, deliberate of speech, honest but not,

I felt, a strong character; indeed, Seiyid Bubakr told me later that he was

even afiaid ofhis wife. I never knew the old man travel without his water-

pipe, and after receiving us he was soon puffing at it again. While tea was

brewing we discussed mutual acquaintances and when the glasses were

put before us we started serious business. I explained my mission—good

will between Qu’aiti and Kaduri and peace in the Hadhramaut. Salim

told me all the history of the Qu’aiti-Kadiiri s^reement, of which he was

a signatory. He told me of the many and ftuidess efforts that had been

made byhim and by othen to make peace. He was an out and out pessimist,

but I left him having secured a promise that he would come to Seiytm widt

me on my return ftom HuteuUu and that we should discuss matten there.

We stock a long time in the sand outside Al ’Uqda, but at last came at
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evening to Seheil, outside Shibam, to the familiar little guest-house where

we stayed so long on our first visit, and where, since then, Freya Stark

had lain ill. There came many of the same friends to see us and we talked

of old times, above all it was good to see the cver-friendly Laajatns.

After dinner I went across with Hussien Laajam in the car to Shibam.

We had to leave it in the square and made our way through the dark streets

with a lantern, endeavouring to avoid the ordure and the unknown liquids

which fell from the houses above. The filth ofthe streets of Shibam always

astonishes me, for, owing to the compacmess of the town, it is much more

concentrated than elsewhere. It was another Laajam house to which we
went, overlooking the city walls, comfortable and clean inside. A light

supper, tinned fruits and sweets, was produced and 'Ali bin Salah and I

discussed matters.

'Ali bin Salah was tall and exceedingly thin. He wore a moustache

and his hair was always long. Though he had never been out of the

Hadhramaut he was inclined toWestern habits, and had a number of chairs

and tables in his house at A1 Qatn. His dress, too, was more the dress of

the Arab in contact with theWest than the bom Hadhrami, for he wore a

tarbush. I felt that the undoubted influence he had with some of the

beduin was due chiefly to the reputation of his father, who had entertained

the Bents, and to his mother who was a Sei’ar. As I got to know him better

these impre^ions were strengthened: his own weak face did not belie his

character. The rather overbearing voice of authority, which he put on

when dealing with those who could not answer him back, barely concealed

indecision and an extraordinary lack of political sagacity. He was badly

handicapped too by greed, while his authority continued largely because

he was the representative of the Qu*aiti Government. Still I always found

him amicable even when I felt, after constant trials and fresh starts in which

he promised to run straight, that I could no longer trust him. He had come

back to power on the accession of the new Sultan, but was not on good

terms with the two ministen in Mukalla and only had one friend there

—

the Vulture.

We talked first of our earlier meeting and of Freya Stark. I then

produced a letter to him from the Sultan directing him to help me, and I

found no difficulty in roping him in for the prospective peace conference

in Seiyun. He promised to come with us on our return from Hureidha

in two days* time.
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Wc went on to Hureidha next morning. No escort was necessary, for

it was the Ramadhan truce and during that month both Nahd and Ja*da

suspend hostilities; though unfortunately the truce did not extend to

friendly intercourse, otherwise there might have been some chance of its

becoming permanent. It is a pity most people do not realize the virtue

of personal contaa. I get most of my fun out of learning other people’s

languages and living among them and sharing their life. Ifyou know and

understand people you rarely want to fight with them. I think the greatest

compHment I was ever paid was in Mauritius, where I was described as

international. To be aggressively English always seems to me the most

unpleasant form of “patriotism/’

At Diar al Buqri some ofthe Nahd came out and intercepted us, demand-

ing we should come and have some refreshment. Their reputation for

hospitality is such that they have been known to fire on cars, ifthe occupants

did not stop for a meal, and I learnt later that they had brought a cook

from Java in the sole hope of being able to entertain Europeans. The

Buqri dress completely as beduin, but the entertainment they give you is

on the most lavish and varied scale. I have eaten dinners there as good as

I have eaten anywhere. Breakfast and tea arc always my favourite meals

and the Buqri won my heart by producing teas in the best schoolboy

tradition. Cakes, honey, and sweetmeats, several varieties of tinned fruit,

Huntley and Palmers' biscuits and Sharp's super-cream toffee.

News travels fast in the Hadhramaut and the Buqri knew I was after

peace, though, like the rest, they had little hope of its achievement.

“The British arc the best of the Governments," they said, “but wc don't

like them because they leave us to the mercies of these Sultans. We want

a Government here who will enforce peace.”

I assured them, very earnestly, that the Government rcaUy was interested

in peace, and next day on our return the old men met us and, taking me in

silence to the top of their tallest dar, showed me the country.

“There lie our enemies," they said, pointing to the western wall of the

wadi. “We can shoot at them from here. All this country round was

once green with date palms, but they have destroyed them by pouring

ker9sene on them, and wc too have destroyed theirs. If you will come

and govern the country and give us peace we will give you that house to

live in," pointing to another tall dar a few yards away.

At Hureidha we stayed with Sdyid Bubakr bin 'Abdulla al 'Atcas, with

whom wc had travelled as fiur as Hodeida on our way home on leave.
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** Uncle Bubakr/' as I know him now, is a kindly old man, but like most of

the Al *Attas Seiyids he has little political sense. His solutions for difficulties,

if they were adopted, would undoubtedly result in even greater confusion.

We had a great dinner-party that night with all the principal Seiyids

of the place, for Hureidha is a town inhabited only by Al *Attas Seiyids and

their dependents. It has a “Parliament,** as Uncle Bubakr called it: all

the various families were represented and its decisions were recorded.

He said it was about a hundred and eighty years old.

Here, in Hureidha, the talk too was of peace, though the situation seemed

more hopeless than anywhere else, for the Wadi *Amd was more tom with

feuds than any other part of the country. Seiyid Bubakr said it was

ridiculous that I should stay only six weeks, and when we left next morning

he handed me a letter which he had written to Sir Bernard asking that I

might stay longer.

Everywhere outside Mukalla I was begged to stay in the Hadhramaur,

because I think they really believed I could give them peace. Very often

there was the suggestion “ifyou do not stay something else must happen.**

This was a strong undercurrent which was not immediately apparent on

the surface. Personally I never anticipated such a wide anxiety for me
to remain in the country. When I passed through Seiyun for the first

time since my return and halted in the market place talking to people in

the crowd, an old man came up and said to me: “Is it true that Ingrams

is coming?**

There was great excitement in Seiyun when we returned with *Ali bin

Salah and Salim bin Ja*fei;. Botli brought their staffs with them, and it

was an imposing procession of cars which entered the town about five

o’clock in the afternoon. Everybody knew what was afoot, and my
comings and goings had always created considerable interest as there was

a current fear amongst the common people that unless die British did some-

thing, some other force would. Much of this fear was due to Philby*s

visit. They had thought he was the forerunner of a Saudian invasion.

I was told that he had removed stones from the road and that no one had

attempted to stop Jiim, because, they said, Ibn Sa*ud chops off the hands of

those who interfere with the road. Then, too, there was everywhere the

fear that the Italians would come into the country. We were often blamed

for not having stopped them from taking Abyssinia and there were some

who thought they would take the Hadhramaut also.
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Sultan ’All gave a grand dinner-party that night, and after it the pleni-

potentiaries withdrew to a private room where peace proposals were put

before them. My ideas were vague enough. Everybody said that peace

could not be achieved unless there was real British intervention, and I could

not promise anything Hkc that. The furthest I could go was to insist

that the Government really was interested in the maintenance of peace,

and that if it were made it was possible they might intervene to deal with

anyone who broke it, if the circumstances of any particular case warranted

intervention, and if they were sure that the people were doing their best to

help themselves.

Finally the period of a truce was discussed. I should have liked ten

years, for in that time I felt one could be sure that the country would be

organized and at peace. The tribal representatives thought it was possible

that six months would be obtained, to be renewed if they saw that the

Government was going to help. This, of course, was useless, and they

raised the period to a year. But I declined to come lower than three.

Rapid thinking as to the difficulties to be faced politically and to the work

involved in training forces and in measures of development, made me
rcahze that no shorter period could he of any use. I had in mind, too, the

inevitable delays there would be in dealing with the Government where,

at this time, there was no conviction that help was possible or even entirely

desirable.

At length they agreed to try for a three years’ general truce.

The following night in Seiyid Bubakr’s house, with tempting trays of

Ramadhan delicacies before us, we discussed how the matter should be

tackled. It was of particular importance that there should be machinery

for dealing with past disputes. Nobody was going to sign on to a general

truce for three years unless they could have some sort of assurance that

the causes of their existing warfare would be examined and settled. As for

future breaches of the peace, they tried their level best to inveigle me into

a promise that they would be dealt with by the Government, but I could

go no farther than I had gone before, except to say that ofl^ces occurring

on the road would no doubt be treated as they were in the western part of

the Protectorate.

As for the old ofiences, we decided to recommend the setting up of a

Board to deal with them. Of those who were present we agreed that ’Ali

bin Salah and Salim JaTer should be members. I was anxious that the

othen should not be ornamental, but had to agree to the appointment of
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the Sultan's relative, Sultan 'Abdulla bin Muhsin who, with his brother, was

nominal ruler of Tarim. 'Abdulla bin Muhsin was &t and good-natured

but had little real interest in administration. Two other members were

chosen on Seiyid Bubakr’s recommendation, 'Awadh bin 'Azzan of the

Bin 'Abdat, and 'Abd 'Alawi bin 'Ali the Bin Yemani Muqaddam of the

Tamimi. They were all extremely anxious that I should be a member,

but I could not do this and could only promise that I should be there in the

background to help them. In the same way Seiyid Bubakr felt that he, too,

should not be a member.

So we drew up the following notice to be published after the truce

had been achieved, and if Sultan Salih gave his approval. This I promised

to do my best to obtain when I returned to Mukalla.

PEACE BOARD NOTIFICATION

Whereas His Britannic Majesty's Government desire a general

peace in the Hadhramaut and are interested in the mutual co-opera-

tion between Sultan Salih bin Ghalib bin 'Awadh al Qu'aid and Sultan

'Ali bin Mansur al Kathiri in the maintenance of this general peace

and whereas this co-operation has actually taken place in the presence

of Sultan 'Ali bin Mansur al Kathiri and Sultan 'AU bin Salah—^repre-

sentative of Sultan Sahh bin Ghalib bin 'Awadh al Qu’aid—therefore

now as a preliminary step towards the establishment of this peace

desired by His Britannic Majesty’s Government, both the said Smtans

have arranged a three years’ truce between the Shenadr themselves,

Al Tamim themselves and between Al Tamim and Dolat Al 'Abdulla

and other tnbes of Hadhramaut in accordance with their usual customs

ofpeace commencing &om Dhul Hijja 1355.

2. In order to achieve the desire ofHis Britannic Mues^'s Govern-
ment, both Sultan Salih bin Ghalib bin 'Awadh al Qu’sdd and Sultan

'Ali bin Mansur have formed a Board composed of five men whose
names are given below:

1. Sultan 'Ali bin Salah.

2. Sultan 'Abdulla bin Muluin.

3. Sheikh Salim bin Ja’fer.

4. Sheikh 'Awadh bin 'Azzan .

5. Sheikh 'Abd 'Alawi bin 'Ali at Tamimi.

in order to study the problems and solve them during the truce, either

by means of compromise or arbitration and to endeavour to establish

a permanoit peace among the people of the Hadhramaut. So all

^oold accept the decision ofthe said Board.

3. Both Sultans desire the said Board to t^rt to them every
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breach or violation done by any of the tribes and propose to inform
His Britannic Majesty*! Government of such violations.

Sd. Sultan Salih bin Ghaub.
Sultan *Au bin Mansur.

We all took away copies of the draft document to study, and met

again the next morning at the Sultan’s summer palace of ’Izz ad Din. At

that meeting the first item on the agenda was the drawing up ofthe form of

truce which was to be signed. I had agreed that this should follow the

usual outlines of a Hadhrami truce document, and most of the argument

that took place arose ftom my resistance ofthe proposal that my name should

also be included in the document with those of the Sultans. It would in

many ways have been better if I could have agreed to it, for the Arab as a

rule has little use for abstractions and always prefers individuals. However

I agreed in the end to the preamble starting “Whereas His Brittannic

Majesty’s Government desire peace in the Hadhramaut.”

When the terms of this document were settled, Salim bin Ja’fer and

the Sultan astonished me by raising the question ofwhat form the announce-

ment of the result of our meeting should take. I reflected that die

Hadhramaut had litde to leam ftom European Chancelleries in these matters.

Indeed, the draft of the Peace Board Notification of the previous night,

which we had slept on and agreed to that morning, was passed round to be

initialled by all those present. Finally a communique in the following

terms was drawn up

:

“It is understood that at meetings held in Sultan ’Ah bin Mansur’s

palace at Sciyun, at which were present Sultan ’AU bin Mansur the

Kathiri Sultan, Mr. Ingrams the First PoHtical Officer, Sultan ’Ali bin

Salah representarive of Sultan Sahh bin Ghahb at Shibam, Seiyid

Bubakr oin Sheikh Al Kaf, Sheikh Sahm bin Ja’fer al Kathtri, and
Sultan ’Abdulla bin M^in al Kathiri, it was decided to recommend
to the tribes ofHadhramaut a three years’ general truce, and the setting

up ofa Board to deal with their disputes.’’

When this had been corrected and discussed down to the last comma,

it was taken into the general majlis next door where the 61ite of Seiyxm sat

drinking tea, and published by being read to them, for Seiyun as yet does

not boast any newspapers. Copies were then made and scat offby special

messengers to the various important tribes and tribal leaders ofHadhramaut.
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Chapter XXVII

AN INCIDENT AND THE TRIAL OF THE
BIN YEMANI TRIBE

Look now on that adventurer who hath paid

His vows to fortune: Wordsworth.

When the Sultan’s letters enclosing the communiques had been sent off

there was nothing much to do except sit back and wait for reactions. These

were on the whole favourable, but there was considerable doubt as to

whether the Government really would do anything to help if occasion

arose. This doubt was not to be wondered at, considering that hitherto

contaa had, as the Sultan said, usually been confined to short visits when

** Salaam aleikum” and “Fiamanillah” (How do you do ? Good-bye) had

been about the only conversation. I remembered the conference the

Sultan and the Seiyids had asked Lake and myself to attend in the ’Izz ad

Din in November, 1934. After speaking with great earnesmess on the

desire of the Hadhramaut for peace, Sultan ’AH and the Seiyids had appar-

ently expected some more encouraging reply tlian the words of thanks

they got from us for their hospitality and an assurance that they would be

treated with equal hospitahty in Aden should they visit it. The patience

of despair witli which this kindly speech was greeted, convinced me as

much as anything of the earnestness of the leading people of the country

and determined me, if ever I could, to help them.

One answer came back saying “Ifjust one bomb goes offon a mountain

in the Hadhramaut” people will believe that peace will be assured. A
letter which I sent to the all-important Nahd tribe brought the following

answer from the venerable Sheikh, Hakm Mbaruk bin Muhammad,

paramount chief of the Nahd tribe:

“We have received your letter, wherein you state that the British

Government is interested in the maintenance of peace in the Hadhra-

maut and desires to arrai^ for a three years* truce during whi^
permanent peace wifi be established, and that the Qu*aiti and Kathiri
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Governments will co-operate with each other for the maintenance

ofpeace and the British Government will assist them.

“Please note that wc like the peace and settlement but we camiot

find anyone to co-operate with us in it. We do not agree with

interfering with the trade routes. If settlement and peace were really

arranged with certain rulings which will not be violated, we would
like them and agree to them.

“Please note that the inhabitants and tribesmen of Hadhramaut
are without any Government and they lack cultivation and the poor

classes live in fear, and strife continues.

“The Nahd tribe, such as Al Rodhan, Maqarim, and others, claim

certain murders among themselves and no one can settle the case of

anyone else. Their culrivadon, water channels, etc., are in a disorderly

condition. Both the Qu’aiti and Kathiri Sultans are well aware of the
tribal customs and rulings and the harmful acts going on amongst the

Nahd.
^“We proffer our thanks to the British Government and the Qu’aiti

and Kathiri Sultans for bringing peace and arranging settlements in

the Hadhramaut, and we will assist in the estabusnment of peace.

Greetings.”

While we had been in Shibam I had received a letter from Beech saying

that his job on the Du’an-Shibam road was almost completed, that he

would come back to the Hadhramaut to advise on how the road should

cross the deep Ma’adi pass, and to fix the longitude and latitude of Tarim.

Shibam he had already fixed. Though it would clash with the ’Id, Hassan

Shaibi and the drivers kindly undertook to go down to meet him and

’Abdul Qadir at Ma’adi.

On the 15th December news was brought to me that his car had been

fired on by the Bin Yemani section of die Al Jabir living at Risib. Risib

we had passed in the night, but the Bin Yemani were the people who had

held us up near Heru a few miles further on. These people had an

exceedingly bad reputation for holding up caravans and cars. Six years

before they had fired on a Seiyid in a car, and that very Ramadhan in which

the discussions were taking place, they had looted two caravans bound for

the wadi and had the goods with them at their settlement of Risib. The

new incident took place at night and the highwaymen fired a first shot

which was mistaken for a badtfire, and then anot^ at the lights of the

car. Ihe bullet, which was fired firom a few yards ahead directly at the

car, passed through the radiator and the steering column, and the driver

and Hassan Shaibi, who was with him in firont, were both slightly wounded.

As usual the miscreants were after money. Beech and his companions
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spent the night with some friendly sheUdis at Husn Hcru and came on to

Tarim.

Within ten tninutes of getting this news Sciyid Bubakr and I were on
our way to Tarim. Wc talked little and only stopped once, at Tarba, to*

find a man who would take a message to the coast. My thoughts were
chiefly ofhow the situation was to be dealt with, ifthe news of the hold-up

were true. After all my talk I felt that my efforts would go for nothing

if the Government felt unable to take cognisance of the matter.

At Tarim I was relieved to find neither Hassan nor the driver seriously

damaged. The former had only a scratch on his arm, which required no
more than the dab of iodine which Beech had given it, and the latter, a

Somali, had a slight wound in his calf which had been bandaged. But it

had been a close shave. The beduin had fired head on at the lamps, hoping,

as he afterwards said, to ‘‘put its eyes out** and the driver might well have

been killed.

I took statements from Beech and all the other witnesses, including

a sheikh who had been near-by and had come on with the party. Beech

said that when the car was hit, Hassan fell out ydling on one side and the

Somali on the other. 'Abdul Qadir, undisturbed in the back, had remarked :

“Well, they can't both be killed with one bullet and they can't be badly

damaged or they wouldn't yell so lustily.''

I drafted a long message to Aden explaining the circumstances, the

history of the tribe, their relations with the Sultan, and so on, and sent it

by our camel messenger who guaranteed to be in Shihr in two days—it

plainly was not safe to send another car. At Shihr the message was to be

sent by car to Mukalla and from there to Aden by the new wireless.

Beech and I returned to Seiyun to await developments.

All Hadhramaut was awaidng them—watching and asking would
Government help? Everybody regarded the matter as the crucial test

ofwhat I had been saying, and the issue was plainly peace or the continuance

of the age-old tribal wa^are.

On the aand aeroplanes arrived. Beech and I donned trousers and

went x>ff to meet them at Shibam, where I got a letter from which I

gathered that something might be done but I must go back to Aden for

discussions.

Oh Christmas Eve wc started. I had to go on crutches because I had

an inflamed foot. The Sultan and the Seiyids came much of the way to

see us oflfand wc parted in a palm grove—rather a sad parting as we did not
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really know what was going to happen. Amongst the last things that were

said to me was that I must impress on the Government the necessity for

entering into the affairs of the Hadhramaut with a firm policy. I had told

them all that I knew, that the Government was genuinely interested in the

maintenance of peace, but that help only came to those who helped them-

selves. The Kathiri Sultan promised all the assistance he could give if the

Government came in, and that was mainly confined to banning the offend-

ing tribe from his towns. Seiyid Bubakr alone really believed that the

Government was interested in peace, and he said to me: “The way that

the Government deals with the Hadhramaut is the way that a woman flirts

with a man. She wants an affair but she*s afraid of the burden she may

have to carry.”

At Mukalla Sultan Salih came out to Fuwa to meet us. He promised

his help and signed the peace notification. Up again and on to Aden. In

tlie west they had another disturbance and we turned inland to demonstrate

in aid of Ham (Hamilton, the 2nd Political Officer) who was dealing with

the trouble between the Fadhlis and the Yafa’is. We dropped him a

plum pudding and a round robin of Christmas greetings and flew on to

Aden.

In Aden I gained as usual all possible help and encouragement from

Sir Bernard Reilly. In common with all south-western Arabia the Hadhra-

maut owes perhaps more than it reafizes to him. I was interested to discover

that the possibility of British help to the country had been in Sir Bernard's

mind as far back as 1918 when the question ofcontinuing the post of British

agent at Mukalla, then held by Lee Warner, was under consideration. In

1933 ke went on the first visit a Resident of Aden had made to the Hadhra-

maut, and if other duties prevented that fiirst visit being, superficially at any

rate, of more than the “How d ye do—Good-bye” description, no more

important visit was ever paid, for from it arose directly my own fint tour

and all that has since transpired. Speaking at a meeting of the Royal

Central Asian Society in London on June 24th, 1936, Sir Bernard had said:

“My own knowledge of the interior of the Hadhramaut is limited

to ajoumcv of a few days, when I visited the three towns of Shibami
Sciyun, ana Tarim. . . . We have had treaty relatiom oflong standkg
wim the Qu aid Sultans of Mukalla, but our rdadonship wid^ dbe
Kathiri is much more recent, and is based upon a treaty that was
nude during the Great War. The Kathiri then made a treaty wi^ die
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Sultan of Mukalla. and agreed that the Hadhramaut should become
one entity, and further that by virtue of their treaty with the Qu’aiti,

the Kathiri Sultan would come into the sphere ofthe British Protectorate.

But no direct treaty between ourselves and the Kathiri was made then,

nor docs a direct treaty exist even now, and until recently it was not

practicable to visit the country.

“But it had come into our orbit, and we therefore felt, not only

an interest, but also responsibility for people who had wished thus to

come into our sphere of influence.

“The pioneer work in opening up the country we owe to the

Royal Air Force, who made surveying nights, and have now a landing-

ground at Shibam. But still we remained very ignorant ofthis territory,

and it was desirable that something shoula be done to fill the gap
in our information.

“That gap was filled when Mr. Ingrams came to Aden, and he,

with Mrs. Ingrams, was able to explore the Hadhramaut in detail.

“In his lecture Mr. Ingrams has not explained the value to the

British authorities in Aden of the report he brought back. We feel

now that we liave details and a knowledge of the conditions of the

country, on wliich to form our pohey in dealing with that outlying

region.”

I feel there has been more than a mere coincidence in the combination

of forces that have led to the possibility of a brighter future for this country,

which all its inhabitants love so much and under whose spell all visitors

fall. Wliilc Sciyid Bubakr was seeing in the attitude of the Straits Govern-

ment over the mosque in Singapore the omens of sympathetic help to his

country, and while I was learning of and yearning after the Hadhramaut

from the talk and encouragement of Bin Sumeit in Zanzibar, Sir Bernard

had the constant feeling that something could and should be done to help

when the time arrived.

The day of help drew nearer when the Colonial Office took over the

Protectorate. Such is the spirit which animates the Colonial Office and

Colonial Service that I believe it to be impossible for any territory coming

under their control to fiil to benefit in some way, unless the very strongest

political pressure is exerted continually to maintain some other end, and

even then the interests of the people are steadfiutly fought for. In twenty

years’ experience of the service, with two periods of work in the Colonial

Office, I have not found a file in which the first consideration was not the

wdfiure of the people of dbe territory concerned, even in priority to the

interests of the home country itself or the empire at large. And yet there

is rarely any actual dash between these mtetests, for the interests of the
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empire at large are in the end surely best served by the prosperity and

welfare ofeach constituent part.

“That which is written on our foreheads we must indeed fulfil,** and

Seiyid Bubakr holds that it was “maktub”—^written—and destined that

all this should be, I would not presume to think him wrong,

* There were long conferences at Aden, at which it was decided, if

necessity arose, to use air action to compel the submission of the ofiending

tribe. Before any country can become prosperous it is necessary that

security to life and property be obtained, and nothing is more important

than the security of the roads. This is nowhere more accepted than in

the religion ofthe Arabs, for the roads are held to be Haq Allah—belonging

to God for the use of all.

Before ever air action is brought into use every possible means of

settling the aflair without it are explored. The affair is examined in all its

hghts, and the decision to use air action is always contingent on the

exhaustion of all political means first. Used sparingly as it is, it is far the

most effective and humane weapon possible : it leaves none of the rancour

which may be caused by an expedition as it is so completely impersonal

and the casualties are very few: more often than not there are no casualties

at all, and the commander who gets through his operations with fewest

casualties is the one who receives the most praise from his superiors.

Of less importance is the matter of cost, but air operations cost far less than

groimd operations.

There is one other important point : the use of air action has always the

strongest support of public opinion. The complaint of the Arabs in the

Hadhramaut has not been that air action is used, but that it is too little used.

There has been the fullest possible co-operation between tribes and the

Royal Air Force. A further, and probably to many people a most

extraordinary, feature of operations is the total lack of rancour on the part

of those who suffer punishment, and the curious fact that in several cases

those whose lands have been bombed have afterwards expressed their

thanks for the action. To an Arab nothing is more important than the

“saving of his fiu«** ; if one of his relations is murdered, he will r^ard it

as a blackening of his face, which can only be whitened by the killing of

one of the assailant*s relations. But he suffers no blackening of his face

when aeroplanes knock down his house, because no one can expect him

to luve an answer to such action. Indeed, be receives a certain amount of

enhanced reputation firom it. People think he is a stout fellow to have
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eadured it. They do not sympathize with him, but they tell him he was

brave. Now they are beginning to tell him he is a fool to stand out and get

bombed when he knows he has got to pay up in the end for his misdeeds.

So it happens that there is a recognition that the game is not worth the

candle, and once the beduin knows that and knows that he is being protected

and chat he is no longer regarded as a pariah, I have found no keener

supporter of peace.

Still I know of no political officer worth his salt who will not use every

possible means of avoiding having his people’s villages bombed, even if

they are empty.

Not only did I have the promise of his support, but Sir Bernard also

sanctioned the issue of the following notification, which I drafted to go

with the Peace Board Nouftcadon of the Sultans:

I. The Resident commends the Notificarion approved by the

Qu’aiti and Kathiri Sultans regarding the general peace and co-operadon
which they are establishing in the Haemramaut, to the attendon of
all the people of the country.

2.

The British Government is sincerely desirous of seeing peace

and prosperity established in the country and that the peoples of the

Hadnramaut should ftourish under the rule of H.H. the Qu aid Sultan

and the Kathiri Sultan working in co-operadon, with the approval

of the British Government, the Protecting Power,

3.

The Resident greatly regrets the recent incident of inter-

ference with the roads by the A1 Bin Ycmani of the AlJabir tribe and
advises all wrongdoers to take heed of their case and the acdon that is

being taken against them, for those who interfere with the roads will be
punched by the British Government supporting the Qu’aid and
kathiri Sultans.

When I returned to Mukalla I had another job to do. An Egyptian

paper had staned a canard that the Hamumi had ceded the small port of

Asadi al Fay to the Italians. This was repeated in the English Press, though

AdcOp Government and bazaar, knew nothing of it, nor indeed did diey

know where Asadi al Fay was. I did not either, but D. discovered a note

about it in the old papers of our fint journey. It turned out to be on the

coast not £u: from Reidat al ’Abdul Wadud and Quseir. At Retda there

was a Royal Air Force landing-ground and there, and at Quseir, Qu’aiti

posts. It is true chat Hamumi inhabited Asadi al Fay, but it would have

been about as possible for them to cede it to the Italians as for the inhabitants
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of, say, Pcacchavcn, to offer their beach to the French or Germans. How-
ever, I flew off to Reida and having ascertained that Asadi al Fay still stood

where it had always stood, went up to the Hadhramaut.

D., who had reached Aden in five hours from Seiyun, had certainly

trodden on a pretty long snake and it took her many shakes of the dice

box to get back. Leaving Aden by ship on the 3 ist December, she travelled

from Mukalla on the old Du’an road with some Seiyids of the Mihdhar

family, and it was not until the 28th January that she re-entered Seiyid

Bubakr’s house, looking, as Ham said, as if she had just come in from a

walk round the park.

I arrived in Seiyun on January 2nd complete with a wireless set, and

Ham arrived a little later to form the Kathiri Tribal Guards for which we
had all been endeavouring to raise recruits.

In consultation with the Sultan, summonses to the offending Bin

Yemani were drafted out in the approved form. They were cliarged

generally that they had been guilty of continual acts of highway robbery,

and specifically

:

1. That on the night of Tuesday, the i6th Ramadhan corres-

ponding with the 30th/3ist November, 1936, a man of the section, to

wit, Salih bin Sa*id bin Ismail bin Jahim bin Yemani, built barricades

across the road near Al Khurob and prevented from passing cars belong-

ing to the Seiyids of Al Kaf in which Mr. Ingrams, the First Politick

Officer and his party were travelling, and demanded money by menaces.

2. That on the night of Tuesday, the 30th Ramadhan corres^

ponding with the I4th/i5th December, 1936, near Risib, a man of
the section, to wit, Sa’ia al Ma’arri or another, -fired on a car belonging

to the Seiyids of Al Kaf in which Captain Beech, a British Officer, and
his party were travelling and damaged the car and wounded two men.

Further that a man ofthe section, to wit, Sa’id al Ma'arri or another

demanded money by menaces from the party.

These summonses were sent out on the 6th January and they were

ordered to appear before their Sultan and myself at the palace of Seiyun on

the 15th January to answer them. When news was received that the

oflenders were coming, steps were taken to prepare for their trial. The

large audience hall of the palace was arranged for the day like a Court of

Justice, widi a table for the Sultan and myself at the top end. On the right

sat the aqils of the Bin Yemani together with their principal tribesmen,

some twenty men in all. On the left stood the witnesses who redted thetr
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account of events. The- procedure of the court was explained and the

Bin Ycmani were told that the witnesses would all be brought in one by

one, the remainder being out of earshot, and that they would be allowed to

question them on their evidence. The court was simply packed with the

public, including tribesmen and chiefs who had come from considerable

distances.

The evidence, of course, was conclusive and the Bin Yemani, in fact,

admitted their fault. The sentence was carefully assessed, having regard to

their ability to pay, the necessity of making sure that it would be sufficient

to discourage them from further similar crimes, and that yet it would not

be so severe as to cause them any real hardship by depriving them of means

of living. So they were ordered to hand over ten sound she camels, thirty

serviceable rifles, a hundred goats, and twice the amount ofmoney and goods

taken from the parties mentioned in the charges, namely, thirty Maria

Theresa dollars. They were also to provide six hostages, two from each

of their sections, which were to be kept by the Kathiri Sultan at Seiyun

as long as Government considered necessary, but could be changed at die

desire of the culprits provided satisfactory hostages were given in exchange.

The hostage system we copied from the Arabs in this case. The Imam
of the Yemen keeps order in his country principally because he has hostages

from tribes ofwhose loyalty he is doubtful. The beduin in the Proteaorate

realize, I think, that under British influence their hostages would not be

used for their theoretical purpose, but they can never be quite sure, so the

system acts satisfactorily enough and the hostages are kept in comparative

luxury.

The proceedings of the trial were gener^y considered most impressive.

A common comment afterwards was: *Tf this is the English kanun, it is

also the Muliammadan sheria, and it would be well ifall cases in future were

tried in the same way.” The Bin Yemani were told that they had until

January aSth to pay the fine, failing which their villages and fields would

be liable to air action until they did pay.

After the forxnal proceedings of the court I went and had coflee with

the Bin Yemani in the more friendly atmosphere of the Sultan's bungalow

where they were being entertained. I urged them to make payment, and

so did Seiyid Bubakr and the Sultan, explaining that once they had submitted

to the terms, and thezeby made amends for their crime, we should hope to

be friends in future, diough the Govermnent would no longer tolerate

interference widb the traffic ofthe roads.
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When they left Seiyun we thought they would probably pay, though

we did not relax our efforts at persuasion and sent them constant letters,

Seiyids from among dieir mansabs, and fellow Jabri tribesmen, to impress

the necessity on them. The real difficulty was again that of rubbing into

people that when the British Government said a thing it meant it, and

that its decisions were not the empty threats to which they had been

accustomed.
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Chapter XXVIII

ROYAL AIR FORCE ACTION AND THE
SUBMISSION OF THE BIN YEMANI

Give peaa in our time, O Lord.

They, indeed, help dteirfriends not only in defensive but also in offensive wav;
but they never do that unless they had been consulted bffore the breach was made

and, bdng satisfied with the grounds on which they went, they hadfound that

all demands ofseparation were rejected, so that a war was unavoidable.

Sn Thomas Moke.

Ths business of keeping the country informed of events took up a good

deal of time. Rumours of the most extravagant descriptions flew round

and, as a result of the general relief that the Government was intervening,

the most extravagant stories of how the Bin Yemani would be dealt with

were drculat^ and used to threatm habitual offenden on the road, like the

'Awamir. The efiect of these was bound to be on the whole worse than

the efforts of the few mischief makers like Bin ’Abdat’s nephew, ’Ubeid

Salih, who had seen the Bin Yemani and told them not to pay up as the

Government was only bluffing. The ’Awamir, too, had told them the

same; the wish was no doubt father to the thought, for their consciences

were uneasy and they were not quite sure if anything was going to happen

to them.

Hie dissemination of “straight news” and expos^ of Government’s

real intentions went hand in hand with general peace propaganda and

arrangements for the first peace meeting, to which part of die Kadiiri tribe

were invited to come and s^ on the three years’ truce documoit.

The first meetup was to be held at Hautat al Ahmed bin Zein on 24th

January. IhiswasdeddedatameoingofthePeaceBoardheldatdieSeiyun

palace <mi die i8th.' We made the chmce because the place was ceidtal

fiir the sectums invited and was neutral ground. The village—a small town

on Hadhtatni standards—belonged to the Habshi Seiyids and was the scene

of an annual fiur at whidi, if you reached it without being shot at, you

wne safe, for die place was a sanctuary. ItlayonthesoudisideofdievKadi
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on the road from Seiyun to Shibam» just a few miles short of the latter.

The mansab, Seiyid ’Umar, inspired universal respect in the country. I

remember at one party when he got up and left, an Arab sitting next to me
pointed at him with his pipe and said in English the one word Gendeman.”

So he was in all the meanings of the word. Grave and courteous to a

degree, honourable in all respects, Seiyid ’Umar had a fine figure and

presence and was always extremely well dressed. He was about sixty

years of age with a neatly trimmed beard and moustache like that of a

French nobleman, bushy eyebrows and ascetic features, and twenty years

before had been esteemed as one of the finest horsemen in Hadhramaut.

His clothes were always an ensemble ofsome quiet colour—^blue or a delicate

shade of beige. His coat buttoned up to the neck like a forage tunic, and

he wore a long coat of the same colour. Round his neck was a fine long

chain ofamber beads, and on his head a white turban. 1 delighted to watch

him seated on a coloured silk ferrash with a background of carved panelling

like some figure in a Penian miniature, his long fine fingers turning over

the leaves ofone ofthe many manuscripts in his library. Though he steered

dear of politics, he exerted influence simply by precept and his religion

and I suspect his faith was very real. He talked to me once ofour common
humanity, and his courtesy and fiicndlincss to me were always very sincere

but in no way familiar. I appreciated it greatly when, at a later date,

Seiyid ’Umar travelled to sec me, for he did not often leave his home,

simply to thank me for what I had done. Having done so, quite quiedy

taking my right hand in both his, he made his good-bye and stepping into

his car returned home. Truly a great gendeman.

His house was my headquarters for this first peace meeting. Seiyid

Bubakr had thought it best not to come, so ’Ali bin Salah and I conducted

the proceedings. The Bin Ycmani case was the chief topic of conversadon

and I was able to explain much by question and answer. There was some

uncertainty about the truce. There were the usual doubts as to whether

the Government was bluffing or not, but the principal difficulty was that

this was the first gathering. If those present signed on, would others?

Would those who signed be safe from those who might not? Most of

those present had Bin ’Abdat and Bil Fas in mind. ’Ubeid had been

mischief making and nobody &lt it would be much good for the '^^small

fiy” to join in if the *‘big noises” were going to stay out. However, by

evening most of the sections there signed on, though there wae a number

ofabstentions.
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I was rather cast down by this» for a partial truce would be no good

;

no one would &el safe. Still I persisted in preaching and writing about

peace, while at the same time I sent constant messengers, Seiyids and

tribesmen, to the Bin Ycmani, whose time was running out and who showed

now no sign of paying. The two people who helped me most were

Seiyid Muhammad Midheij of Rcidat al Ma’ara who knew the Bin Ycmani

well, and Salih ^Umar, chief of the Bin Dhobani section of the Al Jabir.

Something, too, had to be done about *Ubeid Salih and his mysterious uncle,

'Umar 'Ubeid Bin 'Abdat, known as the ^ Ghurfa." Here I had

great assistance from Nasir 'Abdulla al Kathiri.

Nasir had been one of my "Shihiri" friends in Zanzibar. Some time

after I left Zanzibar there was trouble among the Shihin in which Nasir

'Abdulla was considered the principal ringleader. The ringleaders were

deported for varying periods of which Nasir's was the longest—^twenty

years. He came back to the Hadhramaut leaving four wives behind him

and a large business gone to ruin. His dhows lay idle, for there was no

one to carry on for him in his trade, which was the supply of meat to Zanzi-

bar. Nasir's share of this fell to his competitors and instead of being well-

off he was now poor. On our first journey I could not find him for he

returned from a journey to the Far East just as I was leaving. It was a

great joy to us both to meet again. I remembered him as a man with an

enormous belly. He seemed to me positively sHm when I met him again

outside Shibam. Now that my eyes have grown used to his contours

again, I sdll find that he has an enormous belly, so what it can really have

been like in Zanzibar I do not care to think. But though it was ten years

ago, the old fire still shone from his eyes and he was as full of quick repartee

and dirty stories as ever.

People in Hadhramaut say that Nasir's heart is good but that his tongue

leads him into trouble, and this is true, for though he would be wilhng

enough to get his own back on anybody, I do not think he would use under-

hand methods. When we had picked up the threads of past friendship and

got back on to the old fiiniiHar footu^, Nasir's tongue loosened and finding

me now dressed and living in the same style as himself, he talked perhaps

more firecly than he would have done before. I was surprised to find he

had no grudge against the 21an2ibar Government, or against the Sultan.

He said he had been foolish, but that his troubles were mostly due toJitina

(intrigue) on the part of his rivals. He did, however, feel rather hurt

that he had been put out of Zanzibar by what he described as ‘‘a lot of
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knock-koeed policemen.” and invited me to join in a little expedition he

proposed. He wanted us to go to Bin ’Abdat, who was a great fiioid of

his, borrow twenty-five husky slaves with big sticks, borrow a dhow, and

go down to Zanzibar where we were to beat up the police and be offto the

Hadhramaut before they woke up. I rather discouraged this plan, but

when Nasir discovered that I had determined on peace in the Hadhramaut,

he found work of a quite congenial nature. Although he was over sixty

he constituted himself a firm ally and stumped up and down the wadi

preaching peace and saying that what I said had to go. His language was so

forceful and picturesque that he made himself really useful.

“We Hadhrami,” he said, “have always a devil sitting on our shoulders.

When we go abroad the devil gets off and sits on the quay at Mukalla.

If we’re away five years or twenty years he waits just the same, and as we
land again mounts our backs and comes up country with us. Now we’ve

got to leave the devils for good and all and behave oursdves in our own
country as we do abroad. Anybody who makes trouble,” and here the

old man would pull out his dagger and feel the blade, “Ingrams will have

his . . . off. So, ifyou want to say good-bye to them—ayah
!”

Nasir could neither read nor write and besides Arabic only knew Swahili,

except, as he said, bad language and that he knew in every tongue. Non-

Arabic speaking visitors were sometimes startled to hear him bunt out with

“Goddammit—^Bloddifool—Schweinhund—^MascagUono.”

Nasir came up against it badly when he found that his fiiends at Al

Ghur& were intriguing against the peace. I never saw a man so afiected

by the pull between two loyalties, for he quarrelled with Bin ’Abdat until

the latter agreed to sign the truce. He seemed to age perceptibly, and 1

remember him stumping into Seiyun one evenii^ at sunset, dirty and

utterly weary, to teU me of some point that needed to be dealt with, and

declining to drink even a cup of tea before he stumped off again in the

dusk to tackle Bin Abdat again.^

* *

As the Bin Yemani had not submitted to the terms by aStb January,

notices were issued to them, by hand with Seiyids to explain them, and by

* 1 am glad to say die Zanzibar Govonment have now forgiven Nasir £x hh
aim in Zanabax and let him go back on account of hb good woik in Hadhramaut.

I confiss I did not rqiort the saggeaed expedition there, but I fiel sure their dcdiicm

wm » wise as it was generous. It was a gesture dut wm h^hly appredaftd in the

ooonry, &r it wasjust die kind which appeals to Arab senfimcnt.
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air« telling them that their places would be bombed on ist February. The

notices warned them either to submit before that date or to leave the

villages until they were told they could return. They were also told that

the waterholes at Heru would be safe as it was not desired to cut off the

water from them.

Bombing began on ist February, and propaganda was continued in all

directions. Salih *Umar was there when the bombing began, persuading

them to pay up. Seiyid Muhammad and the broker of the Bin Yemani at

Seiyun had arrived on their last visit to Risib on Thursday, 28th, and Salih

arrived at midday on the Friday. He left on Tuesday the 2nd and on arrival

at Seiyun recounted to the Sultan, Seiyid Bubakr, myself and others what

had happened. The people simply would not believe that anything wotdd

happen and scoffed at Sahh.

“They won’t do anything,” they had said, “the aeroplanes have been

here every day and what have they dropped ? Papers, which you and Seiyid

Muhammad have read to us.”

As a gesture of bravado, they had decided to celebrate twelve weddings

simultaneously.

“I was with them,” said Salih, “and in the afternoon we were sitting

in a small valley where the people were dancing and beating drums and firing

rifles and so on and enjoying themselves. There may have been a few people

left in the houses but most ofthe population was at the dance.”

Suddenly someone had cried: “The aeroplanes are coming
!”

Five machines flew over the place three times.

“Run away,” cried Salih, “they are going to drop bombs. They

won’t drop them on people so dear out all together.”

“Nonsense,” the chiefs had answered, “Hes, they won t drop bombs.”

Then a bomb dropped and there was smoke.

“Look,” said Salih, “look at that ! What did I say t”

“It’s nothing, it’s oiJy paper.”

There was another smoke bomb and then a real bomb was dropped.

It was a small one and it fell in the cultivation without making a big

explosion.

“Run away,” shouted Salih.

“Hiis is only a threat,” replied the chieft, still unwilling to be

convinced.

“Well, I’m going.’’

“No, if we die we die together.”
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Another bomb dropped and the women ran to their houses but the

men remained in the valley.

Then more bombs dropped; big ones with loud explosions. The men

ran away and scattered and there was yet more bombing, all in the fields

at a distance from the houses.

“At sunset/' said Sahh to me, “when the areoplanes had gone, we all

returned to the houses. I went to the house of the Sheikh of Beit al Haji

and then we went to the Bin Yemani and had a meeting of the section in

the home of 'Umar Tuheish, the chief. There we heard of five casualties

which had taken place from flying splinters among those who were running

to their homes."

I can hardly describe what my sensations were when I heard of these

casualties. I could not remember that these people were all at the bottom

of, and mixed up in, road outrages and thought nothing of even killing

unarmed travellers for loot. I tried to say what I felt, but the Jabri

chief and other tribesmen simply could not understand that I worried

about It.

“The devil take them !" they said. “What does it matter?"

Salih resumed his story. “I spoke to the meeting," he said, “and I

said ‘Pay the fine.* The sheikh supported me. . Bin Hotali said he would

pay five camels and the other five were to come from Bin Akshat and Bin

Hizer, two and a half each. I went to Bin Akshat and he at once agreed

to pay for two and a half. Then I went to Bin Hizer and he also agreed

but said: ‘I cannot produce them at once for I have nothing with me.'

These proportions were to apply to everything except the hostages who were

to be two from each section. I tried to collea die fine, even from unsound

camels to be changed afterwards, but I was unable to do so. An hour

before dawn on Tuesday, 2nd February, I left with my two sons and my
brother."

The meeting broke up, but I remained sitting there with my head in

my hand. When the others had gone Sultan 'Ali came over to me and

putting his hand on my shoulder said: “There is nothing for you to worry

about. Perhaps you think di£ferendy of these things to us. What do a

few lives matter ifweVe all going to have peace ? And, anyway, it is nothing

to do with you—it is from God." And that was the most consolation I

ever got out of it.

I had written a letter to Bin 'Abdat. With his brother in Singapore

he had started a fiivourite line that he was the third independent chirf q£
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Hadhramaut. His lawyers in Singapore, not knowing Hadlaramaut

politics, had written letters stating their client claimed he was an “indepen-

dent Rajah.” I wrote to Bin ^Abdat tha?hc was “recognized as the head of

the Bin *Abdat ofAl *Amr of the Kathiri tribe, part of the Shenafir Con-

federation, of which the Kathiri Sultan of the Al 'Abdulla is recognized as

Sultan, and that you have no independent status. We take this opportunity

of advising you in your own best interests and with a view to preserving

your heshima not to persist in attempting to get your independence recog-

nized, for the British Government will never recognize it.

“We entertain personally the most friendly feelings for you and arc

anxious to see you taking a lead in peace matters in the Hadhramaut. For

this reason we hope very much that you will at once engage in the three

years' truce now being negotiated in order that you may win the respect

and thanks of the British Government and of all the people of the

Hadhramaut.

“We beg you will not be misled by lies and false hopes: someone

(I knew that Bin 'Abdat would know to whom I was referring) has misled

the Al Bin Yemani of Al Jabir into believing that the British Government

would not act and bomb their places ; but to-day they are seeing that the

British Government means what it says, for their places are being bombed,

and we hope that you will listen to our friendly advice before it is

too late.”

That evening I got a message from Bin 'Abdat imploring me to go and

see him for five minutes. I was there with him within the hour. No
wonder he was called a Jinn, for he was a' most peculiar little old man to

look at, with one large protruding eye, one half closed, a tumed-up nose

and cleft palate. Now, however, he agreed to accept the truce and help

me to persuade others to do so. He had doubts about it being kept and

impressed on me that I alone could see that it was. “We Arabs don’t

trust each other,”'

Bil Fas had already undertaken to sign ifBin 'Abdat did. My discussions

with him had taken place in Seiyid Bubakr's drawing-room and the manner

of his agreement is worth recounting. As we were talking a broker came

' Bin 'Abdat kept his word until hh deadi, and 1 had no more loyal supporter.

It was a pleasure to go over to Al Ghurfr for lunch or tea. The windows were

always open, for Bil Fas' forts were no longer manned, and a real peace seemed to

have altered the heart of the old man, his hut days being spent in a kindliness and

happineis he did not know before.
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in with some old dollars, for he knew I collected them. I turned them

over as wc talked and saw on one the inscription : “DA PACEM DOMINE
IN DIEBUS NOSTBJS.** I read it out and explained it and spoke of

mankind’s constant prayer for peace. It was an omen and taken as such,

for straight away Bil Fas promised his consent and his help.

The day after I had seen Bin *Abdat I went to meet Walmsley, who
was in command of the Royal Air Force detachment operating from Fuwa,

at Shibam, and we decided to give the scattered Bin Yemani a chance of

reassembling and tliinking things over. So letters and Seiyids were again

sent to them telling them they had forty-eight hours for this purpose. They

were advised to collect the fine at Heru and when they had done so to wave

a large white sheet wc sent them to show reconnoitring aircraft that they

were coming.

On Sunday, 6tli February, the Sultan and the Seiyids and myself went

across the wadi to Buheira for the second peace meeting. Bin ’Abdat and

his nephew, ’Ubeid, Bil Fas and everyone of importance from the Kathiris

was there, as well as the Tamimi Muqaddam, a member of the Board, and

his head men. By tliis time most ofthe defaulters from the previous meet-

ing had joined in and to-day there were no dissentients. A number of

houses had been cleared for committee meetings, meals and so on, and in the

evening all the clans assembled before our headquarters where the truce

and all the adherents were read out. It was a long and imposing hst and

as it got longer enthusiasm waxed stronger. I have never before witnessed,

as it were, the birth of a new hope taking place before one’s eyes. I sat

next to ’Ubeid while this reading was going on. He was still suspicious I

thought, for I picked up his automatic and found it was loaded. Later

I learnt he never parted from it.

I made a speech promising all the help I personally could give, and

thanking them all. I believe that at the moment they were genuinely

thankful. They still are, but 1 know that the thanks and plaudits fade,

not only among Arabs but othen. Still there is no reason for ceasing to

hope and pray that the peace established that day was really the beginning

of a new era.

As we were getting into our cars Seiyid Muhammad and Salih came

dashing up in a doud of dust and a motor-carr “The Hn Yemani have

collected their fine and are moving to Seiyun V*

Thank God the bombing had finished. Tbat it had been necessary

no one could fairly doubt and it had shown that dxere was power bdhind.
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It was indeed a day ofnew hope and named by all ‘'Peace Day/*

^

After the Buheira meeting news of the truce was circulated throughout

the country, and headmen of all sections and clans were pouring into

Sciyun asking for truces, and there were deputations thanking the Sultan

and the Sciyids and myself for what had been done. Even the beduin

ofthe ’Awamir from the northern steppes between the Hadhramaut and the

Rub’al Khali came asking to be included in the truce. The Tamimi wrote to

me as follows

:

“On Saturday we attended the meeting held at Buheira and saw
the A1 Kathir sections there who have signed the three years’ truce.

We have ascertained that this excellent action has been done, and will

be continued, bv your efforts which are in the interest of the general

peace, for which acts you arc much thanked. We personally thank
the British Government and your honour as well as Seiyid Bubakr
alKaf.

“We further inform you that the Tamimi tribe and all Beni Dhanna
agree to these arrangements which we heartily like, and all the people

of Hadhramaut as well are very anxious for this peace.

“There are at present some cases to which we would like you to

pay due consideration and full attention and dispense justice and equity.

These are the cases of Al Qaseir, a clan of A1 Tamim, and the beduin

ofBeit Hamuda, and some ofAl Sheiban who fought against each other

last month on two occasions. We can see that when they meet each

other they will fight, whether it be on a main road or elsewhere,

because each one of them wishes to take retaliative action against his

enemy on account of former blood feuds existing between them.

We can see that the cessation offighting among themselves is impossible,

hence all ofthem should sign the truce document.

“The Sei’ar tribe (the beduin), who have been baimcd from the

localities of Ar Rasma, as well as Al Sheiban and Shemlan ofAl Tamim,
have been at feud since ancient times (with murders, looting ofproperty
and burning palm trees). The inclusion of such a tribe in the peace

arrangements wdl be vcty diflGicult as the men are robbers and looters

who raid the localities of Al Tamim and when no attention is paid to

them, they at once loot and kill anyone they find.

“The Al Hamum, who also ^vc dedined to have a truce with

our men, will, when we sec them within our boundaries, not be left

in safety because they would not come to our country unless for the

purpose of killing, looting and intercepting the people.

^‘If the truce is signed by all the trib^mcn in the Hadhramaut it

will result in a gen^ peace and in the safety of souls, roads and

property, but the tribe which disobeys and does not sign the truce
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document should be considered against the people, and whoever has a
claim against them must take retahative action wherever they may be.

“It is necessary that a notification to this effect duly signed by all

tribesmen be published and distributed, stating that ‘whosoever commits
any offence contrary to the peace arrangements, or interferes with the

roads, or transgresses against anyone, will himself be held responsible

and no doubt he will be punished by the aeroplanes, etc.

“These are our observations wnich we submit to you, and we
are leaving for our country this morning and hope to see you shortly.

In conclusion we convey our high regards. Greetings,”

The Hamumi and the Sei’ars were certainly the biggest fences left,

for all Hadhramaut was interested in them. There was hardly a tribe

from the coast to die desert that had not some score against die Sei’ar.

As we met each section and explained who had joined they all ended up
by asking: “And the Sei’ar?”

Then came the Bin Yemani surrender ceremony attended by Sultan

’Ah bin Salah and chiefs and notables from all over the country. It will

probably give the best idea of the crowds if I say that “every hotel in the

place was full.” People came on foot, by camel and by donkey and never

had there been seen so many motor-cars in Seiyun. The ceremony was
preceded by an enormous luncheon-party given by Sultan ’Ali in the palace,

at which die chiefs and the Royal Air Force were the guests of honour.

Nothing was too good for the Royal Air Force, and I am told that many a

damsel of the damsels of Seiyun cast longing eyes upon them from the safe

shelter of their voluminous robes and thick veils. Space on roof-tops

was sold to wimess the ceremony and the demonstration which the Royal
Air Force had promised afterwards before they left for Aden.

The ceremony, carefully plaimed, was short and simple. The Sultan

and I sat before a table in the doorway of the palace ; the notables and the

R.A.F, sat on our right and left, and before us in successive rows were the

’Aqils, the hostages, the camels, the rifles and the goats.

The charges against the Bin Yemani were read out. The ’Aqih of the

tribe were summoned by name and answered in person. The was
examined and approved. The hostages were produced and the ceremotiy

ended with a proclamation

;

WHEREAS the full nenalty has now been paid by the ^Aqils
people of Bin Yemani ofAl Jabir and whereas me hostages demanded
have been surrendered*
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THB SULTAN'S SPEECH

Now therefore the ban on their entry to the ports of Shihr,

Mukalla and all ports of the Quaid Sultan and the towns of Shibam,

Seiyun and Tanm and all markets and towns of the Qu’aid and

Kathin Sultans is removed and their submission is accepted.

Let them and all men take heed that neither the Tarim-Shihr motor
road nor anv other trade route whatever may be interfered with on
pain of similar penaldes which will be inflicted by the Great Bridsh

Government and by the Qu’aid and Kathiri Sultans.

The roads are I^qq Allah for the use of all and the Great British

Government under whose protection you arc and which supports your
Sukans—the Qu’airi and Kathiri Sultans—^will not countenance

interference upon them.
Bombing is a very terrible thing, for the bombs destroy houses and

crops and drive the people from their homes. The Great Government
wishes to be friends with the people. It does not want to bomb them
but it wants all people in the Hadhramaut and in the whole of the

Protectorate to be ssdfc to live in peace so that they may pursue their

work and achieve prosperity, but the cutters of the road will always

be punished by the Great Government and by the Qu’aid and Kathiri

Sultans.

But there were also three unrehearsed items. The Sultan stood up

and fumbling in his pockets produced a long scroll and a pair of spectacles.

When he had adjusted the latter he began:

“Oh, respectable guests, I stand now in this delightful ceremony
in order to welcome all the visitors present. I take this opportunity

to express my great rejoicing at the smeere affection existing between
you and myself.

“The pohtical assistance rendered fay the British Government to my
native land, the land of my respected forefatliers who reigned in it

hundreds ofyears ago, is of great nclp and proof of the unique friend-

ship and firm aflfection existing between the officials of me British

Government and myself.

“I, therefore, express my great pleasure and warm thankfulness

for the efforts and assistance rendered by those honourable men in

the maintenance of peace and suppression of troubles in this province.
“There is no doubt that the confidence exchanged between Aden and

Hadhramaut will result in great interest to bom parties. I entertain

a great hope that this great friendly contact will help me to discharge

my peaceitul obligations towards my counny and nation, which has

contmued, since a long time ago, in tribal disturbances but which have
recently been suppressed. Such dbturbances spoil the establishment

of peace and security.

confirm that t appreciate the assistance of the British Govem-
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ment which I can only recompense by the preservation of the continu-

ance of British friend^p and be loyd friends to them. I wish to see

to the welfare of the Hadhrami country during my time and the

nation must be educated and developed in its social and economic
administration by virtue of the peaceful arrangements which have been
established to-day, on account of the efforts and assistance rendered

by the 'Friend of Hadhramaut/ viz., Mr. Ingrams, the First Political

Officer.

“I trust that my beloved nation will, in completion of their educa-

tion and progress, remember this favour and preserve it for the sake of
the welfare of the country. God, the Supporter, may help us to

perform good acts and for peace."

Then a herald stood forth and proclaimed as follows

:

“As Sultan 'Ali bin Mansur bin Ghalib al Kathiri has bestowed
the title of ‘Friend of Hadhramaut' upon Mr. Ingrams, every person

of the people should address him by this title.

“May the ‘Friend of Hadhramaut' live long! (Thrice shouted

out)"

Henceforth it was by this title that I was addressed in all correspondence

in the Hadhramaut and I confess it has pleased me more than any other.

Afterwards, the extravagantly-minded called me al Mahdi, and on the

coast I was hailed as Rasul as Salaam! The beduin among themselves,

when they did not call me Gcrams, referred to me as Al Muslahi—the

Settler (of disputes). There is no better feeling than the feeling of friend-

ship one gets firom being treated as an equal. The “Sahib" suggests

Government, and while they respect the Government, it is an abstraction

miles away from them, and oneself is just any Nasrani belonging to it. As

Gerams we had everything in common. The one name I do hate is “The

Mister," which gets handed out to me by the “efiendis" sometimes.

Then the beduin made their speech. They dictated it to Seiyid

Muhammad Midheij and he pronounced it for them

:

“Oh Sultan and Ingrams, we are beduin and do not know how to

speak nor the rules, but anyhow we will speak as fiur as we know.
“Please excuse us for what we have done, and we thank Ingrams

for his advice which we did not accept, for we did not believe that

we would be put into mat trouble. Now we should like to spesk

with Ingrams, and on mu day we say ‘Al Hamdulillah,^ everyuiing

is all ri^it."
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“you did well to bomb us’

when all this orgy of speech-makit^ was over, I took the Sultan to

those of the Bin Yetnani present and we shook hands with them alL The

matter was finished with, I declared. Henceforth, I hoped, we should be

fnends. That evening ’Umar Tuheish and his fiiends came round to

Seiyid Bubakr’s house and after dinner invited D. and me to go and visit

them.

“You did well,’’ they said, “to bomb us. And we thank you. If we
had given in before, people would have said we were cowards. We
want peace too now we know you’U keep it. Come and stay with us.’’
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Chapter XXIX

THE SIGNING OF THE TRUCE

Where small and great, where weak and mighty made

To serve, not suffer, strengthen, not invade;

More pow'ijul each as needful to the rest

And, in proportion as it blesses, btess*d, POPB.

The mountains also shall bring peace: and the little hills righteousness unto the

people.

The kings of Tharsis and of the Isles shall give presents: the kings ofArabia and

Saba shall bring gifts.

PSALM LXXIL

Next day Sciyun emptied. Uncle Bubakr from Hureidha, his son 'Alawi,

the Mansab of Meshhed and his brother and other ’Attas Seiyids had been

staying in the house. They were anxious that I should go up the Wadi

’Amd and sign on the Ja’da, but there was still much to do in Wadi Hadhra-

maut and I promised to go later on. In the meantime they took D. offwith

tliem and she and ’Alawi were to go up the wadi and see what the situation

was.

From Hureidha they visited every village up the wadi to *Amd, the

capital. ’Alawi and his Javanese servant rode one camel and D. and Jamila,

the A1 'Attas maid and a woman of character, rode the other. Jamila

taught D. beduin war songs and when she had learnt them they proceeded

up the wadi singing duets. D. took down details of thirty-two major

feuds in the wadi. Almost everywhere the villages were divided against

themselves and everywhere the cry was the same: ‘*Give us peace." One
gentleman discussed the matter from a second-storey window. He
apologized for not coming down but explained he was busy carrying on a

war single-handed against all his neighbours. Another had said: "We
want peace, we're sick offighting. Bring us peace and settled Government."

During the next frw days I visited Tarim where in two days the whole

of the Tamimi signed on and in following days came dbe Jabir, Bajri,

'Awamir, Johi, Ma'ara and Madhi. The truce in faa had become more

in&cdous than an outbreak of measles. Nothing could have been more
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affecting than the arrival of a deputation of the AI 'Ali Kathir, from far to

the north-east, who live among the Mahras. It was late at night and the

three men clad in long brown kamises, an unfamiliar garb in Hadhramaut,

came and kneeling down and stretching out their hands said: “We have

heard of the peace in this country, please give us a share of it.“ It was
they who had had four men brutally murdered by the 'Awamir a few
short months before, and they went away after signing on the three years’

truce with an invitation to me to visit them, to make landing-grounds in

their country, and a promise that the Board would investigate their case.

The chief of the Tamimi tribe, Al ’Abd bin ’Ali bin Yemani, sent me
the following letter from all al Tamim and Beni Dhatma

:

“The three years truce document has to-day been concluded and
signed by the Tamimi tribe. This was done through your good
efforts and great endeavours for the maintenance of peace within our
beloved home, the Hadhramaut. We proffer our great thankfulness
to His Majesty’s Government and your honour for the same, as well
as to his honour Sultan ’Ali bin Salah and the honourable Sciyid Bubakr
bin Sheikh Al Kaf.

The Tamimi tribesmen arc extremely pleased with this truce which
will give relief and rest to the people from killing and fighting, and
all ofthem wish to maintain security on the trade routes. During the
truce period all people will attend to buildings and agriculture, which
the inhabitants of Hadhramaut have neglcacd for a long time owing
to the lack of peace existing among the tribesmen. Now all the
people entertain confidence in the Briti^ Government only. Had
such a truce been made by others they would not have felt confident.

“We have heard your explanation yesterday when we asked you at

the first meeting held at the palace of Seiyid Buoakr bin Sheikh and you
hoped to be always beside us and render us assistance in the preservation
ofpeace and dispensation ofjustice, for which we arc veiy grateful and
obliged. We would like soon to see the British flag hoisted on one of
the palaces in which you have been staying in one ofthe Hadhramaut
towns. Complete tranquillity will nave to be given to all the
inhabitants of the country.

“As regards the tril>l»mcn who have not yet signed the truce

document, such as the Sei’ar, ’Awamir, Manahil, some of Al Jabes,
Al Hamum as a whole, Mahra, Simah and others, please note that their

tribes are at feud with us and each of us has certain murders against

them. The custom has been that the beduin bringing caravans from
the coast and foci, charcoal, and saf (from palm trees) from the Hadhra-
maut mountains, always pass along the trade routes. If they see an
enemy on the road they Kill him and if they find goods and riding

camefr they will carry tnem away and cut down the palm trees. Wc
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wish to have your opinion as to what we should do if we meet them
on the trade routes, should we be handicapped and allow them to do
anything they like with us on the plea that they are wayfarers » We
await your reasoned opinion on this dangerous subjea.

“Please accept our nigh regards.”

On 25th February the truce party consisdng of Sultan ’Ali bin Salah,

the Seiyids ofAl Kaf, the mansabs ofthe Nahd and myself, left for Qa’udha,

the capital of the Nahd. The Nahd and the Ja’da were the biggest fences

left. The Nahd had twenty-one continuous years of feudal strife behind

them and a system of trenches as elaborate as that of Al Ghurfa. Only

fifteen yards separated the nearest houses of the principal warring sections

and there were people in those houses who had not been out of them for

many years.

Hakm Mbaruk, the paramount chief of the Nahd, was a fine old

patriarch with a long beard and a voice that seemed to echo up from his

belly. He has a wide and enviable reputation for dispensing real justice,

but as he himself said : “Real justice unsupported by strength does not

satisfy everyone.” The Nahd are a distinctive tribe, well-built, not small

of stature, and their many elders all seem to have enormous bellies and

resonant voices.

Signing on went weU at Qa’udha, and after the truce had been read

out with all its several hundreds of signatories, we moved on to the Al

Thabit ofNahd next door. They were the real cause of the Nahd trouble,

for their village was originally part of Qa’udha and they had split off and

now waged relentless war£u:e. They were led by a young man, hot-headed

and violent, and I noticed that nearly all his supporters were young too.

We were in for a tough job. AU day long the argumoit went on.

Each ofus would take apan a few and explain and argue and press. Finally

most ofthem were willing to sign. The young chiefand the others with-

drew together. An hour passed—two Hours. At last they came out.

No, they would not s^. More aigument and mote withdrawal. At

eleven o’clock at night they had sdH decided not to sign. It was the chief

and one or two otfaen who held out and it must be all or none. That wu
their attitude.

Finally, in simulated wiatfa, I took up my stid^ a good heavy tamarind

ficom Zanzibar, and, sitting in Boat ofour li^ the young man sitting

inficontofhis. Beatingthefioor widiinaniachortwo ofhisfdidedlegs

till the dar shook, I told him what would happen to him and {us peopb in
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this world and the next. In the midst ofit all I heard Sciyid Bubakr behind

me whisper to his neighbour, ‘‘fm afraid he’ll laugh in a minute.” It

was all I could do not to, but I kept it up, never letting my eyes off the

young man, and describing what a fate he would bring on himself and his

people.

“Not that I mind about you,” I said. “But do you suppose all your

folk are going to like being the only outlaws in Hadhramaut?” I wound

up by saying that I and all my friends now proposed to leave his dar for

ever and never set foot near him again.

The tribe withdrew again. Five minutes later they returned and

signed. We had decided to sleep out on the sand in the fresh air. It

was all we could do to persuade them we were not leaving, but we promised

to be in for breakfast.

Under the moon lying in our blankets on the soft sand, we talked of

the day’s events. Once or twice before I had given to the ’Awamir what

Seiyid Bubakr called my No. 5 speech. “It’s the stick that does it,” he

said handling it, ’Asa Nebi Allah Musa—Moses’ Rod.” And to this day

the Hadhramaut knows my walking-stick by that name.

It was an amicable party that assembled for breakfast—coffee, black

bread and honey.

it if it

What a sight it was that morning to see the Nahd emerge from their

houses and their trenches. It reminded me of the Christmas in the Great

War when Germans and English came above ground and exchanged greet-

ings. One man had not come out of his house for eighteen years ; another

walked a few yards to a house to see his sister whom he had not seen for

twenty-one. But the desolation of all these years’ enmity, in which most

of those present had grown up, was as bad as that of France. Before,

these villages had stood in flourishing date groves; now nothing remained

but a few dead trunks, for each side had killed the other’s palms by watering

them with kerosene. That very morning talk began of regenerating the

gardens.

We packed up and went on to I^eidha, meeting on the way Ahmed
Hussein, the mansab, with two of his sons, trotting along on ponies. At

Hureidha all had been prepared for us. We were to have the most com-

fortable house in the place, bdongic^ to one of the mansabs, Hassan bin

Salim, a great traveller sdll away firom the Hadhramaut* The house was

dean, large and.,wdl furnished in pumly Arab style. Hassan’s wife had a
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our thankfulness to the British Government as well as to His Excellency

the Resident ofAden and all the officials ofHis Majesty’s Government.

**As regards yourself, we thank you as well as the Sultans of this

part, the Qu’aiti and Bin ’Abdulla, and the Sciyids of Al Kaf, for the

service and endeavours rendered by them to the interests ofthe Muslims.
May God reward you all for the same and perpetuate the peace and
tranquillity.

*^At present, as you know, we carry personal arms, but know that

we do not carry them except on account of the harmful acts being

made, otherwise no one is in favour of inconvenience and trouble,

but we are afraid of our souls and ourselves and if peace has generally

been maintained we need personal arms no longer.

“We therefore request you to continue your assistance and be

always at our side so that wc may dispense with arms and that success

may always be ours. May God preserve you. Greetings."

In the Name ofGod the Supporter.

To be submitted to His Excellency the Resident of Aden.

“We beg to submit the following:

“The interest taken and the attention directed by His Majesty’s

Government towards our sacred home and the present assistance for

the establishment of peace and security within our province, and
the safeguarding of the nation from disturbances and troubles which
destroy the country and subject it to despair and worse, that such

interest taken by His Majesty’s Government for the removal of all

these things will make the future ofHadhramaut bright and prosperous,

and it is expedient on us to express our great appreciation and thank-

fulness in our hearts which direct us to submit our hearty thanks to His
M^csty’s Government and Your Excellency, oh Honourable Resident.

“We do not forget to express the great thanks felt in our hearts

for the Friend of Hadhramaut, for the excellent services rendered
by him for the reform of the conditions in our beloved province.

“Hadhramaut history will perpetuate the valuable assistance

rendered by the British Government to the nation and Government of
Hadhramaut. It is certain that it will be a great foundation for the

improvements which are ejected in the Hadhrami country for the

progress of the people and niture civilization which men ot learning

and earnest p^acen^ers in the Hadhramaut have endeavoured to

bring about and made great efforts in that respect.

*^Now nothing remains but to express our sincere and appreciative

thanks from the bottom of our hearts £ot the interest taken by His
Majesty’s Government in the welfare of our home. Also wc entertain

the hope that our best compliments, thanks and gratitude will be
conveyed, on our behalf^ to the Great Government of London which
we hope may continue to be the source of TCaceful arrangements and'

good actions. Please accept our high regards."

Signed by all the Seiyids ofAl ^AlawL
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SLUMP IN ARMS TRAFFIC

One of the most striking, indications of the changing attitude of the

country was the slump in the sale ofarms ; many of those coming in from

Yemen were returned unsold and rides that a short time before had fetched

from 400 to 700 dollars could not now be sold for 150 dollars. Another

sign was the mild speculation which began in house property, for there

was a conviction that many people would return from Java and that prices

would rise enormously. One huge house changed hands at $15,000, the

purchaser assuring me that he would have no difhculty in getting $100,000

for it in the near future.

I had for some time been anxious to return to Mukalla as Sultan Salih

had already left for India, but before going I arranged that the Peace Board

should begin to hold further meetings for the settlement ofdisputes as from

1st Muharram (14th March) and urgently counselled the members to

start work early and to work hard.

The Board took offices in Seiyun with a “brass plate” outside the door.

A secretary was appointed, Seiyid Muhammad bin Hashim, who had

started all the Arab schools in Java and later became a constant friend.

Her had written books on the history of Hadhramaut and was preparing

another. He addressed the followii^ letter to me

:

“I have already studied Hadhrami history from 500 of the Hejira

up to the present time, and I have read numerous books and enquired

from learned and knowledgeable persons about the general peace in

Hadhramaut, and from strict enquiries made I cannot md that Hadhra-
maut, from border to border, has ever had universal peace at any
period, either in ancient or recent times.

“The great, powerful and just Sultans of Hadhramaut, ’Abdulla

bin Rashid who died in 615 and Bedr Bu Tuweirak who died in 977,
compelled everyone to submit to them but the tribes continued to

have trouble amongst themselva.

“As regards recent times, I have enquired from learned persons

about the peace arrangements which used to be concluded among the

tribo and jfbund one vital point, namely, that Hadhramaut has never

known, for many centuries, the meaning of ‘universal peace.’ There

were truces between two or three sections but the others continued

their disputes.

“When one of the nouble men of Al ’Attas died there used to

be a one year, or less, truce concluded between the Ja’da and Nahd
only, when one of the notabb men of either Al Haba^ or Al

‘AhduUa bm 'Alawi al ’Aidarus died there used to be a truce between
the Al Kaffitt and Al ’Awamir only, and when (me of the great men
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ofAl 'Aidanis or Al Sheikh Bubekr died there would be a truce amongst

the Tamimi and so on.

“In 1320, during the lifetime of the Mansab ’Abdul Qadir bin

Sahm al 'Aidarus, he remained for one month endeavouring to arrange

a truce and after great difficulty concluded a one year’s truce.

“To conclude, universal peace on the roads and among the tribes

in the province has not been known in Hadhramaut for many
centuries.

“I have written a note at the end of my history saying that it is

essential for historians who may come after us to announce their delight

and strike their drums at the establishment of universal peace in the

country.”

A Legal Adviser was also appointed in order that the Sheria should not

be overlooked in coming to decisions, and as far as possible taken into con-

sideration in settling them. The members of the Board and others were so

anxious that I should be a member that finally a compromise was arranged

whereby I should see the decisions before they were promulgated. I drew

up rules for the Board which, besides providing for matters of office routine,

such as the filing and numbering of cases entered, prescribed how each

case should be dealt with. Difficult cases requiring research might be

referred to sub-committees. In all cases the chairman of the sub-committee

was to be a member of the Board unconnected with the dispute, but sub-

committee members might be appointed who did not belong to the Board.

All cases, whether referred to sub-committees or not, had to be considered

by the Board itself. Over six hundred cases were entered in quite a short

time, and a large number of them disposed of satisfactorily.

Perhaps one of the greatest surrenders of those days was that of the

royal wives at Seiyim. Sultan ’Ali was completely under their thumbs

and it was extraordinarily difficult to get them to consent to send their

sons to Aden to the Chiefe’ College. D. conducted a campaign in the

background as she could carry it well into the enemy’s trenches. Finally

they gave in and Hussein, the eldest son, and Majid were selected to be

educated. It was not easy to get Hussein as he had already been booked

for a girl aged fourteen or fifteen by an anxious modier who thought it

was high time she was married.

I myselfhad an embarrassing number of proposals of marriage in these

days, but Nasir was generally \«ith me and, ^ing a great admirer of D.'s,

said, when one chief evot emphasized how white his dat^fater was; “He
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doesn’t want your dirty daughters ; he’s got a perfectly good wife of his

own who’s clean about the house.” He was completely flabbergasted

when D. told him she didn’t mind how many wives I had. But he didn't

believe her.

With the party of us that set out for the coast on 6th March was a

prisoner in irons. Shortly after the Bin Ycmani affair he had held up a

Seiyid with a loaded camel merely in order to get his masters into trouble.

The masters seized him and brought him to me for judgment. This was

sensible, and if he had been content to stay three days in jail, as I ordered,

the matter would have ended there. However the Sultan’s guards let him

escape. The Sultan was worried lest I should know and set out with two

hundred men to recapture him. The culprit had armed himself and was

prepared to stand a siege. But ’Awadh bin ’Azzan persuaded him to sur-

render again and I felt he would be safer in Mukalk jail. Settling small

cases like this, mostly with the invaluable advice of Seiyid Bubakr, helped

things a lot. Other cases had settled themselves. I sometimes heard of

cases in which a threat that they would be brought to my notice was enough

to make aggressors settle. Even children were heard to settle their disputes

by saying :
” Shut up, or I’ll tell Ingrams.” I was told in Sciyun that cases of

cruelty to animals had practically ceased, owing to threats of the same

nature, but this was probably due to D. having dealt with a small boy who
was roughly handUng a puppy.

An important item in our caravan was Seiyid ’Abdur Rahman’s lorry. I

was anxious to take a lorry to show the beduin we considered ourselves

free to take anything wc liked. My policy was to protect the beduin

traffic, but I was determined it would be protected because I said so and not

because they thought we were afraid of them. So the lorry came with

U’beid and his hearties from Tarim to finish the road under my protection.

I proposed to stop two days with then^ at Maadi and that they should start

on the easy end, i.c., the end furthest from Shihr and work towards Shihr.

I wanted to be sure of getting the greater distance done in case of more

trouble. Seiyid Bubakr counselled otherwise. “Put them at the Shihr

end and let them work towards home. They will work faster and can be

more easily provisioned from Shihr.” Of course he was right.

The first night we fulfilled our engagement with the Bin Yemani at

Risib. They gave u$ a wonderful reception. ’Umar Tuheish and all the

’Aqils with a long line of tribesmen were drawn up at the roadside when

the cars came to a halt and fired Jeux dejoie in great abandon. When I had
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shaken over a hundred indigodyed hands, they led us across the valley

and fields to their dars firing off rifles at our very ears as we went. We
were taken to their guest-house built of loose stones, like all their huts, and

innocent ofwindows. Afier a rest in the gloom they took us round to see

the damage from the bombing. I had spotted a badly-damaged house

in the distance but that, they told me, was ruined before the bombing.

One bomb they said had “broken six houses.” We went to see it. It

was the usual kind of conglomerate dar

—

a. tall husn, untouched, in the

centre and a number of loose stone dwellings piled round it. From a

European reckoning they were just rooms for they all had party walls.

On the comer of these a bomb had fallen. One room or “beit” required

repairs, but all the bomb had done otherwise was to displace some stones.

.They were rather apologetic that there was so little to see.

While we were waiting in the gloom for dinner a cousin of ’Ubeid

al ’It^liz regaled us with the history ofthe Bin Yemani in couplets. No one

enjoyed it more than our hosts, who pidted out and repeated the bits where

they were praised or made fion of.

Dinner came ; vast quantities of boiled mutton on rather wet and stodgy

rice. I was hjungry and made a good meal, but even then they thought I

put up a poor show. It was kind, warm hospitality and now I always

spend an hour with them if 1 can, and the Bin Yemani are always ready to

make themselves known and do small services when we meet them on

the roads or in Shihr or Hadhranuut.

I would have liked to be able to help them and some day I hope to get

diem a well. It was water they wanted. Their waterholes were almost

dried up and on the morrow they were to move with their flocks to find

water elsewhere. Like the man at Ma’adi who had wanted to shoot me
and had then demanded that I should make the rain &11 fi:om a cloud to

which he pointed, they too asked me to bring the rain.

“The rain is fi:om God,” I said, “Inshallah the world will rain befisre

long.”

We went on in the morning to Reidat al Maara widening the ’aqabas

for the lorry as we came to them.

At Reida they have a fine tree which gives plenty ofsha^ to men and

beast. It is a sanctuary, and he who reaches it is safe firom pursuit. There

diey hold their tribal meetings and beneath it we held our peace meeriog.

They and the Yafir’is living in their midst signed tm to dw peace.

At Ma’adi I heard that ’Ali bin Habreidi was at a tribal tally at ’Aif in
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the Wadi ’Arf on the old caravan road. I sent a message to the 'Aidarus

seiyids, Hussein and his brothers, to meet me the next day at the odter

“rail head,” and in the morning started off with the labourers to Ma’adi.

There they started work while I explained to the Ba Hasan Tanbulis that

they were not to be interfered with. I also tried to penuade them to sign

the truce, but pleading that some of the ’Aqils were away, they gave me a

pledge on their faces to sign at Habs, where formerly we had visited Salim

Ahmed’s garden, on the 15th.

When we got to the head of the pass on the Shihr side, ’Ubeid had

finished about a himdred yards of new road and the seiyids were there to

meet me. I had not yet met Seiyid Hussein and I was not sure ofhis identity,

for he wore rather the clothes of a tribesman with a dagger at his waist.

His red-bearded brother Zein looked more like a Seiyid to me, and 'Alawi^

the youngest, carried a rifle as well as a dagger. I knew that these seiyids,

rather than the Mansab of the 'Aidarus—Seiyid ’Abdur Rahman—^had

influence with ’Ali, for there was a ^mily quarrel and the Qu’aid Sultan

had penistently backed the old man and his son Muhammad, which was a

tactical error and cost him a lot more in payments for truces.

As it was late I proposed to motor to Shihr for the night. The seiyids

displayed some uneasiness about this, for Hamid Mihdhar was in Shihr.

They feared that the move would not be popular.

Hassan Shaibi reassured them: “All that has changed. No one can

change his mind from what he decides to do.”

We went to Shihr. Hamid was as agreeable as ever but I did not discuss

my plans. Next morning at six we mojunted donkeys and shortly afier

nine had reached ’Arf, riding up the stony wadi, the object ofmuch specula-

tion fiom the Hamumi gathered in force at the various villages on the banks.

’Ali bin Habreish was holding a reunion at the tribal meeting-place

under a huge boulder on the side of the wadi. We took up our quarters

in the house and presently he and his merry men advanced across the wadi

singing and halting every now and then to fire a volley of greeting. ’Alawi,

the youi^ seiyid, stood on our roofand fired in answer.

When ’Ali arrived we talked and my companions impressed on him the

story of Hadhramaut peace dll lunch arrived. Most of his contribution to

the talk was grunts. I was anxious to eat with ’Ali and was amused that the

same thought was in his mind. “There is how salt between us,” he said

as we plunged our hands into die rice.

Afier lunch we got down to seriottf business. There was much argument
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and I never found a man so suspicious. He did not seem to trust a word

I said, and every now and then he and the seiyids withdrew, but none of us

seemed to make much progress. ^

“I want peace and justice and honour,’’ said Ali. By “Shcraf” he

meant money. I meant the other kind.

“Peace I bring you,” I said. “God willing I will get you justice as I

promised you before. Honour you will have from the Government and

Qu’aiti and all men ifyou make and keep peace.”

We discussed also further peace with the Qu’aiti. They had just

purchased a year’s truce for $2,000. The seiyids and I proposed that he

should throw in another three years for nothing, as well as sign the general

tribal peace.

Evening came and nothing was yet settled. I told him he must sign or I

would go. He promised and then withdrew, so I delivered “Speech No. 5.”

The Hamumi tribesmen round were astonished to see me speaking thus to

’Ali. I got up and went. He pursued me. “In the morning I will sign.”

I mounted my donkey and went, after a whispered word to the seiyid. We
reached Shihr late, but at dawn the seiyids returned with the two documents

signed.

On the 15th I met the Ba Hasan Tanbulis of Ma’adi at Habs as arranged.

They signed there as did the Sha’amila that day. A few days later we heard

from ’Ali bin Salah in Shibam that various tribes near the Nahd and some

of the Sei’ar and some of the sections in the Wadi Rakhia had come to find

me and had signed also. I received back the documents from the Ba Surras

duly signed by all the tribes of Du’an. Other chiefs and tribes came in to

Mukalla and signed, while to others, more distant, went messengen with

letters.

There were extraordinary ovajions in Shihr and Mukalla and one of the

best pieces ofnews I heard was that owing to the security, imports ofgoods

had largely increased in the last three ships «nd that there was a drop, m
some cases of as much as 50 per cent, in transport charges on the road.

Our exclusive seiyid discovered in a book of the Traditions on the night

ofour arrival, a saying of the Prophet, peace be upon him, which he inter-

preted as meaning that Peace would not come to the country save through a

stranger. This he had generously broadcasted and that too had its e&a.
In Mukalla the truce between the Qu’aids and ’Ali bin Habreish was

arranged, and an effort was also made to dear up the long outstanding

bitterness. I got the Qu’aitis to agree to entertain ’Ali in Shihr and^ what
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was more difficult, persuaded 'Ali to accept. The man was so suspicious

that he still thought he would be murdered hke his father. At last he agreed,

if I went out to meet him and brought him in. On the 5th of April I drove

out from Shihr through silent crowds. Not a man believed that 'AU

would come. I took a car and a big lorry for the fifty tribesmen he told

me he would bring. They were waiting at the rendezvous. ’Ali stepped

into the car nervously and sat between Seiyid Hussein and myself. We
were afraid that even tlien he might “do a bunk'^ and the driver had orders

that once he started he was not to stop till he reached the Shihr palace. I

let him see his men cHmb into their lorry—all armed to the teeth—^and we
were off. There were nervous looks backwards from ’Ali. We told

liim stories and flattered him by letting him tell us tales of his prowess.

I was very relieved when we reached Shihr safely. There were yells

from the gates of “He’s come, he’s come!’’ and we drove to the square

where an enormous shouting crowd parted to let us drive up to the door.

I took ’Ali by the hand. Out stepped his bandits, firing from modern

rifles and matchlocks the salutes of greeting as we entered the palace. ’Ali

bin Habreish was the guest of honour of the Qu’aiti Government. There

were huge dinners served in the palace and all night Shihr made merry.

In the morning ’Ali was given a present and robe of honour. The old feud

was buried.

Thus the three years’ truce includes the whole of Qu’aiti and Kathiri

domains from the sea to the desert, as well as part of the Waludi country.

All together there are between 1,300 and 1,400 signatories, which shows how
disunited the country was, as many ofthem represent only small seaions.

On 28th March the rain had begun to fall all over the coimtry and

long before it ended it was generally said that it was the heaviest rain for

fifteen years : later it was generally declared to have been the heaviest in the

memory ofman and a blessing from the Almighty as a reward for peace.

So far so good. That was in April, 1937. It now remained to sec

whether this truce could be kept and peace secured.



Chapter XXX

THE NEW ROAD

And an highway shall be there. ISAIAH,

On one of the occasions when I was visiting Shihr in connection with

*Ali bin Habreish*s aJflfairs, I was sitting with His Excellency ’Umar Salih

when a Yafa’i ofthe Al Ardhi tribe approached me with a petition regarding

an act of oppression by Ahmed Nasir, who had a share with him in some

land at Gheil Ba Wazir. Ahmed Nasir, it appeared, had come to Gheil with

soldiers of the Sultan, seized all the crop and had it sold on his own account.

Neither his parmer, nor the cultivator who was working the land on a share

basis got anything. The Governor said the complaint was true, but

shrugged his shoulders and said: ‘‘I can’t do anything. Ahmed Nasir

is the Government himself; perhaps you can help.”

The use of Government soldiers for personal ends struck me as an

appalling misuse of authority, and next day, on my way back to Mukalla,

I called at Gheil, saw the land and the people concerned, discussed it with

the local Governor who confirmed the whole story and returned tor Mukalla,

where I spoke to Sultan ’Awadh who was acting as his father’s representative.

’Awadh told me that he had heard of the case and had tried to intervene, but

that Ahmed Nasir had tom up his letters and forbidden him to speak to me
about it. I promised him support and we wrote a letter firom him ordering

the Governor of Gheil, an honest Qadhi, to hear the case “without fear of

favour, afiecdon or illwill.” The court thus appointed was at first hesitant:

it said that it would oidy look ridiculous because itsjudgement would not be

enforced. Support, however was promised. The case was heard with doc

form and order and on the one count, ofusing the soldicn without authority,

Ahmed Nasir was sentenced to be dismissed from Government service,

and on the other, concerning the property, was ordered to restore what he

had taken and pay a fine of $loo.

On the 4th of April Ahmed Nasir was stunmoned to hear thejudgement

which had been passed on him. He tried, however, to avoid thk by going
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on board the Al Amin, by which sinp he was to go to Aden, but Sultan

'Awadh ordered him to be brought back to the palace where the judgement

was read and sealed.

Thus I felt one of the last serious obstacles to the spread of peace and

justice had been removed, and it had the important effect of generally

enhancing the Sultan’s prestige.

On the 7th ofApril we flew back to Aden to meet the Sultan ofZanzibar

and the Sultan ofMukalla on their way to the Coronation. It was a greatjoy

to me to see mypld Sultan again. He had wired from Zanzibar asking me
to meet him and I had learnt that his ship was due in at five o’clock in the

morning. As usual with old friendships, the years fell away, but though

I tried hard somehow I could not talk Swahili to him and our conversa-

tion was all in Arabic.

We visited the Tanks and the other sights, and the college where he talked

to the Zanzibar masters. I then took him to call on Sir Bernard Reilly,

now the Governor, for the Colony ofAden was ten days old.^ We returned

to the ship to have breakfast with him and afterwards we sat on the deck.

He had a ‘‘Good morning” and an enquiry for everyone that passed, and a

pat on the head and a kindly word for every child that came up. There

was delay about the ship sailing and our launch getting away, but although

he was dred, he could not be moved from the deck by his doctor and when

at last we went he stood waving his handkerchief until we were out ofsight.

On the 14th came tfie Sultan of Mukalla, Sultan Salih, with Khan

Bahadur Sheikh ’Ali Baakza, his able and charming secretary in India.

Sheikh ’Ali’s family had left the Hadhramaut over 400 years ago. Sultan

SaUh approved the dismissal ofAhmed Nasir and gave me a paper in which

he dismissed Hamid also. He seemed very grateful for what I had done,

for he had had full news in India.

I felt that I returned to the coimtry with the full support not only of the

people but of the Sultans, for both Sultan Sahh and Sultan *Ali bin Mansur

wrote and asked the Government that I might remain in the country as their

adviser.

it * it

^ On the ist April, 1937, Aden ceased to be a pan ofIndia and became a Crown
Colcmy. An Order in Council came into force that day which gave it a constitution

and another Order in Council gave a constitution to the Proteaorate which had

hitherto had no formal existence. Sir Bernard Reilly achieved the unique distinction

ofbeing the last Resident, the only Chief Commissioner and the fint Governor of
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There was plenty to do in Mukalla for our office had to be organized.

Hitherto when at the capital we had stayed in the guest-house, but the Sultan

kindly put at our disposal a house which had bfeen built by his predecessor

before he ascended the throne and had since been used as the local *‘No. lo/*

Here we were very comfortable. The facade was imposing and there was a

delightful portico under which cars could drive. The bottom floor was

well fitted up as offices and above we had reception-rooms, including a

large “diwan** for Arab guests. Our Hving quarters were on the

second floor.

Tribal affairs gave way for a time to an enormous number of written

and verbal complaints of injustices from the inhabitants of the coastal

towns. Our office hours were 7.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m., with an hour off for

lunch and two and a half from four o’clock for air. In the midst of this

we started to set Governmental services on a better footing, but it was

di£Bcult as there was little local experience, though plenty of good will,

and my only personal staflf consisted of my wife, a voluntary worker, and

three Arab clerks, ofwhom only one had sufficient experience to make him

useful.

In April Colonel Robinson, who was in command of the Aden Protect-

orate Levies in Aden, came to advise on the reorganization of the Mukalla

Regular Army. I was extremely glad he was able to come for he had put

the Sultan of Lahej’s army, the Lahej Trained Forces, on a sound basis. He
was always ready to help, and I have never appealed to “Robby” in vain.

He had already helped me over the foundation of the college, and was to

help much with the armed forces of the Hadhramaut.

Amongst other things, the Regular Army had to be medically examined

and weeded out. It was a strange assortment including a “recruit” with

twenty-five years’ service and another aged sixty-nine with nine months,

and quite a number of sexagenarians. The artillery, whose average age

was about sixty, it was decided to retain. They were such delightful old

gentlemen and as they fired the Coronation salute of twenty-one guns in

just under four minutes, no greater efficiency could have been asked ofthem.

Later we formed a bodyguard of lancen for His Highness, mounted

on camels, who looked very well in thek scarlet and blue uniforms with

scarlet pennons. They were recruited firom the Nahd tribe and it was extra-

ordinary how soon a dozen of the rawest beduin youths settled into being

smart soldiers. Not the least of Colonel Robinson’s services was sparing

one ofhis officen, Captain Hopkins, to help us in reorganizing and training
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the Mukalla Regular Army for six months. In that period Hopkins put

in splendid service and the force made great progress.

I pressed too for work to be put in on the new motor road to Shibam

via Du’an, on which the Sultan^was very keen, and we used to drive out of

an afternoon to see how it was getting on. The rains had done a good

deal of damage to the early work, but it was soon repaired, and at one

place D. found a new track to take part of the road out of a wadi bed.

The particular pass is now always called ’Aqabat Ingrams.

Then, too, I paid visits to Shihr and to 'Ubeid al 'Ingliz, working on the

Tarim road. He had developed an excellent system of security. On the

stretch on which he was working he erected a red flag at each end. The

beduin asked why. He said that if either flag came down it sent wireless

word to me and I should be along in an aeroplane at once. Though several

agitators tried to stir up the beduin to interrupt the work, the latter always

saw that the flags werekept standing, and in three months ’Ubcid completed

the thirteen-mile gap and joined the coast to the Hadhramaut. It was a

remarkable piece of work across the deep valley. The gradients were

not too steep and the corners on the hairpin bends wide enough to take a

lorry. ('Ubeid had kept a lorry with him to be sure it could go round

comers without reversing.) I came back from Seiyun just as there was

about a mile left. Over this we managed to drive in the first car that had

returned to the coast since it had been carried thence in pieces on camels.

The opening of the road gave good cause for celebration and in July

Sir Bernard kindly came to perform the ceremony accompanied by Air

Commodore McClaughry, the Air OflScer Commanding. It was the hottest

time of the year and ten days' travellii^ in the Hadhramaut was no joke,

but Sir Bernard did it as he did anything which was likely to help us. After

a few days he, Uke the rest of us, adopted the sarong, and at dinner-parties

sat enthroned in state on purple cushions. He had a great and enthusiastic

welcome which was absolutely spontaneous, as he had specified no official

receptions and this must have shown him how much his help had been

appreciated. McClaughry was always regarded with affection in the

Hadhramaut, where he was known as the aerial beduin. He was clad,

usually, in a sarong, tucked up i&irly high like a bedu’s, and carried in one

hand-^perpetually—a large cigar and in the other a ftui. He looked rather

like a mikado gone wrong and was an endless source ofa&ctionate amuse-

mmt to everyone, for not even the most correct and formal seiyid could

tesist him.
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THE NEW ROAD

After the opening we drove along the road to Hadhramaut and there

followed days of sightseeing and entertainment in Tarim, Sciyun, Shibam,

Hurcidlia and Du’an. The enormous banquets included one of 400 to

dinner at Sultan *Ali’s palace in Seiyun. As a matter of fact Sultan *Ali had

not intended such a party. He had invited Shanfari chiefs to come with

one or two friends and few of them brought less than ten. At Al Ghurfa

Sir Bernard called on Bin *Abdat. Afterwards the lunatic 'Ubeid took Sir

Bernard by the arm to show him the sights. In his free hand he carried the

famous revolver—loaded as usual—^which was waved about from house top

to minaret and from Sir Bernard’s abdomen to his nose. I wondered how
many Colonial Governors would have stood that without a qualm—at

any rate a visible qualm—^in the cause offriendship. Such was the hospitality

that Sir Bernard wJts glad to get back to Aden for a rest. He complained

he had always thought there was too much entertainment in Aden, but

that the Hadhramaut had it completely beat.

The Al Klaf road, named, of coune, after the family that had spent so

much money on it, was made a toll road administered by a Board, and I

arranged that half its revenue should be accumulated for capital works and

improvements and halfshould be spent on maintenance. The maintenance

expendittue was very heavy as the daily buses did a lot ofdamage. The fees

for the use of the road were designed not only to give revenue but also, in

conjunction with minimum fares, to protea the beduin camel traffic.

In faa goods were not allowed to be carried by road unless they were

perishable, too heavy for camels, or urgent, in all of which cases the freight

charged had to be higher than that which would be charged for camel

transport.

Early in August I went to Aden to mea His Highness on his return ftom

the Coronation. During his stay we discussed a new treaty between the

Sultan of Mukalla and His Majesty’s Government by which the latter

agreed to provide a Resident Adviser on the lines adopted by the Sultans

of Malaya. The treaty also provided for.the stabilization of the succession

to the Mukalla State, and was signed by Sir Bernard and the Sultan on the

13th August. My appointment as Resident Adviser to His Highness anxT

to the Kathiri Sultan followed with ^cct ftom the same date, and I was

also given political charge of the three other Sultanates of the Eastern Adto

Proteaorate, namely, the Wahidi Sultanates of Bit ’AH and Balhaf atid the
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Mahri Sultanate of Qishn and Soqotra.' The Balhaf Sultan was already a

friend of mine and had a son in the Aden Protectorate College, and a few

months later the Balhaf Sultan persuaded a number of the Waliidi sections

to sign the truce. His Majesty’s Government also very generously promised

a loan of ^20,000 to assist in developing schemes for which His Highness

was so eager, and in developing agriculture in the main Wadi Hadhramaut.

* To these were added in 1938 the Sheikhdoms of *Irqa and Haura, two tiny

treaty principalities on the ’Abdul Wahid coast.
^
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Chapter XXXI

TROUBLE WITH THE SETAR AND OTHER
TRIBES

Though we had peace, yet *twill be a

Great while ere things are settled:

Though the wind he, yet after a storm

The sea will work a great while, Selden.

Pleasure and revenge,

Have eats more deafthan adders to the voice

Ofany true decision. Shakespeare.

Shortly after His Highness returned in September to India to see his

mother, who was seriously ill, trouble started with some of the foreign

Yafa’i mercenaries. It will be remembered, perhaps, that the Qu’aiti

dynasty is itself Yafa’i, and that Yafa’i had come to the country about four

hundred years before. The families that had long settled there had become

as Hadhrami as the indigenous Hadhrami themselves, but others had been

in the habit ofcoming for a period of years from the Yafa’i mountains and

enlisting as mercenaries. They received eight dollars a month pay and,

being like all members of their tribe good money makers outside their

own country, had settled down to screwing money out of the local

. inhabitants in no very scrupulous ways. Some of the leaders realized that,

as good order and Government were now on a fair way to being established,

they would be likely to find their wings clipped. They therefore started

intrigues which, later, were to cause considerable trouble among the Hamumi
tribe.

I was anxious too about the big desert tribes. As I have said, the Sci’ar

were always the biggest problem. I had learnt how far they raided on my
fim journey, and enough l^as been said here to show that all the tribes who
signed the general truce were suspicious ofthe Sci’ar. They wanted to have

unlimited licence to shoot Sd’an on sight, but it would have been a poor

sort of peace if the Sei’an were to be out of it and were to be cotmted no
more than animals. A few of them had signed on and a few came to me
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LOOTING CAMBLS FROM THE MANAHIL

complaining of murders in their own country. I promised to do what I

could, but for long months that was very little. Then a Sei*ar section of

the Al Hatim called Al 'Abdulla bin 'Aun, with the encouragement of the

others, looted forty camels from the Manahil. The actual miscreants were

difficult to get at for they were pure nomads and kept the looted camels at

the distant well ofHusn Al *Abr where they were seen by Minhali spies.

It was because of their relations with the Sci’ars that the Manahil,^

who were the most north-easterly tribe in Qu'aiti domains, had failed to

sign the truce. Their relations with the rest of the Hadhramaut were

fairly good, but if they were not sure that their Sei'ar affairs were settled,

they would have felt insecure with a one-sided peace. The Manahil

belonged to the same confederation as the Tamimi, the Beni Dhanna, but

whereas the Tamimi were all settled, the Manahil were all Bedus. Never-

theless they were more united than any other Hadhramaut tribe and their

young chief, 'Aidha bin Tannaf, a very fine lad of about twenty-five, had

them completely under control. Surprisingly he held them back from

retaliation on the Sei'ar, and I promised to do my best to help them to

get their camels back if they signed the truce. This they did and waited

patiently for months while I negotiated with the Sei'ar.

Public opinion demanded that something should be done about the

Sci'ars, so in order to find out more about them and their country as quickly

as possible, the whole country was explored by air. I accompanied all the

reconnaissances, of which the first were made in October 1937. So that

we might start over ground that we knew we followed first of all the route

which D. and I had taken before. From Shibam to the entrance of the

Wadi Ser took us three minutes ; thisjourney had taken us exactly two hours

on camels, and twenty minutes by car. After sighting the tomb of the

Prophet Salih in the Wadi Khonab, we turned into the Wadi Ser and at the

mouth of the Wadi Latakh I recognized the Bents' Himyaridc caravan

signpost. Then we went up the Wadi Sodafand from Qa' al Fadhiil on the

j5l at its head cook directions previously given to me by beduin for Ba

^ The men of the Manahil, Mahra, and those distant sections of the Kathiri

who live up amongst the Mahra on the confines of the desert, take their mothers*'

names and not their fathers. Ordinarily of course Arabs call themselves Hassan bin

Muhammad for example, but these people say Hassan bin Maryam. The Manahil

and the Hamumi and some of the odier tribes are almost exclusively monogamous
and die women, who in some parts arc not veiled, are extraordinarily free. A man
proposes marriage to the woman direa, and ho: father will say it is not his concern.

Bri^ price b very high, but the bride brings alot ofstock widi her.
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TROUBLE WITH THE SBI’AR AND 6THBR TRIBES

Rumeidan, which we found. This was the residence of Tannaf» the

principal chief of the Al Baqi Msellem of the Sei’ar. From the air I saw

plainly that just before Qa’ ^ Fadhul we were over the northern watershed,

from which deep-cut short wadis ran south-south-west to the Hadhramaut

and long shallow ones in an east-north-easterly direction to the sands.

There was very little habitation over this part of the country, and most of

the inhabitants lived in caves.

After just over forty minutes* flying from Shibam we found ourselves

between two short wadis that ran out into a broad channel of sand which

it took us two minutes to cross, and beyond it was a broken mass of rock

that stretched away to die north-east. The channel itself ran out into the

desert just west of the course of the flight, and the distance from Shibam to

this point was calculated at sixty-nine miles. The visibility was perfect.

Air Commodore McClaughry, who was with the flight, noted the high mass

of the Seiban mountains at least one hundred miles away to the south.

To the north an unbroken sea ofsand stretched wave on wave far away to

the horizon, coloured with a rosy red that was quite unforgettable and

quite tmbeUevablc. It was about three-quarters of an hour short of noon

local dme, so that the colour owed nothing to early morning hght. After

a few minutes over the desert we turned back to Shibam. The same

afternoon, Seiyid Bubakr asked me to go with him and one of his brothers

and a son to Qabr Hud, where the great annual pilgrimage to the tomb of

the Prophet was in progress. When we had gone there on foot in December,

1934, the place was empty; now it was crowded. We flew there in the

Arabian Airways machine chartered by Seiyid Bubakr, and this, as he said,

was the ftnt pilgrimage by air.

Next morning we left Seiyun at a quarter to nine on an almost due

northerly course. On this outward flight the same facts were observed,

deep short ravines that ran nearly south to the Hadhramaut, and more

shallow wadis that ran almost east-north-east past the paler-coloured jdls

of the watershed to the sands. In the upper reaches of the southern system

we saw a few poor settlements of the *Awamir and a caravan of some fifty

camels plodding its way southward,^ After exactly an hour and a quarter’s

^ The whole j5l from west to east was heavily scored widi well-madked tradka

and I noted, as I had also noted on aeroplane journeys over the Wadi Maseila» that

east of our course and some fifty miles north of the wadi as it went towards Qalnr

Hud, there was a considerable rise in die ground, almost a range of

This was probably theJebd al Wuti Von WissmannV map.
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Sei*ar chiefs
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EXPLORATIONS BY AIR

we passed over the edge of the steppe and the desert, just by a con-

spicuous large white patch ofsand, the distance&om Seiyun being calculated

at II2 miles. Again there was the same wonderful sight of aidless rosy

waves of sand, though when we were directly over the sand I noticed that

it was a rich ochre. Just west of the white patch a channel of desert sand

opened into the steppe. This proved to be the eastern end of the channel

we had seen the day before, separating a long broken-up islandj5l from the

mainland. Its situation and shape were sufficiently like Madagascar for

us to call it that, and the name seems to have stuck in local usage. We turned

westwards along the line that just divided the desert from the steppe and

where the larger wadis ran out into the sand there were wide stretches

ofscattered vegaadon that from the air looked like stretches of green scum

lyii^ on the sand.

At the western end of the “island,” much broken with guffi and with

small islands lying off it in the desert, our flight turned to the south-west, a

little to the west of the point which had been reached on the previous day’s

reconnaissance, and we explored the western part of the Sei’ar country, the

territory of the Al Hadm of which Bin Jerbu’a and Bin Mulhi were the

chiefi. This was the heart of the Reidat as Sei’ar, and turned out to be

surprisingly thickly populated and culdvated. On almost every bank of

the wadis were villages consisting of the usual type of Hadhramaut beduin

conglomerate dars, with a tall tower in the centre, and small condguous

quarters, each called a Beit, clustered round it. Subsequent flights made this

country very familiar, and with the aid ofa Sei’ar, one ofthe most intelligent

beduin guides, I was able to identify almost all the dan. On several

occasions we flew beyond Reidat as Sei’ar over uninhabited steppe to

Husn Al’Abr, and on dear days saw Shabwa away in the distance.

After the Sei’ar had raided the Minhali camek, the rest of Hadhramaut

agreed to ban them from their places, though they insisted that something

most be done as they would be in great difficuldes ifthe Sei’ar should attack

ffiem and they had to retaliate. I therefore invited the four prindpal

chie& of the Sei’ar to come down and discuss “peaceful arrangements.”

1 also said dut the Minhali camels would have to be restored, but that if

Bin Mulhi, the chief who was mainly responsible for encouragii^ the Al

’Abdulla bin ’Aun in their loot, was unable to compd the restoration he

should at any rate come down and hdp in any way possible.

My vaesacxkgK returned in dm course with fiivourable answos. The

chiefi all sakl they would come on the flflh of the mondi of Break-fluting,
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TROUBLE WITH THE SEI'AR AND OTHER TRIBES

i.c. five days after the end of Ramadhan. It was odd they should talk of

Break-fasting for they never fast. Nor do they pray, as they have them-

selves told me. Once Seiyid Bubekr asked them why they did not fast and

they said : “Your grandfather (i.c. the Prophet himself) told our grandfather

that we needn't as we had saved him from his enemies."

On the appointed date came Tannafbin Seheil Ba Rumeidan and ’Aidha

bin Terjem, the two chiefs of the Al Baqi Msellem, but there was no sign of

Bin Mulhi and Bin Jerbu'a the Al Hatim chiefs. We all took a fancy to

the Al Baqi Msellems and their party and after a few cordial days they

went away having promised every sort of assistance, and left a young

sheikh as their “consul," as he was called in Seiyun, with whom we could

discuss matters. Curiously enough, without any prompting they begged

we should make landing-grounds in their country to faciUtate future

visits.

Like all beduin the Sei’ars are really remarkably acute. At least one

ofthem thought I was very simple. I suppose he had never heard of Castles

in Spain, but he came up to me at a conference and whispered: “Tve got

seven wells in the Rub* al Khali of which nobody else knows the existence.

rU sell them to you cheap ifyou like and Tm sure you'll make a good profit

out of it."

The Al Hatim had been “got at.** Unfortunately Sultan 'AH bin

Salah, a weak though charming personahty, had turned sour and for the

hope of gain, which he could never resist, had staned intriguing against

the peace and encouraging the mercenary Yafa'is. As the Al Hatim told

us later they had been convinced they had only to appear in Seiyun to have

their throats cut.

A further letter was sent telling them that they must come and that it

they did not they would be held responsible for the raiding and suffer air

action. This brought them down to the wadi. The threatened date for

air action came near, but they were plagued by messengers tclHng them the

usual lying stories of what would happen to them if they came to Seiyun.

On the eve ofthe date fixed, I went out to find them and after a long day*s

chase in a car from village to village where they had been heard of, I rw
them to earth at Al Qara, north of Shibam. I found them in a state of

complete panic and Seiyid Bubakr and I did our best to reassure them.

Finally I gave a pledge “on my £u:c** that nothing but honourable treatment

would be accorded to them in Seiyun and Bin Mulhi came in the car with

US to Seiyun*
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It was late at night when we got back but we dined and in the morning

drank coffee together and we showed him he had nothing to fear. Thinking

to keep ^Ali bin Salah under my eye, I had picked him up at A1 Qatn, on

the previous day’s paperchase, and he was there in Seiyun too. After

breakfast Seiyid Bubakr and I took liim to see Sultan *Ali bin Mansur, and

when we came out ofthe palace a car drove up with *Ali Bin Salah’s principal

agitator in it, a fat Nahdi called Bin ’Abri. They whispered together and

'Ali bin Salah then told me he had to get back to Shibam, as there was a

Nahdi case. I doubted it, but let him go. Later Seiyid Bubakr and I

returned home and found Bin Mulhi gone

!

It transpired Bin ’Abri had been there and talked to him and later we
learnt again that he had been told by him that arrangements were being

made to slaughter him in the market-place. I straightway sent Nasir

’Abdulla and some soldiers to bring the rest of the Sei’aris at Al Qara to

Seiyun, as I wanted if possible to avoid the necessity of bombing their

places. Next morning they came back with all the Sei’aris except tlie

other chief, BinJerbu’a. He had been in such a panic that he had got out of

a lavatory window in the night and fled.

The companions of the chiefs were ashamed of their behaviour and

ofiered to write that they should be put to death. They said that in any

event they would be deposed. They agreed themselves to stay as hostages

in Seiyun, and we gave them a house and did them proud.

After this tliere was no alternative. As he had declined to come and

clear himselfof the charge of inciting the Abdulla bin ’Aun, Bin Mulhi, after

every possible warning, had his house knocked down. Ifwe had not done

it, we should of course have been called bluffers again. There were no

casualties and it was an excellent object lesson, approved by the Hadhramaut

and even by the other Sei’aris themselves.

The next thing was Al ’Abr itselfwhere the guilty Al ’Abdulla bin ’Aun

were reputed to be. The Al Baqi Msellem had given us permission, as far

as they were concerned, to occupy it and put a post there to protect the

wells and the travellers. On our part we undertook that the garrison

should not interfere with the beduin on their lawful occasions.

So one afternoon Seiyid Bubakr and another friend and I started off in a

car for Al ’Abr. We took also two lorries ofretainers and workmen. The

retainets were of the Mukalla Regular Army and intended as garrison, and

the workmen from Tarim had all the material to rebuild the ruined fort.

Our plans were kept secret till the last possible minute and the lorries
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went ahead. Seiyid Bubakr and I arrived at Henin about sunset and after

prayers started off westwards. Dr. Pike, who with Mr. Wofford had

arrived a month or two before to conduct a geological survey, had driven

part of the way and we followed his tracks for a start. Those made by Mr.

Philby had, of course, disappeared. It was difficult finding the way in the

dark, but we caught up the lorries at half-past eight and all ofus sat down to

dine together, just near the village of Sur and under the two moimtains

called Thukmein, which form a conspicuous landmark fi^om the air for a

radius of seventy or eighty miles around. This was twenty-seven miles

from Henin, and we were in a country with which there had been practically

no contact. It must have been alarming to the beduin : a noisy party in

lorries, which they had never seen before, and ourselves in cars, shouting

directions to each other in the night and firing Vercy Hghts to show each

offier the way; but the beduin materiaUzed out of the darkness, most

surprisingly without rifles, directed us time and again on our way, and pushed

our cars out of the sand. Of course no one knew I was there—and no one

knew Seiyid Bubakr. On one of these pushing parties I heard Seiyid

Bubakr say to some of the beduin: “Why aren't you frightened, and why
hav^'t you got rifles

“Why should we be frightened one said, “we walk in the peace of

God and the peace of Ingrams."

After Thukmein, which we left about half-past eleven, we had no great

difficulty in moving on as the moon was up. We drove on for some hours

and then stopped to let the rest of the party come up. It was bitterly cold

and the keen wind cut through us as we huddled together trying to sleep

on the sand, but we did sleep and woke to a marveUous dawn. The sunset

of the night before, the brilliant moon, and the sunrise are three enduring

memories of that night.

The four flat-topped hilk of Al 'Abr lay about ten miles ahead of us,

and although only one of the lorries had arrived, the other having had one

of its many breakdowns, we decided to go on. It was hard sand on which

a speed of 50 m.p.h. was easy and we quickly left the lorry behind. We
made our way into the wadi bed, myself acting as guide as I was the only

one who knew the country even ftom the air. There were one or two
Bureiki sheikhs about with camels, and rather reluctantly they told us that

the 'Abdulla bin 'Aun were also there with the camds. A few

driving up the hard wadi brought us to die ruins of the fort, said by die

Al 'Abdulla bin 'Aun to have bem built by them.
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The dozen or so beduin round the well looked extremely surprised

when the car drew up. I suppose they were hardly awake, as the morning

was still chilly and they were all wearing their sheepskin coats. A few

Bureiki sheikhs came down and bade us welcome. The rest of the beduin

claimed to belong to every tribe except the ’Abdulla bin ’Aun. Some said

they were ^ihcikhs, some claimed to be Daham, a Yemeni tribe, and some

Nahd, but there were a good many shifty looks and in the course of the

morning we sorted out nine who had given themselves away and who^

finally admitted to belonging to this raiding section. There were only

forty-three males all told of the 'Abdulla bin 'Aun, but from the amount

of trouble they had given in the past it was well worth getting them under

control. They had no houses or settled habitation and were about the

only people of the Hadhramaut who had goatskin tents.

When the lorries came up I installed the wireless and settled the garrison

into temporary quarters. There was nothing at Al 'Abr except the ruined

fort, of which only one wall still stood, a small stone murabba’a, one of the

dark cube-shaped shelters used by travellers all over the Hadhramaut, and

a hut built ofbranches oftrees and grass ofwhich there was a great profusion.

There was also a new weH's tomb decorated with ibex horns, and one ofthe

Bureiki sheikhs took us there and slapping the tomb addressed its lately

canonized occupant and introduced us. We put the garrison into the

grass hut, as the murabba’a was occupied by a woman who had been bitten

by a snake and the sheikh asked us not to disturb her: it was part of her

treatment that she should not be seen. A thin trail ofash had been sprinkled

round the building to keep other snakes away.

During the day we colleaed more of the ’Abdulla bin ’Aun who came

and watched us from a distance in little groups. Somehow they seemed

to be fiisdnated by us, for although they would not come when we shouted

to them, they made no attempt to move or to resist when we walked over

to them and cold them to come along with us. Few ofthem were armed,

and neither were we until the garrison came along. There were a couple

of wells in commission and I was told that at one time there had been as

many as eighty-one. Some of the beduin showed us on the wall of a diff

little columns of holes bored in soft stone. You counted up the holes and

then stepping that number of paces from the column found yourself on a

buried well

Having explored die neighbourhood of the fon we went to see the

liie a landis^ground which had been previously decided on from the
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air. Unfortunately it had to be at some little distance from the fon

—

two or three miles—^but it was a marvellous landing-ground and greatly

pleased the Royal Air Force when they came along later in the day and

flew Seiyid Bubakr and myself back to Sciyun.

On later visits I had the opportunity ofseeing all the surrounding country

from the air, and I was struck by die truth of the saying that Al 'Abr is the

“Key of the Hadhramaut,“ for, behind the mountain, tracks radiated out in

all directions to Nejran, the Yemen, and Shabwa and the Western Aden

Protectorate. From Al ’Abr eastwards there was only the one track. I

visited Al ’Abr five rimes on the ground and passed over it many rimes

by air, and on each occasion I was struck by the large number of caravans

which halted there for water. For a week or two after our occupation

there was some falling off, as the beduin were not certain of our intentions,

but after that they seemed to come in greater numbers than before ; they

had a sense of security which was previously lacking when the Al ’Abdulla

bin ’Aun were constandy looting. I myself, as well as responsible

Hadhrami, believed that before long a town would spring up there, as it

formed an ideal place for a market and there was plenty of good watcr.^

The skilled builders from Tarim set to work at once to rebuild the

fort. They also opened another wcU or two and I hoped that ifthe money

could be found we would eventually open more, for the beduin greatly

appreciated these increased facilities.

Among the visitors who came were a large number ofwomen. There-

abouts they were unveiled and talked fearlessly and freely with me. I

found these girls very charming and full ofcourage. They thought nothing

ofjourneys alone with camels across the desert, from the Jof for instance,

and it was the women throughout the Hadhramaut who most appreciated

the peace;

In due course the Al Harim came in with the two chiefs, Bin^Mullii and

Bin Jerbu’a, now deposed, and the two candidates they proposed to elect

^ The Wadi Hadhramaut is certainly one of the most extraordinary river beds

in the world for it must be at least forty miles from its northern or left bank to its

southern or right bank at its source near Al ’Abr. It narrows rapidly to four miles

or so at Henin and at its mouth near Seihut is about aoo yards wide. Politically Al

*Abr proved a most useful place, for it enabled me to keep easy touch with our own
beduin tribes such as the Nahd, Sei’ar, Kerb! and Al Bureik, and also enabled xnc to

make friendly contacts widi our neighbours such as the Daham and ’Abida. These

latter tribes asked me to extend the peace to them, but I could only reply that ihey

must apply to the Imam ofYemen.
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in their places. They gave dedaratiom that they would assist in preserving

the peace and confirmed the arrangement by which we kept a post at Al

'Abr. So all ended well and fi:om that day to this there has been no trouble

at all with the Sei’ar, but they have on the contrary been uniformly fnendly

. and helpful.

* * *

While the Sei’ar afiair was being finished I had also to deal with two

outrages of some importance.

The first was concerned with the long-standing grouse of the people of

Tarim against the Tamimi trihe. Tarim Hes under the north wall of the

Wadi Hadhramaut, just before the great wadi becomes the Maseila. West

of it is the Wadi ’Aidid and to the north-east Dammun. In the Wadi

’Aidid is the tomb and shrine of Mola ’Aidid and the suburb called after

him. This is Kathiri territory, but the other suburb is Tamimi and as £u

west as ’Awamir borders and east of Tarim to Manahil borden Hes Tamimi

country. The Tamimi are a Qu’aiti tribe so that Tarim is a Kathiri island.

So also is the httle walled village ofAl Ghuraf, west ofTarim on the road to

Seiyun. Within the walls of Tarim is another “state.” This enclosure,

which contains a few houses inhabited by the Seiyids of Al Haddad, is ruled

by their mansab under some ancient right. His subjects are completely

under his jurisdiction, and even ifthey commit offences in the city ofTarim

arc not tried by the Sultan but handed over to him. The intelligentsia of

Tarim call him the Baba (the Pope^and his state the Fatikana.

Though Tarim is a garden dty there is no room in it for extensive

cultivation, so the people have their date gardens in Tamimi country outside.

There are no beduin sections to the Tamimi, and they all hve in the wadi

and emigrate largely to East Afnca and the East Indies. They are, however,

an astonishingly disunited tribe whose sections were constantly warring

against each other, mosdy over land questions. Of course the Tamimi,

being tribesmen, carried arms, while the Seiyids and townsmen of Tarim

were without them.

A long time ago the Tamimi started an institution called Shaim, which

was really a complete rephea ofa Chicago racket. A Tamimi-would come

along to a garden owner and say : “Hut’s a nice garden ofyours, but there

are a lot of thieves about, you know. Give me so much per cent of the

‘Crop and I’ll look after it.” The Tarim gentleman realized he had no

option and gradually the racket grew, dll oflate years as much as 75 per cent,

and in many cases loo'per cent of the crop was taken as ^‘protecdon &es,”
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la no case that I met was less than 25 per cent taken. Furthermore, although

the trees were acknowledged the property of the owners, they could only

sell them with permission of the Shaim holders, and could not cut them

down even if they wanted to.

With the peace this had to stop, though I felt it reasonable that ifproper

agreements were made the Tamimi might suitably be appointed as watch-

men. I therefore arranged for a Board of independent non-date ownen
to examine all the cases, and those who were accused of illegality were

summoned to appear. With one exception they came and admitted that

their proceedings were unlawful. The exception was brought in by the

police. As he resisted by arms a fine was levied and he was threatened

with the demohdon ofhis house ifhe refused to come peaceably. He came

and paid. New agreements were then made providing for a reasonable

remuneradon for genuine protecdon.

The second incident that occurred at this dme was a series of outages

by difierent secdons of the Hamumi tribe on the Al Kafroad. There were

five cases ofshooting on cars and looting, and two murders, including one

ofour Qu’aid Governor of Gheil Ba Wazir. At the same dme there were

also two camel caravans looted by the Hamnnii.

I was at a loss to understand these, for I was on excellent terms with the

Hamumi chief, and they had no reason to interfere with the trafiic on the

road, because, as I have explained, every possible care was taken to protect

their own traffic. I wrote at once to ’Ali bin Habreish asking him to come

and to discuss a settlement at once before matters got more serious. Unfor-

tunately the trouble had bear stirred up by agitators, in particular the

Yafo’i, who were hoping that they would be called in, as in the past, and paid

vast sums ofmoney in cash and arms to settle the trouble.

It was an outrage that had to be dealt with and the Hamumi chiefi were

summoned to answer the charges. They failed to appear and air acdon

was undertaken after the usual warnings had been given. As the peofde ate

pracdcally all beduin and nomadic, these warnings took dme to deliver.

One day during the bombing I went myself to an empty wadi nnind whudi

it was known that there were Hamumi ofthe guilty secdtms, and I compared

my feelings with those I had experienced whm I was in Hazebroucke beit^

bombed by Taubes during the wsa. A small bomb was first dropped in the

wadi, where the only signs of life I could see were a £ew goats. Afier .

giving anybody who m^k have been in the neighbonrhood enon^ dme
to get a long way away, five machines spent halfan hour dropping bombs
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inthe sandy wadi bed. Hie noise was terrific and multiplied by those echo-

ing hills, but on this particular day no damage was done. It seems strange

that police bombing such as this can have the efiect it does, but discussing it

with tribesmen who have been bombed, the £u:t of the matter is that it is

just the noise, the moral efiect, which makes them surrender, for they

realize what it would be like ifthe bombs fell on them.

The fine imposed on the whole Hamumi tribe was loo camels and lOO

rifles, and, as usual, twice the amount of loot taken. This amounted to a

good deal—about 6,000 rupees worth m aU. The operations produced the

desired efiea, though unfortunately there were three casualties. When,

however, it is considered that we were up against the whole tribe of about

7,000 armed men and operating over 3,000 square miles of territory, it is

remarkable there were not more, and is a fine testimony to the care the

Royal Air Force take to avoid damage to human life. The Hamumis

themselves thought nothing of the casualties and they themselves had

killed two men.

The chiefi ofthe ten Hamumi sections came into Shihr with all the loot,

part of the fine, two hostages fiom each section and the miscreants. There

was the usual surrender ceremony and they fully admitted the justice of

what had been done. We made fiiends and I gave them periods up to

over a month in which to pay the balance. It was all paid in the time fixed

and instead of 100 rifles, 270 were brought as the people said they had no

need of rifles if there was going to be security. The balance of the rifles

and some extra camels were allowed against the cash fine. The actual

murderers were tried and sentenced by His Highness’s court to imprisonment

for li&.

An interesting feature of the Hamumi operations was again the whole-

hearted co-operation of the tribesmen and townsmen against the offenders,

"and the economic blockade, which was willingly enfbrced by the people

of Shihr and the Hadhramaut and the nei^bouring tribes, was a great

fiictor in compelling their speedy submission.

While I was in Shihr negotiating final terms with the Hamumi, a Sdyid

fi:knd brought me a document which shewed that these were not the only

negotiations going on at tiie time. The document, which had just been

amduded by die Seiyids ofShihr, was a sort oftreaty ofalliance by husbands

against the extravagance of wives. My fitioid told me that ^ Seiyids

were always having trouble widh thdr wives who were trying to outvie

cadi other in dtenei and in entertainment, much to die detriment of tfadr
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husbands’ pockets. The treaty was an agreement^ signed, sealed and

delivered, that in future no husband would spend more than, I think, ten

dollars on a dress for his wife or more than two dollars on the “elevenses”

she provided for her lady friends. I heard later that tlic ladies had been

quite equal to the occasion and agreed that if any husband refused his wife

the firock she wanted, all the wives would refuse their favours to their

husbands.
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Chapter XXXll

THE SOCIAL ROUND

Therefore doth heaven divide

The state ofman in diversfunctions,

Setting endeavour in continued motion; Shakespeare,

Writing of the events between November 1936 and April 1938, when I

went on leave, has given me the feeling of living them all over again, and

the speed at which I have written brings back the speed at which I hved them

.

As I look back I seem to have been continually on the move, on ship or

boat, on camel or donkey, in an aeroplane or in a car—once even in a

palanquin. Weary of mind and body, footsore, never getting away from

eternal politics, dashing to stop one trouble, with another starting. On
the road I would be stopped constantly with requests to settle disputes

over a camel, a goat or a piece of land. In houses where I stayed the same

would happen though the disputes were usually more serious. Never

being off duty, night or day, sleeping hard and eating anything, I acquired

when travelling a power of more or less immobilising my body, so that I

grew unaware of it though my thoughts were seldom at rest. Some sort

of discipline like this was essential if one was to endure the hot endless

journeys up and down the wadis and the Al Kaf road. These journeys

were rarely uneventful. Accidents usually happened on the long dry

stretch between Heru and Tarim: once it was two burst tyres and a cut

head as I was flung against the roof: once it was only six punctures : and

once when Sir Bernard came up the road some of the cars broke down and

the occupants were reduced to drinking radiator water. On New Year's

Eve my car dried up at eleven-fifteen at night, twenty-three miles from

Tarim. I walked it thinking that most people I knew had probably chosen

more pleasant ways of welcoming the New Year, though D. was having a

seasick passage in a dhow to Aden. Every now and then I lay down
eachausted on the roadside and slept till the cold drove me on. I got to

Tarim at etght-^fifteen in the mowmg ; and now whenever I get to the top

ofthe aqaba and the first sight ofthe dty I remember the quotation : **Tarim
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and then thou desirest no mote.” Often D. came with me, but often she

was tied to the office at Mukalla. She, too, had a &ii share of mishaps.

Once she and Zahia, of whom more later, made a forced landing in an

aeroplane between Aden and Mukalla. I got her message by a ftsherman

at four in the afternoon, having waited houn for her on the landing-ground,

and by means ofcar and donkey reached the party at 2 a.m. on a barren piece

of coast where they were sleeping under the wings of the nuchine. We
returned in the morning to Muki^ by a small fishing-boat.

Mudi of our time was spent in Mukalla. Like every seaport it is

thoroughly cosmopolitan and in its bazaan you find representatives of

Arabs from all the coastal parts ofSouth Arabia and the Red Sea and Persian

Gulf, as well as Somalis and odier Afticans. One curious strain of not

infrequent visiton were the long-bearded Mongolian pilgrims who would

flourish incomprehensible Chinese passports at me and, speaking no Arabic

or other language which could be imdentood locally, would appear to

demand onward travel fluflides. There were quite a number of Indian

visitors and residents too, including Banian shopkeepers, and in the upper

layer of Mukalla society the various races, Indun and Arab, mixed quite

happily. We all attended each Other’s parties and the Government servants

of Mukalla started a good dub. Amongst various festive occasions one

ofthe best was the edebrations for the Coronation. The streets and house-

tops were gay with flags and I can remember no more beautiful sight than

the illuminations that night. The Palace, the Residency, the Government

Offices and the ptindpal mosques were oudined in coloured lights. That

night I imagine Mukalla burnt almost as much incense as Pliny,complained

of Nero burning at the funeral of Poppaea. Almost every house that had

no coloured lights heaped incense in piles along it! roof parapets, and die

coloured lights and the flaming incense were wonderfully reflected in the

waters ofthe harbour, while douds ofsmoke filled the streets with a sweet-

scented fog and completdy obliterattd the smell of die dried fish. Soon

afterwards Mukalla was reflected in the water evay night, fin: electric

light was introduced and the greenish glow of die street %hts was visible

fiir away.

, Somedmes'in Mukalla we took an aftemotm oflT&om die office and

went picniddng up the Du’an toad, never mote lovdy than after the tama,

when the hills ate green and die stteams tun down by grassy pariures ^iriust

a background ofpot]^ distanoes and tu^ed dowi^ipped monmamsii

A day or two am die Cotonatioo we statted inland on'tjowiMy
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wbich was intended to be more social than political, for our old fiiend Ahmed
bin Hussein, the mansab of Meshhed, had pressed upon me an invitation

to the great £ur.

We stopped at Shiheir—^Litde Shihr—on our first day to have lunch

with Salih *Ali al Khulaqi, who had been a constant fiiend since our first

journey round the Hadhramaut. His little garden I have described before,

and it was there, under the shade of the coco-nuts with a slight breeze

blowing, the ground laid widi mats and carpets and plenteous cushions,

that we had our al firesco lunch to which there were some twenty guests.

On the way we stayed in that happy family atmosphere of Seiyid

Bubakr’s house. Many people have enjoyed his kindly hospitality in the

Dar as Salaam, and during the hot weather nothing was more delightful

than to sit in the swimming-pool in the evening and listen to the strains

of the B.B.C. Empire Orchestra. (When the Arabic broadcasts started

they were extremely popular throughout the Hadhramaut, and people

were soon setting their watches by Big Ben.) Bathing over, ditmer would

be laid on carpets by the side of the bathing-pool. We rarely sat down
less than twenty at meals in Seiyid Bubakr’s house, and very often it was

forty.

I left D. at Seiyun. They, too, had had Coronation festivities of which

we heard the account. Seiyid 3ubakr told me that the small boys in the

town had been convinced that the celebrations were for my wedding ! I

did not hear who the bride was.

Driving on to Meshhed, I saw a sight at Al Qam which seemed a full

recompense for aD the recent trouble we had had. The whole width ofthe

wadi was green fiom side to side vrith a waving sea of well-^rown millet.

Never, I was told, in the history of the Hadhramaut had such a sight been

seen, for the constanrwatfiuce had prevented it. Peace followed by tain had

made it possible.

At Meshhed I had a great welcome fiom old fiiends and the mansab’s

btodier lent us a house where we had continual receptions. Throughout

the two days of the fiur parties came in from all sides, and each of the

important new arrivals had a ceremonial oitry imo the vilh^e. In our turn

we were met outside by the mansab widi his banners, drums, and a vast

crowd of singers and sightseers. The mansab had a number of small

mortars fitf sdiidi a phenomenal amount of gunpowder must have been

used; Every time a gun went dS it was bbwn severaf yards away and

of course, added to the o^rtainment. I was taken on a solenm
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procession to the tombs of the saints and introduced to each of them

separately. The Fatiha was recited and the mansab, with typied courtesy

and generosity, introduced me to them as Ingrams whom God hath sent

to bring peace to the Hadhramaut/"

When this was over we repaired outside the tombs and made speeches

on the benefits of peace to the assembled beduin. After our respective

receptions we all turned out in a mass to greet later arrivals and followed

them round on their visitations. The amount of dust I swallowed in those

two days seemed unbelievable, but it was a happy visit and drew me closer

to these kind people who had made me so much one of the family.

Amongst the various things I settled in Seiyun was a case of slavery

which came to light and which was to concern particularly D. and myself.

A Kathiri section had owned a male runaway slave of a Thdud Yafa’i

section and the latter had a female runaway slave of the former. The affair

had caused a regular feud and on a previous visit I had directed, at Seiyid

Bubakr’s suggestion, that both should hand the slaves over to me. They

were now in Seiyun and I decided that both should be freed but that neither

might return either to the original ownen or to the ones with whom they had

sought refuge. The male slave was the genuine African variety, but the

woman was a tribeswoman ofthe Sei'ar and should never have been enslaved.

Early in her life her father had died leaving her and her blind sister to the

care of a seiyid ‘‘friend.’’ When the girl grew up we discovered that her

guardian had sold her and that she had passed from hand to hand. Now
she was still only about twenty and had a litdc daughter of about one year

old. The child was a pathetic little object. It looked as ifshe was not long

for this world as a result of malnutrition and neglect. She had bad rickets,

her tiny legs and arms were like match-sticks and her distended tummy
had flopped from lack ofcondition. She could not stand and sat cross-legged

in silence all day long, when her mother was not feeding her, for she was

not yet weaned. The mother did not want her. I asked her what she

did want and she hung her head and said “I want a man.*’ So D. and. I

agreed to take the child. A document was drawn up, which said she was

transferred from her mother’s conscience (on which I am afiraid she had

never been a burden) m mine, signed and wimessed and sealed by the Sultan.

And thereupon Hassan Shaibi and I sallied forth to the Seiyun bazaar to

buy her clothes and toys.

She howled at us impartially for several days and we re&rred to as

Jemima. Iherb were great consultations with the harem and with Seiyid
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Bubakr as to what she should be called and finally we fixed on Zahra. What
to feed her on was a problem, for neither D. nor I knew what was appropriate,

but recollections of advertisements in London omnibuses came to me and

we wired for a consignment of Glaxo and cod-hver oil. Under this treat-

ment she thrived and was soon crawling all over the place. Now she has

become a normal child. Watching her develop into a noisy ordinary

baby made me reflect that it was probably only their tummies wliich caused

the praetematural gravity of most Arab children, for there was nothing

to distinguish Zahra’s activities when she regained her health from those

of European children. Objectively Zahra represents an experiment in

long-range educational policy ! The idea is that she should be brought

up as a doctor, but as things are it seems more hkely she will become an

Arab Shirley Temple, as she is a complete httle mimic and she has large

gazelle-hke eyes with long lashes which should be the envy of a film pro-

ducer. It may yet be that we shall be able to retire and be kept by Zahra.

I was not the only one to tliink there was profit in her. Her male

parentage was doubtful. Mama said her father was a sheikh of the Al

Btireik. Seiyid Bubakr said that was probable as her hair is bronze-coloured

ifcnd not black, and the Bureikis are said to have that coloured hair. Anyway

there were several claimants for the honour of being father. It looked as

if there might be money in it. The Yafa’is at MukaUa had instigated one

of them, and an intercepted letter said that “she was now a Christian.**

Poor httle Zahra, at two years old ! Needless to say when the time comes

Zahra will be brought up in the faith ofher forebears, and ifshe has nothing

much to thank them for, she can always be proud of being a daughter of

Kinda, the ancestor of the earhest of Hadhrami kings and of the Sei’ar

tribe.

At MukaUa entertainment, Arab and European, increased with Arab

dinner-parties, and the visits of the Royal Air Force and other guests. It

was a great pleasure to sec Freya Stark come back again with Miss Caton

Thompson, whom I had met years before, and Miss Gardner. The Hadhra-

nuut soon caUed them aU by their Christian names, and I did not know who
Seiyid Bubakr was referring to when he spoke of Ali Nur until I realized

how wcU Eleanor translated. Adda Broome was, of course, ’Adila: I

often think how much her presence helped us in the days ofHamumi wars

and Ya£i*i intrigues. D. and I were worn to a frazzle, but Adda brought

jm air ofcalm and peace with her and it seemed infinitdy restful to sit after

dinner and watch her doing something so normal a$ Imitting while we
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would talk ofother mote restful places and I would think ofher delphiniums

at Maydeken.

Freya and her fiiends made for Hurddha and there unearthed a Him-

yaridc temple and a lot ofcave tombs. To Miss Caton Thompson I owed

a good deal of sage counsel on antiquity laws, of which I had colleaed

samples from various administrations, and it was nice to feel that one’s

fust archaeologists were honest and would not rob the country. Politically

I had no worries for Freya was good with beduin, but her health—and

sometimes her adventurous spirit—often gave me anxiety and I could not,

occupied with so many affairs, pay all the attention to her that perhaps

I ought to have done. I do not know whether the history and geology of

Hadhramaut will prove so attractive as some people have thought in the

past, and I believe that Miss Caton Thompson was inclined to agree with an

old idea of mine that in the times of the ancient South Arabian kingdoms

the Hadhramaut was rather on the fringe ofthings and that the most interest-

ing area was probably that between Beihan and Marib.

In February the Enterprise came in, and in the same month came Sir

Bernard with Lord Dufferin on the last stage of a tour throt^h Maiuidus,

Zanzibar and Aden. In a brief thirty-six hours he saw Mukalla, Shihr

and Seiyun on the ground and some of the rest from the air. Shihr was

added to the programme as Lord Dufterin wanted to see the Hamumis who
had been causing the trouble. I do not suppose he had seen anything

like the Ba Hasan Tanbulis. The warmth of his reception everywhere

was remarkable and testifred not only to natural curiosity to see die first

“wazir” to visit the Hadhramaut, but also to the general thankfulness there

was to His Majesty’s Government which was expressed in several speeches.

Our last social funedon before we went on leave was a good-bye dinner

which we gave to introduce Mr. Figgis, my new assistant who arrived

from Nigeria in March. By a lucky chance the Sultans ofBir ’Ali and fialhaf

and some of the royal fiunily of Qishn were in Mukalla, and also diree of

the Aulad al Imam—the royal fiunily of Muscat and Zanzibar with whom
I had many mutual fiiends. I was -determined that they should have die

usual bitter, black cofiee of Arabia after their dinner, but the trouble was to

find somemie to brew it. (Mukalla declined to partake of diis kind of

coftee, preferring its own husks and ginger or Hadhrami tea). In the end
^

we had a man off a Kuweid dhow in harbour, and he came and poured
,

for os the diree litde mouthfuls and clinked die ct^s in die traditional way.

We sat down fifty to dinner and amongst other dungs we consumed one
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whole sheep, three whole kids, twenty-five chickens, fifty pounds of rice,

twenty-five pounds of ghee and an enormous quantity of fish, vegetables

and sweets.

In the early years such meals as these, had seemed like a tale q£ the

Arabian Nights. Now it had become a part of our life and a part of the

hospitahty with which, in our own house, we could in part repay the kind-

ness and fnendship we had found in the coimtry.

Incidents that had seemed like fiction had now become part of the daily

round—^intrigues, secret societies and happenings such as the removal of

illuminating correspondence fi:om a foreign agent as he lay asleep upon the

floor.

As faces became familiar to us, so did we cease to be regarded as anything

out of the ordinary. We found ourselves living the life of those about us

and found the warmth that comes of personal confidences exchanged and

that comes from a sense ofhome.
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Chapter XXXIII

PRESENT AND FUTURE

New times demand new measures and new nten;

The world advances, and in time outgrows

The laws that in ourfathers* day were best;

Afid, doubtless, after us, some purer scheme

Will be shaped out by wiser men than we. Lowell.

When I began this story the term Hadhramaut was itself an amorphous

conception, and the Governments of its Sultans vague and undefined.

Though there was a Government ofMukalla, it might have been difficult for

anyone used to governments in the ordinary sense, to recognize it as one.

From the time of the signature of the Treaty of 1937 the term meant the

Qu’aiti Sultan as advised by his Resident Adviser, and gradually under His

Highness’s Icadenhip organized Government departments grew up, with

departmental heads responsible for them. The Government took a definite,

though constantly developing, fori^i on the ist April, 1939, when its first

budget came into force. The estimates provide now for a civil list to

H.H. the Sultan, Secretariat, Provincial Administration, Treasury, Customs

and Harbour, Judiciary, Police, Prisons, Army, Medical Services, Education,

Agriculture, Electricity, Public Works, and other services common to any

Government or peculiar to the needs ofthe Qu’aiti State^

In February 1939 the Kathiri Sultan too signed a treaty on the lines

of the Malay Treaties, by which he undenook to follow the advice of the

Resident Adviser in all matters except those concerning Muhammadan
religion and custom, and $0 the term Government of Seiyun took on a

meaning which it had not had before. In faa there never had been any

Government in the Kathiri Sute and progress there Im not been so rapid

as in the Qu’aiti State, owing to lack of staff.

The same month happily saw the conclusion of an Anglo-Qu’atti-

Kathiri Agreement reconstituting the Qu aiti'-Kathiri Agreement of 1918

and removing the sore points of the old agreement. Thus the hatchet* in

fitet buried diis year or even earlier* now received ceremonial intemincnt.
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And incidentally it may be mentioijied that at the same time an agreement

for a postal union between the Colony of Aden and the Hadhramaut

States was signed.

For several years the term Hadhramaut has been taken to mean polid-

cally the territory included in the Qu’aid State of Shihr and Mukalla and

the Kathiri State of Sei^^ and these two States are now referred to as the

Hadhramaut States. It has been necessary to import some trained officials

from other dependencies for some of the more important posts in their

Governments, but for the most part they are staffed by local people who
have had little or no experience ofGovernment work, and a tribute is due to

them not only for the work they have achieved but for the spirit of loyalty

and trust they show towards the Bridsh Residency. In other dependencies,

these officials local and imported would no doubt be in subordinate posidons,

though many would be drawing larger salaries then they do in the

Hadhramaut. I feel that to expea real responsibility you have to give it,

and to a remarkable extent it is already being accepted. One would have

to look £u for a finer officer than Subedar Major Lai Khan of the Regular

Army, or a man more energedc than his adjutant Ahmed Efifendi. (Ahmed

Nasir, once the villain of the piece, is now Chief of the Muqaddams of

Irregulars and his polidcal sense is as sound as anybody's. Hamid, his

quondam partner, has remained in private life as much from his own choice

as anyone else’s, but he is now a great personal fiiend.) MscUem is sdll

State Treasurer and with the chief accountant Salim as his mainstay now
runs his accounts on the orthodox colonial model. 'Alawi al 'Attas of

Hureidha manages the electricity department and monthly obtains new

customen. "Where could we find a better Chief of Customs than Jehan

Khan, who drafb his own deaees and what is more has completely re-

organized the customs without antagonising the merchants t* These

names come to me at random, but I could think ofmany more. I should

be very for firom daiming that the Mukalla Government was ya efficiently

sta&d, but the will to carry on is there and (be Residency is there to supply

the knowledge and expoience within the limits of its capabilities.

As time goes on it will be more and more possible for the Residency

to restria its^to purely advisory functions, but 1 think I can truly say that

the hdp it gives to the local administration is appreciated. The staffiof the

Rerido^ now consists of the- Resident Adviser, a Political Assistant, a

MiHtaty Assutaut and a Secretary, together with seven clerks. A lady child

wdfote wotker has tecenriy joined os and an Arab Educational Assistant
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is soon about to do so. A Finandal Assistant and State Treasurer for Sdiyun

and perhaps a Medical Assistant will complete the staff. But there is also

an Agricultural Officer for the whole Protectorate who spends six months

ofthe year with us. Ofcourse the bulk ofthe work ofthe Residency is and

will continue to be concerned with the Hadhramaut States, potentially the

richest area, but east and west of them there are Sultanates as backward

as any to be found in the whole country.

The Protectorate is now divided into two areas, the Western Aden

Proteaorate and the Eastern Aden Protectorate. The latter consists of the

Hadhramaut States, the Wahidi Sultanates of Bir ’Ali and Balhaf the

Mahri Sultatute of Qishn and Sogotra and the Sheikhdoms of ’Irga and

Haura, and apan from liis work in the Hadhramaut States, the Resident

Adviser is responsible to the Governor of the Proteaorate for British

relations in all these territories, an area covering between 60,000 and 70,000

square miles, but containing perhaps only 300,000 people. This area is

bounded on the west by the Wadi Sanam separating the ’Abdul Wahid

tribes from the ’Aulaqi, and on the east by Ras Dharbat ’Ah separating the

Mahri from the Qari tribes and the Aden Proteaorate from the Sultanate

ofMuscat and ’Uman.

Here I have tried to tell the story of our travels and labours in the two

Hadhramaut States. Though I cannot include it all it is not the whole tale

and one or other of us has now visited most if not all the territory. In

particular D. made two long solo journeys over partly untraveUed country

to the heart ofH^r and through Du’an and Reidat ad Deiyin to the Wadi
’Amd and the Wadi Bin ’Ah. Beyond the Sutes we have not been idle.

Visits to
’Azzan, one enhvened by aashing in an aeroplane, and Balhaf led

to more peaceful conditions there Imd the acceptance by the Sultans of

advisory arrangements which have inaeased prosperity. In a journey

over the main incense road from Bir ’Ah to Shabwa I made many new
contacts and brda fresh territory. There have been journeys to Soqotra

and up the Mahra coast, even one beyond the Proteaorate to Morhat in

Dhu£u;. Figgis and Kennedy also roamed far afield and had adventures in

’Amd and Wahidi country. With the recent travels of Freya Stark, of

Van der Meulen and Von Wissman and of Pike and Wofford htde of the

70,000 square miles of the Eastern Aden Protectorate has not been seen in

the last seven years.

* * *
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Chapter XXXIV

THE FUTURE OF THE HADHRAMAUT

As I rewrite this last chapter the Empire has been at war for twenty

months and one of the most encouraging things to us working in Aden

and the Protectorate has been the loyal support of the people, and, even

in the darkest hours we have so far gone t^irough, their consistent and

steady confidence in our ultimate victory. Day by day during the French

collapse and when at our doors our forces had to evacuate Somaliland, the

people ofthe Proteaorate never faltered in their behefoffinal British victory

for which constant prayers were said in every mosque. On all the occasions

on which His Majesty has called the Empire to prayer special congregations,

thousands strong, have met in the mosques ofAden even though the general

day of prayer was a Sunday and not a Friday.

It is good, therefore, that in these days when urgent and important

matters connected with the actual prosecution of the war take up so much

of our rime, we should still have been able to continue, even on a lesser

scale than we should otherwise have hoped to do, our help to the Hadhra-

maut, though of course it is only to be eicpeaed that progress in war time

cannot be the same as it will be after the war.

The Hadhramaut general truce came to an end on the ist Dhul Hijja

1358—the nth January 1940. The Hadhramaut leaders did not think it

would be possible to achieve the same unanimity in negotiating a further

truce. This was not because the people did not want it, in fact after living

through such an unprecedented period they were only too anxious for it to

continue, but the three years had proved too short to do all that we had

hoped to set things on a stable basis and although many cases had been

decided and settled a great many of the tribal feuds could not be brought

to a sadsfaaory conclusion in the time. In these cases it would have been

difficult to obtain the unanimous consent of all the 1,400 signatories to the

first truce formally to accept an extension. However, much canvassing

was done and with very few exceptions all the important leaders signed a

paper asking the Sultans and Government that the truce should be extended.
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The Sultans therefore, supported by the Governor, proclaimed a ten years

extension and this extension has been accepted by the vast majority of the

tribes and people, though unfortunately there have been two or three cases

in which considerable trouble has been caused, notably by ’Ubeid Salih bin

’Abdat of 'Al Ghurfa and by the wild Hamumi. But still, on the whole,

peace is maintained and the number of murders is infinitesimal compared

with five years ago.

I propose in this chapter to try and indicate the lines on which one

may hope the future will shape itself. I have told how I felt that three

years was the minimum period in which the foundations of progress could

be laid. With peace gained the immediate objectives were the stabilization

of security, ordered finances, and a scheme of agricultural development

to give the people an alternative interest to discord and fighting. Social

services, the improvement of health and the betterment of education

had also to be provided for. In some ways the progress made was

phenomenal—sample justification for the belief that the people not only

needed but wanted it. The Residency staff was small, but much was

nevertheless achieved. But nothing much could have been done if it had

not been for the desire of the people and the co-operation of some of their

leaders, and here I must pay tribute to the wonderful support and trust

that was given to us by His Highness Sir Salih bin Ghalib. If we had had

a suspicious unwilling ruler to work for the difficulties would have been

endless, but we met with nothing but sympathy and a fine desire to

co-operate.

Sultan 'Ali bin Mansur, who to our great sorrow died in 1938, and his

brother Ja'far who succeeded him, have been good and loyal fiiends, but

the bulk of the tribal work in the interior was and is still borne by Seiyid

Bubakr, wisest of counsellors, best of friends, a man whose like in East or

West one rarely meets.

These names are outstanding, but I could quote scores more of people

in more or less humble positions who, according to their talents, helped

and supported us.

In other ways progress which could have been made was delayed,

owing sometimes to lack of funds and sometimes to obstruction, such as

that which was encountered at a period from die irregular soldiers. The
more serious obstruction disappeared, but lack of ready cash delayed us in

work which could have been further advanced than it was. First of the

needs of the country before permanent peace could be considered safidy
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established I placed the stabilization of security. I put this even before

the ordering of the finance because, cost what it may, in a country used

only to violence, peace has got to be kept before people can feel secure.

During the truce the peace was kept by political methods, backed only

by the distant presence of the Royal Air Force, and, as I have explained,

no one wants to use air control a second longer than is necessary. Nor in

any event is it practicable to use a sledge hammer to crack a walnut. Our

murderers were obtained by diplomacy. Luckily there were not many.

Perhaps a dozen in the three years compared with the ten a month there

used to be in the main wadi alone. But policemen there have got to be

and justice has to be brought within the reach of everyone. One cannot

go on for ever settling cases by political means or expect to get judg-

ments executed without some organized forces.

As far as possible the aim was to build on existing institutions and I

have already referred to the Mukalla Regular Army, the Irregular soldiers

and the Police^ and some idea of the state of these forces will have been

gathered from what I have said about them. One of the officers told me
that since Sultan ’Umar had said he only required the Regular Army for

ceremonial purposes they had all lost heart. Colonel Robinson’s visit

and Captain Hopkins’ work gave them a new interest. This was followed

by a weeding out of unfit and unsuitable men, new recruits were taken

on and increases ofpay granted. The force was re-cquipped, re-armed and

barracks were provided out of loan funds and it was given a new outlook

beyond ceremonial parades. It has however still far to go. Sufficient

pay cannot yet be afforded to attract the men to a life of whole-time

soldiering and discipline and efficiency arc as yet by no means what they

must become. The regular army will be used as a reserve of power

behind the ordinary poHcc forces of the Qu’aiti State in cases of emergency

and serious disturbances, and although it has still a long way to go to fill this

role satisfactorily it has improved very considerably : not only has its own
ideas of its usefulness changed but othen are realizing its importance.

The interior towns of the Qu’aiti State, such as Shibam, ’Einat, Haura,

Henin, towns in Du’an and Hajr, and the coastal villages beyond Shilir such

as Hami, Dis and Qusci’ar and many othen in the State were always policed

by irregular soldiers, cither Yafa’is or slaves. These irregulars were also

^ Full details as to the defdace forces of the Qu’aiti State and as to the general

cctndition of the country as it was in 1934 i93<^ will be found in

Colonial No. 123.
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used in tribal areas and if they were Yafa’ always caused trouble. There

were about 1,400 Yafa’ and until Figgis finally drew their teeth in 1938

they were a serious menace to good government. They still need careful

handling and are now being gradually transformed into the Qu^aiti

Gendarmerie to be used in the policing of Qu'aiti towns and not in tribal

areas. The irregulars can usually be relied on for defence purposes in

towns where trouble is anticipated and in an Arab country it is often

safer to depend on things done in an Arab way rather than a European.

In the Kathiri State there was no sort of organized force till 1937 and

the Sultans had merely a large number of undisciplined slaves in the towns

(outside them, in tribal areas, they could do nothing) who when so disposed

obeyed their orders, though they took their choice within what limits they

obeyed them. Early in 1937 the Kathiri Armed Constabulary was formed

mainly from these slaves and has since then become uniformed and armed.

Shortage ofstafFhas Iiithcrto prevented its progressing much. It is at present

^nearly 100 strong and it is intended to bring it to a strength of 200 to police

Seiyun, Tarim, the villages belonging to the Kathiri Sultan and the roads

in between them. It can also be used as a military force if occasion

requires.

One small body of men arose out of the Hamumi incident. The Al

Kaf road is run independently of both Qu'aiti and Kathiri States. It is an

“international*' affair and a key road which was also, as will be remembered,

a keystone in the new policy approved for the Hadhramaut. The road

incidents showed that policing of the road was necessary and we therefore

recruited a patrol of six men consisting of representatives of the Hamumi,

Ba Hasan Tanbuli, Bin Yemani and Ma’ari, through whose territories

the road runs. They are armed, uniformed, mounted on camels, well

paid, and imder the command of a Shaush obtained from the Aden

Protectorate Levies. Their duties are to see that the road fees are paid,

to check traflSc generally, to see that the beduin do nor put up barricades

and to provide intelligence of the road and find out the feelings of the

beduin towards it. The patrol gives the people themselves a share in

the road as theirduties include the supervision of those rules made in the

beduins* interests regarding the carrying of goods.^ Incidentally they are

intended to be very much “courtesy cops.”

It will be seen that the forces now in existence will, when trained,

provide for the security of the whole country except for two important

' Sec page 316.
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classes, the nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes and the settled tribesmen.

In the country we usually refer to the former as bcduin and they are immed-

iately distinguishable from the rest of the population in that except for the

desert tribes, who wear long once-white qamises, tliey are all painted with

indigo and wear one black futa round their waists.

I hope it may be possible to recruit from the settled tribesmen themselves

police for each tribe, and already the subject is under discussion. The

beduin present a different problem and their needs are now being met.

I had long heard of the Desert Patrol ofthe Arab Legion in Transjordan.

Their creator. Major Glubb, kindly invited us to stay with him and see

theni, and in 1938 the Colonial Office generously gave me an extension

of leave to do so. The Arab Legion is a well-known force and I had read

and heard much of it before I saw it, but after I had seen its Desert Patrol

I recognized that that and the system oftribal control which it operates were

exactly what were required by the beduins of the Hadhramaut. On my
return to Mukalla I showed the Tribal Control laws to friends who could

judge and was told that they might have been written for the Hadhramaut.

The force is indeed a living memorial to the genius of its creator and

a skilful blending of organized police and miUtary training with Arab

tradition and custom. The men are clothed in a uniform which is simply

standarized tribal dress and most impressive they look. An Arab takes

foreign instruction absolutely literally, and here the old maxim that the

soldier’s best friend is his rifle from which he should never be parted is

taken so that even while he eats his meal he holds it in his left hand.

But no Arab likes being tied down to a definite period of service, so

here he is not tied but good pay and a realization that the Legion is the

salt of Transjordan keeps him in it. Also no Arab likes our idea of a

reserve by which the Government keeps a hold on him after he has left.

On the other hand competition to serve in such a force is naturally so keen

that the establishment could be filled several times over and the waiting

list becomes, as Major Glubb calls it, a ‘‘backwards reserve.” The men

on it come up for training once a year and mobilization finds no absentees.

The Legion is the beduins’ own force into which only the pick of them

are accepted. It is well armed and trained. Force has rarely been called

for, and all its efforts are directed to avoiding it. Suppose that one

man steals another’s camel, an incident ofno great rarity in Arabia and one

which ofren used to lead to bloodshed. Nowadays the complainant goes to

a post or patrol ofthe Legion and nukes his statement. Legionaries go out
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to fetch the defendant and while the complainant waits he stays with the

patrol as the guest of the Government. When both parties are present the

sergeant hears the trouble, setdes the complaint and if both parties are

satisfied they sign his decision as accepted and go their ways. If they are

not satisfied they can remain as guests until Major Glubb comes along,

but he tells me that these days he practically never has an appeal.

But the Legion’s activities do not end with this sort of work for teachers

are attached to some of the posts who hold schools for the beduin children.

There is a doctor of the Legion for the beduin and at each post are men

trained to deal with simple diseases and injuries and a supply ofdrugs. The

Legion also improves waterholes and takes an interest in agriculture. In

fact there is no aspect of beduin life in which it does not help.

Finally it collects taxes of twelve piastres a year on camels and five on

sheep and goats and the sum collected amounts to no less than £,SO,ooo a

year. Tribes are told to bring their stock to specified wells at specified

times and there they are taxed. Few wait to pay the double taxes demanded

ofthose who fail to turn up. It must have taken a few years for this precision

in payment to be attained, but the secret of the matter is of course that

practically all the money returns to the beduin in wages and other services.

Tliis description of the Desert Patrol is not really a diversion for it

is on those lines that the Hadhrami Beduin Legion, wluch started its

career early in 1940, is being trained to work. Major Glubb generously

found the officers from N.C.O.s in the Desert Patrol. Major Northfield,

formerly of the Arab Legion, came to Mukalla as military assistant to the

Resident Adviser, and the Hadhrami Beduin Legion is now functioning on

an experimental basis.

So, Inshallah, security will be provided for, and as security in the

Hadhramaut States increases so does the desire for it spread east and west.

I have mentioned the beginning of truce in the Balhaf Sultanate and the

unruly Dhiyeibi were suppressed in the autumn of 1939. Earlier in the

year the Sultans signed an agreement to follow advice and the Custoxns at

Balhaf were put under proper control with an imported clerk. There is

now a force of Tribal Guards commanded by an officer of the Aden

Protectorate Levies. Balhaf affain started under the watchful eye of

Keimedy, who has travelled over more of the country than, any other

European.

Towards the end of the three years' peace the most urgent question on

the Ups of Hadhrami was ''would it be permanent/’ and I have spoken
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of the efforts that have so far been made to make it so and to establish

security. The answer to the question depends of course to a considerable

extent on whether these security forces can be brought to such a state of

efficiency that the tribesmen will see tliat they arc sufficient guarantee for

maintaining peace in the future. When this happens the truce will no doubt

turn into a permanent peace. That will mean the giving up ofarms altogether

though the tribesmen have already seen that their use is far less general

than it used to be. There has been some recrudescence of arm bearing

since the first three years came to an end, but the market value of arms is

still very low for few buy them. Here in Sana, whence many of the arms

came, I find that the traffic is negligible compared with what it was a few

years ago, and in the Hadhramaut there was no opposition to the promulga-

tion of decrees controlling the buying and selling of arms and ammunition.

There is one even bigger pre-requisite to the establishment of permanent

peace. The British Government has no intention of setting up direct

British administration in the Hadhramaut and the administration has got

to depend on the inhabitants. In 1939 I made an extensive tour of Malaya

to study the Adviser system in the Unfederated States. In the early days

of Malaya the position was much the same as it is to-day in the Aden

Protectorate and the people werejust as backward as the Hadhrami beduin.

The Adviser system in Malaya has proved a wonderful example of co-

operation between the few British Advisers on the one hand and the Rulers

and people of Malaya on the other. I do not speak here of the situation

in the Federated States for there the system has been a barely disguised

form of direct administration. No doubt in its way and in its material

results this is more efficient but in its intangible results it is not nearly so

striking as the system in the Unfederated States. It is this system tliat we
aim at in the Hadhramaut but in order that we may achieve it it is necessary

that the rulers and people should give the same co-operation as the Malays

have done. As I have stated this co-operation has been willingly and freely

given by the rulers and by such outstanding men as Seiyid Bubakr, but

anyone who has worked in Arab countries knowshow difficult it is to obtain

co-operation even in such a comparatively small area ofArabia as the Hadhra-

maut. I finished upmy tour in Malaya by visiting the Arab communities in

Java and in Hyderabad. At the latter place I had the pleasure of meeting

my Sultan, Sir Salih bin Ghalib, in his Indian home and there His Highness

is the recognised leader of the Arab community. There arc 80,000 of our

Hadhrami in the Netherlands East Indies and I visited communities of
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them Batavia, Cheribon, Tcgal, Pekalongen, Solo and Surabaya. Wc
shall never forget the warmth of the welcome wc received nor the very

general approval of what we had done in the Hadhramaut and the ex-

pressions of gratitude we received for it.

The expressions of gratitude were, as I say, for what we had done and

it met with general approval that the British had organized peace in the

Hadhramaut. Those we met took the same line as the majority of people

in the Hadhramaut, i.e. that if the British would step in, make peace and

keep it, everybody would be perfectly happy. There was no suggestion

that the people should do otherwise than acquiesce in everything that was

of advantage to them, and little thought that they should rouse themselves

and co-operate amongst each other to put government on a proper basis.

In other words most of the people in the Hadhramaut would much prefer

a direct British government which saved them all the trouble. On the

otlier hand a small body ofindividuals presented a demand for independence

of the Hadhramaut on the Egyptian or Iraqi models. The Adviser should

restrict himself solely to the function of advising and everything should

be left to the two governments with legislative assembhes and all the other

trappings of self-governing units. Those who advocated this programme

had very little personal experience of the Hadhramaut—some of them

none at all. One of the signatories came to me and asked for the

independence of a small village of five houses in the Wadi 'Amd. The fact

of the matter was, as I pointed out to my advanced fidends with the evident

approval of others present at the meetings, that there were getting on for

2,000 separate governments in the Hadhramaut—^the 1,300 or 1,400 tribal

units, who had signed the truce and a large number of autonomous villages

belonging to sheikhs and seiyids of the unarmed classes. That is the real

problem of the Hadhramaut. It is necessary that all these heads of sections

and villages should surrender something of their independence to central

governments and should rule their little units as parts of larger entities.

When successful co-operation on such lines is assured, the greatest difficulty

in the building up of peace and sound government in the Hadhramaut

will have disappeared.

There are other requirements almost as basic as the need for mutual

co-operation between the leaders and classes of the Hadhramaut. Ofthese

none is more important than the improvement ofthe courts and the provin*

dal administration. The foundation has been laid by the enactment by

His Highness of a series of decrees setting up a system of State and Tribal
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Courts and laying down the boundaries of Liwas (Provinces under Naibs)

and Districts (under Qaims). The personnel has also been improved and

there are schemes for the training of Qadhis and District stafis. One very

important step taken in 1939 was to set up a State Council on the lines of

the Malayan State Councils. It is presided over by His Highness and the

other members are the Resident Adviser, the Heir Apparent, tlie Assistant to

the Resident Adviser, the State Secretary and two nominated Arab members.

The council is the Sultan’s cabinet and has proved most successful.

I have mentioned that the Qu’aiti State now has its annual bugdet.

The year 1938-39 ended with a deficit of about Rs.40,000, 193^40 with a

credit balance ofabout the same figure and at 3 ist March, 1941, the estimated

surplus was about Rs. 190,000. Salaries though still low have been sub-

stantially improved and scales introduced. Some extension has been made
to expenditure on social services and on services designed to increase the

revenue-producing resources of the State. Qu’aiti finance owes much to

the careful supervision ofFiggis who organized the State Treasury on regular

lines as well as the Sub-Treasuries at Shihr, Gheil, Shibam and Du*an.

The Kathm State has only a skeleton budget as yet, but the two small

afiairs—^thc Al Kaf road and the Balhaf organization—^are working on

organized finance f^he latter started rather shakUy but now has a balance

in its favour. The old system of farming the Customs out at Shihr for

R5.11,000 a month came to an end in April 1939. Excellent Customs

officers have been obtained from Somahland and Zanzibar, and the Customs

receipts mount steadily. It is hoped to bring all the ports of the Eastern

Aden Protectorate into a Customs union, and though this may take some

rime such an arrangement should prevent much of the smuggling due to

different tariffi and act to the benefit of all the parmers.

Here in parenthesis, before I speak of social services, something should

be said of a change that is coming over local society, namely the gradual

disappearance of slavery. There are probably 4,000 or 5,000 persons in a

technical state ofslavery in the cotmtry, most ofwhom are ofAfrican descent.

In far the largest number of cases the state is purely technical: the slaves

are in fact free to do anything they please. In many cases, such as those

of the slaves belonging to the Kathiri Sultan, they have often shown them-

selves too powerfiil and really uncontrollable. They have occasionally

caused real trouble, just as the Ziiy slaves did in Traq in the Middle Ages.

Many slaves rise to high positions : we have under the Mukalla Govern-

ment several who are Governors, and the slaves of the Qu aid Sultan are on
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the whole extremely loyal, and the Muqaddams ofthe slaves I have generally

found most helpful. Still, there are a number of eases where slaves held

by beduin tribes, such as the JaMa and the Mahra and the Wahidi, have

not been well treated.

Men like Seiyid Bubakr do a lot to move towards a general emancipation

of slaves : he, for instance, has spent large sums of money in buying slaves

and freeing them, or in buying families and freeing them because he docs

not approve of families being broken up.

In 1938 we made considerable progress, though a general emancipation

may take time because the slaves themselves would resist it as much as

anyone. But we now have agreements signed by many chiefs—the

Hadhramaut Sultans included—declaring that the slave trade is illegal, and

the Hadhramaut Sultans have also agreed that any slave who asks for

his freedom shall have it. The Resident Adviser was given powers of

manumission and we have freed a fair number, for those who want it can

easily approach the Resident Advisef, if they are afraid of going to local

governors. In tliis way any slave who is oppressed can get redress. A
scheme also exists whereby slaves who desire to leave the country can do so

and setde elsewhere. In 1938 a Slavery (Regulation) Decree was enacted

by His Highness the Sultan for the Qu’aiti State which gives statutory

effect to the arrangements described above and contains other provisions

of a manumissive character.

Education is making strides. The services of Mr. Griffiths, the

Principal of the Bakht Er Ruda College in the Sudan, were kindly lent by

the Sudan Education Department and with a noble sacrifice of part of his

leave he toured the country studying its present resources and future needs,

and his report, approved by the Colonial Advisory Committee on Educa-

tion in the Colonics, is being put into force with further generous assistance

with staff from the Government of the Sudan. The main features of the

report are a large school at Seiyun with an agricultural bias and one on the

coast with a commercial bias, but training of teachers, female education

(for which there is already a small demand) and technical training all find

a place in it. The leading spirit in Hadhrami education is now Sheikh

Gaddal as Sa’id Gaddal firom the Sudan who is Educational Assistant to thc'

Resident Adviser. Sheikh Gaddal has recognized the keenness of the local

suff to improve education and with their eager co-operation a new spirit

has been infused into the schools. His teachers’ training counes are inspir-

ing even to a layman. Plans have been prepared for the Seiyun sdiooL
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by Sciyid ’Alawi al Kaf and many improvements in the coastal schools

have already been made. One new teacher has been engaged from the

Sudan.

The Medical Department has also extended for there are two more

doctors, one at Shihr and one at Shibam, and Mukalla has also a sanitary

inspector, a local and energetic seiyid trained in Aden, who has a corps of

sweepers under him. His chief delights are mosquitoes, latrines and the

incinerators built by Figgis on Nigerian pattern. They are artistic domed

affairs, very like a saint’s tomb, and tone in well with the local architecture.

The first is generally known as WeU Khumur after the sanitary inspector.

Then Miss Viney, a qualified nurse with much experience, has joined the

Residency Staffas Child Welfare Worker, and after her survey is completed

we hope it will be possible to see the way to reducing the appalling mortahty

in children. There is scarcely a woman whom D. has asked who has not

had one or more of her children die. A small hospital is in the programme

and when funds are available it will be one of the first things taken in hand.

It will be remembered that a hospital was one of the first things which

His Highness desired to see on his accession.

Hitherto I have described not the building of the foundation and walls

of the new Hadhramaut, but in effect only the clearing of the ground and

the digging of the foundation, for the true structure of Hadhramaut pros-

perity must rest on agriculture. I must confess to a personal hope that

mineral wealth may not be found in the country. This may be a strange

remark to make, but it is just because the rewards are usually greater than

the dangen to a growing country are also greater. The production of

minerals may provide work for many, but it provides often so much money

that many prosper without the work. I feel myself that the gains from

working the land result in. a happier and more moral population, and

so it is good to know that the Hadhramaut possesses several hundreds

of square miles of land as rich as any in the world, for it consists of aeons*

accumulations of alluvial silt. For an Arabian country the Hadhramaut

is lucky to have two rivers and water easily available in many cuhivatable

areas at no great depths. In January 1939 I spent an absorbing month

travelling round with Mr. Beeby Thompson, the Consulting Engineer,

and Hartley the Agricultural Officer. War had broken out by the time

that Mr* Beeby Thompson’s report was received, but it indicated that the

prospects of extended agriculture in the Wadi Hadhramaut are not un-

fiivourahle ifthe water which is probably there can be raised economically.
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Boring ''expeiiments are required and these need money—more money

than ^e Hadhramaut can afibrd—so that it may be we shall have to wait

rill after the war for a final decision.

In 1938 the tobacco specialist desired by His Highness was found by

the Government of India and Mr. Paul has since then been engaged with an

interesting experimental station at Gheil Ba Wazir—the heart ofthe Hamumi
or hubble-bubble tobacco-growing industry—where he is tryir^ out

varieties of cigarette-tobacco obtained from Mauritius and other Empire

tobacco-growing places. The results have not been imfavourable and

experimental crops ofcigarette tobacco have been produced. Experimental

blends of tobacco have been made in Aden with the co-operation of Mr.

Nicholas Athanassacopoulo ofthe Aden Tobacco Company. The imported

tobacco monopoly was abolished early in 1937 and a customs duty substi-

tuted. This caused the cigarette-smoking fraternity to increase. If Mr.

Paul produces a suitable cigarette the duty will be increased and also, I hope,

the profit to growers and to the revenue from excise duty.

Samples of cotton and castor-oil seed, which grow practically wild in

the Hadhramaut without irrigation, were sent home for examination

and the reports on them were favourable. Mudi fiirther investigation

and experiments will be necessary before it can be decided whether their

cultivation can be profitably imdertaken, but they are two possible lines and

Hartley is now busy starring an experimental station at Seiyun. Of course

in agriculture the first thing will be to increase .the home production of

foodstuff and to improve stock, but if it is possible we would like also to

produce something for export. If we can it will profit the beduin

who at present bring their camels back fiom the interior unloaded.

Hartley has already prepared a scheme for the rehabUitarion and develop-

ment of the Meifa area—^the delta of the river Hajr—and the preliminary

steps to put it into force have been taken. Meifa long been considered

potentially rich firom an agricultural point of view but fisver has made it

unpopular and not nearly so much is made of it as might be. It is

proposed to reorganize the water furrows, to replan and rebuild the straw

huts in which the villagers live, to start an experimental plot, dear the

workets of debt and develop the place on a sham croppti^ basis. Mudi
ofintoest should appear fiom this experiment for event^ litde examination

we have started has shown us that there are certain ^oUems of wladi

the solution is necessary preliniinary to real devdopment. Hiese ate

the alietution of land to nonr-s^cultural dasie^ the detetminatkHi of
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boundaries ofland,much ofwhich hitherto has been valueless, and the large

shares taken by landownen firom share croppen who do not get even a fair

subsistence in some places. The investigation and solution ofthese questions

may be both long and difficult but it is hoped to tackle them early.

Serious though these difficulties are and serious though the financing

of the provision of water may prove, there are hopeful auguries for the

success ofi^culture apart fiom good soil and water even though it cannot

be expected that the Hadhramaut can become a rich country. From the

development point of view the Hadhramaut is fortunate in possessing a

balanced and enterprising population. Its enterprise is shown by its success

in making money abroad. All the Hadhramis who live abroad keep

touch with their homeland and hope to return to it. One may expect

that if security and a reasonable chance of finding a hvelihood at home is

offered to them many will take it. The population is well balanced in that

there are classes or “castes” which fit into every stage of the culmral and

economic structure ofsociety. Ifwe had tribesmen alone the matter might

have been difficult for there are many occupations in which tribesmen will

not engage. But in the Hadhramaut even tribesmen seem to take kindly

to agriculture and many nomads or semi-nomads have become settled in

recent generations. Peace has already made a difierence to the landscape.

On my tours of recent years I have found everywhere new houses being

built, new wells being dug and new palm trees planted. In one place at

Fuwha, west of Qa’udha, in what was once desert area to which none

penetrated without fear ofdanger, and which I had previously known firom

the air only as a barren spot, I saw in 1939 abput a hundred newly opened

wells and a large acreage ofwell-grown wheat. Near-by at Qa’udha Figgis

settled the differences of the Nahd, and new palms were planted in pbce

of the thousands formerly destroyed with kerosene.

Apart firom agriculture there is extra promise in the abundant harvest

offish to be found offthe coast, and consideration is being given to develop-

ing the industry to the profit ofthe la^e fishing community.

Taking, all these things into cotmderation it is perhaps not too much
to e3q>ect diat die Hadhramaut of the future may consist of a well-

cndeted community of states widi an increasing population, of whom
most will be cultivating the soil and making not wealdi but a living out of

it. There riiould be a living too fiir the business man and increased

prosperity for the beduin catiiets. This at any rate seems an end worth

working fi>r. That there are many difficulties ahead is not to be doubted
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and that development will make strange changes in society must be expected.

To-day the man of wealth is the remittance man: to-morrow the hard-

working, agricultural classes may find themselves better oC Where

mflucnce in the future will lie no man can tell, but it is likdy that it will lie

neither with violence nor superstition. It is a grave business undertaking

the regeneration of a country, but the benefits ofpeace, ofordered Govern-

ment, ofeducation and ofscience must be at the disposal ofthose who want

them. How they use them must depend to some extent on how they are

introduced to them, but mainly on themselves under the Providence of

God, Whatever dangers there may be in the benefits" ofmodem civiliza-

tion, it is certain that no man, if he wants them, may be denied access to

them. That does not mean that every effort should not be made to avoid

“spoiling" the country and its character and I think I have made it clear

that that is one ofour primary aims.

It is an Arab country and Arab it must remain. It should never be

necessary for any large number of aliens to be in it either for administrative

or other reasons. Those of us who arc there respect the customs and life

of the people. We do not set ourselves up as the rulers of the country

but merely try to pass on to them any experience or knowledge we have

which may be of value. If the week-end visitor of the future goes away

having seen Arabs dressed as Arabs and living in houses ofArab arcliitecturc

and does not find endless outward and visible signs ofEuropean occupation

our labours will not have been in vain, and we who know it will hope

that inwardly and spiritually the character of the Arab has not suffered by

our presence.

One thing that will not change in the Hadhramaut will be the word

of God as it was revealed to the people by their Prophet, and I believe

myself that, if they follow the spirit of their faith, there shall no harm come

to them. 4
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Abd ’Alawi bin ’Ali, Muqaddam of the

Tamini, 273.

Abdali State, 103-4, 10S-9; Sultan oC
HI. 117 .

’Abdul Karim, Sir, see Fadhli Sultan.

’Abdul Krim, Riff chieftain, 71.

’Abdul Qadir Ba Faqih, Seiyid, 235, 254.

’Abdul Qadir Okeir, headmaster Aden
College, 245-45, 250, 256, 276-7.

’Abdul Rahi^ al Jifti, Seiyid, 189,

191-2 . 307, 309 .

’Abdul Rahman, nephew of Yeramis

Sultan, 125-6, 128.

’Abdul Rahman al Kaf, Seiyid, 191,

206-7, 210, 258-60.

’Abdulla Ali, interpreter, 13-14, 97, 122,

125, 128.

lAbdi^a bin Bubekr, Sheikh, Fadhli

official, 1 15.

’Abdulla bin Muhsin, Sultan, 273.

’Abdulla, Sultan, son of the Yeramb
Sultan, 124-8.

’Abdur Rahman bin ’Othman, 250, 268.

Abyan, dams at, 93, 114; setdement,

134.

Ad, giant race of, 140, 183, i88n, 196,

202, 21Z, 214; Mola Motar prophet,

167; tomb, 213-6.

Aden, xi., xii., 5, 49, 64, 66, 82, 84-90,

i04-5t 108, 137, 148-9, 151* 16$, 172,

191, 193, 232, 236-8, 243, 247-8; die

Tanks, 84, ig; college for sons of
chiefi, 99-105, 245, 306, 317.

Aden Protcaoratc, xii., 91, 137, 179,

243* 255. 341; Western, 91. ^26, 340;
levies, 98, 102, 346; Residency, 244;
made a Crown Colony, 3i3n; Po^
Unimi, 339; Bastem, 340, 349.

Adh rAahoma^ gates of, 224.

Adim Wadi, aito.

Afif bin ’Abdidk al iSz.

s$^ 238*

Afoel Khan Monen Khan, chauffeur, 155
Ahl as Sa’d tribe, the, 179.

Ahl Bureik, tribe of bedouin Sheiks,

193.

Ahl Fuleis, Arab tribe, iii, 118, 131.

Ahl Haidera, Mansur of Digaj, xii, 1x8,

120. X31, 255.

Ahmed, nephew of the Yeramis Sultan,

X25-6.

Ahmed, Sultan, C.I.C., of Lahej, X04.

Ahmed, teacher, Aden College, 245.

Ahmed, the slave, 122.

Ahmed Ba Gheish, Quaid sub-Govemor,
178.

Ahmed bin Abkr bin Sumed al ’Alawi,

Seiyid. 43-5, 71-2.

Ahmed bin Sa’id, founder of the Albu-

said dynasty, 9.

Ahmed bin ’Umar bin Ahmed Ba
Surra, Sheikh, X70, 173-5, see also Ba
Surras.

Ahmed Bffendi, the jenudar, MuLalla,

246, 339-

Ahmed Hassan, inteipreter, 246, 257.

Ahmed Hassan, a Naluai, 128^.
Ahmed bin Hussein bin Harun al

’Adas, Mansab of Meshhed, 178-80,

333-
^ „

Ahmed Nazir, Arab minister, Mukalla,

247. 312.

Ahmed Sa’id Baziad, butcher, 40, 42.

’Aidarus, patron saint of Aden, 88.

’Aidarus bin Muhsin al Afifi, Sultan of

Lower Yafa’i, 1x9, 130-4, 179.

’Aidarus Seiyid^ X43, 309.

’Aidid, Wadi, 327.

’Aidha bin Tan^, Chiefofthe Manahil,

319.

’Aidha bin Terjem, Chiefofthe Al Baqi

Mse&ttm, 322.

Akid river, 2190, Wadi, 225.

Al ’Abd al Mtttttassar, 106, zoS.
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Al *Abd bin *Ali bin Yemani, chiefofthe
Tamini, 299.

Al Abr, see Husn Al Abr.

Al *All Katfair, deputation from the, 299.

Al Amin, ship, 246.

Al ’Amr, iCatl^ clan, 189, 204.

Al Ardhi, tribe, the, 312.

Al Baqi Msellem, Sei’ars, 320, 323.

Al Gheil, 204.

Al Ghuraf, walled village, 327.

Al Ghurfa, trenches at, 189-90, 300,

204, 261, 29in, 316; Jinn of the, 287.

Al Haddad in Tarim, 327.

Al Hadhafa, 222-3.

Al Halaf, 162-4.

Al Hamum tribe, 293, 299, see also

Hamumi.
Al Haqq, sj,, 237-8.

Al Ham tril^, 195, 201.

Al Hatim, Sei'ars, 319, 321-2, 326.

Al Jabir tribe, the, 204, 276, 281, 284,

287, 298-9.

Al Sdyids, the, 240, 251, 257, 282,

300, 302, 304; the new road, 316, 328,

33 X. 344-

Al Kathir, see Kathiri.

Al Khamt, dar of ’Ali bin Habreish, 265.

Al Khor, 134.

Al Khurob, 282.

Al Liza, river, 3190.

Al Malud, giants grove at, 228.

Al Qara, near Shibam, 269, 323.

Al (^z, 210.

Al Quf, tobacco nurseries, 156.

Al Sheiban tribe, 293.

Al Tamin tribe, see Tamimi.

Al Uqda, home of Salim bin Ja*fer, 268.

Al *Umar, 189*

*Alawi bin Ahmed al Haddad, Seiyid,

215.

*Alawi al *Attas of Hureidha, 339.

*Alawi hin Bubekr bin ^Alawi al Kaf,

Seiyid, ardutcct, 203-4, 206.

Albusaidie tribe, the, 13.

’Ali, author’s servant, 86.

’All, Somali chauffeur, 204-5.

’Ali, Sultan ofTarim, *07, 259, 275, 316.

’Ah Inn ’Abdulla, brodier of Stdtan

Sa’ud, 231-3.

’Ah bin Hanad, a 2Sheidi, 229.

’Ah bin Mansur, see Kathiri, Sultan of.

’Ah bin Salah, Sultan, Governor of
Shibam, 267-274, 286, 294, 299, 300,

310,322-3.

*Ali bin Sahm Albusaidi, Sir, 79, 81, X15.

’Ah, Seiyid, Sultan Grand Comorro, 71.

’Amd, Wa^, 188, 271, 298, 340.

’Amr al Queis al Kindi, 182.

’Amr bin Towar, branch of the Bin
Afrar, 2230.

’Amr the Muqaddam, 194-5, 200-1.

’Amudi tribe, the, 17711.

’Anana Wadi, the, 162.

Ankedum, Wadi, 166.

’Aquabat d Hibil, Du’an Wadi pass, 169.

’Ar Rashid, Du’an town, 169, 175.

Ar Rodha, Wadi Ycramis, 122, 124, 128.

Ar Rasma, 293.

Arf, Wadi, 309.

Aroba cliffs, 166.

As Saila, 132.

As Soda, landing ground, 97.

Asadi al Fay, port in Hamumi territory,

281-2.

Ash Shuara, 166.

Athtar Sharquan, guardian of temples,

167.

Audhali country, the, 138.

Aulad al Imam, royal family of Muscat
and Zanzibar, 13, 336.

Aulagi tribe, 340.

’Aura, Du’an tribe, 169, 170, 173.

Ausan, kingdom of, 4, 142."^

’Awadh, chauffeur, 255-6.

’Awadh bin Azzan, Sheikh of the Bin
Addat, 273, 307.

’Awadh bin Tannaf, X98-9.

’Awadh ’Umar Ba Sunkar, 184.

’Awamir tribe, the, 201, 204, 260, 267,

285, 293, 298-9, 305, 320, 327.

Azania, near Zanzibar, 5, 49.

Azzan, 340.

Ba |Abbad, Sheikh, 216.

Bil ’Amr, resident of Zanzibar, 55-9.
Ba Habab tribe, the, 256.

Ba Hasan tribe, the, 252-5, 309*xo, 337.
Ba KhStnas plateau, the, X68-9.

Ba Rotneid^ in Sd’ar^ I94r I9B»
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Ba Surras of Du’an, 164, 17711, 178, 180,

303, 310; see also Ahm^ bin Sa*i(!

andMuhammad bin’UmarbinAhmed.
Ba ’Ubcid, bcduin broker, 157-9.

Ba Wazir family, i84n.

Bab el Mandeb, 109, 140.

Backbone plateau, the, 256.

Bajri tribe, the, 204, 298.

Bakezebur, Mukalla’s reservoir, 155.

Balhaf, Sultanate of, 5, 245, 316-7, 340,

346; thclSultan of, 336.

Bana, Wadi, 129-134.

Barn Afif, Lower Yafa tribe, 223n.

Bara as Sida, Mukalla, 149.

Barghash, Sultan of Zanzibar, 10, 51, 65.

Basa’, 2i9n, 220.

Basra, 57, 59.

Bedr Bu Tuweirak, Kathiri ruler, 223.

Beech, Captam, R.A., 259, 276-7, 282.

Bcihan, Sharif of, 92-3, 336.

Bein al Khorebtain plateau, the, 166.

Beit al Ajaib, 63.

Beit al Haji, Sheikh, 2s>o.

Beit Hamuda, beduin, 293.

Beni ’Asad tribe, 182.

Beni Dhanna tribe, the, 293, 299, 319.

Bent, Mrs., author of Southern Arabia^

116, 138, 178, 181-2, 189, 196, 269, 319.

Bent, Theodore, xiv., 116, 178, 181,

269, 319.

Besse, A., 88, 147.

Besse, Mcryem, 147, 259.

Bil Fas, 261, 286, 291-2.

Bin ’All, Muqaddam, Mahra tribal

peacemakers, 223n.

Bin ’Ali Wadi, the, 340.

Bin ’Abdat, chiefofthe Al ’Amr, i 8s>-90>

261, 273, 285-6, 288, 290-2, 316.

Bin ’Abri, Nahdi agitator, 323.

Bin Afrar tribe, the, 223, 227.

Bin Akshat, Yemani chief, 290.

Bin Hizer, Yemani chief, 290.

Bin Hotali, Yemani chief, 290.

Bin Jerbu’a, Al Hadm chieC 321-3, 326.

Bin Marta, 303.

Bin Mulhi, Al Hadm chief, 321-3, 326.

Bin SaluOi dan, the, Mahra cl^ 223.

Bin Snmeit, 279*

Bin Yeinani, section of Al Jabir tribe,

276, 28X1 285-8, 29X, 307^; trial of;

282-4; bombing of, 289-92; peace,

292-^5.

Bin Yemani, sccdon of Tamimi tribe,

211.

Bin Zueida, Mahra clan, 223n, 226,

229-30.

Bir ’Ali Sultanate, 5, 245, 316; Sultan of,

336, 340; the incense road, 340.

Boscawen, Colonel, 138, 187, 193, 195.

Bourdonnais, Mahe* de la, 66, 75.

Broome, Adela, 335.

Bubakr al Kaf, Seiyid, 191, 251, 253-4,

259-60, 262-4, 268, 277, 279-80, 282,

286, 289, 291, 299, 301, 307, 320,

322-4, 326, 333“5 » 342, 351 -

Bubakr al Mihdhar, Seiyid, 253, 282.

Bubakr bin ’Abdulla al ’Attas, Seiyid,

“Unde,” 270-1, 298.

Bubekr, Sheikh, saint of Einat, 213.

Budha, capital of the Amudis, 177.

Bugamoyo, 53.

Buheira, peace meeting at, 293.

Bukheit bin Mansur, porter, 160, 21 1,

233 -

Bureiki sheikhs, 324-5, 335.

Buzun, in Mahra, 226.

Bwana ’Abdulla, 34-7.

Camd markings, 200n.

Canton 5.S., xi.

Cavadee, pilgrimage, 74-5.

Chake Chake, town in Pemba, 29, 30,

32-3. 35, 37, 42, 47-8, 65.

Charlewood, Port OfEcer, Zlanzibar, 60.

Chitral, 5.S., xi.

Chole island, now Mafia or Monfiyeh, 7.

*’Cokkai,'’ Sheha of Potoa, 26.

Cole, Sir Lowry, Governor ofMauridus,

80.

Colonial Appointments pamphlet, xv.

Comorro ii^ds, 7, 63-4, 66, 69, 71.

Corju, r.5., 85-6.

Crofion, R. H., chief secretary in Zan-

zibar, 78.

Cupid, SJ,, 12, 35, 60-1.

Curzon of Kedleston, Marquess, 3X.

Daham, Yemani tribe, 325.

DammGn, 206, 327.
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Dar Al *Amir, frontier fort» I03«

Dar es Salaam, 4. 48-9, 5ii S3 . <53 . ^10,

333 -

Darfic, 230, 233.

Dar Salih, in Wadi Ser, 195.

Decaen, General, Governor ofMauritius,
68 .

Delgado, Cape, 9-

Dhala, Aden, 97; Amir of, 111.

Dhiyeiba, trib^ 346.

Dhubba, 256.

Dhubdhub, 256.

Dhnbeia, Mahra Village, 222, 228, 230,

232.

Dhufar, 340.

Diar al Buqri, 270, 303.

Dis, 15s, 246, 343-

Dolat Al ’Abdulla, tribe, 273.

Du*an, province of, 139-40, 146, 157,

159, 168-76, 180, 199, 208, 249, 276,

282, 310, 316, 340, 343. 349; Wadi,
169-70, 176, I77n, r88, 198; early

istory o^ 172; emigration, 172;
ancient relics, 172; motor road, 315,

32 -

Dttflferin and Ava, Marquess of, 336*

Dunga, palace at, 50.

Durham Castk, sj., xvi.

Dziani, extina volcano, 64.

’£iar, town in dbe Hadhramaut, 194, 198.

'Einat, Qu’aiti town, ao6, 210; 213,

225, 343.

Fadhls, Sultan Abdul Elarim, 92, 102,

III, 115, 120, 123-34; disputes witii

Yafr*is, 113-14, 117-X9. 278; Fadhl,

his dicst son, in ; Hussein, his son,

1x5-16, Z20-S, 127.

Fadhl bin Hussrin, Sultan, brother of
Abdul, 120; ^Othman bin 'Abdulla,

nephew of Stdeana, 120.

Falconer, Ion Kddx, missionary, 89.

Faraj, 211, 233*

Farquhar, Sir Robert, 69.

Far^ Sheikh, 255.

Ferai &'id, governor of Sh&axn, 189*

Figgia, £. C, 33^ 340. 344. 349. 353-

Filahi tribe, the, z6.

Fowle, Mrs., 1x6.

Fughma vill^, 2ZX-X2.

Fuwa, airport of Mukalla, 155, 238, 278,

292.

Fuwha, Nahd, 353.

Gaddal as Sa’id Gaddal, Educational

Assistant, 350.

Gama, Vasco da, 7.

Ganess, cook, 75-7, 86, 152-3, 163,

185, 211, 228, 232, 257.

Gardner, Miss,*335.

Ghalib, Sultan, 148.

Gheibun, 217; ruins at, 182-3.

Gheida, 254.

Gheil Ba Wazir, 156, 246, 254, 312, 349,

352; murder at, 328.

Gh^ bin Yomein, dar of 'Ali bin

Habreish, 265.

Ghouth, Sheikh, teacher atAden College,

245-^.

Glubb, Major, 345-6.

Gold Mohur Bay, Aden, 87.

Grand Comorro, the, 7.

Griffiths, V. L., Sudan Education De-
partment, 350.

Guardafui, 9.

Guddam, range of mountains, Z2Z.

Habiljabr, 138.

Habs, 309, 310.

Habshi, Sriyids, 285.

Hadhramaut, country ofthe, xu.,xiv., X2,

39, 40, 42, 45 . 59. 72, 83, 91. 138-9.

161, 165, 171, I7<5-8, i83n, 188, 207,

22311, 23511. 238-9. 243-50. 254. 313.

340-1 ; the land of Genesis, 139, 146;
hours of travel, 164; Wadi, 167, 1518,

202, 2Zon; colonies, 172; ai^tecture,

204; tomb of Hu^ 2x3-14; official

corruption, 253^

Hadhrami, the, 43-5. 145. 2x6, 259, 269.

3x8; Beduin Eegiott, 346; State and
Tribal Courts, 348-9*

HaUHalima.<mFaidh^ X17.

Haines, Captain, xtii., 91, 236*

Hajeitk, immd moimiain, x8o»s, 2x7.
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Hajr, otovincc of, 146, ijz. Hh 343;
Wadi, 2x911.

Hajris or Subians, 150.

Haikm Mbaruk bm Muhammad, Sheikh,

Nahd chief, 275, 300, 303.

Hamed, 36-7.

Hamid, Seiyid, Prime Minister Muks^,
246-7, 253, 312.

Hami, coastal village, 343.

Hamid bin ’Alawi al BSr, Seiyid, 175-6.

Hamid bin Abdul Rahman Bak^eit,

Sheikh, 232.

Hamilton, Hon. R. A. B., 278.

Hamumi tribe, 20X, 237, 252, 281, 294,

3X0, 3x911, 328-9, 335, 342.

Harm tribe, 195, 201.

Harshiat, a vilLige, 160.

Hartley, agriculturist, 352.

Hasan ’Ali, chiefof the Quteibi, 95-6.

Hasar Johar, 167.

Hassan bin ’All, Sultan of Shiraz, 7.

Hassan bin Salim, 30X.

Hassan Muhammad, servant, 139, 160,

185, 190-1, X94, 196, 202, 21 1, 229,

23X-2, 237-8.

Hassan Shaibi, 256-7, 276, 309, 334.

Haura, Ya&’i town, 184, 28111, 343;
Sheikhdom o^ 340.

Haushabi, Sultan of, 92, X03, iii;

visited by the Ingrams, 105-12.

Hauta, Haohramaut village, 186.

Hautat al Ahmed bin 2^m, scene of the

peace meeti^, 285.

Hauta as Seiyid, Mahra village,

Henin, Qu*aiti town, 185-6, 21811, 303,

. 222.

324, 343 -

Heru, 331.

Himyar state, 4, 43, 142, 166, 223;
relics of^ in Du*an, 172; Ring of, 5;
Himyaritic inscriptioiis, 187, X96-7,

200, 206, 212, 220, 3x9; temple,

336.

Hisi, birthplace of Seibani tribe, 166.

Hodeida, 103, 271.

Hogarth, D. G., author of The Penetra*

iion ofAmUd, 72, 138, 2x7-

HdQutt Bay, 86.

H<^iSi Sir Chatfei, Resident at Zana
6i2.

53-4*

Hopkins, Captain, reorganizer ofMukalla
Army, 314, 343 -

Hud, Nebi Allah, the prophet, I95n,

196, 213-X6.

Hudin village, 177.

Hun Wadi, 211, 2x8n.

Hureidha, in *Amd, 237, 268-71, 298,

301, 302-3, 316.

Husn *Ad, 227.

Husn ad Ddla, fort near Sif^ 178.

Husn Al *Abr, 2i8n, 319, 321, 323-4, 326.

Husn Al *Ur, 217; ruins at, 2ii-X2.

Husn as Sufeira, 21X.

Husn Halima, a fort, 1x7-18, 129 ; ’Aquil

of, X31, 133-

Hum Mem, 277-

Hum Murad, 243.

Hussein al Mihdhar, Seiyid, Qu*aiti

Wazir, 190.

Hussein, eldest son of Sultan Ali, 306.

Hussein, ’Aidarus Seiyid, 309.

Hyderabad, Nizam of, 143, 148, 347.

Ibn Sa*ud, 271.

Incense, trade in, 144.

Ingrams, Harold, Assistant Distria

Commissioner in Zanzibar, xvi. ; sent

to Pemba, 12 ; transferred to Mkoko-
toni, 18; two yean at Chake Chake,

251-46; transferred to Zanzibar, 47;
district work, 48-50; the bazaan, 52;

in search of carpets, 56-9; trip to

Latham Island, 60-1 ; home on leave,

61-2
; offered post as Assistant Colonial

Secretary Mauritius, 63 ; call at Mad-
agascar, 64-<S; life in Mauritius, 67-

77; home on leave, 82; Political

Officer, Aden Protectorate, 84; life

in Ad^ 85-sk>; Administration of

Protectorate, 91-5 ; tribal punishment,

96-9; collie for chiefe’ sons, 99-102,

244-6; visits Lahej, X03-5, 109, X12;

visits Muscimir, X05-9; Fadhli-Lowtr

YaTai dispute, 113-34; by ship to

Mukalla, 1^47-8, 150-2; on do^ys
toDu*an, 157; guest of^eGovmion,
170; letter from Suhah Salim, 176;

departure for SC 177; meets the

Mansab of Meshh^ 178; arrives at
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Sbibam, 187; tea in Seiyun, 189; by
car to Tarim» 190-2; pagan dances at

Danimun» 206
;
journey to Seihut, 210

;

tomb of Hud, 213-16; exploration in

theWadi Hadhramaut, 217-30 ; arrival

at Scihut, 231; by dhow to Shihr,

232-4 ; by ship to Aden, 238 ; on leave

for i^gland, 239-40; return to Aden,

243; visits the Sultan at Mukalla,

247-9 ; completion ofAc motor road,

251-3 ; by car to Ma’adi, 255 ; arrival

at Tarim, 257; Tribal GuarA Scheme,

259-60; tribal visits, 267-71; peace

proposals, 272-4; letter from Ae
Sheikh of Ac NAd, 275-6; Bin
Yemani, summoned to appear for

trial, 282 ; mcetinff of me Peace

Board, 285-8, 292; bombing Ac Bin
Yemani, 290; Ac Arec years* truce,

293; created Friend of me Hadhra-
maut, 296 ; signing Ae truce, 299-306,

311; dimer wiA Ac Yemani, 307-8;

office work in Mukalla, 314, 332;
opening Ac new motor road, 315-16;

appointed Resident Adviser to Sdtans

of Mukalla and Kathiri, 316; setdes

Sci’ar trouble, 318-27; air action

against Ae Hamumi, 328; visits

Ahmed bin Hassan, 333 ; adopts a slave

child, 334-5; organizes Government
in Ac Proteaoratc, 338-40; extension

of three years* truce, 341-2; tour

of Malaya, 347.

Iraq, i85n.

Irqua, Sheikh of, 92, 340.

Isma’ili dan, 13.

ItsanAo and Bambao, Sultan of^ 71.

Ja’bil bin Hussein, Sultan, nephew ofAe
Ycramis Sultan, 124-9.

Jabiri tribe, 204, 276, 281, 284, 287,

298-9.

Jackson, Sir Wil&ed, Governor of
Mauritius, 75.

Ja’da tribe, 270, 300, 302-3, 351.

Jama* Mosque, Shibam, 388.

Jamila, *Al Attas maid, 298.

Jiva, 45, 49, 172, 19^, 305, 347-

Jebd al Wuti, 32on«

Jebel HaAd, college, X02.

Jebd Qafi, 2190.

Jebd ShamAun, Aden, 87-8.

Jebd *Urka, 167.

Jebd WarwA, 106-7.

Jedda, 103, 184.

Jembiyani, 49.

Jezirat Borraka, islet, 5.

Jibuti, 66.

Johi tribe, 298.

Jol Ubeid, plateau, 168.

Karama, Arab boy, 40-2, 45, 211-13,

221-2, 228-9.

Kargos, Punch and Judy Aow, 49.

KasaA family exiled, 52-3.

Kathiri, 'Ali bin Mansur, Sultan of, 138,

143, 145, 190, 204, 266, 268, 273‘-4,

306, 338; tribe, 172, 189, 199. 201,

206, 2230, 260, 263, 276, 278, 282,

293, 296, 305, 313, 323, 334. 349;
GhAb bin Muhsin, Sultan of, 237;
country, 244, 327; Tribal GuarA
Scheme, 244, 282; treaty rdadons,

278-9, 281; three yean* truce, 285-6;

Resident Adviser, 316; Constabulary,

344.

Khalf, centre of fbh curing industry,

150-1.

Khama dan, Ae, 157.

Khordba, Du*an town, 169-70, 175.

Khormal^, 87.

Khan Bahadur, Sheik Ali Baakza, 313.

Khanjehan, 339.

Kilindini harbour, 79, 81.

Kilwa, 7.

Konduchi village, 49.

Kuweit, 57-8.

Laajam, Hussien, 269.

Lahej, H.H., ’Abdali Abdul Ktim,

Siutan of, 85, 92, 103, 133 ; his Army,
104-5. 314.

Lahej Protectonue, Ae, 93, 103, 130;

visited by Ae Ingrams, X03-5.

Lake, Coloisd, xiii., 97. 139. 275.

Lai Khan, SubedarMajor, 339.

Lancaster, SirJames, 7*
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Lang, Andrew, 72.

Lat^ Wadi, 3. 9-

Latham Island* 60.

Lee Warner, W. H., O.B.E., British

Agent, Mukalla, 278.

Leisar Wadi, 177*

Lower Yafa’i dispute, 1 13-19, 179 ; letter

from Sultan, 129-30.

Lush, village and wadi of, 162.

Ma'adi tribe, the, 252, 255, 276, 309;

cultivators of betel nut, 255n.

Ma’ara tribe, the, 252, 298.

Ma’afir tribe, the, 4.

Madagascar, 7, 64-6, 71, 321.

Madhi tribe, the, 298.

Mahra country, 64, 138, 219, 223, 236,

238, 244, 340; tribe, 221, 235n, 260,

299. 3 i9n, 350.

Mahri country, 254; Sultanate Qishn
and Soqotra, 340; tribes, 340.

Makunduchi village, 48.

Malacca, 4.

Malaya, the Adviser System, 347.

Man^ tribe, the, 201, 218-19, 22i«

Manawarih, near Mukalla, 155.

Magrat, volcanic island, 225.

Maraduka, 65.

Marakhai, in Mahra, 2i9n, 221.

Marashida clan, the, 157.

Mariama village, 204.

Maseila Wadi, I95n, 196, 210-11, 2i8n,

223n, 234, 320, 327.

Masilat as Silma, 210.

Mathews, General Sir Lloyd William,

his ^ost, 51.

Ma^ruf bin Khashash, headman, 212.

Maulis, Muslim dan, 31-2, 35-6.

Mauritius, xi., 7-9, 63-4, 66, 82, 84,

86-7, 168, 239, 270; Muslim
festival, 69.

Mayotte island, 64.

Maznns, tribe in Pemba, 30, 80.

Mbaruk bin Rashid, SheiUi, 30.

Medaunhry, Air Commodore, 3x5, 320.

Md&t wvmpmmt oC $52.

Mcrbat in ^Umar, 238*

Mediat in Dhu&ri 340.

Meshhed, 176, 179, 18 1; Mansab of,

178-80. 333.

Milner, Lord, xvi.

Minhah, tribe, 223, 319-21.

Mkanjuni, 32-4.

Mkokotoni, in Zanzibar, 18, 19, 28-9,

165.

Mkumbu Peninsular, 32, 35.

Mocha, 4.

Mola 'Aidid, tomb of, 327.

Mola Matar, 166-7.

Mroni, capital of Mauritius, 71.

Msasani village, 49.

Msdlcm Bal ula. Treasurer at Mukalla,

148, 152, 247-

Mtumbatu tribe, 28.

Muhammad, carpet dealer, 55-6.

Muhammad, porter, 160, 181-3, 185.

Muhammad, Sheikh of the Albusaidi,

13 -

Muhammad, son of Sultan Sa’ud,

231.

Muhammad bin ’Abdulla Abu Haidera,

“Uncle” Fadhli, C.I.C., 121, 125-6,

128.

Muhammad bin ’Abdulla bin ’Umar Ba
Wazir, i84n, 185.

Muhammad bin Ahmed Ba Zaid Bazara,

175, I76n.

Muhammad bin Hashil, Sheikh, 48-9.

Muhammad Ba Harun, Scyid, 178.

Muhammad bin Hashim, Secretary of
the Peace Board, 305.

Muhammad bin ’Umar bin Ahmed Ba
Surra, 170.

Muhammad Sa’id Mart’a, Sheikh, 186-7.

Muhammad Midheij ofReidat al Ma’ara,

Sciyid, 287, 289, 292, 296.

Muhammad ’Umar Bazara of Du’an,

i6s, 172. 17<5n.

Muh^, college usher, 102.

Muhsin af £i^t, Sciyid, 206, 211, 213,

219, 221, 225-6, 228-9, 232.

Mul^ Bukheit, chief of the Awamir,
267.

Mukalla, 5, 41, 88, 139, 147, 154,

159. 164. 193. 212, 228, 238, 254, 262,

269, 273. 277-8, 295, 305, 331. 335-<S.

345; deaci^on of, 149-52; slaves,

x’54i)< 349 : Tribal Guards S^eme, 259 ;
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truce signed, 3Xo; regular army, 314,

323; treaty with, 316: meth<^ of
government, 338-9.

Mukalla, H.H., Sultans of, 92-3, 138,

145, 147-8, I54n, 189, 218, 235* 237,

254f 265, 278, 304, 3X6; Sultan ’Umar,
I39, 194. 239. 248, 252-3;
Sultan Salih, 239, 248-50, 252, 276,

305, 309. 3 ^3 , 342, 347; Peace Treaty,

278; resident adviser to, 316, 318,

338.

Mukeiras, ’Audhali capital, 138.

Murkib, peace celebrations, 122, 127.

Muqbil, unde of Hasan ’Ali, 98.

Murra tribe, 201.

Murray, John., xiv.

Muscat, 9, 31, 59, 68-9, 336; Sultanate

of, 340; Arabs, 45.

Museimir, capitd of Lahej, 105-9;

school at, 93.

Museina, 145.

Mwenyi Mlrau, palace of, 50.

Nahd tribe, the, 189, 270, 275-6, 301,

310, 353 ; Mansab of, 300.

Nakhai, Sheikh, 115, 120, 125, X28.

Naqib ’Abdur Rab, 52-3.

Nasir ’Abdulla al Kathiri, 45, 287-8.

Nazi’a canal, 1x4, xx8.

Nedura, 227.

Ncj’ran, 326.

Nesib bin Isa, 233.

Nigeria, 336.

Northfidd, Major, 346.

Nossi B^, Madagascar port, 64.

Oman, 8, 9, X2, 16, 23, 36-7, 68, 2x7,

235n; Sidtan of^ 224.

Omani Arabs, 45.

Orion, 5.5., xi., 239.

Pamanzi island, 64.

Pamanzi KeU, Swahili village, 64.

Paid, Mr., toWoo spectaltst, 352.

Peace Board, the, 305.

Pemba, island of, xi., 4, 7f 10, 12-13, Z5t

X7-18, 29, 32, 37-8, 40, 44^5 . 153 *

Penang, xi.

Penetration ofArabia, by Hogarth, 4X.

Perim, 5.

Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 4-6, 48,

59, 23 5n-

Philby, Mr. and Mn. H. St. John, X03,

x8o, 271, 324.

Pike. Dr., 324, 340.

Poivre, Pierre, Intendant of Mauritius,

8, xo.

Port Louis, Mauritius, 66-7, 69, 72, 75,

80; Champ de Mars, 68, 73 ; Temples,

73-4.

Port Said, 239.

Port Sudii, 66, X72.

Ptijini, 32.

QS’al Fadhul, in Sei’a, 198-9, 3x9.

Qabr Hud, tomb of Hud, 196, X23-5,

2x9; pilgrimage to, 320.

Qal’an, iM^a Ullage, 222, 227.

Qara, Mukalla hill, 238, 256.

Qa’r al Murakaba, 165.

Qari tribes, 340.

Qasm, 2X0-XX.

Qasr al Mu’in Palace, 148.

Qlt, Yemen shrub, X09-X0.

Qataban, ancient state, 4, 142.

Qa’udha, capital of the Nahd, 300, 353.

^dun, 178^, x8o.

Qishn, capital ofthe Mahras, 223, 229n,

232, 238; Sultanate of, 3, 17, 340;
Royal family of, 336.

Q5z Adubi, 2x9.

Qu’aitis of Qam, 143, I59, I77tt» 178,

180, x88, 2x8, 243-4, 252-3. 259, 263,

265-9, 3x9; Kadhiri agreement, X43,

204, 267-8, 281; three years* truce,

3x0-11; Anglo<-Qu’aixi-K4ttl^ agree*

ment, 338; d^ace forces, 343*^*
finan^ 349.

Queis bin Busan, Sdyid, 53.

Qubhodh Wadi, 200-x, 205.

Quseir, coastal viOage* a8x, 343.

Qistetbi, Arab lube, 95*^# 98*
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Rahtft, tomb of Salib bin *Aqili 225.

Rakhama, Wadi, izi.

Rakh, 178.

Rakhia Wadi, 3x0.

Ranade, Doaor, 148, 151,

Ras al Kalb, 145.

Ras Dharbat *Ali, 243, 340.

Ras Makalla, 155.

Rawashid tribe, the, 201.

Read, Lady, 76.

Redfan Mountains, 138.

Reidat ad Deiyun, 340.

Reidat al *Abdul Wadud, R.A.P.
landing ground at, 281.

Reidat al Maara, 308.

Reidat as Sci’ar, 321.

Reilly, Sir Bernard, K.C.M.G., Resident
of Aden, xiii., 99, 245# 271, 278-81,

304; made Governor, 3i3n, 331, 336;
opens the Al Kaf road, 375-7.

Repuke, H.M.S., 53.

Reunion or Bourbon island, 7 ; Railway,

77-8.

Riami, family, 17.

Rickards, Squadron Leader, 137-8, 2x9,

225n.

Rieidat al Kathiri, 200.

Risib, 276, 282, 307.

Robinson, Colonel, commanding Aden
Protcrtorate levies, 314.

Rodrigues Island, 7.

Royal Central Asian Society, xiii., 278.

Roval Geographical Society, xiii., 83.

Rub'al Khali, 138, 145, 293, 323.

Rumeidan, 198-9.

Saba, ancient state, 4, 43, X42.

Sabota, buried dty, 193.

Sad, rock painting at, 220.

Sa’d bin Towar, branch of the Bin
Afirar tribe, 223.

Sa’id al Ma^arri, 282.

Sa^id bin ’Abdulla al Kanisi, Sheikh,

18-26, 52-3.

Sa’id bin ’Aw^dh bin ’Umar Ba Surra,

Sa’id bin ’ba al bma’iU, 13.

Sa’id bin Umar Ba ’Ubdta ar Rashidi as

Sdbani, X60-2, 166-7, 169.

Sa’id Laaja^ Sheikh, 202-4.

Sa’id, Seiyid, H.H., Sultan of Zanzibar,

9, lo-ii, 30, 43, 64-5, 69, 80, 97‘

St. Pierre, Bemadin de, 71.

Salih, Prophet, 139, 195, X96n, 319.

Salih, son of the Fadhli Sultan, 115-X8.

Salih, Sultan, Bimbashi in Lahej Trained
Forces, 104.

Salih, Sultan, son of Sultan ’Umar, see

Mukalla.

Salih ’Ali al Khulaqi, 160, 163, 211,

233-

Salih bin Ghalib, Sultan, 266, 273.

Salih bin Mbarek Ba Saltdi, 178.

Salih bin Nasir, 126.

Salih ’Umar, chief of the Bin Dhobani,

287, 289-90, 292.

Salim, female Sheikh, 255.

Salim bin Ahmed, Mukalla Regent, 148,

152-3, 160, 162, 176, 309.*

Salim bin Ja’far, dhief of the ’Al ’Umar,
189-90, 267-74.

Salim bin Miftah, Sergeant, 160-1, 163,

167, 211, 233.

Salim, chief accountant, 339.

Salim, Sultan, Governor of Shihr, 160,

162, 235, 238, 246-7, 252-4, 262.

Saiu, xi., 262, 347.

Sanam Wadi, 340.

Sarur, Sultan of Lahej, 107.

Sa’ud, Sultan of Seihot, 231-2.

Saudi-Yemani war, 95, 103.

Seheil Muhsin, 267-8.

Sei’ar, tribe, 181, 186, 189, 192-3, 221,

269, 293-4» 299. 310, 318-323, 334;
visited by the Ingrams, 193-9; truce,

326.

Seiban, Kor, 166, 320.

'Seibani tribe, the, 157; Muquaddams
of, 180.

Seibani Zei, confederation of tribes,

180.

Seif bin Sultan, Imam of Oman, 8, 30.

Seihut, 139, 2x8n, 219, 22X-2, 225, 227,

230-1.

Seiyun, 41, 146, 172, 176, 189-90, 203-4.

207, 260, 264, 277-8, 282, 286, 292-3,

306, 3x5-16, 320, 326, 333; Peace

confetmee, 26s^4; school, 350.

Sena river, 19; Wadi, 2X9n.

3«5
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Scr Wadi, 139, I95 * I97. 202, 205, 319.

Sha’amila tribe, 310.

Shabwa, 188, 193, 326 ; incense road, 340.

Shanfari chiefs, 316.

Sheba, ancient state, 4.

Sheikh Othman, Aden, 87, 143 ;
gardens,

82; mission, 87.

SheilAs, the, I77n.

Shenafir, confederation of tribes, 204,

273, 291.

Shery Ba Salam, Subian village, 150.

Shias tribe, the, 6-7, 67, 69.

Shibam, Province of, 41, 44, 139, 143,

146. 164, 177, 186-93, 197, 199, 204.

207, 217; town oC 187-8, 244, 249,

269, 316; R.A.F. landing ground at,

258, 279; political importance of,

188-9; motor road, 258, 315.

Shiheir, 156, 235.

Shihr, province of, 5, 46, 143, 146, 148,

172, 193, 2i8n, 232, 251, 253-6, 276-7,

287, 295, 307, 309, 312, 329. 333 . 343 .

349. 351; treaty with, 193; sulphur

springs, 225n; town of, early history,

23 5-6 ; motor road, 3 14.

Shihr, Sultan of, 147.

Shinen bin Sa’id, 165.

Shin Kao, temple oracle, 74.

Shiraz, Hassan, Sultan of, 7.

Shuqra, 115-16, 120.

Sidr or Elb tree, 165, 171, 197.

Sif, 178.

Sifa, 225. ^

Simah tribe, the, 299.

Singapore, xi., 172, 187, 191, 203-4,

207, 262.

Siyara or passport system, 223n, 229.

Sodaf Wadi, 197, 319; grave of the

prophet Nebu Mola So<£f, 198.

Soqotra, island of, 140, 142, 220, 223,

229, 239, 340; Sultanate of, 317, 34a
Spurrier, Dr., 50-1.

Stark, Miss Frcya, bdii., xiv,, 269, 335-6,

340.

Subeihi, Arab tribe, 94, 109, zzi, 138;

Rija’i Sheikh of, 92, iii; Makdtuni,

Sheikh of, ill.

Suleiman, Liwali ofChake Chake, 31-4.

Suleiman bin Mbarek al Mauli, liwali,

30.

Suleiman bin Nasir al Lemld, Sheikh,

53-5 , II5-

Suleiman, bin Yeslem, 195, 198-200.

Superstitions, 208.

Sur village, 324.

Suri Arabs, 45.

Taburkum, 219.

Tahir-bin Abubekr al Amawy, Sheikh,

47 -

Ta'iz, 103.

Tamimi, a Qu’aiti tribe, 142, 172, 204,

211, 218. 221-2. 273. 293. 319. 327-8;
Ben Yemani dan, 21 1 ; sign the truce,

298-9 ; letter from the Chief, 299, 300.

Tanganyika, 138, 155, 172.

Tarba, home of the *Awamir, 266, 277.

Tarim, 41. I39. 172, 176, 190. I93 , 201,

204-5. 207-10, 218, 221, 225, 244, 251,

257. 260-2, 267. 277, 295, 298, 307,

316, 323, 326, 331; description of,

207-9; motor roai 315.

Tamimi dispute, 327.

Taris, Kathinland, 204.

Tawahi, Aden, 87.

Teheir, Mahra, 225.

Thei'man, 227.

Therb, camel park, 150, 159, 237.

Thompson, Beeby, consulting engineer,

351 -

Thompson, Miss Caton, 335-6.

Thukmein mountains, 324.

Tiban Wadi, Lahej, 105, 107-8.

Tila as Sufla, i5Sh^i.

Tritton, Dr., 22on.

Tumbatu Ishuid, 28.

'Ubar as Shabwa, 130, 133

*Ubeid al Inglis, road foreman, 251-2,

307, 309. 315.

*Ubeid Salih bin ’Abdat of Al Ghurfii,

285, 287, 342.

’Uman, Sultanate of, 340.

’Umar, Sdyid, Mansab ofHauta, 286.

’Urnar^ Sultan, 139, 148-51. Z59» ^94.

239, 248, 243.
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’Umar al Kaf, Seiyid, 19X-2, 205h5, 208,

210, 212, 259.

’Umar al Mihdhar, Sheikh, 215.

’Umar bin Salih, Governor of Shihr,

255, 312.

’Umar Tuhcish, Chief of the Bin

Ycmani, 290, 297, 307.

’Umar ’Ubcid Bin Abdat, Jinn of Al

Ghurfa, 287.

’Upper Yafa, 92.

Van dcr Mcuhcn, 72, 139, 164, 178, 340.

Vincy, Miss, 351.

Virginia, Mabel Anna, xiv.

Von Wissinan, 139, 164, 320.

Vundive Island, 50.

Wa Arabu, Arab tribe, 16.

Wahadimu, aboriginal tribe, 18, 23, 29,

49 . 50.

Wahidi country, 311; Sultanates, 340;

tribe, 351.

Walmslcy, Wing-Commander H. S, P.,

0,B.E., 292.

Wa Manga, Oman Arabs, 16, 23, 38.

Wangika, tribe, 30.

Wapemba, aboriginal tribe, 29.

Wameford, Captain, 99.

Wa Shihiri tribe, the, 16, 39, 43, 45, 49,

50.

Warwah Jcbcl, 106-7.

Watts, Alan, xiv.

Watumbatu tribe, the, 28.

Waveffs Arab Rifles, 43.

Wckted, J. R., xiv.

Weti, Pemba, 13, 15, 16, 18, 25, 30.

Winter, R. K., C.M.G., Director of

Education at Khartoum, 245.

Wofford, Mr., 324, 340,

Wrede, Count A. von, author of Rcisc

in Hadhramaut, 178.

Yabha Wadi, 212.

Yafa’i tribe, 53, 119, 143, 145, 2230,

254. 308. 335, 343-4,; soldiers, 178-80,

184, 312, 322, 328; mercenaries, 318;
Thclud section, 334.

Yakut, geographer, 29.

Yam tribe, the, 202.

Yemen, the, 4, 6, 12, 69, 86, 98, 109,

217, 262, 303, 326; ancient history of,

143; Resuli dynasty, 235; Imam of,

285.

Ycramis Haidera, Sultan of, 115, 122-9;

disturbance, 119; mortgage dispute,

120; wa'di, 122-3, 129.

Yusuf Sharif, Indian merchant, 152.

Yusuf Shcrif, Doctor, 246.

Yuzbashi Muhsin ’Alawi, Sheikh, Aden
College, 245.

Zaghoul Pasha, 99.

Zahra, adopted slave girl, 334-5.

Zaidi, Ingram’s servant, 26-8, 49-51, 63,

65, 70-1. 75 . 77. 86, 104, 115, 121,

162-3, 186, 211, 229, 232.

Zanzibar, xi., xvi., 4, 8-10, 12, 15-18,

28-9, 31. 37-8, 40-66, 68-71, 77-9 .

84, loi, 115, 147; bombardment of,

27; its growth, 51; bazaars, 52; Arab
Girls’ School, 78-9; proverb, 185-6;

Sultan of, 313.

Zeidi Imam, 95.

Zeidi, Muslim sect, 6, 95, 141.

Zemen as Saghir, rest house at, 165.

Zenj or Zinj Empire, 7, 65; slaves, 349.

2^jibar, 122, 133-4*
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